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The core elements of M.A.D.S Art Gallery's summer event are lightness, joy, and carefreeness. The freedom to relax, listen to
ourselves, and be at peace with ourselves. All of them become protagonists in a historical moment in which we have been robbed
of it. Unlike previous events, in which the gallery “commissioned” works from artists and asked them to adhere to a theme,
M.A.D.S has decided to host an exhibition to commemorate the freedom that we are gradually rediscovering. As a result, the
gallery encourages artists to find their own peace and consider what their own personal paradise is, what shape it takes, who lives
there, or simply what sensation its presence entails. In a society and a world where freedom has been deprived, where it is
impossible to be who we really are due to either political considerations or simply the fear of being judged, M.A.D.S provides a
safe zone where one is free to be who they really are. In this exhibition, freedom is celebrated in this exhibition in the sense of
"freedom of speech," but also as "freedom to think, perceive, elaborate, and experience" the artistic moment as a freedom and
personal intimacy. After all, what could be more blissful than being able to be yourself without being judged, restricted, or
constrained? M.A.D.S asks the artists to put aside what is best for others, for the society and for the era in which we live for a
moment. Let us put aside the unsolicited suggestions, the whispered thoughts and the disguised looks of other people and ask
ourselves what really makes us happy. Let us use this energy to find our own corner of peace and fill the canvas with freedom,
realizing only what pleases us, and makes us feel ourselves. For some people, paradise can simply be a day spent with their
departed loved ones, while for others it can be a break from daily life and the difficulties that come with it, and for others it can be
the tranquility and quietness of an empty house, where they are alone and can breathe. Some can associate paradise with places,
such as a deserted beach or the peach of the mountain, while others believe that paradise is found between their beloved’s arms.
Eventually, some may find peace in common sentiments or gestures, such as drinking a cup of coffee while watching the sunrise.
As it does with its users, M.A.D.S encourages artists to let go and drives them to freedom. The gallery is aimed at those millions
of people who use the Internet and the network as a refuge from their daily lives, those who are unable to travel for different
reasons, and those who simply seek a moment of peace within their days and find joy in art. Consequently, M.A.D.S creates an
exhibition that generates connection between people, and an exhibition with the aim of sharing. Visitors will be able to get to
know different ideas of an idyllic place and a happy moment. In this way, they will have the opportunity to take advantage of it or,
why not, disagree with it. In this sense, the exhibition is both sharing and bearing multiple points of view at the same time,
inevitably generating personal opinions, sparking discussions and above all prompting an individual observer to ask himself
“What is freedom for me? What is freedom for others? Can I, and even more so, can we as human beings consider ourselves
free?” The wave of freedom that the event creates inspires the gallery’s creative direction to encourage the curators to share their
own personal vision of paradise, in such a way as to disseminate and deliver a movement of freedom, reflecting on the major
issues that nowadays the world is facing. Freedom has never been taken for granted for man and unfortunately, it is still not even
today. As a result, it is crucial that it be reflected and interpreted in such a way that human rights are defended and other obstacles
are to be overcome, at least in our minds.
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Adam Starr exhibits one of the abstracts artworks he has created in recent years at the "Paraíso" International Art
Exhibition. Its name is "The Everlasting Electric Current" and depicts a black point that starts from the bottom,
in the leftmost point of the canvas, from which a long wavy black stretch extends that runs through the entire
canvas up to the highest point of it. The background was instead created with a gold color that invades most of
the canvas. This black wire would represent, as the title itself states, the everlasting electric current, that is, a
quantity of electric charge that crosses a certain surface in a specific unit of time. And here the surface is given
by the canvas and time is instead represented by the moments that each of us lives by observing the artwork.
Adam feels spiritually called to create art. His artistic practice is cathartic for him. The stream of consciousness
method he uses helps him to fully express and release his emotions and on his canvas. The work Adam produces
comes from a pure and vulnerable place. Furthermore, the artist is deeply inspired by the music he listens to and
the movements that derive from it. The technique used to make his paintings consists of the use of calligraphy
and oil painting pens. His process would be considered "stream of consciousness" or "jazz painting" as it is
defined by himself. In all his works, he incorporates the emotions he feels during the time of creation using the
emotional aspect of color and the rigidity of the black calligraphy pen. The themes surrounding his paintings
include connection, spirituality, and love. The mystical nature of Adam's style prompts audiences to feel its
strength, opening a window into the heart of its creator. These handcrafted pieces carry a moral and spiritual
dimension that stands for simplicity and connection.

"Art is a lie that allows us to recognize the truth."
(Pablo Picasso)

Adam Starr

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli



The Everlasting Electric Current

Adam Starr



The art by Ade Blakey, a contemporary Australian artist, immediately appears as a visual synthesis of
subtle details surrounded by colour fields, sometimes uniform, others more convulsive. His research is
characterized by a thrust towards an abstract language, in order to provoke a series of questions in the
observer, leading him to an in-depth analysis of the painting. The canvas becomes a place on which to
condense powerful meanings, where the careful arrangement of colours and shapes is not merely an
unconscious expression, but a careful and studied reflection between past, present and future. In "Desert
Ice", sinuous lines move through space, accompanying the gaze inside the work and guiding the observer
in the search for a meaning. The three fields of colour in which this painting is divided become like
chapters in a book to be read in order to grasp the hidden message. The colours used are reminiscent of
nature: blues, azures, browns, reds and yellows are the basis on which to build a true allegory, a
communicating world full of symbols to be revealed to our knowledge. Ade Blakey tells us about the
world and the difficulties that man cyclically encounters. He tells us about an organized and complicated
system that often overwhelms and traps its own creator. This ice in the desert, which seems to immobilize
the living creatures within it, is however destined to melt, watering the arid soil and sowing new seeds,
which will grow and evolve, bearing new fruits. The artist looks towards a better future of renewal and
new ideas and reminds us that each of us can contribute to it. 

"Study the past, if you would divine the future.” (Confucius)

Ade Blakey



Like a demiurge, he accompanies us and shows us new visions, opening our perceptions towards a new
future. He tells us a profound message, symbolically appropriating the earthly elements and transforming
the life cycle of the seed into a complex primordial representation. In "Intimacy" we also find the same
abstract language, here influenced by the cave paintings - created on the walls of the caves since the
Paleolithic - characterized by an expressive minimalism that becomes fundamental to describe the
concept contained in the artist's painting. Intimacy is analyzed through the sexual act, a moment that is in
itself extremely profound and personal. The description of details also takes on symbolic meanings, as in
the case of the colour red, used here to describe the anthropomorphic figures inebriated in their primary
instincts. The blue lines, which move sinuously across the canvas, also accompany the observer into his
own intimacy, awakening visceral memories in his mind. The movement and whirling in which this
painting unfolds only intensifies the power of the act. This work becomes a source of profound emotions
and ancestral vibrations, taking man on another journey through time, to a distant past, made up of
primordial instincts. It takes him back into a cave, which becomes a place of recollection, a place where
one can divest himself of the clothes worn by social convention, finding himself again, without masks
and without judgement.

Ade Blakey

Art Curator Francesca Brunello



Ade Blakey

Desert Ice



Ade Blakey

Intimacy



Dance, the girl dances in the center of the composition. Swimming, a goldfish swims among the rivulets
of salt water. A large red spot stands out in front of our eyes. Digitally created, it seems almost ethereal
and semi-transparent. Let's take a closer look, the reddish hue in some places is tinged with a more
orangey hue, in others a deep purple color takes over. The reddish spot is not isolated from the
environment, on the contrary, it merges with it, with the sea waves and the free gestures of a joyful dance.
The girl is free, she can do whatever she wants; a goldfish that has the ability to travel the length and
breadth of the ocean at will. A new landscape, new places and new opportunities. New encounters and
new connections the future holds for the girl. Having moved away from her native place, she finds herself
in no time at all in new locations, in unprecedented warm waters that can welcome her. The fear of
change, the fear of the new and the unknown are left behind. The girl dances, she is freed from all
constraints of movement and form. She has found her freedom and her new place of choice. Letting
herself go and cradled by the sea breeze, her skirt swells and contracts, her arms sway on themselves and,
the proud and smiling face does not stop looking forward, to a future full of new perspectives.  

Akiko Uchida



"Dance dance dance" is a hymn to freedom, to not letting go of the search for whatever our heart
indicates. It is a warning not to be afraid of the future, of novelty and change; it is a loving exhortation to
listen to our spirit of adaptation and our desire for freedom. The girl dances happily, the goldfish swims in
the depths of the sea being rocked by the current. Numerous bluish streaks counterbalance the reddish
depth of the girl's body. Like threadlike, almost concentric elements, they are distributed all around -
above and below - the little body of the protagonist. The waves support her and the currents dictate the
rhythm of the agitated dance. Waves, ocean, water. Colorless liquid that smells of freedom, water is that
element which is never the same. In fact, it is always flowing, it is constantly moved by currents and
balances and, always in motion, it is constantly in search of new lands to be lapped, new territories to be
explored. Water carries with it the value and the metaphorical meaning of freedom and the girl, in this
newly conquered freedom is happily splashing around, she is even singing a dance with graceful and
graceful movements. Akiko Uchida with Dance dance dance shows us full-handedly the importance of
freedom, a warning - especially for the youngest - to follow one's heart and perhaps find the answer to a
question to which the artist still does not know how to give an unequivocal sentence: "Kids, where is your
heart?"

Akiko Uchida

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 



Akiko Uchida

Dance dance dance - Jewel evening



Akiko Uchida

Dance dance dance - Night sky



Akiko Uchida

Dance dance dance - Sea trip



Akiko Uchida

Dance dance dance - Summer sound 



Alexandra Köhl

Art Curator Marta Graziano

Without a motif or a name but marked only by a number, Alexandra Köhl's works reproduce the variety
and multiplicity of the artist's feelings through vibrant and energetic brushstrokes. The figurative
element, rather unusual and barely hinted at in the artist's paintings, returns on this occasion to reinforce
the correspondence between Alexandra's work and the concept of the exhibition. Indeed, while color
defines the spatial frame of the canvas, it is the figurative element of the human profile that draws the
viewer's attention. This way the artist introduces the theme of the exhibition "Paraíso", representing a
figure reminiscent of the traditional iconography of the curly-haired Cherubs. The magical atmosphere
typical of her paintings also pervades Picture number 28, in which the dominant cold tones of violet and
blue are mixed with slightly contrasting touches of warmer colors. The concentric shapes created by the
artist's brush, which are a recurring feature of Alexandra's paintings, draw the viewer's eye into a delicate
and elegant visual experience. Through her canvas, the artist gives us access to the private space of her
inner universe and, at the same time, provides us with a key to our own, thus guiding us in the search for
our own personal form of Paradise.



Alexandra Köhl 

Picture number 28 



The artist Alexandra Piras, for the second time a guest at an exhibition of the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, brings the inspiration of
artists belonging to the extracted expressionism to the fore. Instinctiveness is the cornerstone of the artistic production of the artist
who creates by capturing the impulsiveness of gestures and the lack of intention in creation. Self-expression is intrinsic in the
artist's artistic product and in this artistic scene which has always been characterized by being extremely varied. At the summer
exhibition “Paríso” Alexandra Piras exhibits five works all different from each other. "Cold Vibrations" is an incisive work, which
meets the observer with primitive strength, coherence and naturalness. The colors used create an incredible chromatic contrast
with the black background, on the one hand they are reminiscent of cracks in a wall, on the other a galaxy in space. “Distor-
Division” brings to mind works such as Barnett Newman's “Onement I” above all for the presence of the “zip” as defined by
Newman himself which divides the painting into two parts. Another artistic reference is "Red, white and brown" by Mark Rothko,
in particular for the use and color choices, but above all for the division of color variations, "Distor-Division" represents the sway
of our thoughts "says Piras , and is characteristic of his works of art in which contrasts are created due to the different textures
present. "Distortion 0" conveys the idea of freedom due to the infinite vastness conveyed by the dominant yellow color. The color
lines convey the idea of freedom of movement and are evidently drawn without any prior intention. The work, as a whole, gives a
sense of relaxation to the observer, who feels calm as if there were a multitude of possibilities in front of oneself. "Dream Green"
leads to relive Helen Frankenthaler's work "Spring Veil", a work in which green is at the center, in which color is celebrated, just
like in Piras' "Dream Green". Green is a symbol of nature and this work celebrates its beauty and abundance. "Fusion Valentine"
is a mix of different textures, a duality is perceived between the presence of love, represented by red and its absence in the upper
part of the work where the color appears encrusted or deliberately neglected. Alexandra Piras's works allow a deeper reflection on
one's own existence and on one's deepest self, a self-analysis conducted on an artistic and emotional level.

Alexandra Piras

Art Curator  Martina Viesti



Alexandra Piras

Cold Vibrations.



Alexandra Piras

Distor-Division



Alexandra Piras

Distortion 0



Alexandra Piras

Dream Green.



Alexandra Piras

Fusion Valentine.



A deep love for the ocean, an adoration for the hot summer season. These are the two elements that
inspire Alexandra Rother for the creation of her fantastic works. "Beach Day" was painted in 2021 with
the technique of acrylic and marker on canvas. Numerous beachgoers with colorful swimsuits relax on the
vast sandy beach while others swim in the immense ocean with crystal-clear water. The breaking of the
waves creates a delicate foam that damps the beach beyond the shore. The colors are brilliant and
perfectly balanced, the natural elements are represented so realistically that the painting might look like
an aerial photo. The feeling we get when we look at the work is exactly the same that Alexandra wants to
convey: a desire for tranquility and relaxation, nostalgia for the sea and its eternal beauty. South Africa,
the country where the artist is based, is characterized by uncontaminated beaches and a clear ocean,
sources from which she draws inspiration for the creation of her paradisiacal landscapes. Careful
observation and intense analysis of the world around her are the starting for her unique works from both a
technical and a communicative point of view. Alexandra loves the places where she lives as much as she
loves to paint: the combination of these two elements gives life to masterpieces that can set the viewers
on a fantastic imaginary journey.

“Waves are inspiring not because they rise and fail, but because each time they fall they never
fail to rise again.” (Josh Billings) 

 
 
 

Alexandra Rother

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi



Alexandra Rother

Beach Day



Alice Died is the pseudonym of a young and talented German artist. Alice's entire production is a crescendo of emotions,
a swing of life experiences of various kind. If it is true that pain can generate creativity, this artist's example is truly
fitting. From her suffering and difficulties, Alice has brought out the desire to create, to make art, to paint to tell who she
is and talk about herself. Alice started to paint and took over the name Alice D. Summer, a name that recollects her
production to a period full of joy, that was translated in painting towards bright colors and infinite joy. The work she has
chosen to show now, on the other hand, is part of a later production. The name changed, she became Alice Died, a sign
that inaugurates a new production season for the young artist, marked by the need to start again, but with the awareness
that something has changed forever. “Ghost” is a work that expresses all this, in every centimeter of its canvas. Alice
Died started to paint this artwork in January 2020, a very difficult period for almost the whole planet. She was living a
condition of dissatisfaction and weirdness and she couldn't get out of that mood. She felt just like a ghost, the ghost she
dedicates her artwork, who is just looking for redemption. Strong and colorful lines move sinuously on the surface,
creating indefinite patterns and shapes. In some corners of the canvas, we seem to see some eyes, which spy on us,
scrutinize us, ready to emerge from the color. In the harmonic chaos of this scene, it seems to be immersed in the
subconscious, where ideas mix, sensations are confused and lose their original form. Small monsters and bright colors
animate a canvas full of pathos, which tells the story of a life, a rebirth and that long-awaited redemption that finally
arrives.

"Be patient and tough; some day this pain will be useful to you."
(Ovid)

Alice Died

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza



Alice Died

Ghost



Amal Mirajkar is a very young artist with talent and imagination. Guided by her instinct, she creates beautiful works of art in different
formats, techniques and subjects. Her young, free and dreamy soul is reflected in her carefree yet thoughtful paintings. Amal's artworks is a
breath of fresh, crisp air. Nature strongly influences her subjects and reflects her positive approach to life. Looking at Amal's works helps the
viewer to free himself from anxieties and fears and to clear his mind of negative thoughts, inviting him to see the world through the
enchanted and carefree eyes of a young and promising artist. Amal gives a message of hope, and disarming is the beauty her artworks
reproduce. In “One Team, One Dream” there is a strong reference to the world of football. Sports, especially team sports, lead to the
development of a strong sense of adaptation. Playing in a group makes you grow as an individual and soon what you share with your team
will not be just a field and training sessions. It is all about setting a goal, about collaboration. With the help of the people around us,
everything is possible, even achieving goals we thought unattainable. The football pitch designed by Amal is strewn with eleven players'
footprints. The colours are vivid, fresh and bright. Amal draws abstract shapes and outlines them in black, filling them with colourful shades
of red in the centre and blue-green on the sides. The black contrasts with these shades and creates precise, clean lines. Its task is to contour
the elements. In the painting "Riding the Waves" the subject changes: nature takes over. An impetuous wave rises up from the right and is
about to break in the sea with its multitude of shades of blue and azure. However, the work has a twofold interpretation: a wave and an eagle
are inscribed in the drawing. Both carry strong concepts expressing freedom, hope and speed. The wave is linked to nature, to the feeling of
rebirth. It sweeps away everything so that a new life can begin. Water is the generating element, of the forces of life. The eagle is the emblem
of freedom, of speed, of focus on goals. The artwork instils a sense of peace, of positivity. All the beauty of nature is released in the blue and
pink brushstrokes of the sky. The soft, undulating line predominates together with the white foam of the sea that softens the sharpest lines. In
"Intuition" the composition is more geometric and studied. On a multicoloured background, several blue rectangles can be read in
transparency. Amal paints a cross-section of the human mind, that relating to creativity and imagination, always in search of new stimuli.
The artist's dreamy soul is expressed in this painting. It is an intuitive, spontaneous composition that allows the artist to release her creative
flair into space. Everything is guided by our instinct, by our dreams. We just have to feed our soul and mind with true, strong and positive
emotions, keeping the focus on our goals. There is a strong geometric research in this abstract artwork. Although it represents something as
abstract as imaginative whimsy, everything appears harmonious and well thought out. Amal invites the viewer to immerse himself in these
unexplored universes. Her young age leads her to see everything with disenchantment and genuineness, something that unfortunately does
not happen to adults. We are all in search of something and often don't think about all the positive and beautiful things that surround us.
Amal reminds us that there is not only the negative side of life, but that by setting the right goals and letting your imagination run wild, you
can be happy and carefree.

Amal Mirajkar

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti



Amal Mirajkar

One Team, One Dream



Amal Mirajkar

Riding the Waves



Amal Mirajkar

Intuition



The artistic aspect that makes unique the artworks created by the painter Amber Rose Wagner finds its
first origin in the personal growth of the artist. She can be considered a daughter of Art in that she has
always lived surrounded by the Arts and the culture - her parents shared with her their passion for the
artistic world, from design to illustration and photography. The painter devotes her artistic career in
search of a personal and intimate way to express what she imagines in her mind - through the colours and
their infinite nuances, making her thoughts and feelings real. Through the combination of lights and
shadows, the artist Amber Rose Wagner wants to seek her true essence – both human and artistic,
developing her own awareness as a painter and transforming this last one in the maximum expression of
herself. She allows herself to be inspired by the world around her, catching even the smallest details that
characterize her daily life, underlining the connection that binds her to reality. The human being is made
of passions, feelings, emotions, thoughts and desires - that are the basis of the entire existence - that can
be found in the artworks signed by Amber Rose Wagner. The painter focuses her artistic research on
putting on paper what she feels – transforming it in a universal condition - entrusting in colours and
shades the responsibility to remember to the viewers to find their own interpretation of life.

“All the diversity, all the charm and all the beauty of life are made up of light and shade.”
(Lev Tolstoj)

 

Amber Rose Wagner

Art Curator Manuela Fratar



Amber Rose Wagner

Luna



Amber Rose Wagner

Rachel



Amber Rose Wagner

Samantha



Amelie Monira Egenolf exposes “Paradise alive - Paraiso vivo” for the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery: through this incredible work, the artist wishes to enchant the viewer with a typically tropical and dreamlike
landscape, softening her vision with harmonious nuances. In fact, according to Amelie, a paradisiacal place has precisely
these connotations: a warm, golden beach that smells of salt, a crystal-clear sea that reflects the blue sky as it is colored by
the first pink clouds of the dawn, while the moon begins to fade away. In addition to this magical and relaxing atmosphere,
Amelie places the pivotal element of our planet, nature, at the center of the canvas. In all its splendor and lushness, it is
represented by three tall sinuous palm trees and three other bushes in the lower part of the painting. All this is painted with
shades of bright green, from its darker to lighter tones or vice versa; while brown covers details such as trunks and coconuts,
which blend with the different shades of green in the other types of plants. Between the two palms placed at the center of the
canvas, it is possible to notice a finely woven hammock and a pair of flip-flops at the foot of the latter, both of which recall
the bright color of the sand. Two other important details concern the depiction of nine faces immersed in nature: three in the
clouds in the upper section, three in the middle position (two in the palm trees and one in the sea) and three in the bushes in
the last part of the canvas. The number nine and this division into multiples has a strong semiotic value: a symbol of
completeness, the energy of this figure is charged with positive vibrations and love. It represents the collective consciousness
and is identified with an altruistic and compassionate personality, through its connection with higher, almost angelic spheres,
arousing strong emotions. One can appreciate that everything emanates vitality but above all well-being, and the invitation to
the observer appears once again evident: he/she is called upon to find his/her own oasis of peace and serenity, in order to
forget the difficulties of everyday life, to abandon his/her senses in a true earthly paradise like the one of Amelie.

Amelie Monira Egenolf

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“We are in a perfect harmony with nature if we treat it with love!” (Amelie Monira Egenolf)



Amelie Monira Egenolf

Paradise alive - Paraiso vivo



Who says heaven is a physical place? For some of us, heaven is represented by a person: being with that person simply
transforms reality into a real paradise. The artist Amir Roshdy, with the works presented here, is telling us the story of
two souls who are constantly looking for each other. Each of us tries in the eyes of those who are in front of him to
recognize himself, to rediscover a part of himself. We are constantly looking for a soul mate with whom to share difficult
moments, but above all the little happy moments of every day. With a soul similar to us, whether it is a love or a
friendship, we are able to merge and give life to something truly magical: we manage to be the best part of ourselves. We
wait all our life to meet her, we wait for her ardently and this triggers in us a thousand different feelings, which Amir
carries on his canvas: “Wait for her” and “Waiting Still”. In the first work he shows us, also through the choice of red
that pervades the canvas, all the passion and desire for waiting, the thousand different emotions that are unleashed at the
same time. The soul is ready to explode with feeling and to give all of itself to the other souls it can't wait to meet. In the
second we see the gazes of the two souls who finally cross each other and begin to investigate. Finally, to arrive at the
work entitled "Soulmates", in which Amir represents through shapes and colors, the completion of this magical meeting.
Amir shows us how two opposites attract and merge: red, a symbol of love and passion, which is expressed here through
linear and defined forms, meets blue, a symbol of wisdom and rationality, which manifests itself through splashes of
color that they permeate the surface of the painting, thus giving life to purple, a color which, because it comes from
them, is a symbol of metamorphosis, mystery and magic. Through his art, Amir wants to represent, as he himself affirms,
the stories he lives in his daily life, investigating them, to steal the emotions and feelings that arise, to then transport on
the canvas and express them through shapes and colors. Reality is often a thousand times more surprising than we can
only imagine. Amir's motto is indeed: "Dream, live, fly!" and I think it really represents his art!

Amir Roshdy

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Soulmates

Amir Roshdy



Wait for her

Amir Roshdy



Waiting Still

Amir Roshdy



The artist of Lithuanian origins, currently resident in Finland, knows exactly what she wants to convey in
her artworks and how to achieve it. In her abstract works, colors are not only colors, they are not ending
in themselves, but serve to move the soul of the viewer, to arouse certain emotions in him. In the case of "
Freshness of mirages", Ana Maksimova states that it “was created for bringing freshness to the interior
space, to awaken some associations in the minds and at the same time evoke a sense of balance.”. Just as
Vasilij Kandinskij in his "The Spiritual of Art" had studied the colors in depth, associating to each of
them a psychological and spiritual implication, so Ana Maksimova seems to be fully aware of these
associations and manages to balance the different shades of color without letting them exude a feeling of
cold or detachment. The artist makes silver, blue and white dance together, as on the notes of a
harmonious melody, and the viewer is enchanted in front of it and is immersed in a comfortable and quiet
state, a heavenly state, ideal for the birth of the mirages. Ana Maksimova took the creative energy of
Lithuania, especially that of the artistic district of Vilnius, Užupis, and enriched it with the Finnish one.
The result of this beautiful mixture is a unique style, undoubtedly creative and free, almost paradisiacal,
thanks also to the brightness of silver, the color symbol of balance, harmony, and wisdom that
embellishes the entire composition.

Ana Maksimova

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia



Ana Maksimova

Freshness of mirages



Andrea Castaneda was born in Honduras, lived for a period in Mexico and currently resides in the US. Her life was not
easy, bullying has haunted her for years but she never gave up, finding refuge in her art. The exhibition "Paraíso" is an
opportunity for her to exhibit in Europe her works that symbolize paradise, her corner of peace. Andrea for years
dedicated herself to the realization of murals especially in the Roatan island, in fact in her works is evident an imprint of
street art, especially with regard to the technique. The artist for the rendering of the shades prefers to use oil colors and
usually also uses the gold leaf to give light and energy. She is especially inspired by senior citizens because of their
wisdom, compassion and love. Through their experiences in life, they have managed to establish better priorities. They
are people from whom you can ask for advice. Andrea Castaneda exhibits at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery two works entitled
"Immigrant" and "Under Water", through these two works you can think of different concepts of paradise. The first one
is deeper and more detailed. The composition is vertical and contains different symbologies. Visually, she was
immediately attracted by the two human figures: on the right below a beautiful woman with blond hair and wavy looking
straight at the viewer. 

Andrea Castaneda



Her eyes are surrounded by white and she has a silver makeup that surrounds her eyes and brings out her face. The other
figure is an old man looking at the horizon, in his hand holding a helmet of bananas symbolizing hard work. Immediately
below him a train on the road that reflects the title of the work "Immigrant": symbolizes the journey of all people who
decide to leave their land often for work needs and to survive, in search of a better place to be reborn, in search of their
own paradise. In the background a beautiful glimpse represents a river, a symbol that all flows, that everything is
destined to change and evolve, a symbol of good luck accompanied also by a parrot in flight that releases joy and hope.
The second work instead offers us another idea of paradise: the magical world that we can find only in dreams and
fantasy. "Under Water" represents a child asleep in an armchair. Her dress is candid and soft, almost reminiscent of the
tulle of the dancers of Edgar Degas. Behind her opens a beautiful underwater view: a whale, a turtle and colorful fish
swim free in the sea. The colors are bright and luminous and the surrealist-fantastic connotation is evident. Andrea
Castaneda’s works travel with the mind and reflect, bringing the viewer into a parallel world, as in the case of "Under
Water”.

Andrea Castaneda

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Immigrant

Andrea Castaneda



Under Water

Andrea Castaneda



Andrea Ehret's ethereal paintings draw on her studies of Art and Art Therapy practice, using intuition, expression and
gesture as tools for self-transformation. Each of Ehret's paintings follows the flow of energetic light and shade to create a
balanced, harmonious, meditative whole. In this way Ehret considers the act of painting to be a healing process and each
painting is an expression of an inner world – a meditative process. For this reason, the exhibition organized by M.A.D.S.
Art Gallery, entitled "Paraíso", inspires the artist in the creation of a work in total connection with her soul. The work,
titled "Violet dreams" and made in mixed media, shows mixed feelings. The exhibition invites artists to let go, to feel
free to express their identity. The work has a horizontal composition, the predominant color is the violet that stands out
over all the others despite being "suffocated" by the black that blends with it. The drama that in a certain sense is
expressed by the canvas is "broken" by the gold used as a point of light. This detail in fact contributes to make the work
magical. The artist transmits to the spectators the magic of dreams. The feeling is to float in the air and get carried away
by the painting. What gives the meditative feeling are the lines of black ink that immediately refer to Japanese Zen
painting. Zen monks in fact used painting as a means of meditation, preferring black ink and the immediacy of the stroke.
The same energy, the same purity is perceptible in admiring "Violet dreams".

Andrea Ehret

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Violet dreams

Andrea Ehret



“Andreas Stoessel is a German artist and designer, his artworks range from pencil drawings to watercolor,
acrylic, oil and gouache to linocut”. “When the Jellyfish Dance” is presented for the “Paraíso” Art
exhibition at M.A.D.S Art gallery. Soft gold sections carry the importance to make details relevant. 14K
gold leaves enhance the significant details in a watercolor depiction of a constant action, which is the
desire of freedom. Freedom is always in motion. The movement is illustrated by the delicate flow of the
character’s garment which follows freedom as constant evolution and pleasure. Soft colors are unaware of
the intensity of the environment represented by the character. A feminine figure with a purpose: to portray
a moment in which she understands freedom without limits. The artist represents feminine energy
captured in a sultry manner. Andreas values the work of Marco Grassi, he portrays intensity and care for
details in a depiction of a powerful feminine figure such as Andreas’s artworks. In “When the Jellyfish
Dance”, Eros is presented as a desire for freedom, it is depicted as its subtext. Andreas created an
environment of exploration for the ethereal feminine energy surrounded by a constant desire for freedom
and soon she will realize that she is already free with Eros.

All art is erotic
(Gustav Klimt) 

 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

When the Jellyfish Dance, shows what happens when the moon comes out and the dance of life begins. No hurdles, no
limits. Instead, endless possibilities and freedom. This is the bioluminescence of life.

(Andreas Stoessel)
 

Andreas Stoessel



When the Jellyfish Dance

Andreas Stoessel



For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Angeliki Manta exposes the work “The Journey”:
three interconnected women emerge from the water, as if they were part of a single body. The reference to the art of the
past is very strong: recalling for example, Raffaello and Canova, who represented the famous Three Graces. While these
works can be ascribed to painting and sculpture, Angeliki combines these disciplines using the medium of photography:
in this way, the artist manages to respect both the statuesque beauty of Canova and the finesse and grace of Raphael. In
terms of structural composition, the young women occupy the whole scene, immersed in a tub, while no relevant detail is
highlighted in the background. In this way, Angeliki attracts the viewer's attention even more, as he/she can admire the
relaxed faces of each girl. By being embraced in a loving way, a brightness emanates from their connection which
radiates throughout the surrounding atmosphere. This light is highlighted through the use of white shirts by the
characters depicted: their clothes are wet and this detail emphasizes the whiteness and purity of their skins. The woman
at the center and placed upside down with respect to the observer, enchants him/her with her bewitching eyes, while the
other two girls gaze out into infinity. The whole composition, almost circular, seems to be in movement: certain details
underline this dynamism, such as the arrangement of the legs and arms.  As in Canova's sculptures, the shapes and curves
of the bodies represent the most harmonious embodiment of "ideal beauty", through which deep feelings emerge that
transcend matter and bring the protagonists into dialogue. Physical and sensory empathy is also evident in the caresses
the young women exchange among themselves, and the viewer can only be moved by looking at this ethereal dynamic
scene, which seems to come to life in his/her eyes. This photograph results to be discovery journey into the female
universe, highlighting all the beauty, grace and ease of a woman.

Angeliki Manta

Art Curator Alessia Perone



Angeliki Manta

The Journey



For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery Anna Emilia Misiak exposes three works with a strong
structural and coloristic value: through “Best Laid Shemes”, “Color Transitions” e “Silver Moon” the artist's vision and aesthetic
conception clearly emerge. She transforms objective nature and the surrounding reality in her personal poetic and acute artistic
sensitivity. There is a dynamic evolution in her paintings: it manifests itself through the innate perspective relief, the vivid color,
the vibrant light and the immediacy of visual perception. Relative objectivity coincides with absolute subjectivity, highlighting
details and tonalities in a universal ethos of perceptual sensations and an infinite range of color gradations. She succeeds in
creating a path that starts from that unique relationship between the painter and her work, with the aim of discovering and
emphasizing the structure of the matter, making it a tangible artwork. By calculating the compositional balance, she tries try to
make the characteristics of the surface shine as much as possible.Her interest is not based on geometrical shapes to be represented,
but she focuses on the diversification and the use of different elements to display a complete work, especially in terms of texture
and color, trying to safeguard the overall harmony of the image. By improvising on the wave of emotions with an unparalleled
spontaneity, Anna Emilia allows the pictorial matter to become the true protagonist on each canvas. Passions, tensions and
sensations emerge in a completely spontaneous way, outside any preconceived scheme: as if the artist manages to express with
their own message the textures, the tonal nuances and the consistency of the material on the artwork. It is a kind of art which is
driven by an expressiveness and an immediate gesture that goes beyond the traditional conception of painting. The
experimentation with this material is dynamic, and it proves to be a powerful means to develop an abstract and “informal”
aesthetic, in order to represent a strong expressiveness, as well as the feelings and impressions triggered in the viewer. Moreover,
this process helps the viewer to freely interpret the artwork, becoming part of the artist's creative process. Through this
methodology, Anna Emilia Misiak probes the energetic and evocative potential of natural matter, completely autonomous, making
it emerge from its support: it becomes the bearer of communication and meaning, as well as representative and expressive
effectiveness. The viewer is invited to take a journey into his/her own introspection and deepest emotions.

Anna Emilia Misiak

Art Curator Alessia Perone



Best Laid Shemes

Anna Emilia Misiak



Color Transitions

Anna Emilia Misiak



Silver Moon

Anna Emilia Misiak



For her second participation in the international exhibitions of the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on occasion of the summer
event "Paraíso", inauguration of the second headquarter, which will open for the first time to the Spanish public of
Fuerteventura, the artist Antonia Theo decides to present two figurative works. We could summarize this choice, as the
representation of the two phases of the artist's life: the first, an oil on canvas entitled "Memories of a river", contains the
melancholy of the paradisiacal landscape of her childhood and adolescence, which with a riot of blue, explodes in front
of us in all its beauty and life force. Interpreting it in a way that is perfectly consistent with her style that we previously
had the pleasure of observing, Antonia perfectly represents the meaning of the exhibition. We are in fact immersing
ourselves in the memory of the river called Ropotamo, in Bulgaria, her homeland. 

Antonia Theo



The river runs for about 50 km flows into the Black Sea near Cape Sant Demetrius. A nostalgic and mature memory, due
to Antonia's new Canadian life, powered by the period of health emergency that did not allow people like her to return to
visit their land. Antonia matured a nostalgic memory that gives life to vivid and palpable thoughts, to immortalize on
canvas before it can disappear again. On the other hand, with the second oil on canvas, entitled "Victoria, BC - Pacific
Waterfront", the artist offers a tribute and a special thanks to the land that has adopted her and that is trying to pamper all
her nostalgia and her melancholy thoughts, without trying to prevail in her heart, but only by assuring her of her
magnificence. This painting was indeed inspired by a feeling of freedom of body and soul and blends everything in the
powerful hands of the wild water nature of Victoria in British Columbia, Canada.

Antonia Theo

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

“Remembrance is the only paradise from which we cannot be expelled” (Jean Paul) 



Memories of a River

Antonia Theo



Victoria BC - Pacific Waterfront

Antonia Theo



Katrine Vincentsen, in art “Art by Vinc” is a Danish artist, class 1993.  The artist is very spiritual and draws energy from
nature, surely this inspiration is reinforced by the fact that she has Greenlandic roots, for a period in fact the artist lived
in the smallest country of Greenland, the country of origin of her mother. During her life she had to overcome great
obstacles and difficulties, in fact she was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis which undoubtedly led her to face great
changes in her life. At this point art fits in a very positive way into the life of Katrine: it becomes her refuge, her way of
venting and curing. She currently finds her place in the world in a beautiful house surrounded by nature and animals that
allows her to continue to create new things. The work presented at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the
exhibition "Paraíso" is entitled "The Angel of light" and is made of acrylic paint, Posca tush and acrylic paint mixed with
water. “Dragonflies are one of the oldest creatures on earth, older than the time of dinosaurs and have inspired many
myths and legends all over the world”, in the words of the artist it is fascinating to observe this creature in all its beauty
and mystery. A creature that survived for millennia, survived catastrophes, climate change, and for this symbol of
adaptation. The dragonfly is undoubtedly the animal of brightness and for this it can be a guide animal: it shows you the
way, the right direction in fact in many legends is considered the messenger of angels. Art by Vinc’s work fully does
justice to this beautiful creature. She is represented in the center, occupies the entire composition and is circulated by an
abstract background of rainbow colors. The abstract is opposed to the figurative, in fact the subject is rendered in detail,
the wings are transparent and the eyes have countless shades of blue and yellow. The lightness and at the same time the
teaching that this work transmits are perceptible. Art by Vinc is able to excite and capture the attention of the spectator
who remains dazzled.

Art by Vinc

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



The Angel of light

Art by Vinc



Artolí is an artist from Czech Republic. “Dream of dance” is the work she exhibits for Paraíso. Art has always been the
common thread in her life, a vital part of her essence, whether it was dancing, drawing, painting, writing, playing piano
or guitar. Art, in every form is her personal paradise, a way to find her freedom and her voice. Her works are steeped in
her personality and dreams, becoming a part of her as soon as they shape under her brush. Dancing is one of Artolí’s
work’s main theme. The ballet was her first approach to art, along with sketching and graffiti, she never totally left it,
even though she was forced to. She shifted the ballet to her canvas, creating painted choreographies and showing through
her works that no matter how much we can find us far away from what make us the most comfortable and in peace, we
will always find a way to go back there. To our personal paradise. Artolí’s studio is her new stage, since when she
understood that the music she used to create choreographies for, has become the music that moves every subject that
lives in her works. In her studio, she encounters her old self, while her imagination always runs free and the things she
likes the most cross her mind anytime she sleeps, goes for a walk to a forest or sits on a rock and look the landscape. For
this reason, Artolí’s block is always there for her, next to her, to welcome her to a moment of tangible dreams. 

“She decided to free herself, dance into the wind, create a new language. And birds fluttered
around her, writing “yes” in the sky.”

(Monique Duval)
 

Artolí 

Art Curator Sofia Ronzi

"Hold fast to dreams, For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird, That cannot fly."

(Langston Hughes)
 



Artolí

Dream of dance



With this sentence, Assaya, the artist joining the current ‘Paraíso’ exhibition reflects her own artistic goal. According to the
concept of the exhibition, with her creativity, Assaya attempts to overcome prejudices, to free herself from the usual attitudes and
imposed preconditions, to move away from methodological templates and clichés. The two paintings exhibited this time at
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery reflect the artist’s artistic and technical characteristics that coincide with a great use of colors and delineated
figures. At the first sight, we can consider the two pieces coming from the same series of paintings, both of them representing the
same female subject, in her home wearing a nightgown, looking towards the window. However, what is differently perceived is
the atmosphere transmitted. “CIN CIN” , colder in its hues of colors, shows a lonely woman sitting on a wooden chair while
having her dinner drinking a glass of white wine. 

Assaya

<<Each contemplator has the right to form his own understanding of the artist's painting through personal perception,
personal life experience and feelings>> (Assaya) 

 



What gives here the sensation of a melancholy evening, is the thin candle positioned in the middle of the little wooden table,
illuminating the room with its soft light. The second empty chair on the left of the woman emphasizes the sensation of loneliness
and silence that is detected in the scene, and it is exactly this element that connects this piece to “MORNING”. This time with a
prevalence of hot colors recalling the sunlight, the elegant lady, always waiting at the side-lines is absorbed in her thoughts,
maybe the ones that will influence her day and that will push the viewer to demand: ‘Will she be alone again, this evening?’.  The
artist’s ability in creating such a real scene, coinciding with real life, permits the viewers to immerse themselves in the paintings,
literally feeling the main characters’ emotions and identifying with them. Assaya’s colorful artworks reflect her inner experiences
and a desire to break out of the shell of established stereotypes. 

Assaya

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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CIN CIN
 



Assaya

MORNING



Observing Astrid’s works, the first sensation we feel is of beauty: the delicacy in the hatching, the use of watercolour, the
attention to detail, the harmony in the pictorial rendering of bodies and faces, the impeccable proportions between human
and geometric figures that coexist on the sheet contribute to the achievement of the final result. Figurative art, however,
is not only beautiful for those who watch it, but it is also capable of transmitting universal messages, which reach in a
direct and precise way all the spectators, putting them in connection with the artist’s thought, but at the same time
leaving room to fantasy, to interpretation and different emotions depending on the experience of each of us. In a world
marked by the pandemic, where many certainties have failed, leaving room for deep reflection on the future, asking
questions about how we have lived our past, inviting us to look beyond with greater awareness, Astrid reflects through
images of great immediacy on large themes, which can be read almost in continuity with each other. The Covid has
forced us to live in a new dimension, where all our points of reference have failed and where the great utopias have been
unmasked. The ideal inspirations not susceptible to practical application have been set aside, revealed in their innate
falsehood. This does not mean abandoning the great ideals, the values that give meaning to our earthly existence, but
only finding a new way, no longer in search of the unattainable, false myths, but in search of true happiness, of our
deepest and most connected selves. The new path undertaken can lead us to find our earthly paradise, made of deep
relationships with ourselves, in primis, and of rediscovery of our purity and innocence, which was innate in us at birth
and as children, but that we have often lost by becoming adults.

Astrid Hutengs
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



Astrid Hutengs

Paradise Found



Astrid Hutengs

Be innocent like a child



Astrid Hutengs

Utopia Lost



The young artist Audrey Kao through her work "Lìng / Spirit" tells her idea of   paradise, which is something
totally abstract and in this ethereal space one can move freely. The artist creates a work of great aesthetic and
moral value, her work is imbued with spirituality. The protagonist of the work Koi, who in Asian culture is an
animal spirit, in Audrey's work identifies with the free spirit of the artist. The work transports the observer to
Asia, in fact it possesses the typical characteristics of Japanese painting and in the same way evokes a great
calm. The viewer perceives all the spirituality and vitality that is concentrated in Audrey's artistic work, in fact
the artist has a great pictorial ability and more, she has the ability to put the real world in contact with the
spiritual one. The figures are well represented thanks to the colors, or rather, to the splashes of color, the ones
that come close to the other and go to form and draw the fish, the leaves and to render the ripples of the waters in
a masterly way. The red and white colors that characterize the fish impose themselves and conquer the gaze,
whose colors prevail over the surrounding ones, in fact the observer can only be fascinated by Koi and let
himself be guided by it. The fish is motionless in the center of the whole work and yet it seems to see it swim
and move, making the waters ripple. Audrey creates a work full of technical ability and at the same time is full of
emotion. In it the viewer can find inner peace and calm, can listen to the noises of nature and above all he can
hear the sounds of his own feelings, disturbances and thoughts. Somehow, the animal spirit that is placed at the
center of the work manages to question us about what we want to place at the center of our existence. What
Audrey creates is a kind of bridge between us and our spirituality.

"We must do all possible good, love freedom above all things and never betray the truth"
(Beethoven)

 
 

Audrey Kao

Art Curator Vanessa Viti
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Aurore Phipps also known as PURAPARI is a self-thought France-based digital artist, for the second time she exhibits her pieces
of art at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the summer exhibition “Paraíso”.The ability to create surreal images so rich in meaning
and aesthetics is intrinsic in the creative talent of the artist who constantly seeks a coherent balance.The works on display are
characterized by a POP atmosphere, bright and vivid colors, with a predilection for purple and the blue background. "Euphoria"
creates the image of Eve biting the apple in the garden of Eden. The point where the tongue touches the ice cream is tinged with a
multitude of colors. The surrealist inspiration is tangible, a cloud that gives the sense of lightness and freedom, a flower that
conveys delicacy and fragility. "Ecstasy" recalls the unfinished sculptural works, the absence of the face often occurs in the works
of PURAPARI, the attention is captured by the female body and the sinuous lines. 

Aurore Phipps AKA PURAPARI



The characteristic elements of the female body are, in this work, transformed into flowers, and into a snake with a crystal ball. The
image of the snake is esoteric and represents eternity. But the serpent is also the symbol of what is bad for the Christian religion,
the being who led Eve into temptation in the Garden of Eden. It refers to the idea of what is forbidden, but also fascinating. The
lines and shapes are sweet, the colors underline the surrealist atmosphere of the work that captures the observer's soul and leads
him into a parallel world, rich in images and stories, symbols and metaphors. The images rich in symbolic references touch
different chords depending on who looks at the works, and this is emblematic in the artistic production of PURAPARI, it creates
unique works that come into contact with the individuality of the observer.

Aurore Phipps AKA PURAPARI

Art Curator  Martina Viesti



Euphoria

Aurore Phipps AKA PURAPARI



Ecstasy

Aurore Phipps AKA PURAPARI



On the occasion of the “Paraíso” exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Ayshe-Mira Yashin presents “Blossoming” and “Sun
Salutation”, two monotone illustrations realised with fine liners on paper. Once again, the Turkish artist celebrates the women
empowerment and queer intimacy by displaying her female subjects at ease with themselves and Nature: naked, uninhibited and
relaxed, they spontaneously embrace their natural and spiritual connections with each other and the universe. Free to express
themselves as they please, Ayshe-Mira's women do not fear any judgement. As a matter of fact their way of life has no reason to
be hidden and therefore does not pass unnoticed. Many witnesses watch over Ayshe-Mira's heroines without malice and without
interfering with their activities. On the contrary, all the surrounding subjects reiterate the maternal, protective presence of Nature
with a significant symbology. In “Blossoming”, “the cat symbolises intuition and spiritual enlightenment. The ouroboros (the
snake eating its own tail) is symbolic of the idea that everything returns to its source, and the concept of a natural cycle (i.e. love
or sexual passion). Goats are considered to be very sacred animals in paganism (with their horns bringing them closer to the spirit
realm). The sun in the sky symbolises positivity, warmth, and life itself.” Rather than a peaceful coexistence, the artist superbly
captured the natural balance of all life forms. They all cultivate and nourish themselves with the same positive energy in an
endless, unbreakable cycle.

Ayshe-Mira Yashin



In “Sun Salutation”, a delicate interpretation of the artist of her own path of recovery from anorexia, the natural elements are
represented also as positive, healing talismans: “The ladybird represents youth and good luck, and the cat represents a loving,
loyal companion (and is actually my cat, who my mom declared as my "healing cat" when I was in recovery!) The tree symbolises
growth and wisdom, and the flowers are symbolic of new seasons and new beginnings. The fairy emerging from the smoke
represents the spiritual and/or magic, as my spirituality was also an important asset to my recovery from anorexia.” Ayshe-Mira's
women recall the Nymphs of the Classical paintings, unclothed and immersed in bucolic, dreamlike forests, however the female
beauty depicted in these monotone illustrations is a more authentic one, an imperfect beauty that has been shapen by age, life
experiences and personal achievements. Influenced by the Art Nouveau artists' female representation, Ayshe-Mira depicts her
subjects as a continuation of the natural environment, reinforcing their female sexuality rather than their fertile nature: hair and
limbs intertwine with the floral elements smoothly blending with the hypnotic decorative patterns on the grass. The repetitions of
small segments, curved lines and curly spirals evoke the hallucinatory aesthetic of the Psychedelic artists, which also addressed
social, spiritual and revolutionary sentiments through a metaphysical and surrealistic imagery. Ayshe-Mira's women are involved
in their own Paraíso, a Paradise that they have not accidentally found but rather consciously built with self-awareness, spirituality
and love. Honouring their own accomplishments and being true to themselves, they protect and enjoy the marvellous fruits of their
personal heavens.

Ayshe-Mira Yashin

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi



Ayshe-Mira Yashin

Blossoming

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Ayshe-Mira Yashin

 Sun Salutation

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n
https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Vibrant and joyful colors, often on dark backgrounds or contrasting with painted figures, are a predominant feature of
Bennie Wielens art. His production, divided between works closest to the tradition of abstractionism, alternates with
different paintings, dominated by a greater interest in portraiture. Extravagant and expressive female faces inhabit the
scenes painted by the artist. The abstract works of this artist, in colors, indefinite shapes and soft lines, recall the famous
production of Vasilij Kandiskij. A deep and innate sense of joy and calm arises from the vision of the artist's paintings,
all strongly characterized by suggestive images, which leave wide space for reflection and interpretation by the viewer.
And no less is the painting that Bennie Wielens has chosen to exhibit on this occasion, entitled "Women". A female
figure, of which we can only admire the face and the upper part of the neck, appears portrayed by the artist in the center
of a deep black background. The segmented face is composed of various parts of different and bright colors and its side
gaze is turned towards the observer. The relaxed expression, at the same time appears cryptic, with a hermetic smile,
similar to that of the Mona Lisa, also thanks to the use of a not exactly frontal shot. A composure which, however, is
"betrayed" by the colors, which make the face and the whole figure a little naive and by the peculiar hairstyle the woman
wears. In fact, from the head of the woman, rather than flowing long hair, white curved lines start, ending with small
colored geometric figures, which make her look more fun and at the same time new and unexpected. The abstraction of
small details of a figure that is still widely recognizable makes the female figure universal and removes it from any
constraint and label of any kind.

"The soul becomes dyed with the color of its thoughts." (Marcus Aurelius)
 

Bennie Wielens

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Women



Bianca Turner is a Los Angeles-based artist. Although she approached art as a self-taught, Bianca's artistic curriculum
was soon enriched with participation in international and international exhibitions, mentions in important publications
and numerous awards. Bianca Turner's creativity finds inspiration in the multiform shades and textures of nature, which
are reworked in superb compositions of extraordinary visual impact. Her works presented for Paraiso show Bianca's
great technical, stylistic and expressive versatility, whose experimental vocation leads her to explore ever new ways to
embody her disruptive imagination. The protagonists of Bianca's art are the bright and vivid colors, as in "Lady
Envieretta hex". The details of the female face are defined by meticulous geometric motifs, which seem almost in
motion. The elements - juxtaposed one to the other - form a surprising set of points, waves, lines, circles and spirals that
vaguely recall the mannerism of Arcimboldo's "Compound Heads". The attention to the smallest details is also evident in
"Lady Octopus", in which the female face is similar to a delicate and impalpable lace. "Magic Mushrooms" projects the
observer into an even more complex and whirling world: the sensitive reality is almost no longer recognizable except as
a starting point on which to give life to a sinuous riot of lines and bright colors, which light up with fluorescent and
psychedelics hues in "Feel the music". The precision for detail here turns into a real reflection on the concept of infinity,
with a continuous merging of each element into the other. What moves the artist's hand is a constant interest in probing
the mutations of the vital essence itself, which translates into an irresistible dynamism. On the other hand, a world
pulsating with life cannot know the static nature of what is inanimate and immobile, and the artist expresses the idea of   
the movement "The loud Sunflower", a digital work where the boundaries between real and imaginary, mobile and
immobile are less and less clear-cut. It is curious, among other things, that "The load Sunflower" is a reworking of
"Pearls", a splendid composition in gray, silver and black tones, which sheds light on a less frenetic and almost
suspended universe, and seeks a simple and sugestive beauty. Bianca's swirling path ends with an abstract work of great
symbolic value, "Peace", in which the artist remains faithful to his experimental nature (in the use of materials, such as
extensions) while reaching a very different expressive language, made of soft colors and indefinite shapes, the only ones
possible to represent the simplicity of a new level of awareness.

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled.” (Plutarch)

Bianca Turner

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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FEEL THE MUSIC



Bianca Turner

LADY ENVIERETTA hex



Bianca Turner

LADY OCTOPUS



Bianca Turner

MAGIC MUSHROOMS



Bianca Turner

PEARLS



Bianca Turner

THE LOUD SUNFLOWER



Bianca Turner

PEACE



The world we live in is made of matter, we ourselves are matter. Form, geometry are the basis of every construction
produced by man, but also and above all of every object that man precedes, incorporates and follows. Regardless of the
shape, deconstruct it, it’s almost impossible. The form is intrinsically part of each of us and of what surrounds us, but it
is a necessary condition, not sufficient, to explain life, a more difficult concept that goes beyond mere formalism. In the
breath and in the body there is the soul, the spirit or whatever you want to call it depending on the
philosophical/religious/scientific current that explains and hypothesizes its existence. Looking at the works of Bill
Santelli the first impression is almost a scientifically defined project and studied in every detail. The geometry of shapes
and colors reigns. We are projected into a world that takes shape from the space-time context that surrounds us, but
transcends it. Here then comes the emotion that each of us feels in observing his canvases. Bill takes us into a
subconscious universe where past and present coexist simultaneously. We then pass from the rational dimension of
formalism, to the conceptual dimension that shakes the soul of each of us, penetrating our minds. If producing art is for
the artist a journey of self-discovery, his communicative ability means that even the viewer finds himself making a
journey into the heavenly space of his own ego. He paints the abstract language of colors, forms and shapes that his inner
eye visualizes, using bold colors to provoke a feeling or sensation that engages the viewer in an emotional exchange with
the work. His paintings personify the defining movements of twentieth century art, geometric abstraction and surrealism.
For Bill, art has always been a goal of his life and his works are the result of years of studies, albeit in their immediate
realization: he is an expressionist painter and he approach the canvas directly.

Bill Santelli
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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In Gold’s Grace



Bill Santelli

Vision of the Way #1 
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In Heart Mind #9
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Contemplation#2



Bill Santelli

OM Frequency



<<Painting for me is an expression where one's innermost feelings reflect one's interior. >> To understand the artistic language of
the artist Birgitta Aanerud could be more useful to start from her consideration about the way to intend the art. She talks about
innermost feelings. Painting for her is a way to get out this interior word, try to paint around it, and communicate with the viewer
what she has felt and seen. Starting from her first work, Life. The composition is focused on the center of the painting; the colors
are arranged with spots created by a speedy gesture of the brush. This means that the artist wants to attract the attention of the
visitors in the center of the picture, as if she wants to say <<here is happening something>>. All around this composition the
colors go towards the homogeneity of the shape and shadows. As if the whole representation wants to tell us about the idea of life
and the spots of the brush on the center mean the events of life that complicate the flow of life. At the same time, the gaze of the
observer can feel relaxed on the border of the painting where the atmosphere and the colours melt to tend towards monochrome.
This could be the description of life. As the artist says: << Life is sometimes difficult, with impossibilities, but one thing at a time,
everything becomes possible>>. The spots on the center of the painting could be the difficult events of the life at the same time all
become easy and possible with the homogeneity of the colors. In the second painting titled Scientific the composition goes
towards the geometry of the shapes. This means that the artist wants to describe the space in a definite way to put the thoughts in
order. Which is the message that the artist wants to send to the observer? As she says : <<evil meets good. But the good always
overcomes>>. The choice of the colors give us this idea of something good that overcomes the male, with the passage from bright
colors to the others darker. The last painting presented by the artist Birgitta Aanerud is titled The sea. The colors used remind us
of the idea of the sea and water. The viewer could feel the sensation of staying in front of the sea. This means that the artist wants
with her painting and her composition not just to represent something but communicate with the viewer what she feels and she
thinks about the words. To see one piece of the artist Brigitte Aenerud is like to meet a new persona and converse with him, try to
understand how his life goes, to have the opportunity to enter in a new mind, new world. 

Birgitta Aanerud 

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Bryce Watanasoponwong is a Thai-Australian photographer who experiments with digital and analogue techniques to generate
powerful and significant visual abstractions. His creative research consists in an attentive observation of his surroundings and of
other cultures which he captures through the lens of his camera and later processes with his own, unique craftsmanship. At the
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery exhibition, entitled "Paraíso", Bryce presents four of five limited editions of his latest photographic series
“Crossing Boundaries”, a visual reflection about overcoming the boundaries that we face in our daily life. Starting from his own
very personal experience, Bryce contemplates the idea of renewing not only his relationship with his personal roots and their
consequent customs but also of renegotiating the boundaries between representation and abstraction. His “Interference” portraits
were inspired by two printed ad pictures, one of a boy and one of a woman. “Interference Portrait 1” features the boy of a ruined
billboard: only partially visible, the subject peeks at the viewer through a vertical grid, a colourful rendering of both his cerebral
processes and his youthful experience of life. Appealing to different emotional spheres, “Interference Portrait 2”, “Interference
Portrait 3” and “Interference Portrait 4” present the same female face, half-covered by a flower which symbolises a human
gesture, a physical manifestation that - according to the artist's view - can act as a boundary between emotions and thoughts
during a social exchange. 

Bryce Watanasoponwong



In “Interference Portrait 2” the subject is heavily concealed by a consistent interference which deepens the separation between the
embodied message and the viewer. In “Interference Portrait 3” the woman's eye pierces the grid, conveying the hopeful message
of a possible way to escape the mundane oppression of societal structures, despite the concern that still lies in her solid gaze.
Bryce's third interpretation, “Interference Portrait 4”, blinds the subject and disrupts eye contact with the viewer with a thick and
cold veil. Only the warm tone of the flower prevails as a symbol of resistance against the repression of the individual identity by
the society. The aesthetic of the visual interference recalls the irregularity of the video signal and of the first computer-made
pixelated images. Like Digital Art, which explored the connections between Art and technology to make the viewers reflect upon
technology and its influence on society, through familiar technological symbols Bryce's artworks involve the audience in a
journey of self-discovery. The imperfections of his ethereal compositions appeal both the mainstream consciousness and the
individual, addressing the influence of the cultural customs and of the conventions of society upon the self.

Bryce Watanasoponwong

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi
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“C. McCabe is a law student in Connecticut, USA. While they have no formal training, they have been a
lover of contemporary art for as long as they can remember.” The artist exhibits “Petrichor” at M.A.D.S
Art gallery for the “Paraíso” Art exhibition. After any kind of turmoil, calm arrives and with it, a new
beginning. There is often the possibility to express our own memories with the help of decisive
brushstrokes. C. McCabe has taken this chance to do so and represent a moment in which calmness is
perceived as a scent. The artist uses different tones of blue in order to undertake the task to portray the
rains’s perfume, which brings us the possibility to catch ephemeral glimpses of tranquility. A Petrichor
moment is often intriguing because it activates our memories and brings us back just for a peaceful
moment. C. McCabe uses cool tones with the very persistent blue, to create the rain’s rhythm. “Petrichor”
resembles a serigraphy, with different layers illustrated by different moments in which the rain has
passed. Serigraphs makes us wonder how many layers are involved in an art piece and how skillfully they
were imprinted. Bold strokes carry the responsibility to recreate stillness, waiting for a time of calmness.
The artist creates that moment in which we are standing still in the artist’s memory. Memories helps us to
understand our freedom, to remind us what we are pursuing. The rain’s perfume is imprinted with vertical
lines simulating its path along the artist’s memory. The colors are imprinted onto a memory represented
by bold brushstrokes establishing how to receive a gift from nature, remember it and express it.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga
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Cacun is an Argentinian born and an Armenian-Italian artist. Having lived in eight different countries and having the
multi-ethnic background that she does, has undoubtedly shaped her as an artist and a human. Once her artworks were
more focused on nostalgia and trying to find a sense of belonging, as for “Muñequitas”, one of the three artworks
presented by Cacun at “Paraíso” exhibition”: the painting is a still life with found objects that the artist molded giving
them a narrative to focus on childhood themes. She then recently decided to embrace in her art her Armenian roots: in
fact, the aim of the two other pieces exhibited, inspired by Armenian culture and people, is to bring to light and
awareness the stories that are usually suppressed from history books and modern day media sites. Armenians, regardless
of being one of the most ancient cultures in the world, are hardly represented and when they are, they are rarely fairly
represented: Cacun’s art therefore is a form rebellion against the censorship both her and her people have experienced
and continue to. “Arshaluys, Aurora, Mother Armenia” is a tribute to Armenian culture and women: its name comes
from an Armenian woman, Arshaluys (Aurora) Mardiganian, a writer, actress and survivor of the Armenian genocide.
Arshaluys went through many horrible things and was even sold in Slave Markets of Asia Minor/Anatolia from which
she eventually escaped. For a little while, she was quite popular in the West, however many of her works ‘disappeared’:
it is speculated that the Turkish government had something to do with the disappearance of her recollection of events
(mainly her films). The Painting named after Arshaluys also has important Armenian Symbolism such as the
pomegranate fruit, the infinity symbol, and the cross. “Artak”, instead, is inspired by Armenian Humanitarian and former
Human Rights defender of Artsakh, Artak Beglaryan, a man who lost his sight during the first Artsakh war, and to this
day is helping indigenous Armenians: in the painting, he is standing in front of civilian infrastructure destroyed by the
Azeri Army, fighting, even tired, for the salvation of his homeland. 

Cacun

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina

I always looked around the world and told myself I had no home. 
Or that my home was everywhere, and I liked that feeling of unpredictability. 

I now realize that home is where the heart is, and my heart is with my people of Armenia.
(Cacun)
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Spanish artist Carlos Màrquez makes art his means of communication, through which he transmits emotions and
feelings. Carlos is a versatile and eclectic artist, working with acrylic, oil, watercolors, ink and even he’s a digital artist.
The discovery of new techniques, experimentation and versatility represent his art. On the occasion of the "Paraíso"
exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Carlos Màrquez decided to exhibit three digital works which represent "his
women". This choice is undoubtedly a tribute to the woman figure. The exhibition invites us to reflect on what is
paradise for each of us and to think about the concept of freedom: Màrquez pays homage to women, having always lived
surrounded by them and having known their strength and their complexity. “My women are free and are at the top of the
pedestal, they are not afraid to express everything, they are not afraid to give everything, they are at the same time
fragility and strength, holiness and sin. Some do not exist physically, but what is there, in their gaze, does exist. My
women are always yelling something in their silence” -  with these words Carlos best describes the feeling and power
that viewers have in admiring his works. All three women converge a sense of pride and composure. The first one,
entitled “Contadina”, shows a strong look with which she looks straight at the viewer. She is completely enraptured by
her magnetic gaze that seems to have almost the same power as that of Leonardo da Vinci’s "Mona Lisa". The colors are
dark but broken by the light that hits her chest and face. The other two works are darker but always aiming to highlight
the faces of women. "Carnaval" shows a masked woman, whose only lips are visible, the focal point of the composition.
"Iluminada", the third work examined here, seems instead to represent an ancient deity, connected with the earth and the
power of nature. Here too, the gaze is magnetic, although turned elsewhere, almost indifferent and careless of the eyes of
the spectators.

Carlos Màrquez

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Caroline Angelini is a Swiss artist whose wish has come true: she opened her own studio. She describes that art became for her
like meditating, she says: “Art is a language that doesn't require words”. Caroline begins to paint the series titled "Living colors"
during the lockdown, mostly inspired by people, with the intent to capture their stories, their emotions and also their crises,
showing through this portraits' series the human diversity and complexity. In the “Paraìso" exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, Caroline Angelini exhibits one of the works of this series, entitled “Emilia”. In "Emilia" Caroline wants to transmit her
holiday's and people's memory of a trip she did in Italy, she chose this work to pay homage to the nationality of the gallery, which
is based in Milan. In this work  the viewers can see a woman with a noble and decisive look. Her eyes look directly to the viewers
and they seem real even if the skin color isn’t. In fact her skin is composed of different patches of colors, the dominant are: violet,
light-blue and orange. Warm and cold colors are contrasted in a harmonious composition. On the whole stands out the intense
magenta that colors the fleshy lips. The artist wisely uses colors, illuminating certain parts and inscribing others, thus creating a
feeling of light-dark and three-dimensionality. The style reminded a modern interpretation of Fauve's vanguard, like the portrait
by Henri Matisse "Madame Matisse”, both with regard to the use of stained colors and for shades of colors. Caroline Angelini
with her women shows a great artistic sensitivity and creates her own style that makes her easily recognizable.
 

Caroline Angelini

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 
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Catarina Diaz is a London-based manual collage and mixed media artist with a Portuguese soul. Artist with an incredible
communicative and artistic talent, Catarina Diaz exhibits again at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the summer
exhibition "Paraiso" to which she contributes with works that are placed on the border between hyperrealism and surrealism, the
artistic style of the artist, who creates works of collages, allows her to create unique pieces of art that tell incredible stories thanks
to which the observer can travel and experience new worlds and different universes. One of the main features of Catarina Diaz's
works is the use of elements that create deep color contrasts thanks to the presence of very bright and brilliant colors. "Summer
Breeze" evokes a joyful and relaxing atmosphere, the atmosphere is that of the summers of the fifties and sixties, the period of the
economic boom in which summer was the moment of rebirth. The model in a neutral color is illuminated by a cold yellow
clothing, the position is relaxed and the expression is that of happiness and excitement for the start of a carefree period. 

Catarina Diaz



The woman - animal - flower association is typical of Catarina's works which identifies models, women, with specific animals,
which have specific characteristics. The flamingos in flight give that sense of freedom typical of the summer period, the sinuosity
belongs, instead, to the tiger, accompanied by the toucan that evokes the exotic element. "Sun Kissed" is a vivid and incredibly
relaxing work, the colors of the central photo are saturated to the point of making them extremely bright, the atmosphere is
relaxed, calm and calm, it gives that sense of absolute peace that one has lying in the sun and listening to the sea. The tiger is
more central than the previous work, freedom is always conveyed by the bird in flight. The works of Catarina Diaz are unique in
their kind, sometimes giving joy, happiness and cheerfulness, sometimes peace, tranquility and calm, other sensuality and
charisma. The opportunity to observe the works of this artist creates in the mind of the observer a universe of different emotions
and allows you to feel involved and influenced by what is being conveyed.

Catarina Diaz

Art Curator  Martina Viesti
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<<It is mindfulness for me. Through my paintings, I want to give the viewer a sense of what I am feeling in nature. Nature is for
me paradise>>. To understand the artistic language of Catharina Engberg could be more useful to start from her consideration
about her approach to life. As she says what inspire her creativity is the nature in fact if we consider the paintings that she present
in occasion of the international art exhibition Paraiso, soon emerges her interest to represent the nature and her way not just to see
at that but also feel the world around her. Starting from Day dreaming. The composition is concerned not just on the
representation of the trees but on the way, the artist sees that. The element more important of the painting is the point of view from
which the trees are watching. The artist seems to be stretched out looking at the trees from below. In addition, the observer seems
to be involved with her in this action of observing. Another fascinating element of the composition is the way the colors mix in the
center of the painting. These communicate calm and relaxing feelings, so the idea is to enjoy a moment and the beauty is that this
moment can be experienced with the artist. The second painting is Misty morning presenting the same subject of nature, explained
in a different way. The light becomes suffused and the elements are defined not clearly. This communicates the suggestion in
which the artist is involved during the action of the painting. As she says: <<An early morning when the mist is hanging over the
mirror calm water, the colours are soft and warm and nature is slowly waking up to the sound of birds living by the lake>>. The
artist wants to represent the landscape in an exact moment of the day and enjoy this moment with the viewer. In a similar way the
third painting, represents the landscape in a different place that is a forest. This painting titled Morning glow wants to tell about
the emotion of awakening, where the light begins to illuminate the place and seeps through the trees. This means the will of the
artist to bring the viewers with her in this vision. Try to share with others what she feels in an exact moment of her life. To see her
art means not just watching one place as if it was a photograph of the landscape but staying with a friend and walking around the
landscape and feeling together something new…something good. 

Catharina Engberg 

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Cecilia Larson

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Cecilia Larson is a great digital artist, who creates works of art with a strong communicative and visual effectiveness,
incredibly up to date. On occasion of the "Paraíso" summer exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will
inaugurate the second venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura. Cecilia decides to present three artworks entitled
"Lady Lion Palm Beach", "Zebra chicks" and "Miami Gorilla Guy". We are talking about digital paintings with idyllic
representations of luxurious spaces, beautiful characters and perfectly posed animals. All of this creates a sensation of
aesthetic pleasure, fuelled by the recurring chromatic range, perfectly translated inherently in each of her works. In the
first artwork, we find the first paradise that Cecilia wanted to share with us: a sanctuary of solitude in the middle of the
noise, where an elegant white lioness reigns attentive and severe, like a queen in her castle. Keeping her company is her
human best friend, a gorgeous blonde girl who carries a chain with a pendant in honour of her trusty feline companion.
The juxtaposition between animal and female humankind recurs in every work of art as an expression of a unique and
inimitable relationship of fidelity that we cannot find between human and human. In "Zebra Chicks" the sun is shining
and there is only happiness and laughter. In this host there is not evil, only friendship and maybe one or two Martinis.
These paradisiacal settings, however, contain intrinsic deep and hidden messages: in the last episode proposed, for
example, in addition to observing the first and only male figure, reported only in part, we have the Gorilla's eyes fixed on
us, as if it’s controlling the observer. The reflection and the questions that follow are the following: "We are all
spectators of something, who is watching whom? Who is waiting for what? Who is serving whom?".
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The artist exhibits “Triangle Picnic”, “Tangled”, “Chaos Dancer” at M.A.D.S Art gallery for the
“Paraíso” Art exhibition. “Che-Yu Wu is a multidisciplinary new media artist, designer, engineer, and
entrepreneur from Taiwan, currently based in New York. With the sensitivity of art and engineering
background. He creates generative arts which sampled from nature, physics, modernism art and turn them
into algorithmic interactive art machines”. The remembrance of the Constructivist art movement comes to
mind in these artworks, as a reclaim of how industrial our society actually is, where the object obtains
spatial presence and relevance in order to represent society. We often find ourselves trying to pursue our
own perception of freedom. Che - Yu Wu establishes the freedom of choice through generative art, by
giving commands as a relief of his memories. Different results emerge with geometric disposition and
bright enhanced colors to recreate a real environment in a digital scene with attention to detail. “The real
world is formed by infinite polygons”, portrayed as triangle characters, which could be interacting
between themselves as part of a thread simulation perceiving a Chaotic dancer’s steps, while she fills the
space with presence and poise. Aleksandr Michajlovič Rodčenko, a constructivist founder created
“Dance” and art piece to remember after Che-Yu Wu’s artworks, due to the strength of motion carried out
by intense colors illustrating geometrically accordance between a force and space.  

Don’t try to capture a man in one synthetic portrait, but rather in lots of snapshots taken at different
times and in different circumstances.

( Alexander Rodchenko)
 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Che - Yu Wu 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/819396
https://www.azquotes.com/author/50782-Alexander_Rodchenko
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Chiaki Kano is a Japanese artist and photographer of obvious talent and skill. She has participated in several group and
solo exhibitions. Her photographs capture details of nature that often escape the distracted human eye, emphasising the
intimate contact between man and the eternal beauty of nature and its elements. Looking at her works, the viewer is
prompted to ask himself questions, to look at his surroundings with a different eye. Water is a fundamental element in
her work. Chiaki sees it as a source, that which gives life and from which everything is generated, an element with a
strong esoteric value. Chiaki immortalises pools of water, vegetation in contact with water, water in all its forms, passing
through different landscapes but with one common thread. It has always been seen as an element closely linked to
regeneration, adaptation, calm and temperance. Through nature, man is able to understand many intrinsic meanings of
the world around him. In the photograph "Water Scape", part of ed.10 of this series, Chiaki captures a water landscape
that reflects light and a sense of peace. The colour green predominates, also linked to concepts such as eternity, life and
rebirth. The photographer recreates games of light and shadow, with her camera, capturing a moment, freezing it in that
place and time. It is very interesting to see and analyse how apparently trivial naturalistic details are able to create new
and curious compositions. The aquatic landscape is composed of shapes and lines that seem almost abstract, rarefied,
floating. The entire photograph gives a feeling of lightness, purity and transparency. A manifesto of eternity, a gentle
becoming. The water is transparent, clear and limpid, allowing the surrounding landscape to be reflected and mirrored in
it. The photography appears harmonious and balanced, created by a careful eye that is able to capture imperceptible
details. Chiaki's photographs are true works of art and lead to an inner introspection on the part of the viewer, who is
forced to explore his relationship with nature. Here it is represented in a pure, ethereal, uncontaminated way. Chiaki
creates this work by enclosing within it the end and the beginning of everything. The green reflected in the water leads to
the creation of different gradations, creates shades and plays of colour that give dynamism and move the photograph.
Although monochrome, it is not monotonous, but extremely curious and interesting. It emits positive vibrations of peace
and tranquillity, drawing attention to the more ethereal aspect of nature contained in its very becoming.

Chiaki Kano

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti

“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving. What you have caught on film is 
 captured forever…It remembers little things, long after you have forgotten everything.”

(Aaron Siskind)
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A painting that springs directly from the heart, pigments that like the waves of a river in flood hurl themselves onto the canvas with all their
unprecedented expressive power. Every day we are bombarded with sensations, concerns, commitments and emotions. Every action that our
body performs corresponds to a thought in our mind, to a decision in our heart. Our inner self is overloaded with emotion, our innermost self
has never known a moment of respite. In an ever-changing society, where everything flows fast and where time seems never to stop, our
heart - willingly or unwillingly - has been forced to get used to the incessant rhythm of reality, to the ticking of the clock that - too quickly -
marks our daily life. It's raining, it's pouring inside us. Drops of water carrying commitments and worries that accumulate one on top of the
other, merge together and create an ocean of dark fears and perplexities. It doesn't stop raining, wave-like motions are created that shake the
soul, whirlpools and currents originate, a symptom of some emotion more powerful than others, a sign of a balance that is about to give way.
The rain is more and more incessant, visibility is reduced to the palm of your hand. That stability, that balance between interiority and the
external world that we care so much about in the presentation with the other is about to break, it is an inevitable process. The last drop falls
from the sky, heavy as a boulder it merges with the ocean below it. The moment has come, the river has begun its inexorable overflow. The
endless sea of worries, perplexities and uncertainties reveals itself, makes itself visible to the outside world. It is a liberating act, but it is also
a necessary action. And this is how Chaos tells of its origin. The explosion of colors with which it is characterized is the mirror of Chihiro's
soul, the heavy content that was once accumulating in her heart is now thrown into the real world, without any hesitation. The artist touches
her fears, grasps with her fingertips the disappointments and questions of the future and throws them onto the canvas. Deep purple stains
meet with clear white patches; ultramarine blue rivulets collide and unite with intense yellow pigment poured on the support. Chihiro
touches the color, moves the pigments with her fingertips; she makes them meet, unite and collide. Chaos is the visual representation of the
artist's personal process of catharsis of the soul. It is something inevitable and Chihiro has found in pigment and gesture her medium of
expression, her healing against emotional overload. Let's look at the work, let's look inside Chihiro: let's perceive among those rivulets of
color her intentions, her innumerable accumulated emotional states, her most intimate thoughts. Let's watch these materic stains merge
together, sure of their representative autonomy. Let's observe Chaos and let's taste the gestural expressiveness that creates art, let's scrutinize
the work to look inside Chihiro.

Chihiro Matsui

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Originally from South Korea, Cho Long Mcgowen moved to the United States at the age of 15, but has
never forgotten her roots, and in fact her favorite flower is, not surprisingly, the lotus flower, a flower
very present in Asian culture. Representation of purity and rebirth, the lotus flower grows in muddy
environments, but is not compromised by it; its beauty remains untouched. In "Night Lotus 2" the artist
represents them at night, illuminated by a clear full moon. The opposition between the bright and cheerful
colors of the lotus flower’s petals in the foreground, and the dark and murky shades that prevail in the
upper half of the canvas, is a high expedient chose by Cho Long McGowen to represent the fact that even
in the darkest moments, Peace, love and kindness always prevail: an eternal truth. The outlines of the
flowers and leaves of the lower half of the canvas are clearly defined by decided silver lines, while the
flowers, even those shaded in the distance, are embellished with golden touches. Adding these bright
notes, the artist embellishes the entire composition and consequently the viewer is fascinated in front of
this night landscape so calm and relaxing, and at the same time so deep. “The possibilities of creating art
are endless, and the joy that art can bring people is limitless.” says the South Korean-American artist, thus
showing to have fully understood the "power" of art. Taking some of her heritage to the West, Cho Long
McGowen captures the viewers and transports them to a paradisiacal eastern landscape where feelings of
well-being and peace come out of the canvas and envelop those who are watching it.

Cho Long McGowen

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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Chrice MAYOUMA is a self-taught artist who transmits in his paintings and artworks all his experience, his arduous life
experience spent in Congo, before moving to France. At M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, during the current ‘Paraìso’ exhibition, the artist
presents one of the paintings that perfectly declares his aim to claim an optimistic art, marked by a strong humanism. “Focus” is a
touching painting that in its figurative style, explains Chrice’s desire to present his plastic works as inspirational totems allowing
to reveal the most seductive part of human nature. The title of the painting refers to the big and deep eyes that look insistently at
the viewers as to pry them to not look away from him. Green just as the leaves that cover part of the young face, these eyes
contain the natural light of hope and determination, two characteristics that highlight the tightened mouth too. All the energy held
back in this painting is released at the moment of creation when, with simple lines of charcoal, the artist gives life to a dynamic
scene through which it is easy to receive its feelings. Chrice, using just a few colours, permits to focus all the attention on the
subject’s major details that confer a sensation of realism to the scene. An exhibition that generates connection between people,
with the aim of sharing, is the one to which Chrice has decided to join, not only with a painting but also with his heart. The main
character of the piece is the representation of himself and it is just through this portrait that the artist invites to focus on it, with
admiration and concentrating on the essential that life gives to each of us. 

Chrice MAYOUMA

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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Christina Mitterhuber

Art Curator Marta Graziano

Christina Mitterhuber is a self-taught painter. Having studied and worked for several years not only in
Europe but also in North America and Australia she has frequented museums and galleries all over the
world. Not feeling ready to show her work, however, she postponed her debut until 2018, when she held
her first exhibition in one of Vienna's most important galleries. Since then she has not stopped, holding
exhibitions all over the world. Earthquake, the painting presented by the artist on this occasion, pays
tribute to the perfection of certain moments of infinity that life gives each of us, almost a parenthesis of
paradise on earth. Each color, in perfect harmony with the others on the canvas, seems to evoke these
small moments of shaking, celebrating their beauty and importance. Christina's inspiration for this work
comes from the words of a Whitney Houston song, 'One moment in time', which celebrates the courage
to strive to become what you want to be (I want one moment in time/ When I'm more than I thought I
could be/ When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away/ And the answers are all up to me/ Give me one
moment in time/ When I'm racing with destiny/ Then in that one moment of time/ I will feel/ I will feel
eternity). Entrusting her message to a lively and highly expressive composition in which the different
textures of stones, pearls and dried leaves blend on the canvas in a perfect symphony, the artist celebrates
the opportunities that life offers to each of us, urging us not to miss them.
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Christoph Naumann is a young artist based in Bremen. One of his greatest passions is photography, which
allows him to casually discover interesting places worthy of his shot. Speaking of randomness, this is
exactly how Christoph approached the world of painting. White canvases are colored with thoughts, life
experiences and emotions that the artist wants to immortalize and share with his viewers. ,,Growing - up"
is a work of 2021 made with mixed media on canvas: the artist combining acrylic painting with comic
pages gives a very particular aspect to the work that can immediately draw the attention of those who
look at it arousing a lot of curiosity. Through this work Christoph wants to give voice to an important
theme: the incredible passage between being a child and becoming an adult. Responsibilities that
accumulate on our shoulders, the search for the dream job that probably will not be the first we will find,
the money that must be saved to afford a better future. The choice of comics is not accidental, but
perfectly in line with the message that the artist wants to convey: Donald Duck and his adventures are
often linked to events about money and numerous lessons can be drawn from apparently superficial
cartoons. Exciting is not the only thing that Christoph wants to do through his works: he wants the
viewers to think, reflect in front of them, understanding the message and at the same time giving a free
interpretation.

“Freely exercise one’s genius, here is the real happiness.” (Aristotele)
 
 
 
 

Christoph Naumann

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Growing - Up



The term paradise is born with a religious meaning, but in time it assumes symbolic characteristics becoming the place,
physical or mental, in which it is possible to reach supreme and definitive happiness. For Christopher the canvas, or
rather, the creative act, is paradise. It is his place of perdition, where the mind is freed from the weight of the daily efforts
to rediscover the perfection of being and existence. Art therefore becomes a place of escape, not only from the outside
world, but also from oneself. The artist takes us into this enchanted world of colours, shapes, patterns and textures. The
resulting feeling is to fall into a great vortex. The head blends like the colors on the palette, but in the confusion finds a
new harmony, an unexpected balance, a place of reflection, salvation, peace and calm. Sudden changes of color,
unexpected combinations, intuitions of images rather than forms, deconstruction of reality on which sometimes live
images, true, that awaken in us memories of lived life, fragmentary writings: everything concurs to make the works of
Rozitis enigmatic. The solution to the puzzle is within each one of us and it is for each of us different. Also the titles of
the exhibited works lead us through an inner journey, in which we leave our earthly refuge made of appearance and
adherence to the common thought, we find ourselves in a new condition outside of space and real time, We’re suspended
in fictional time. At this point we are catapulted, like in a dream, into a magical world, that reminds us of "Alice in
Wonderland", and this is where we find our paradise, our salvation. The ability lies in being able to capture the magical
moments that the painted canvas gives us and bring them into our daily lives.

Christopher Rozitis
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Chrysovalantou Frangos exposes the artwork “All of Me” at the “Paraíso” exhibition at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. This is
a true self-portrait, through which the artist triples her own image within the pictorial surface, succeeding in further
emphasizing the symbolic value, the intrinsic meaning and her identity within the canvas. By exploring her relationship
among art, body and spirit, Chrysovalantou wishes to bring out that freedom and intimate connection, which is present in
both herself and the viewer, with the aim of discovering a further dimension composed of mystery and mysticism. In
addition to its presence in the painting, two other crucial aspects are the use of the color blue and the link with faith. As
far as this color is concerned, it invades both real and mental space with its power and strength, creating a fusion between
art and life. In this way, one can witness its transformation from pictorial matter to a moment of indescribable poetry.
Lines, contours, shapes and perspectives are absorbed by that single, uniforming and compact spread of color,
enveloping the painting in its entirety. Exactly as the French artist Yves Klein, famous for "his" blue, for Chrysovalantou
this shade is a quest for style, as well as a philosophical model. By admiring this intense blue, the observer's gaze is lost
in the color’s infinity as the blue essence of is animated by a permanent internal movement. It is a “metaphysical” hue
linked to quitness and personal reflection: therefore, it refers to our deepest unconscious. The disruptive nature of the
color urges each element depicted to break free into the immense surrounding space, almost to reach for something
divine. This is where the other theme comes into play, namely the importance of the religion for the artist. She envisions
her spirituality and God as the moon and the stars during a midnight sky, which is calm and silent. In this way,
Chrysovalantou highlights her transcendental and introspective journey, giving a sense of harmony and serenity to the
whole composition.

Chrysovalantou Frangos 

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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All of Me



Personality, originality, and uniqueness. Three words that summarize Ciara's art, her style, and the messages she
wants to convey to those who look at her works. The artist based in Sydney paints expressive faces who want to
tell us their stories, thoughts, and emotions. Through her creations, Ciara wants to make people understand how
precious the gift of uniqueness is: in a world where pleasing others counts more than pleasing oneself, the artist
invites you to make an inner journey in which, after reflecting on what makes us happy and satisfied, we begin to
know each other deeply and to understand who we really want to be. “A woman in perplexion” was created in
2021 with the oil painting technique. The colorful face of a woman stands out from a black background. The
eyes are different from each other: if we can see the blue iris of the left, we see nothing but a black eye from the
right: if a part of the woman is aware of what she really is, of what is happening to her, the other is still in the
balance and undecided. The half-open mouth seems amazed at what her eyes are seeing and not sure which
words to use to express herself. In fact, as the title itself says, the protagonist is a perplexed woman, poised
between what she thinks and what others think, between what her head and heart tell her, between what is right
and wrong. Instinctive and fleeting brush strokes merge to create a face of as many different colors as there are
those that paint our complex soul. Reflections, emotions, inner struggle: Ciara’s works are this and much more;
they set you off on a journey from which when you return you will never be the same.

“When we lose the right to be different, we lose the privilege to be free.” 
(Charles Evans Hughes)

 
 

Ciara Turnbull 

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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A woman in perplexion



Clea Lugardon – KLA is a versatile artist who has decided to join M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the ‘Paraìso’ exhibition, just to
show her different and original painting. KLA’s artworks, very similar between them, are vivid in their colours however the black
and white backgrounds, touching in their subjects. Her attention to the nowadays society and all the facts that characterise it, have
pushed her to stand out, giving a voice to her artistic creations. Presenting nude feminine bodies, the three paintings here exhibited
are focused in their foregrounds, highlighting their position and their essence. Almost confounding with the background
representing some real scenes taken by some journals, ‘City’ shows a frontal body from which are trickling down some acrylic’s
colours. The impact given by the scene is strong, ad show KLA’s interest in the cause of the ‘Elimination of Violence against
Women’. The artist’s attention in representing this kind of subjects and scenes, is visible through the way in which she delineates
the bodies, with just a simple line that highlights, and that perfectly defines its essence. Great importance assumes the colours, that
all together let’s imagine to the ‘peace’ flag, as if she would love to encourage people to stop to consider the feminine body as an
object. The pieces that better define this message are ‘Ebène’ and ‘Yéti’.  The first one, made up of collages too, differs from
‘City’ because of the colours that, this time, have trickled down on the whole body, as a message of hope and, to emphasize the
sensation of an almost reached freedom, it is represented in an opener way, showing itself without fear. ‘Yéti’, in its positivity can
be consider as the reached goal of the artist herself and the battle that she has fought. This time, in fact, the feminine body is not
covered only by colours, but it is going to assume its real colour. What is important to notice here, is the different background.
Not more a collage and a no-colours background but a whole of coloured signs that end with two hands embracing the woman in a
softer way. Concerning the concept of the exhibition, these paintings can be considered as scenes that connect people to reach a
positive conception of freedom.  

Clea Lugardon - KLA

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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On occasion of the international art exhibition, Paraìso the artist Clivia Bahrke presents three artworks. Starting from the first
IMMAGINATION NYPB 2020. In this painting, we can see the space of the composition divided into geometric shapes created
by a movement with the brush. The viewer can feel the action beyond the vision that created on the canvas different shapes and
colours. The eye feels involved in this imaginary that belongs to the artist and loses his attention in this intention to create a
geometry and order into the place. The second painting is titled IMMAGINATION WBN 2020. In this case the space of the
composition is divided in a different way. The geometry of the shapes is it is more tenuous and the colors seem to come towards
an homogeneity. At the same time an important element is always the action beyond the painting as if it wants to tell us about the
emotion and feeling of the artist at the moment of the painting. The third picture is titled PLATE without title 2018. This could be
a summary of the intention of the last two paintings. From the first one it seems to recall the geometry of the shapes used. In fact
we can see the space divided into four squares each one with defined red lines into them. At the same time an element seems to
recall the intention of freedom from IMAGINATION WBN 2020. The fourth square at the bottom presents the same shapes of the
last ones but is put in a different position. This means the will by the artist to put into the composition an element that destroys the
order of the other elements. As if she wants to tell us about the disharmony or the shapes and the events that can interrupt the
consequential order of things. This painting made by the artist Clivia Bahrke could be a pretext to talk about our topicality, the
pandemic period. As she says about her way to leave this period: <<You look out the window and everything is still. There are no
moving people to reveal the dynamism of the world.>> This static is communicated by the geometry used in the painting, in this
way the element of beauty and harmony becomes properly that square put in a different position that breaks the order and gives
beauty and freedom to the composition. 

Clivia Bahrke

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Cristina Melo is a self-taught Brazilian artist whose works are the mirror of her personality, thoughts, and
emotions. During the period of Covid-19 she found a sheet-anchor in art, a means through which to
express herself in all her facets. To create her paintings, she often resorts to the use of the palette knife
with which, through instinctive and energetic movements, she paints the canvas. “Cry! Cry? " was made
in 2021 with the acrylic technique. The protagonist of the work is a face whose features we can glimpse:
moved eyes turn their gaze towards us as if to tell us something, but exactly what? The title chosen by
Cristina is very evocative and suggests the state of mind of the subject represented: emotion, sadness,
melancholy? The viewer is free to give a personal interpretation to the work; art is universal, and this is
precisely its beauty: everyone can observe it and see what feelings and thoughts suggest. This painting is
intended to be a praise to emotions: how do we behave when they prevail over us, are we able to manage
them? Warm and cold colors merge on the canvas: gray and black dominate the background, but light
colors such as yellow and white create a strong, but at the same time pleasant contrast with them. Cristina
through her works does not want to give only beauty to the viewers, but her main goal is to reach their
heart and their mind by letting them experience emotions and by leaving a special memory imprinted.

“Heaven is under our feet as well as over our heads.” (Henry David Thoreau)
 
 

Cristina Melo

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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The world and the reality that the artist Cristina Merkl tells about is made up of multiple visions, of many points of view
and stories that are intertwined with each other. The three works she has chosen to show in this exhibition have different
subjects, but they all tell the story, in its entirety, of the artist. The first work, a painting made with acrylics on canvas,
entitled "Guria abissal" or Abyssal Girl, takes the viewer into a dreamlike, disturbing and not very reassuring vision. A
distorted and dismembered female figure appears to be sucked into something that stretches her body in a great spiral.
Her legs and her blond hair stretch out in this insinuating surface, leave the girl in the middle of a mute scream, of which
we do not hear the sound, but we can perceive the power. Cristina Merkl crystallizes in her painting that moment of
panic, which seems to last an eternity, when all of a sudden the world seems to fall upon us and we are sucked into by
negative thoughts and conflicting emotions. The second painting proposed by the artist, entitled "The BLACK *
cormorant" or Neotropic cormorant, is instead more relaxed, both in the subject and in the technique. The soft colors of
the watercolors, combined with a more precise and defined brushstroke, make the subject of the artwork, precisely the
aforementioned bird, a peaceful and serene vision. All the details of the plumage and the expression of the bird are
rendered by the artist with great skill, showing a very different side of her production that ranges from more abstract
subjects to great peaks of realism. Finally, the last work that Cristina Merkl presents in this exhibition is "Giselle", a
canvas that carries with it a very profound meaning. This name, Giselle, represents not only a fictional character who is a
friend of the artist, but also her own pseudonym. As the artist herself says: “Giselle's, the Heron, storyline is a continuous
mix of worlds, full of transdimensional portals and parallel worlds.”, making us understand the richness and fullness of
the universe, inhabited by this character who accompanies the artist in every day of her life. 

"Like the air-invested heron, great persons should conduct themselves; and the higher they
be, the less they should show" (Philip Sidney)

 

Cristina Merkl

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Crystal Renée is a self-taught modern artist who works with a child-like curiosity. This approach gives birth to pieces
that are related with the emotion of enjoyment and that are lively and whimsical. When the artist creates a work of art
such as “Sweet Child”, judgment and precognition are put aside, following a process divided into three phases: the first is
the play stage, when her fingers trace automatic and spontaneous lines and shapes on the canvas or on the paper.
Gradually she begins to recognize familiar characters or figures when the second phase starts and, in this moment, she
introduces collage elements. In this way, her work becomes tactile and dimensional. She employs items as bark,
branches, sticks and twigs that are used for mark making. It is very interesting that these inserts almost always come
from her walks in the middle of nature. Crystal is a lover of nature and she brings this passion into her art, honoring it
thanks to the collage technique. The alchemist stage is the final phase of her creation process: in addition to the
realization of the last details, the artist adds chemicals, solvents, and waxes to her more complex artworks. Thanks to her
artwork "Sweet Child", we have a clear example of abstract representations dictated by the flow state of her hands and
thoughts. This painting is placed inside a frame which has been decorated becoming an active part of the artwork. In the
signs that run throughout the painting, we can interpret the design of some forms, in fact we can recognize some natural
elements, such as different flowers. In any case, the viewer can interpret the drawing according to his/her point of view.
The bright and lively colours bring us back to that feeling of joy and amusement that Crystal wants to promote and
transmit in her works. Undoubtedly "Sweet Child" instills in the viewer a sense of peace and quiet. Since her art is
guided entirely by natural deeds, by the spontaneous flow of her hands and since the choice of which colours to use is
purely intuitive, we can certainly declare that Crystal Renée gives us a glimpse of her subconscious.

“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now
know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, and all there 

ever will be to know and understand.”
(Albert Einstein)

 

Crystal Renée

Art Curator Alessia Logatto
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Daria Nazarenko believes that only art can fully reflect the author's personality, reveal his uniqueness and inner world.
Daria exhibits at the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition, three amazing artworks that make us daydream. The first
artwork exhibited is titled "Lostera" and depicts a plant with very large leaves called monstera and two lotus flowers.
This is reflected in the title of the work. As a unity of different cultures in their harmony. Like a piece of distant lands in
our home. The predominant colors are blue and green on a pink background. With the help of multicolor, she wanted to
convey a piece of joy and lightness, as if to capture this moment on the canvas. But there is another word that appears in
the title of the work is "lost" and which in my opinion should be highlighted. Lost. How to convey the feeling of
perdition while looking at this painting. Get lost completely among the large leaves of this plant, feel light and at peace
with yourself and with the world. The second painting is titled “Sea of   dreams” and depicts a dreaming girl lying in the
pool and looking at the sea, the mountains, and the sun. It is an artwork that aims to convey hopes, dreams, and magic.
An attempt to communicate the state of contemplation and pleasure. This work focuses entirely on living the moment to
the full, the "here and now". The latest beautiful artwork is titled "I am close to you" and represents a symbolic
abstraction on the theme of the mother's unconditional love for her child. The artist's goal was to create an image-sign, as
laconic as possible, but at the same time bright in her message. The technique used is unusual, very structured to obtain
the maximum tactility and warmth of the image. Which reminds us of a bit of rock art and tribal art. The result is a
symbiosis of direct clarity of minimalism and warmth and richness of textures. Daria has declared that only art and only
through self-knowledge will the artist be able to bring beauty into this world to show it and tell it to others. For the artist,
painting is freedom.

Daria Nazarenko

"There is no safer method to escape from the world than by following art, and no safer method to
join the world than through art."

(Goethe)

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli
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Daria Nazarenko



There is no doubt that the Covid-19 has put a strain on the lives of all of us and has faced new difficulties,
but from this difficult period some people have been able to make the best of it. One example is Debbie
Spencer, who in the fall of 2020 started experimenting with acrylics and thus found her own inner artist.
In "Red Sky" we can see her classic style of painting: the acrylic colours blend on the canvas creating an
abstract work with a strong visual and emotional impact. The recognizability of the sky has faded,
everything appears uncertain and fluctuating, but the effects of colour remain clear, evident and of an
extraordinary visual concreteness. The English artist inflames the blue sky through glimpses of flaming
violet, and, through the sinuous course of the painting, she manages to amaze the viewer, making him ask
if he is really admiring a sky or rather its reflection on the water. “I feel art is a wonderful way of
expressing myself, bringing colours and movement together.” says Debbie Spencer, and with these words
she makes us understand that in her works she puts all of herself and we can find in them all her
emotions; what every artist worthy of the name should do. Everyone finds their own "paradise" in a
different place; she found it in painting and if you still don’t know where yours is, don’t worry, as the
artist says "[...] a fresh new day is dawning, imagine, be free."

Debbie Spencer

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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The protagonists of Dema Adil’s works are the human figures. They are almost always represented
standing and static, as if to indicate that the scene takes place outside of time, and they also appear two-
dimensional due to the flat and uniform brushstrokes, in opposition to the dynamism and the three-
dimensionality of most contemporary artworks. However, this stillness does not mean absence of
emotional strength, but on the contrary the artist manages to release deep feelings from her canvases and
her characters.  In "The Seven Sisters " we find in fact all these characteristics, but looking at the work we
are also struck by a deep feeling of love. The colors are bright, warm and well balanced, and the shapes
are well balanced too: the alternation of vertical, horizontal and curved lines is perfect. The artist shows a
strong sense of harmony and therefore a good technique, but that’s not all. As I said, the work exudes
love; the viewer can feel the strong bond that binds the sisters and he would like to be there with them, he
would like to be loved by them and reciprocate their brotherly love. Dema Adil manages to convey all
this also thanks to her deliberate choice to represent the figures with the eyes closed because, as Denzel
Washington says, “the most beautiful things in life are not seen but feel with the heart”. “I created art not
only to make myself happy but to also give others a sense of joy.” says the artist, and with “The Seven
Sister” she did it perfectly. 

Dema Adil

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia

“Why do we close our eyes when we pray, cry, kiss or dream? Because the most beautiful things in life are not seen but felt by the
heart.”

Denzel Washington
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Art as the expression of a thought and a well-formed and precise idea, as a means of narrating a past
whose memories mark the present, as a powerful visualization of a profound intimacy. The canvases of
Derwin Leiva, a contemporary artist of Cuban origin, are spaces marked by pleasant visual rhythms,
where shapes and colours blend into each other, describing scenes of daily life enveloped in peaceful,
warm and seductive atmospheres. The roots of a Cuban past are shown in strong influences, both in the
pictorial style, closely linked to artists such as Picasso and Wifredo Lam and in the choice of the subjects
represented. The forms into which his paintings are divided are more rounded, precisely in a desire to
communicate a softer atmosphere. In fact, music is also a fundamental element that the artist never fails to
narrate in each of his art works. Derwin Leiva's Cubist expressiveness thus merges the typical cracked
spaces of Cubism with the movement and rhythm of Cuban music, also showing a strong link with
Futurist research and in particular with that of the master Boccioni. 

“We should consider every day lost on which we have not danced at least once.” 
(Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche) 

Derwin Leiva



In 'Amor de Balcones', a woman dances freely on the balcony of her house. Outside, we can see the
laundry hanging out, which seems to move gently in the air with the same rhythm. The music comes from
a player leaning on the opposite terrace. The light filtering through the window reveals warm colours,
conveying a pleasant feeling of freedom, which also pervades the observer. Even though the faces are
barely visible, we still perceive an intense play of glances between the two characters and the strong
presence of the colour red conveys passion, eroticism and energy. The roots linked to a past, where the
musical tradition is extremely important, allow the artist to express his experience with great intensity,
involving the observer with skill. The power of music, its ability to liberate man from the patterns of the
routine and the intensity of the feelings that derive from it, take shape in Derwin Leiva's art, awakening in
us that free soul too often slumbering.

Derwin Leiva

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Dionisia Pappatheodorou is an artist who believes that education is the only possible way to create and
achieve a better world. This represents her belief, and she has dedicated a lifetime to this reflection. At the
"Paraíso" International Art Exhibition, Dionisia exhibits an artwork that celebrates the freedom of each of
us. The painting is titled "Karayel" and depicts a majestic white horse running. The horse and its gallop
give us a particular sense of freedom and independence. The attention paid to the anatomical details of the
horse is amazing. The musculature was impeccably represented, as was the chiaroscuro and its intelligent
use. In the lower part, the horse appears shrouded in darkness, but from above, instead, a bright light
comes and illuminates it. The title of the artwork "Karayel" in Turkish means the wind, a wind that blows
from north to north-west. The depiction of this horse running blissfully with the wind ruffling its white
coat represents our means for freedom. The vital breath of the universe and provider of life. According to
Dionisia, the wind is certainly the engine of messages connected to the mind, wisdom, soul, and spirit.
Through painting, the artist became aware of a term that in education and human development they call
"the flow zone". It is a singular and unique area. It is the state where we all connect and align our body,
with our mind and with our spirit, to feel whole. This is the precise point where we are able to create and
feel totally free and fulfilled. This is our "paradise".

Dionisia Pappatheodorou

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"The artworks, as in the artesian wells, rise the higher the deeper the suffering has dug the heart."
(Marcel Proust)
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Dionisia Pappatheodorou



Determination, experimentation, and instinct. These are the Dóra Remenyik’s peculiarities, an artist who, despite
a period of distancing from painting, has always maintained a strong bond with it, so much so that she returns
with the brush in her hands after a few years. The canvases are the mirror of her feelings and experiences and to
create them she draws inspiration from what nature and the world around her communicate to her. For Dóra,
painting is like setting off on an incredible adventure of which she is not aware of the destination, but that is
precisely the beauty: exploration, twists and turns and unique emotions characterize the creative process.
"Sailing into the dreams" was created in 2021 with the technique of acrylic on canvas. The dominant color of the
work is blue which is interrupted in some places by the bright pink creating a strong, but at the same time
pleasant chromatic contrast. The title is very evocative: the canvas is an immense sea that does not end at the
edge of it but continues towards infinity: it is a precious sea, full of dreams in which you never stop believing,
dreams that with great care and a touch of madness will be realized. Dóra wants the viewers to immerse
themselves completely in the waters of the enchanted sea that she painted, becoming one with it: their mind will
leave on a magical journey in search of new desires and their hearts will be filled with strong emotions. This is
precisely the artist's goal: the creation of a special relationship between her works and those who look at them, a
relationship with does not exhaust in front of the work, but which continues over time, stimulating reflections
and sensations.

“There are no rules of architecture for a castle in the clouds.” (Gilbert Keith Chesterton)
 
 

Dóra Remenyik

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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On occasion of the summer exhibition "Paraíso", organized by the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery which will inaugurate the
second venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the Pakistani-Australian artist Ehtesham Mofiz based in
Melbourne, decides to present a digital painting artwork performed on Procreate using the Apple Pencil, entitled
"Paradise, It is Here". Professionally trained as a scientist in life sciences (genomics), his adventure in the visual arts
began when the adoptive city entered a prolonged lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, particularly
approaching digital media and watercolour. Ehtesham claims to have started this relationship of love and discovery with
art and creative realization, wanting to experiment with different styles and artistic techniques. The work we are facing is
a riot of sensations, warmth, affection, and shelter. It represents a child, in all probability the portrait of the artist's son,
with a dog and a cat next to him, which Ehtesham himself defines as "his three children of different species". It is the
sense of belonging to something in the world, to a family in which to take refuge and find one's own peace and serenity.
Finally, we face the theme of heaven as a simple act, an apparently daily moment which however expresses an infinity of
emotions. There is nothing more moving and admirable than seeing someone appreciate what they have and pour all their
positive energy and affection into it.

Ehtesham Mofiz

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

“My paradise isn't a dream; it isn't a far-flung idyllic place, neither it is a promised land of eternal
bliss. My kids are my paradise. They are my happy place, right here, right now!” 
(Ehtesham Mofiz)
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Elena Gonzalez Muñoyerro is a very original multidisciplinary and multi-material artist. She has always explored
different artistic worlds, she is curious and extremely creative. The creative process never ends, she is always looking for
something new to try and experiment with. She is inspired by the shapes of the body, in particular the sweet and sensual
lines of the female body. By decontextualising this subject and placing it in creative works of art, she aims to push the
viewer to see women with a different eye. Women are more than just bodies and shapes. To show this, Elena does just
that, disorienting the viewer and leading them to deeper points of reflection. She makes the innate female sensuality a
strong point and is able to bring out some female characteristics that are not yet fully accepted by society. Unfortunately,
in today's society, the woman is still seen as an object, a pleasant set of forms. But being a woman is not limited to this,
on the contrary. In the subjects Elena represents, there is a world to discover. In the artwork 'Strength', the artist creates
two female silhouettes placed symmetrically in a mirror image, side by side. They are two equal figures with sensual and
provocative bodies and positions that are smoothed out by the use of colour in a decorative manner. The shapes of the
body blend with the soft lines and the background, becoming one with the canvas and becoming part of the decoration.
Elena uses only two colours, white and cyan blue, contrasted by a very thin black line, a thread. The effect obtained is
three-dimensional, dynamic and decorative. The girl depicted deliberately does not have a face, to give an even more
universal meaning to the artwork; she could represent anyone. Her hair is up, so as to highlight her back and the lines
created by the casual position in which she is placed. Elena uses the woman's body as the subject of her paintings,
emphasising her points of vulnerability which are also her strengths. "Strength" is a artwork with a strong impact that
strikes the viewer also because of the luminous and iridescent blue, the true protagonist. The curved line is amply
developed. The strength it conveys is given above all by human and female fragility, which is exposed and analysed
here. Everything blends together to create a harmonious and at the same time reflective artwork. Elena invites the viewer
to go beyond appearances and to develop a critical, subjective reflection, guiding him along this path through the
creation of a third dimension. 

Elena Gonzalez Muñoyerro

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Strenght



"Like our soul, no two cloud formations are alike [...]" says the French-Canadian artist, poetically
approaching in this way the soul to the clouds. The latters are the most "captured" subjects by Eli Bajet’s
camera and what shaped her way of seeing the world. What might appear as a trivial subject and always
equal to itself, it proves to be, in reality, through her photos, always different and wonderfully
changeable. “Every piece starts with a cloud photography from my accumulated collection.” explains Eli
Bajer, “I then add colors to bring the right balance of joy and harmony to the piece.”. The photographer
adds as a magic touch to her photos and in fact, after she makes the changes to it, it seems to us to look at
a completely different cloud, a cloud coming directly from a fairy kingdom, a heavenly kingdom. In
"Peaceful Confidence" she chooses a rainbow "palette" that fills the viewer with bliss, just that bliss that
prevails when we are really ourself, in a state of "peaceful confidence" precisely. If on the one hand these
unnatural colors push the imagination of the viewers towards unreality and, as I said, towards magic, on
the other hand the everyday life of the subject brings the viewers closer to the work. It attracts the viewer
because the subject is something known and, consequently, he feels reassured and happy. That’s the
power of Eli Bajet’s photographs.

Eli Bajet

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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Elisabeth Daunelius is an artist who loves to work with different mediums. Her style is abstract, figurative,
minimalist and a bit naive. She is particularly interested in human psychology and the way we behave. Difficult
and inaccessible issues have their own dynamics and deserve to be examined in art. The technique and medium
used are acrylic, oil, water paint, fluid, markers, charcoal, pastels, canvas, cardboard, and paper. In addition, she
loves working with sand and painting on canvas to create a middle ground between sculpture and painting. At
the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition exhibits a wonderful abstract artwork entitled "If I could fly". The title
and the work itself make us want to close our eyes and imagine our body in the sky, graceful flying over
countless landscapes and endless spaces. We are free. The colors used are bright and transmit a particular energy
to the artwork. Lines, shapes, colors, composition, and texture are the elements that make up Elisabeth's work.
But the process, the interaction between her hands, her brain and everything that is her person, is the
fundamental element of the painting, and for her this really means creating. This is for her creation. The artist
herself is an integral part of the creative process and the most fascinating and exciting thing is that the viewer
also becomes part of the artistic creation. In this work the shapes, angles, colors interact vigorously with each
other, an abstraction that leads the viewer to put its meaning in the image. The artist loves to dare and enjoy the
result of her creative process. In her art she wants to contribute with energy, positivity, and emotion even when
the subject to represent is difficult or inaccessible.

Elisabeth Daunelius

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"Masterpieces are not made to astound. They are made to persuade, to convince, to enter us
through the pores."

(Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres)
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'A touch of Green', the artwork presented by the artist Else du Plessis from South Africa, is an oil painting which
portrays a landscape: its style is extremely abstract, free from object or its perceived concept, association or any man
made ideas, free from any intention to please the expected. The only attachment is that of Green that vibrates at the same
frequency as the heart: as from the heart's total surrender in being present within this beautiful world at the moment of
execution, all of colour, line, space are expressed without the conscious thought controlling the outcome. The
subconscious aligned with the universe in total trust of what be communicated in 'A touch of Green'. The white showing
is the blank canvas and not the use of white paint yet white has been used though as the absence of it. The technique as
such is this surrendering into the simultaneous state of being and freedom from any planning, thought process or any
calculation what so ever, inviting the viewer into Paraíso, this universe we all share but moving into, that does not always
come as naturally because of too much noise or distractions made by man. Else's artistic style, layered free brush strokes
transluting oil paint onto canvas into a crossing over 'attraversando', carries the viewer into his/her own experience of the
world she shares with him/her.

Else du Plessis

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 

My vision is an example of being free of any kind of fear. 
My mission is to follow my dreams and go beyond what is written or said, creating freedom,

excellerated by the exitement for Love itself. 
(Else du Plessis)
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Eman Almallahi is a young artist and designer who has loved this world since an early age. Her taste for decoration and the combination of
shapes and lines is impressive. She creates elegant, intricate and well thought-out compositions, full of decorative motifs inspired by nature.
Eman is inspired by the forms that surround her, taking them up and readapting them, giving them a new light and a new look. Nature
inspires her and induces her to take up the shapes that make it up to create creative works. Her interest and knowledge in the world of design
is reflected in the refined aesthetics of the images she produces, putting together various different elements to arrive at a visual synthesis that
surprises the viewer. In her work 'Deep Sea' there is an obvious reference to the marine world, made up of forms that twist on themselves,
soft lines and curves that recall the multitude of species that live in the deepest depths of the sea. The work is open to different
interpretations, entrusted to the subjectivity of the viewer. Eman's creative research is evident. With flat lines and the sole use of black and
white, he creates depth, dynamism and a compositional movement with a focus on the central point. Each element created is meticulously
finished, detailed and blends perfectly with the rest. A harmonious chaos that finds its interpretation in the refined contrast of black and
white. The centripetal movement of the previous painting is also taken up in 'Underwater Chaos', as is the colour scheme. More space is left
for the colour white, which does not merely fill but conquers its own space, making its way through intricate lines and shapes. A tangle of
elements with undulating silhouettes induce the viewer to look towards the central point. The decorativism is very strong, as is the search for
fillers to fill the space. Eman tries to recreate a kind of horror vacui, decorating every inch at his disposal. Once again, the inspiration is
naturalistic and marine, an intricate tangle but harmonious and balanced in its chaos. Of a different composition but the same style is 'Brain
Waves'. If in the previous designs black prevailed, here it is the opposite colour, white. Undulating shapes create tentacles that seem to want
to break free, to free themselves in space. The surface is not delimited and adapts to the decoration, not vice versa. The neutral/white
background allows the shapes to stand out even more. If in the previous paintings, the elements were all made in detail but different, here the
tentacles are all made with the same technique. Their distinctiveness lies in the compositional play they create, juxtaposed with each other.
Eman is an innovative, eclectic and extremely precise artist. She leaves nothing to chance but creates works that can be read from multiple
points of view. She synthesises the forms of nature and reworks them in a modern and minimalist way. Impossible not to be enthralled and
strongly fascinated by her drawings.

Eman Almallahi

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Two souls are looking for each other in the midst of millions of others, searching every gaze, listening to
every voice. Finally, there they are, they recognize each other, and their meeting gives life to the perfect
union: the male and female part are finally reunited in one being. As Plato said in fact, "Once upon a time
men were perfect beings, they lacked nothing and there was no distinction between men and women. But
Zeus, envious of such perfection, split them in two: since then, each of us has been in constant search for
our own half, finding which it returns to its ancient perfection... ". I believe that this does not only refer to
finding a soul mate, but to discovering and investigating within oneself the feminine and masculine part
that everyone possesses in the deepest self. The terms masculine and feminine are only cultural pretexts
to indicate our two ego's that oppose each other: the two parts of us that sometimes collide, that
sometimes live in harmony, but which are always the most profound, articulated and complex
representation of the our being. 

Emelly Velasco



Here, the artist Emelly Velasco, through her art, wants to show us these two parts of her: Emelly strips
herself in front of us and shows us both parts that make up herself and that live inside her. The works are
in fact part of the “Encuentro de dos almas” (encounters of two souls) collection. With the work "Mía
Femme Vitale", Emelly shows us the part of her that is most sensitive, sweet, welcoming and even fragile
at times. A part in which bright and vibrant colors contrast with each other, but at the same time coexist
in full harmony, with more intense and deep colors. With this work, Emelly succeeds in a truly amazing
way to make the soul of a woman visible. Instead, with the work "Mía Masculino Vitale", she shows us
that part of her perhaps a little more aggressive, determined, responsible and in search of power. In fact,
the brightness and intensity are the masters. The various nuances of the personality interpenetrate one
another, creating a real moonlit trail. Our life and our way of being then makes us tend to express more
one part than another, without however denying that, some more and some less, both are present in each
of us.

Emelly Velasco

Art Curator Silvia Grassi
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Emily McKenzie is an artist based in Melbourne whose works reflect her personal interests,
thoughts, emotions, and life experiences. In particular, the painting "London Grid" was created
recalling the period of life that the artist spent in the capital of the United Kingdom. The city map
represents streets, buildings, squares, and shops painted in the work in a casual and instinctive way,
not respecting a real scale of size. Emily remembers London as a city full of life, always on the
move where boredom and calm do not exist. "London Grid" is part of a series of social painting
created drawing inspiration from the famous Dutch painter Mondrian in a particular manner from
the painting "Broadway Boogie Woogie": the painting is composed of numerous squares of bright
colors, including yellow, red, and blue, which when combined with each other, represent the lively
rhythm of the famous dance from which the work takes its title. Broadway is also a city known for
its vitality and energy. And here is a further parallel between the two works: in addition to the
analogy regarding the structure of the painting itself and the colors used, Emily wants to convey the
same feeling that Mondrian wanted to arouse: movement, rhythm in continuous evolution. Emily is
a versatile artist who likes to experiment with different techniques, represent multiple subjects in
order to tell magical stories that she wants to share with her viewers.

“I try to apply colors like words that shape poems, like notes that shape music.” (Joan Miró)
 

Emily McKenzie

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Enrique Escudero Achondo is a Chilean self-taught artist. Conceiving art as a continuous search for free creation, his
technique allows him to generate a direct flow between the creative impulse and the results on the canvas in order to
express his inner world and his way of experiencing life. At “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery,
Enrique has presented two artworks that testify this kind of research. In the first one, "FLOW", the artist has created a
video of which he is the protagonist, going into a forest with canvas and paint to create his work in and with Nature.
With branches and leaves, Enrique gives life to sinuous shapes that follow a profound creative process and at the same
time to geometric ones that recall rationality and universal order: arranged on the canvas, these different and always
colorful elements interact freely with each other, producing a symphony of shapes, expressions and memories. His works
want therefore to respond to primordial instincts common to all human beings and which, in a primitive place like that of
the forest, they manage to emerge and manifest themselves, taking command of the rational side. The result is a
constellation of impulses turned into shapes in the blue sky of the universe - a metaphor for life. 

Enrique Escudero Achondo



In "SOUL", the second artwork presented at the exhibition, the artist follows this search for creative flow as well:
experimenting with a new style, a more figurative one, as evidenced by the person and the lion in the foreground,
Enrique does not cease to pursue his deep instinct which, in an irrational way but at the same time extremely tidy, it
allows him to create complex shapes and decorative weaves with which, once again, he testifies his confidence in the
creative process. For Enrique therefore the true "paraíso" is precisely the creative freedom inherent in every human being
and which he invites, with his art, to pursue. 

Enrique Escudero Achondo

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina

When you are confident while doing anything and you have the correct tools and skills, 
you just have to believe in the process and allow the flow state to command the situation.

(Enrique Escudero Achondo)
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How many different shapes can have the colour? In order to answer this question, it can be useful to the
paintings presented in the international art exhibition by the artist Eric Chen. Starting from the first one
titled Companion. Can be seen in the composition three dolphins near a boat. The point of view is from
the top. The representation wanted to stay in defined shapes but present fluid edges. As if the artist wants
to create a vision, in which the observer can lose his glace through the shadows, shape, and complete the
vision with his imagination. As if the composition of the painting is a creation made by the collaboration
between the artist and the viewer. In the same way in the painting titled Rain, we can see a moment of
rain in which a group of people protect themselves from the rain. What emerges from the painting is the
intention of the artist to not create a defined representation to give to the figures the idea of movement
and action. In this way, the observer can complete the vision with a story about the moment represented.
Where do these people go? The answer in the imagination of the viewer. In the same way, the last
painting talks about these figures on the summit during a snowfall. The shape and the figures create a
melting pot of colours that create a lot of different ways to see the painting. As if it can become an
abstract painting but at the same time also a representative painting. At the same time what is important to
underline is that the intention of the artist is that of to put at the centre of the attention not just the
representation but the movement in which it is involved. To ask the viewer his imagination and in this
way complete that of him.

Eric Chen

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Eric was born into a world with books, radio and cinema. Netflix, Internet and Facebook did not exist to tweek the
imagination of a boy from a large Irish Roman Cathollic family. As the Hippy movement got into full swing and the
psychedelic movement brought new horizons he made the conscious decision to turn his back on art. All the artists he
knew were starving and that moved him to do a degree in Business Studies. He spent half of his life trying to please
others and to make right choices. However his soul was extremely creative and it suddently came out with an explosion
of colours: this is "Paradise rediscovered" at the international contemporary art exhibition "Paraíso", hosted by the
international art gallery M.A.D.S. "Paradise rediscovered" shows the inner turmoil of a creative man in a capitalist world.
Colours pushing to come out from a cage, colours which are rationally distributed, squared. Paradise rediscovered is
abstract expressionism but also rationality. The artist has the outstanding merit to convey two aspects of reality, which
are complementay opposites. The palette of this amazing artwork shows the inner maturity and conciousness of a man
who learned a lot from life, a man who knows how things go. "Paradise rediscovered" shows also the final decision in
Eric's life: he choses art. The most important and beautiful things come from within and not outside. The outside reflects
our personal paradise, and it is only in loosing ones heavenly certainties that we discover the real paradise.  

Eric James Duhan

Art Curator Mara Cipriano 

"As a younger man born into an artistic family in Catholic Ireland the notion of paradise was
clear and precise. As I grew older that idea changed and when puberty hit me it was

shattered" Eric James Duhan

"I spent half of my life trying to please my boss, my partners even those I wanted as friends
that I was worthy of their perceived paradise, a heaven where the just and true belonged"

Eric James Duhan
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Erin Bird-Johansson is a contemporary abstract mixed media artist with the combined passion for salvaging and
preserving history that inspire most of her art pieces: by unearthing beauty and curious techniques in classical pieces or
uniting objects that have been discarded as trash or unusable, she brings back to life through experiments with always
different mediums, colors, texture to generate a reaction, texture or story. Each of her piece is truly one of a kind. The
lockdown period for Erin was a reason for revelation and revolution: wanting to exploit it to do something different and
adapt better to isolation, under her roof she changed her life for the sake and in the name of Art: in the healthiest way she
could control and disappoint with the ugly reality outside the walls, Art has been her constant and home, a way to found
an array of emotions in a time of global shakedown and to reach a sense of pause. In the adversity of events, for Erin a
“paraíso” began. The first artwork presented by Erin at “Paraíso” exhibition is “Call me”, a representation of an image of
the telephone, a means that during the lockdown helped people to feel closer, symbol in this piece of love and good news
for the joyous, vibrant voice on the other end of the line. In times of change we can therefore discuss where are those
who don’t have access to the information across the world that cant seek help because they do not otherwise have a
resource. “River Junk” instead is a reflection on recycled and disposable materials: wanting to denounce the waste of
recyclable materials and food, this artwork is an assemblage of abandoned trash that she found one day along the river.
After keeping it for ten years, in 2020 she assembled it all, feeling slightly better for having done something against
someone’s negligence. “Valued Pandemonium”, the last artwork presented by Erin, releases a sense of integrity and
personal chaos, individuality and personality at the same time. This piece is an icon in her representation of many pieces
created with deliverance and intent but going against the grain. Altough it was not born as something wanted, it is the
result of interventions made over time and in the end it came out as something different, new, beautiful. An individual. A
gathering of time and effort, dedication and support.

Erin Bird-Johansson

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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Erwin Rios is an Austria-based artist which art recalls abstract expressionism. Emblematic of Erwin Rios' artistic
production is the ability to use different materials to create different textures in order to express emotions and convey
different feelings. At the international summer art exhibition "Paraiso" by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Rios exhibits “Moment
607” which recalls the works of Mark Rothko and from a certain point of view also those of Josef Albers. The
subjectivity of perception in terms of colors is impregnable in the artist's works, "Moment 607" has a chromatic contrast
and texture that leads the observer to wonder what may be hidden behind that thick layer of milky white. To create the
contrast of textures Rios uses sand that gives that sense of lightness and relaxation. Each color and texture brings to the
surface thoughts, emotions and memories which are unique and personal for each observer. But that's not all, Rios's will
is to create awareness and a sense of responsibility. Erwin Rios is aware of the passage of time, that what we look at
today will not be the same tomorrow, landscapes change and it is our responsibility to protect them. 

Erwin Rios

Art Curator  Martina Viesti
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Eva Johnova is an Australia-based Slovakian born abstract artist. For the first time her artworks are exhibited at the
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the summer exhibition “Paríso”. The atmosphere of Eva's works on display create a
romantic, wild and fresh aura. Australian landscapes inspire the artist to create these unique works in which color
contrasts and different textures lead the viewer to experience emotions and feeling which belongs to those landscapes.
"Where the earth meets the ocean" develops horizontally, the right part of the work is of an intense variation of blue
color with turquoise that leads to the ripples of the sea created with a 3D effect, highlighting the movement of the waves
up to to the mainland of an intense orange, with red and yellow brushstrokes. "Meeting Point" was created thanks to the
use of sand and acrylic, these different materials create a visual contrast and texture. The variations of blue and azure
compare with the delicate color of the white sand and the white used to create the waves of the sea. The work gives a
sense of tranquility and calm, the strip of land represented allows you to experience an emotion of isolation and peace, in
which the observer identifies himself feeling immersed in that unique and sweet atmosphere. The resin illuminates the
painting giving it an aesthetic aura consistent with the emotions that the work conveys. "Big Blue Ocean" was created
using sand and acrylic, an interesting element is the difference in texture and color between the sand used in "Meeting
Point" and "Big Blue Ocean" which has a warmer color, tending to bronze and gold that seems to shine. A very
interesting element is the use of sand that comes from Australian beaches, the sand of Sidney Beach and that of Mainly
Beach. The artist's ability to masterfully use natural elements to give a coherent meaning to the work allows her to create
pieces of art that are increasingly real representations of the passages she sees or imagines. The power of the ocean and
its incredible vastness are perfectly represented by the artist, leading the observer to feel pervaded and in love with it.

Eva Johnova

Art Curator  Martina Viesti
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German artist Evi Catrin Wifling returns to exhibit at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery showing the public her great artistic growth.
In past exhibitions she had demonstrated her versatility that likewise demonstrated her continuous stylistic research; this
time, during the “Paraíso” Exhibition, Evi Catrin exposes two abstract works that seem to establish her style. "Oranges"
and "Strawberries" combine chromatic research, the instinct of brushstrokes and a great visual impact. Abstract
Expressionism undoubtedly influences the artist who uses spatulas to create vertical and horizontal lines that alternate
with more dynamic brushstrokes and dictated by improvisation. "Oranges" has a horizontal composition and, as already
suggested by the title, sees orange as the protagonist. Orange makes its way among other colors: blue, green, yellow and
white. These combined colors create a lively, welcoming feeling, which gives off joy and positivity. 

Evi Catrin Wifling



Darker and less ordered is the work entitled "Strawberries" that celebrates the union between red and blue. Visually the
work recalls the colors of Piet Mondrian’s work entitled "Composition with red, yellow and blue”. They are reproduced
and honored, but here the order and the schematism are completely distorted. The search for order and precision that we
found in the early works of Evi Catrin Wifling, as "Grass Court 19", is completely distorted here: the artist seeks
immediacy. At a second glance, however, it is possible to observe how the precision of Evi Catrin is also present in these
apparently emotional and instinctive works: chaos conceals an order behind it. The artist creates perpendicular lines in
both paintings and combines the colors in a studied way, creating shades that gently accompany the view. We now have
to ask ourselves whether this is the definitive path taken by the artist or whether she will continue to experiment and
show us her countless pictorial skills.

Evi Catrin Wifling

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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<<Color is for me the best medium for expressing emotions that can pass through the visual, some
people comparing them to musical notes which seems fair enough to me>>. To understand the
artistic language of the artist Fabrice Espiard can be more useful to start from his consideration
about the way to use and intend the colour in the painting. As he says the colour are the elements
that can translate the language of the feeling and emotion. They are used in a free way at the same
time when they become shaped on the canvas the colours are capable of speaking to the viewer the
emotion of the artist at the moment of the creation. If we consider the painting presented on the
international art exhibition Paraìso titled Discovery we can understand the real meaning of this
conception. On the canvas the colour takes a different shape as the composition was just a way to
contain the flow of the colours. We can see on a red bright background a continuous blue stain.
This means that the artist wants to put an edge to his imagination, to his fantasy. Try to define this
flow of the vision, of the feeling to understand in a second moment on the canvas what a specific
feeling or emotion means. In this way the canvas becomes a real discovery of these new worlds, or
these notes or maybe just of ourselves. 

Fabrice Espiard

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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FaeryDesign is a self-taught artist from Italy, specialized in illustrations, digital painting and 3D modeling. She
participates in the “Paraíso” art exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. with a digital artwork entitled “Paradise on Earth” that
represents “the ideal future, in which man, nature and technology live together, in full harmony with each other,
coexisting in an eco-sustainable world”, as the young artist suggests. The human race on this planet is incapable of living
in harmony with Technology and Nature, which are considered two parallel lines that will never meet. As Darwin's
theory teaches us, man has begun to develop greater mental capacities and this has allowed him to manage the outside
world in a way that is apparently more useful to him, but also to progressively nourish a presumption of superiority, to
consider himself 'lord of the earth', favourite of an omnipotent God. In fact, man is strongly inclined to see everything in
an egocentric way. He has become an arrogant manipulator and blind exploiter of every resource in the world, from the
mineral to the plant and animal kingdom. As the artist FaeryDesign informs us, 'the environmentalist and progressive
influence of solarpunk is central to the making of this NFT'. Solarpunk is a cultural and artistic movement that promotes
an optimistic and progressive vision of the future. It places great faith in renewable energy and new sustainable
technologies. Solarpunk covers a wide range of fields such as art, architecture and activism and aims to bring about a
technologically sustainable future and combat climate change. According to this vision, technological progress and
Nature are complementary: they cooperate, they blend harmoniously and none predominates over the other. For this
reason, the Humanity of the future will be able to look at the world with love and respect. The young artist, in fact, says:
"Bionic man is the most conscious guardian that will be able to live in the Earthly Paradise" and not master or despot of
Nature. Therefore, the Humanity of the future will be able to look at the world with love and respect. In this regard, the
young artist says: "The bionic man is the most conscious guardian who will be able to live in the Earthly Paradise” and
not the master or despot of Nature. The bionic man depicted in FaeryDesign's work is completely dressed in flowers and
seedlings. Pink butterflies and other animals perch on him, blindly trusting and living in harmony with each other. 

FaeryDesign

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Fernando Garbellotto is an Italian artist with a long and successful career behind him. Through numerous exhibitions in
Italy and beyond, Fernando Garbellotto has forged his peculiar and unmistakable style over the years. The concept of
“Rete frattale barocca” or baroque fractal net, was born thanks to a very specific inspiration. At the end of the 1980s he
become fascinated by Mandelbrot's theories on fractal geometries and he started to produce his experiments in the same
direction. The most notable feature of this geometry is that it allows you to imitate nature. This new idea allows instead
to re-establish a relationship between real objects and their mathematical formalizations, that is the figures, distorting the
Euclidean conception of the world. In the wake of these new awareness, the artist produces a series of works, all entitled
"Rete frattale barocca” or “Baroque fractal network". A dense network that arises from important and fascinating
baroque frames, is colored with brilliant tones. The knots, tight and indissoluble between them, create a precise and
orderly design, a bond, in the strict and etymological sense of the word, which becomes the tangible reproduction of that
same link that binds all living beings. The iconology of the network becomes for the artist the emblem of the system, as
whole as the great mechanism that sets the engine of existence in motion. Each small knot does its part to hold together a
larger structure, which remains firm only if all the knots themselves remain firm to each other. “Life, any form of life on
Earth, is nothing more than a system of networks within other systems of networks” says Fernando Garbellotto, fully
explaining the meaning of his artistic choice. The net that binds all living beings has emerged even more clearly after this
harsh and long period of pandemic. The pain and fear were shared and experienced by everyone, with great solidarity
and everyone was called to do its best and to give its contribution to resolve the situation. We have firmly tightened the
knots of our network, which although we often do not see it, is always there to keep us all together.

“Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, coastlines are not circles, and bark is not
smooth, nor does lightning travel in a straight line.” (Benoît Mandelbrot)

Fernando Garbellotto

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Francesco M. is an Italian artist who discovered his passion for painting in recent years. Always passionate about
craftsmanship and restoration, Francesco dedicates the last two years to painting, thanks to the lockdown period. The
work that he exhibited at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, during the “Paraíso” Exhibition is entitled "Tramonto" and is his first
work on canvas. Made of acrylic, ink and plaster, the work has a horizontal composition and is visually cut in two by a
horizontal metallic blue line that symbolizes the horizon. This line separates the warm colors from the cold ones: in the
upper part red and yellow dominate the composition, recalling the colors of the sunset; in the lower part white and blue
invade the space. The line of division is made with precision, apparently the artist has used a ruler: in this way Francesco
creates a contrast between the chaos, dictated by the messy spatulate, and order, accentuating the division between the
top and bottom of the canvas. From the technical point of view, the work is made from spatulates of color, overlapping
each other waiting for the drying of individual colors to avoid shades. At first glance the work appears as immediate,
rendered instinctively but, a careful look glimpses a premeditation of gestures. The note of dark green refers to a plant
setting, to nature. The whole composition is relaxing and transmits peace in the viewers. The work can be interpreted in
different ways by the spectators who can imagine a sunset at the sea, or on a glacier or whatever they perceive. Francesco
M. thus demonstrates his sensitivity and his propensity in the use of different materials, just as it is possible to admire
from his artistic production that ranges from Abstract Expressionist works to more Abstract works in the manner of
Action painting technique, and thus ensures a continuous evolution.

Francesco M.

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Francesco Pace exposes three energetic works (“Synapses n. 8”,
“Synapses n. 9”, “Synapses n. 10”) through which the gestural and chromatic theme emerges from every single canvas. By
experimenting with and using new materials such as acrylics, glues, plaster and enamels, the artist creates unique and spectacular
paintings with multiple visual expressions and a strong emotional impact. They stand out from any preconceived form, where strong
sensations and moods are fully realized through lines and colors which are freely blended or combined outside a rational order. The
instinctive impulse prevails over reason and structural composition, thus capturing the viewer's attention with all the dynamism
generated within each individual work. This movement affects every part of the body and every perceptive faculty of the observer.
Through such an immediate and spontaneous technique, free from any scheme, a close link is created between the artist, the painting
and the viewer, allowing a close proximity to the pictorial matter, where each element becomes part of it. As in the works of Jackson
Pollock, in the Francesco's canvases is possible to perceive a chaotic image, an interweaving of lines, as the result of an impetuous and
vital gesture. The abstract and geometric themes, which emerge from the deepest parts of the mind, emphasize the individual's most
unconscious motivations. The splashes of color of different vividness are constantly assembled and mixed, while at the same time they
highlight an intense harmony. By expressing all this energy, Francesco creates an explosion of both color nuances and contrasting
sensations in the viewer. In spite of the change of background among the three works, from yellow to black, all those connections
emerge in the same way from the pictorial surfaces, so that the viewer can follow this interweaving from every direction, actively
participating in the creative act. As in a dance, in an unconceived and unplanned action in terms of the way it is performed and its final
effects, the color aims to strike the subconscious: it is the unconscious part of the psyche that is indelibly imprinted in the work. Going
beyond the mediation of the paintbrush to preserve the immediacy of the creative impulse, Francesco Pace gives his works energetic
brushstrokes and textures, through a rhythmic movement that reveals the artist's ego, and all the vital tension is transferred from the
canvas to the observer.

Francesco Pace

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“The big moment came when the decision was made to paint.... Just to Paint! The gesture on the canvas
was an act of liberation.” (Harold Rosenberg)



Francesco Pace

Synapses n. 8



Francesco Pace

Synapses n. 9



Francesco Pace

Synapses n. 10



Geraldine Bard Weinstoerffer, a contemporary artist of Swiss origin, has a dreamy, light and colourful gaze. Her
oil on canvas paintings are composed of magnificent celestial horizons in search of infinite space, profound
freedom and a higher consciousness. Refined works full of emotion and feeling, where knowledge takes on a
fundamental meaning. Indeed, her entire artistic production sees a pivotal element, a subject that never fails to be
represented: the baobab tree. The tree is in itself a powerful symbol, a symbol of life, of fertility, a link between
heaven and earth, the centre of the world and the universe. The baobab tree, particularly in African tradition, is
known as the tree of the wise and the knowledgeable - l'Arbre des Sages et des Savants - because it is at its feet
that the elderly are used to impart precious and basic wisdom. In Geraldine Bard Weinstoerffer's figurative
paintings, we see this imposing plant growing upwards, dominating the viewer who finds himself admiring it, as
if he were standing at its feet. In "Learning", our attention is drawn to a young man sitting atop a baobab, fishing
for huge letters piled up at the base of the tree. The meaning of the work does not wait long to reveal itself,
showing from the outset the artist's immeasurable connection to knowledge, erudition and intellect. The choice
of colours is also important in communicating these values. Yellow is the symbol of sunlight, energy, knowledge
and renewal; blue represents intellect, truth, is the colour of calm, infinity, peace and harmony. By placing her
subjects high above this tree, Geraldine Bard Weinstoerffer tells of what she sees and perceives in everyday life:
the desire and hunger for knowledge. Her works are like a warning, reminding us of the importance of knowing
and experiencing, in order to climb higher and enjoy a wider view, better grasping what surrounds us.

“Your assumptions are your windows on the world. Scrub them off every once in a while, or the light
won't come in.” (Isaac Asimov) 

Geraldine Bard Weinstoerffer

Art Curator Francesca Brunello



Geraldine Bard Weinstoerffer

Learning



Gintare Kursvietyte is a talented and daring young artist who creates beautiful artworks of art that express
freedom of being, a transposition of her inner world. For her, art is a safe place where she can express
herself to the full. She is not afraid to show her true essence, she is self-aware and expresses these beliefs
in her original and creative artworks. Gintare creates instinctive works, dictated by her moods and
intuition. She lets herself be guided by her feelings, releasing emotions through the use of brushes and
colours. She is mainly inspired by the beauty of nature that surrounds her, transposing the emotions it
generates into real, feminine, beautiful and self-confident figures. All her art is based on the
representation of small, perfect imperfections, all the subjects she represents illuminate the painting with
their own light. Each one has its own characteristics, its own peculiarities, they are beautiful in their own
way. In the artwork 'JASMINE', the artist was inspired by the commissioner of the painting and the
reason for her request, and came to the conclusion that it would be perfect to create something calm but
safe at the same time. Combining all these stimuli, Gintare created the work, with a sensual yet elegant
three-quarter-length woman in the centre, wearing a giant hat and facing the viewer. The latter contrasts
with the girl's slender body. The painting reveals lightness and fragility, but at the same time Jasmine's
gaze implies confidence, as the large hat also shows. The colours used are all warm, pleasant and blend
together in fluid, soft and delicate brushstrokes, giving the viewer a sense of peace and calm.

Gintare Kursvietyte



The background is more compact, while the subject is rendered with more distinct brushstrokes that are
nevertheless well blended and do not reveal the gap between one brushstroke and another. Browns and
whites predominate. 'Dakota No.1 ' embodies freedom, the wild, rough but gentle character of nature. To
create it, Gintare was inspired by a horse and transposed her feelings at the sight of that splendid creature
into a subject that is, once again, female. Two women, one in front and one in profile, are the protagonists
of the painting as if they were two sides of the same coin. They are the same but dressed differently: one
is more refined and elegant, the other more provocative and wild. Two aspects that triumph in the natural
world. Once again, the colours used play on the white-brown contrast, the details are meticulously
rendered and the brushstrokes create very interesting plays of light and shade. The facial features of the
young women express sweetness, elegance and contrast with the bold clothing. Nature fascinates man but
sometimes frightens him and it is this contrast that Gintare expresses through brushes and acrylics. In
'Freedom' is a manifesto expressed directly by the title of the artwork. To be free in one's own skin, to feel
accepted, loved and respected, to feel like a woman, is not easy.

Gintare Kursvietyte



Gintare takes what could be seen as fragilities and uses them to create the real strengths of this painting.
A universal manifesto of freedom with which any human being could identify. The artist decides to
represent only the girl's torso, superimposing the dark colour of her skin with the appearance that society
often imposes on her. The brown-white contrast favoured by the artist is also combined with the colour
gold which covers the face, as it could be any girl experiencing the same drama. The technique used also
expresses the concept of freedom, the colour is left free to wander on the canvas, to drip, to occupy space
and to go beyond its limits. We are not what society imposes us to be and Gintare with this artwork wants
to invite the viewer precisely to see the true essence of ourselves, our imperfect light that makes us
perfect. The artist is very skilled in figurative drawing and with her captivating subjects full of conceptual
meanings, she is able to surprise the viewer. Gintare likes to go outside the box, to feel free and at peace
with herself, finding balance and harmony in the natural world around her. She creates artworks that bring
a breath of fresh air, immersing the viewer in a world without constraints and limitations.

Gintare Kursvietyte

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Gintare Kursvietyte

DAKOTA NO.1



Gintare Kursvietyte

FREEDOM



Giulia Carini is an Italian watercolorist. Her love for this artistic form becomes the perfect tool to
transport her inner, creative and poetic universe on paper. Giulia's art focuses on the profound
relationship between the individual and nature, projecting the observer into soft clouds of intense
and bright colors, which dominate the composition to prevail over the forms. "FLOATING", the
work presented for "Paraiso", strikes for the very strong connection between vivid and brilliant
colors and the painted subject: in a blue and light blue background - veined with golden shades - a
splendid female face emerges, portrayed in a intense and relaxed expression. The shades of blue
recall the importance that the marine element had in the life of the artist, who perceives water as the
bearer of a deep serenity. Just like the delicate waves of the sea, the bewitching notes of blue
envelop her face in a tender caress, which induces you to surrender completely to it. The expression
- at the same time relaxed and concentrated on her face - suggests a moment of ecstatic bliss of the
senses, a deep satisfaction due to the expected return to a familiar and long-awaited place. From a
different perspective, the female face may seem surrounded by a fairytale blue hair, scattered in the
wind, helping to reaffirm the communion between human beings and nature, narrated with a
personal and universal language at the same time.

"Tra questa immensità s'annega il pensier mio" (Giacomo Leopardi)

Giulia Carini

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Giulia Carini

FLOATING



Copious blackish spots rise from the representational space. Violent and showy patches of pigment that, with their jagged and indefinite edges,
indelibly soil the acid pink backdrop. There is nothing reassuring, those dark and deep spots observe us, sure of all their aggressiveness and scenic
presence, they seem to swallow us in their bowels. Is this the image of a nightmare? Is this the graphic transposition of a mental fatigue now
triggered and difficult to extinguish? We wonder about these dark patches, about pigments that are so acid and violent; yet the shadows are still
there, the black pigment continues - impassive - to observe us. Its gaze captures ours and we ourselves are forced to look at it in all its peculiarities.
Now that our attention is all focused on the compositional space we notice some lighter spots. A guttural ochre makes space between the acid
background and the black abyss, the pigment composing it is uncertain: in some points it is intense, in others it becomes thinner and more ethereal.
Inevitably, we point our gaze towards showy drippings of color. The pigment descends towards the bottom, literally discoloring these burnt spots
and then invading the fuchsia below. The blackish, light and diaphanous drippings pile up one on top of the other, breaking the formal balance of
the composition and adding the element of chance, of chance. Grace Jihyeon Lee with Freak no.1 tells through images something that - for its
nature - is invisible, labile, complicated to tell: the nightmare, psychic phenomenon with foggy contours and foggy definition. The anguish is
poured inside the compositional space, the accelerated heartbeat and the cold sweat are poured into those rivulets of pigment that fall downwards,
the duration of the terrifying dream is crystallized in that timeless black abyss, in those oppressive, exhausting dark spots. Mirroring our
preoccupations, night terrors often accompany individuals suffering from depersonalization, hallucinatory experiences and paranoia. These three
disorders, feeding off each other, inevitably nourish the spectre of the nightmare: it is a never-ending cycle, a distressing spiral from which it is
difficult to escape. Freak no.1 and the series of which it is a part are the ultimate goal of the artist's research aimed at understanding the
phenomenon itself, its anguish, its fears. By grasping the problem, the painting paradoxically acts as a mirror for those affected by it: the nightmare
is no longer frightening, it has now become comprehensible and Freak no.1 is its visual transposition. The work is no longer oppressive: it is a
comfort for those affected by the disorder, a warning not to feel alone in the anguish that comes at night. We recognize the black abyss, the drips
oozing from the acidic backdrop, the sweat and anguish that struggle to leave our bodies and minds. Freak no.1 is comfort, relief in recognizing a
disorder so complex and difficult to interpret. Recognizing the salient features of the work reassures us, we have understood the characteristics of
the nightmare, now it will make us less afraid.

Grace Jihyeon Lee

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Grace Jihyeon Lee

Freak no.1



For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Gro Heining exposes a painting with a strong
symbolic value: with “The Phoenix Messengers” the artist explores a creative, energetic and idyllic atmosphere. By
being inspired by a pure and unspoilt natural environment, she vividly depicts the flight of the three phoenixes as they fly
together towards the sunset, which is full of red and blue shades. These fabulous sacred birds, similar to a golden eagle,
have multicolored plumage with a tapered beak and a long thick tail. As they emerge from the center of the Earth, their
hovering seems to bring them together in a figurative embrace, generating a slight movement, while the wavy lines on
their feathers highlight their dynamic circling. Through this colorful and enchanted world, Gro emphasizes the meaning
and message of the work: thanks to the power of resilience, namely the ability to cope positively with adversity, and by
representing the Christian Trinity, these regal animals manage to communicate both with nature through their graceful
flight and with the viewer through the use of verbal and symbolic language. In the triumph of the brushstrokes one can
see a full freedom of movement, underlining Gro's artistic and aesthetic conception of art and nature as unstoppable
forces. Energy, feeling and colour are fundamental aspects of this painting, and the viewer is invited to fly and let
himself/herself go, chasing the phoenixes towards that oasis of peace and serenity, where everything is luxuriant and
pristine. Everything is full of light and joy: it is so powerful that it strikes directly at our soul. The viewer can benefit
from the lifeblood emanating from the place, expanding his/her perceptive cognition to the point of becoming an integral
part of that divine universe. The path taken by the observer is a journey into his/her own introspection, and the
surrounding environment helps him/her to break free from reality, in the search of harmony and spiritual well-being.

“To the leg of every bird that flies high in the sky, it is tied the thread of infinity.” (Victor Hugo)

Gro Heining

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.” (Albert Einstein)



Gro Heining

The Phoenix Messengers



Guadalupe Fernández de Córdova is a very talented artist, but first of all she is a woman. The attention to the status of
women in today’s world and in our society, is so important for her to become the real center of her own artistic
production. It’s not just about the fight for gender equality, but also about the media “bombardment” to which women
are subjected every day of their lives. The time spent chasing unattainable aesthetic canons, becomes an unmanageable
situation day after day. And that’s why it becomes so important that a woman and an artist like Guadalupe, cares to
represent real and true women. «Therefore, instead of turning to those stereotypes I focus on portraying real women,
women I know, trying to represent them in a more honest, sincere and authentic way» these are the clear words told by
the artist, that explain what’s behind her production. The artwork displayed Undiluted is part of it, and it was created last
year, during the pandemic in 2020. This realistic portrait shows a woman with a slightly rotated face, her eyes fixed on
the spectator and her hand under her chin. She seems posed, ready to be represented and in her eyes there is pride, but
also simplicity. Her face stands out from a black background, undefined, making her image seem even more expressive.
The painting, made with the use of oil and acrylic on canvas, deals with another fundamental topic in the artist’s
production: color. «I like to think of the women I paint as being like the colors with which I paint them: bold, intense,
and strong» and in this way, once more the artist herself tells what the color means to her. The blue dots on the whole
surface of Undiluted create a certain disruption of the representation, and contribute to represent the artist’s interiority,
which is inspired by her subject, without any kind of conditioning. Guadalupe’s women are so incredibly vivid because
they are normal and they shine thanks to their authenticity. 

“A girl should be two things: who and what she wants.” 
(Coco Chanel)

Guadalupe Fernández de Córdova

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Hagopian is an Austrian Argentine artist, his most recent artist production focuses on digital techniques. Hagopian is for
the first time a guest at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the “Paríso” exhibition in which he exhibits three
digital works and a collective production video. An emblematic feature of Hagopian's works is the use of bright and
vibrant colors, so intense that they recall the works of Fauves artists.As with the Fauves in Hagopian there is a
simplification of forms, a cancellation of perspective and chiaroscuro and the disruptive use of bright and unnatural
colors. "The Desire in the mirror" is the representation of a woman with sinuous lines who is mirrored, the face is not
visible and this leads to the concept of denial of identity, the shadows cast on the floor indicate the presence of two
figures behind the woman, not visible. The sense of desire and deep anguish is conveyed by the overall organization of
the work, on the one hand the lack of a general identity, the protagonist of the work is the body and on the other the
impossibility of seeing the observer, the two figures that lie behind, even of the observer.

 Hagopian

http://artists.as/


 "The man who is thought by others" allows you to experience a feeling of solitude and isolation, the human figure is
represented as a shadow rather than as an individual. The detachment from the rest of the world, however, is perceived
from the view from above that the room represented allows, emblematic, in this work are the motifs of the carpets that
recall those of the "Red Room" by Matisse. "The prosperity of those who watch" seems to be a critique of 21st century
society, a society in which the individual is in the window, women are in the window. It is a society in which privacy is
not relevant, in which sexuality (you can glimpse the female anatomy in its intimacy reflected in the mirror) is staged
and usable by anyone. "Psicocountry / The dog's fantasy". It is a collective production art video, made in collaboration
with Nicolás Arana, an Argentine musician who graduated from the National University of Arts. The fast pace of
creation and realization keeps the viewer glued to the screen wondering what result could be produced. The artist's
masterful ability to tell through art leads him to be a narrator of contemporaneity through color.

 Hagopian

Art Curator  Martina Viesti



Psicocountry/The dog fantasy

 Hagopian



The Desire in the mirror

 Hagopian



The man who is thought by others

 Hagopian



The prosperity of those who watch

 Hagopian



After being a fashion illustrator and designer for twenty years, the American Hana Davis is currently working on a body
of drawings and paintings. She conceives Art as something that goes beyond the obvious and beyond copying, trying to
say something that goes to the guts; her job attempts to explore, fearlessly accepting whatever happens, no matter what.
At “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Hana Davis presents “Bali”, a painting in homage to the small
and beautiful Indonesian island: after the difficult lockdown period that forced us to stay at home for a long time, Bali in
fact represents for the artist a heavenly place that one day she would like to visit. Its sandy beaches flow with warm blue
water, crashing surf and friendly people sorrounded by Hindu culture, temples and palaces preserved by the Balanese
people. Hana's use of a watered down acrylic keeps the light feeling of this tropical paradise, bringing out waves of
colors: the blues, greens, and yellows flow across the paper with no method or plan on how the colors run together.

Hana Davis

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina

I believe that Art has to go beyond the obvious and copying, 
has to go to the guts and say something. 

Don't be afraid to be desparate or angry to get to the primal level where your spirit lives.
(Hana Davis)



Hana Davis

Bali



It’s with great pleasure that the Art Gallery M.A.D.S welcomes for the first time two masterpieces by the artist Hanna
Luise Schälke. She was born and raised in northern Germany and currently lives in Düsseldorf. In the first painting,
entitled Moonlandscape, she used a mixture of impasto and glazing techniques. At first glance, the work conveys a
strong wave of emotions and feelings arising from the sight of a surreal landscape of rivers and mountains. The artist
emphasises the emotional side of reality, as opposed to the emotionally perceptible side, just as the expressionist painters
did. The predominance of red, yellow and brown colours suggests this emotional dimension and invites the viewer to
observe the details of the work carefully. On the right, a small hidden landscape can be seen, in the foreground the power
of the waves rocking in the sea, and higher up the mountains and the sky created with large dynamic brushstrokes.

Hanna Luise Schälke



The same play of light and shade can be found in Hanna Luise Schälke's second painting, entitled 'Northern Lights', a
mixture of impasto and glazing techniques. The artist wants to depict an idyllic place: two coastlines divided by the sea
in yellow, green and blue; on the left, two people crossing a small bridge and enjoying the wonderful view; a bright
golden rocky coastline with an almost African appearance; in the middle, a waterfall whose waters sparkle; on the right,
some shady trees. Here too, the artist's great skill emerges, as he manages to make the painting dynamic through a play
of light and shadow. Both paintings convey a feeling of peace. It is possible to smell the scent of the sea and the grass
wet with spring water, pleasant sounds. And it's possible to catch a glimpse of hidden details, which the observer can
only grasp by immersing himself in the paintings. 

Hanna Luise Schälke

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Northern Lights



Hannah's artistic work is a complete immersion in a sea of   vibrant colors, the viewer is completely transported
by the current of emotions that the colors emanate. The observer experiences, through her works, new
sensations, it seems to end up in a whirlwind of shapes, colors and emotions. Quick, intense and decisive
brushstrokes, bright colors make the works real and alive. A great harmony lives in the entire artistic work of
Hannah, she impeccably renders the emotions that nature arouses. The dark backgrounds of some works, which
contrast with the vivid and bright colors, make Hannah's works strongly evocative and suggestive. Brushstroke
upon brushstroke, colors and lines defined and decisive, are the architects and protagonists of the works, in every
stroke that the artist outlines there is all the passion that the artist possesses and that she wants to convey.
Hannah's works represent natural elements, in particular trees, the artist gives us a gift of a unique experience
because through her works we can immerse ourselves for a moment in nature, smell it and reap its benefits.
Hannah's works evoke memories and sensations, they represent the way to discover forgotten feelings and to
rediscover the deep bond between man and nature. Through the artist's works, the viewer manages to get in
touch with the magic that resides in nature and with the beauty that it itself possesses. The artist with great skill
uses colors and brushes, manages to bring back the details of natural elements such as trees in an exemplary
manner, but not only that, Hannah manages to convey her emotions and sensations through colors. Ultimately,
Hannah's work is a real discovery for the viewer: of primitive sensations in front of the spectacle of nature.

"I see everywhere in nature, for example in trees, a capacity for expression and so to speak,  
 a soul" (Vincent Van Gogh)

 
 

Hannah Brown

Art Curator Vanessa Viti
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 Colourful trees 
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 Looking up at the trees 
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Hannah Meadows

Art Curator Sara Giannini

Every man wants to be free. The freedom is a fondamental valour since more centuries and expresses
itself through different shapes: the freedom to talk, to go everywhere we want, to listen ourselves, to relax
our souls, to be in peace with our inner self. Hannah Meadows expresses her world through the use of
collages of hand cut upcycled magazine papers. In her artwork “Morning” she represents spirals of
different colors, a whole of different type of flowers and a part with a blue background with stars. This
artwork, with its spirals and its stars in the blue sky, remembers Van Gogh’s “Starry night” but the colors
give the idea of a warm and sunny land, not a tormented life like in the case of the painting of Vincent
Van Gogh. The whole of different flowers remembers Frida Kahlo’s hairstyle. “Morning” gives joy,
lightheartness and vitality to the people who look at it, the colors are bright and the shapes are hypnotic.
The energic dynamism is an important element in the arrangement of the artwork. This powerful feature
drags the eye of those who look at it in a vortex of colors and shapes. The user can see a landscape with a
blue and starry sky or a colorful and joyful seaside where the flowers are floating on the wave of the sea.
Hannah Meadows with her collages turns on the mind of the viewer and incites who looks at it to use his
fantasy. 



Hannah Meadows

Morning



Hans Täckenström exposes at the international exhibition “Paraíso” at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery five works through which he emphasizes
emotions, bright colors and expressions belonging to the existence of the human being. The artist manages to extrapolate different
symbols and ideas from what surrounds him, including everything into his paintings, highlighting his love for art. By inviting the
viewers to immerse themselves in his works by giving free rein to imagination, the artist wants that they can benefit from that dream
world, which is so vibrant and abstract, sometimes surreal, that is hidden in our soul. Just as in the series of three paintings “Factory 1”,
“Factory 2”, “Factory 3”: one can admire a purity of form, a grace and a beauty on this great constellation of two-dimensional figures,
united by colors and wavy lines that create a symphonic harmony. The whole is captured by an imperceptible movement: everything is
poetry that is closely linked to abstract art. The attention is not placed on the objectivity of the drawing, but it is focused on capturing a
symbolic value: the ability of each individual stroke to come alive, triggering the viewer’s imagination. It is like Hans wanted to
represent a sort of dream factory, where everything is made with great creativity and where fantasy becomes the main ingredient for the
construction of something truly astonishing! The dynamism of these paintings is overwhelming, and the viewer can dive into a palette
full of bright and cheerful tones. While in “Paradiso”, the use of color, which not only reflects the changing emotional experiences of
the artist but also the ones of the viewer, gives rise to a painting full of vibrations, moods and spiritual energy. Concerning all that
intensity, a strong movement comes back into play: inside the canvas everything seems to move whirling, creating an atmosphere
which is so alive, almost on the edge of the surreal. Here, there is a message addressed to the observer: the letters that make up the title
of the work are hidden within the pictorial surface, and it is up to the viewer to discover their position! This peculiarity of the painting
is very interesting, as it invites each person to get involved, to look for the magic word in order to open the door and enter into another
dimension. The theme of the door is taken up and amplified in the last painting presented by Hans: in “Two” the doors or windows are
open and in this way the observer can have a small vision of what awaits him/her beyond them. The shades of blue and pink are
combined with green, conveying serenity and harmony to the entire composition. Another allegorical meaning enshrined in this
artwork could be to open one's mind to the universe in order to understand and learn new things every day, letting oneself be carried
away by incredible experiences.

Hans Täckenström

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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Hans Täckenström

Two



Hathairat Maneerat is a Thai-born artist and designer now living in New York. She has a very strong taste for colours, shapes and
decorations and this is clearly visible in her artworks, which are inevitably influenced by other environments such as fashion. For Hathairat,
art is a means of expressing herself without constraints or constraints, a world where she can play with colours and free her imagination and
creativity without limits. Her paintings start with larger subjects that immediately capture the viewer's attention, which then focuses on the
countless details that are included in the work. Working in the world of fashion, Hathairat is very familiar with the forms of the female body
and is able to bring out this beauty in each of her artworks. Everything inspires her, from her dreams and nature to her life as a designer.
During the creative process, she wanders with her mind to unexplored, new places, taking the viewer with her. In her artwork "#8" there is a
strong oriental influence in the decoration. Inspired by a trip to Bangkok, where she was fascinated by the Buddhist temple Wat Arun, the
artist has put the feelings aroused on that occasion into tangible artwork. Fascinated by the details and decorations of this splendid building,
Hathairat decided to incorporate them, in a revisited way, into her artwork, the atmosphere of the temple having profoundly influenced her.
The colours are spread out in flat backgrounds with no distinction between one brushstroke and another and are all perfectly matched. The
painting comes to life from the body of the reclining woman whose face is not visible, only her sinuous body and long red hair, which forms
the background to all the tall figures. Following the curved line of her buttocks is an elephant adorned with jewels and decorations, carrying
a young woman on its back. The elephant is built with soft lines and is supported by one of the three characters in the lower register of the
painting. All three characters have the same compositional scheme: they are frontal, their legs are arranged in a dancing position and they
raise their hands, turning their palms towards the sky in a particular mudra. All three are richly dressed and bejewelled, each with different
details. The colours in which they are painted are unreal and reflect the colour scheme of the entire work, which appears to play on red, blue
and green. The woman's sinuous body creates an oblique line that divides the scene in two. In the upper register of the painting, in the
background, the wall of a building decorated with murals with natural motifs, flowers and a red door. The uniqueness of the work is evident.
Through the juxtaposition of elements of oriental origin, the viewer is overwhelmed by this atmosphere and completely immersed in this
new world, so distant from his reality. All the elements communicate with each other, intervene in the lines of construction and fit together
harmoniously. All the details are well finished, nothing is left to chance, especially the jewellery is rendered in a precise and realistic
manner. The image is flat but nevertheless full of movement, dynamism given by the positions of the protagonists. Hatahirat is an artist of
exceptional skill who creates original artworks, rich in characters which she embellishes with her taste for decoration and fashion. She
creates dreamy, dreamy and imaginative atmospheres while maintaining contact with reality through the inclusion of human and female
figures. It is extremely easy to be enchanted by the atmospheres she creates with her sumptuous and colourful paintings.

Hathairat Maneerat

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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#8



HEINGA and her art allow you to provide loving energies that come from different dimensions, to wake someone up and heal
their heart. For her, art is a way to connect with God, a form of gift. Her paintings are created primarily using acrylics, and she
also likes to communicate messages through the combination of floral textures and abstraction. This is what we find in fact in her
wonderful work exhibited at the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition entitled "All Sentient Beings". Her colors are gorgeous, full
of energy and vitality, giving the canvas a feeling of peace and relax. Sentient beings, according to the definition of Buddhism,
refer to beings with consciousness, sensation and feeling, usually speaking of human beings. Heinga believes that "appearance",
i.e., what is shown in the world, is formed by the mental / inner conditions of a sentient being. In other words, the mind creates
heaven itself. Heaven is a fantasy for many people, and the aspect of heaven is likely based on our experiences, feelings, or
perhaps our understanding of life. Heaven, for most of us, is a beautiful place, filled with happiness and joy without any suffering.
A place that has united with God, without any more separations, or a place to escape from reality? There are many interpretations
out there. However, the artist believes it is difficult to feel grateful if we have already believed that life is suffering even when the
door to heaven is right in front of us. Attitudes towards the world and the way we see ourselves are fundamental to creating the
paradise that belongs to us. Heinga's idea of   heaven is made up of many colors, so vibrant. Soft yet powerful vibrations that cleans
away all impurities. Infinite flowers give off perfumes, lively insects having fun. That way she feels good and comfortable with
her when everything comes together. She very often she imagines when she one day will see her paradise, and she realizes that is
already there because she created this painting. Everything is created by our mind and karma prompts us to perceive what heaven
is and what heaven is not. The artist claims that heaven appears when you see your God. It could appear in every single moment
and in every single place. Furthermore, she believes that bringing heaven to earth could be much simpler than we can imagine.

HEINGA

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"Art is a human activity that has as its purpose the transmission to other people of the highest and
best feelings that man has ever reached."

(Lev Tolstoy)



All Sentient Beings

HEINGA



To understand the art made by the artist Helena Lundegren can be really useful to start from her
consideration about the way to produce the paintings. As she says: << My paintings often get close to my
experiences from childhood in the countryside of Sweden. The freedom, aliveness and carefree feelings. I
feel most like myself when I paint. >>. This means that with the art the artist has the opportunity to
understand more about herself and her past and in this way tell this discovery to the viewer. In fact if we
consider the artworks presented on the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraìso we can see on
each painting a composition made by a lot of elements with an inner meaning. The paintings can be seen
as if they were tales that tell us the story and the life of the artist. Starting from the artwork titled Orange
heart we can see different elements. On the bottom, we can see a house, the heart, a bouquet of flowers.
On the tops one face, a circle on the center of the composition and other shapes. Every element becomes a
new word that the artist wants to speak to us and what is important about this intention is the meaning that
the viewer wants to give to these elements. In the same way in the painting Red circle the elements are
put into the composition to communicate as a tale with the observer. Come back the elements of the
houses, faces and so on. The last painting presents a few elements to give more space to the shapes like
rectangles and heart. The composition seems to be more easy and essential. At the same time watching
the painting by the artist Helena Lundegren is like meeting a new person that wants to give us a shape or
an element something about himself. 

Helena Lundgren

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Helena Lundgren

Red circle
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Two houses



The artistic language of the artist Hilde Moen is a melting pot of different intention and
representation. If we consider the paintings presented on occasion of the international art exhibition
Paraìso we can see different figures and images. Starting from Blue eyes, we can see the image of a
face with beautiful blue eyes. What is important to consider about this painting is that the
expression of the face seems to be curious to look at the observer, as if she wants to say: -I want to
look at you too-. The spectator-visitor roles appear to be reversed. The glance of the viewer finds
itself hypnotized by the figures, wanting to connect with her to understand what she wants to say.
What this paradise finds her eyes wants to say. And in this vision we can feel relaxed and at peace.
The second artwork titled into the light featured different figures that seemed to go towards the
light put on the center of the image. The intention of the artist seems to involve the viewer in this
passage towards the light. In a consequential way, the vision into the third painting titled There is
always a door to the light seems to create another point of view of this concept. At the same time
what is important to consider about the artistic intention of the artist Hilde Moen is that with the
painting she seems to communicate with the viewer and involve him in the vision. The observer
immerses himself in this imaginary and discovers in this way, new world, new imagination, new
paradises. 

 Hilde Moen 

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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 Hilde Moen

Into the light



 Hilde Moen
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On the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraiso the artist Hildegunn R.
Sivertsen presents the artwork titled Scandinavia Summer. On the canvas, the brush
tries to represent a vision of a landscape in which the elements seem to mix with
each other. The melting pot of colours and shadows communicate with the will of
the artist to mix the encounter of the sea and the sky. As if they are a unique element
in which to lose the glance and confuse the elements of nature. The will of the artist
consists of the intention to represent the landscape and the place at the same time on
the canvas the colours goes to abstract intention. As if the place is filtered by the
emotions and feelings of the artist. Watching the painting of the artist Hildegunn R.
Sivertsen, is like seeing the place through other eyes, through other intentions and
ways of perceiving the world around us. Maybe also to see through other paradise.

Hildegunn R. Sivertsen

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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The main feature of photography is to fix images forever in a time and space that belong to all artists and
spectators. The image of something that can remain forever even after our time is in itself a real performance
that pushes the artist to always seek the perfect image and the viewer to remain fascinated and enchanted on
certain images. Painting does the same thing, but it comes from the artist's imagination and not from reality.
Mixed art has the honor and the burden to represent both and to be both: both the artist's reality and that born
from the eye and from the viewer's point of view. The ability to use very different techniques gives the work a
new and refined identity that transmits contrasting sensations that are mitigated by the calm and flat atmosphere
that can be perceived by looking at the very clear background of the work. The colored spots in the foreground,
even if transparent, completely cover the aquifer landscape that dominates the background of the work. The
anthropomorphic colored spots seem to lean against each other as if to comfort each other.because of the dark
and cold colors and the bare background the most commonly perceived sensation is salitude and sadness.
However, the artist's will emerges in the search for colors and the use of primary colors brings attention back to
a sort of mystic. In the artist's vision, paradise is a place without people in which there are only the emotions
made by the colors and the calm that positive loneliness can bring to those who need to find themselves.

Inge Trienekens

Art Curator Letizia Perrieri

"Photography is the art of showing how many ephemeral moments life is made of."
(Marcel Proust)



Inge Trienekens

Untitled
 



Irene Chua is an artist in constant movement: versatility and dynamism characterize her creative
processes. After experimenting with acrylic on canvas, with the work "Paradiso su carta" she proposes a
way of painting that she had not yet explored: acrylic on paper. The passion for this technique led her to
create a series made in 2021 which includes the work analyzed. The combination of colors is curious and
interesting: petrol and blue merge with different shades of pink, creating an incredible chromatic effect.
Broad and thin brush strokes alternate creating a circular movement that has neither a beginning nor an
end: it is infinite like the paradise that Irene wants to represent. The quote from the famous Spanish
painter Picasso states that heaven is to love different things with passion. This could be the perfect
definition that describes the relationship that binds Irene to painting: to love art in all its facets, to explore
every corner of it because only so you will discover the uniqueness and beauty of every aspect. “Paradiso
su carta” is an invitation not to stop and do only things that have already been learned; it is a tribute to
courage and the desire to try: try, make mistakes, try again. Irene is the demonstration of how an
unexpected result can arise from a simple experiment: an abstract work that, through a play of colors and
lines, is able to send a profound message to those who look at it. Heaven comes to life on her colored
sheets, and these will live in the hearts and minds of the viewers. 

“Paradise is to love many things with a passion.” (Pablo Picasso)
 
 

Irene Chua

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Irina's artistic work comes from the purity of an intuition, from a creative moment that leaves no room for
expressive limits. The artist puts colors and strength on canvas, in fact her works are the result of pure energy
and creative power. Since the beginning of time, there has always been a link between the human being and the
natural elements, the different moments of the day, in which light and nature change. Through her works, the
artist Irina manages to make us relive this bond and at the same time the amazement connected to them. The
colors become the only protagonists of the works, they are living matter, they are lifeblood, they move on the
canvas in a continuous motion. Colors that mix and merge, giving life to new and suggestive nuances. Irina's
entire artistic work is imbued with a certain mysticism and magic. In the work "Afternoon adventures" it seems
to witness the encounter between heaven and earth, between sea and land. In the same way the work "Sunrise" is
pure strength and energy, the viewer is inebriated by the great charge of vitality that the artistic work releases.
Irina has the great ability to manage color on the canvas and to create not only works of art but also surprising
emotions. The whole composition is lively, harmonious, in the works there are feelings and emotions that
become tangible, Irina gives the viewer a true sensory experience. Irina's artistic work is above all free, has no
boundaries and color moves without limits, the freedom to be and to express oneself is the heart of the work.
Ultimately, Irina creates intense works of great aesthetic and emotional value, the artist gives the observer a
unique and unrepeatable experience.

"In life there is a sunrise and a sunset every day. And you can choose to be present, you can
set out on the path of beauty" (Reese Witherspoon)

 

Irina I. Agoulnik

Art Curator Vanessa Viti
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 Afternoon adventures 



Irina I. Agoulnik 

 Freshness of the morning 



Irina I. Agoulnik 

 Midday in paradise 



Irina I. Agoulnik 

 Sunrise 



Irina I. Agoulnik 

 Twilight treasures 



A dizzyingly vertical motion characterizes the composition. The color is spread in broad brushstrokes that descend towards the bottom; the
pigment is stretched and elongated, it seems to stretch to reach something that is beyond the representative space, beyond our field of vision.
Aquamarine blue hues rise from the background. The hue is extremely lively and bright, its energy contrasting with the more subdued
refinement of a soft violet hue that timidly peeps out in some parts of the work. The pigments of one and the other color blend in a chromatic
dance that exudes tranquility and lightheartedness; the mind begins to wander, "Bless" has the ability to make us discover other dimensions.
In the balance between dreamy power and attachment to pure pictorial matter, between a space outside of the usual and the pigment that
stretches, that even drips on the support winds the reality of the work of Iris. A hymn to a blessed place, "Bless" is charged with vital energy:
its violet blues so delicate and homogeneous contrast strongly with the guttural golden yellow that falls from above. Like the golden
background that characterizes Byzantine mosaics, the yellow pigment stands out on the canvas with unprecedented power, bathes in sunlight
and shows itself to our eyes in all its majestic wonder. Even this last color is pulled downwards, it is stretched to the limit of its plastic
capacity until it merges - in some points - with the cerulean background below. Yet, something rises from the two-dimensional space of the
pictorial surface. Something captures our attention. Small protuberances, heterogeneous golden nuggets stain the work indelibly. They
smother the bluish paint beneath them, their material completely opaque and devoid of second thoughts. The element of the fortuitous and
chance is thus added to the work, the wonder of the unexpected unfolding before our eyes. The drops of golden pigment, random in their cast
on the support and surprisingly material in their composition become a founding part of the work, structures that have acquired a sense of
existence as soon as their soft and golden surface has met the texture of the canvas, rough and porous. Iris with "Bless", its vertical lines that
rise to infinity to which golden drops act as a splendid counterbalance, tells us about her paradise and her sense of freedom. A paradise that
cannot be found anywhere in this world, a place that no one can see: the interiority of the artist. It is a wish for the purest serenity and
lightness of mind, a glimpse of bright hope for the future.

Iris

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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Bless



When we think about freedom of expression, purity, when we think the absence of constraints and influences dictated by
the external context, we think of children. Itsuha Yamamoto was born in Tokyo in 2019 and from an early age he
approached the use of colors. Painting becomes its form of expression and communication. Painting is for her a language
that, combined with words, allows her to express emotions still unknown to such a naive and "immature" soul.
Happiness, sadness, anger, fear are emotions that the adult learns in her growth path to know and manage, but they are
abstract concepts, not comprehensible and often difficult to accept and elaborate for the small body of an infant. Itsuha
manages to communicate these feelings to herself and her parents through the use of pens, crayons, oil pastels, pencils
and watercolors. In her early works, she often drew with lines, but her brush strokes were very different: sometimes bold,
sometimes fierce, sometimes hard. In addiction, there is a "line inflection" common to Brice Marden, Cy Twombly,
Calligraphers. The main form of knowledge of the outside world is for children to touch. By touching an object they
know it, discovering on a sensory level what will then be understood in adulthood at an intellectual level. Thus they form
their own mental categories, their own temperament and their own perception of the world around us. It is therefore no
coincidence that Itsuha uses hands and feet in her creative process. The final harmony and balance reached by the young
artist awaken the child who lies drowsy in each of us, bringing us back to the true essence of freedom of expression and
freeing us from the burden of common thought that often influences us and directs us in our choices and in our daily
actions. The viewer is enchanted by the explosion of colors on the canvas and fascinated by the skills of an artist so
young, which must be preserved in its integrity and expressive will. 

 
“In their innocence, very young children know themselves to be light and love.

If we will allow them, they can teach us to see ourselves the same way” (Michael Jackson)
 
 
 
 

Itsuha Yamamoto
 
 

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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Untitled.



In the painting presented on the occasion of the international art exhibition
Paraìso the artist Iza Gronowska Gajda, presents the artwork titled Beyond the
seventh mountain. As she says her sensibility is really fascinated by the vision of
the mountain and in her painting she wants to represent her fascination with
different colours and shapes. Watching her painting is like entering into her
mind and discovering a new place where to go. To lose the glance into the
beauty of nature and the colours and every different shape. The artist wants to
keep us with her in this vision, into this fascination that comes from looking at
the landscape. In that moment in which you have the opportunity to look around
you and enjoy the paradise of nature. 

Iza Gronowska Gajda

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Jacky Ka Lun Mak is a young artist from Singapore with a great passion for painting and nature. In fact, the inspiration
of his art comes from the observation of the surrounding world, with its flora and fauna that the artist reproduces in an
incredible way. Between almost enchanted landscapes and reproductions of animals of various species, Jacky's world is
full of color and leaves the spectators enchanted. Inspired by the reworking of Impressionist painting, the artist's style
blends elements such as dense and full-bodied brushstrokes with a new study of light and its action on natural elements.
His artwork “Dappled Glow” is a perfect synthesis of the aforementioned features of his style. The enchanted landscape
that opens up in front of the spectator's eyes seems to embrace him, with its internal point of view that takes us directly to
the beating heart of unspoiled nature. The intense and detailed brushstrokes reproduce every blade of grass, every flower
of this splendid forest. Very similar to this subject, it is also that of the second work proposed by Jacky Ka Lun Mak,
entitled “Laurel Lattice”. This time, however, the real protagonists of the scene are the trees, with their long and twisted
branches that draw shapes and lines in the landscape. Looking at this work you really get the impression of sitting in the
middle of nature, breathing its clear air. In a moment the peace of an almost Zen scene becomes tangible under the eyes
of the viewer. Finally, the latest work proposed by Jacky takes us into the depths of the sea, with the bright colors of
“Coral Cliff”. For a lover of nature and animals, like our artist, what subject could be more suitable than a coral reef?
Fish, coral and a large turtle move together in a vital dance, creating a work that one never tires of admiring. Once again,
the colored brushstrokes juxtapose each other, without defined details or clear lines, but they manage to masterfully
describe every seaweed, every fish and every other creature that inhabits the scene. 

"Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.” 
(Frank Lloyd Wright)

Jacky Ka Lun Mak

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Jacky Ka Lun Mak

Laurel Lattice
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Coral Cliff



On occasion of the international art exhibition Paraiso, the artist Janette Viljanen
presents her artwork titled Hope. The artist wants to give another life to the
pallet and give it an image and a vision. In this vision, we can see a butterfly that
is immortalized in the moment of flight. The colors used are lively and relaxing.
In this way the ability of the artist is to give a new life to an unused item with
her thoughts and her feelings. As if the painting was a pretext to give a gift to
the viewer, that is a piece of herself. Watching the paintings of the artist Janette
Viljanen is a way to receive something from a new person, enter in his feelings
and enjoy this encounter.

Janette Viljanen

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Jason Michael Rielly is an American artist, born and raised in Auburn, Alabama. He himself defines his style Abstract
Expressionist, Neo-Expressionist and Surrealist.At 39, Jason has stepped away from his academic studies at NYU
Steinhardt, along with his previously professional career in mental health. He finds himself within a self-renaissance, a
rebirth of himself, and it is through art, the element of creativity and imagination, that Jason now finds the truest love,
joy, and energy in his life. Art for Jason is like a refuge, a safe place to express his true inner self. For this reason his art
fits perfectly with the theme of the current exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, entitled “Paraìso”, which pushes artists to
find their own peace and show a piece of themselves to the public. On the occasion, Jason decided to exhibit one of his
most recent works, entitled "The Great Canine Caravan" and made in mixed media on canvas. The work is undoubtedly
influenced by Abstract Expressionism and by the Action Painting technique developed by the great artist and his fellow
artist, Jackson Pollock. The background is composed of a wide variety of colors, fluidity and dynamism is the
protagonist. It is very clear how this dynamism approaches the Italian Futurist artists of the Second Post-War period.
Surrealism is approached by Jason in terms of subject: the countless colors converge in the center in a single palette of
blues that make up the figure of a dog. The focal point is undoubtedly the eye of the dog that attracts attention and moves
the center to the left.  The artist comments on the work with these words: “The composition is meant to be playful, but
very serious in it's conveyance of detail and color. In sum, it is conceptually driven by a light-hearted, but expansive and
raw imaginative sense of reality and existence.”Jason Michael Rielly’s ability is to attract attention and shock viewers, to
lead them to question and reason about the universe and our perception of it.

Jason Michael  Rielly

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Jeannine is an emerging artist of Maltese origin. Art has been a great passion for her since she was a child, but it was only later that she
studied art and design and became interested in the wonderful world of abstractionism, refining her techniques and knowledge. The colours
are the real protagonists of her artworks, they reign uncontested, left free to occupy every centimetre of the canvas. For Jeannine, art is a
means of channelling her emotions and telling that side of herself that does not come out easily in real life. Her creative side is extremely
imaginative and unique and allows her to produce truly intriguing artworks. She works mainly with acrylics, with which she is very familiar.
She favours fluid art, a painting technique using liquid colours that create multiple effects depending on the way they are applied and the
variations of colour chosen. It is a technique in which it is not possible to predict the final effect, which gives the paintings created in this
way a strong halo of mystery and magic. The creativity of the artist is crucial and the fact that the result is unknown increases the viewer's
interest as anything can be contemplated. Jeannine is the author of a number of interesting decorative canvases, including 'Sunrise.Sunset',
which she decided to present at the 'Paraiso' exhibition. It features vivid, liquid colours that are free to mix with each other to achieve magical
results. The canvas seems to be divided into two distinct chromatic parts. The keys to interpretation are up to the viewer. What is certain is
that the artist wants to give a message of rebirth and hope. Whether you read the painting as an aerial view of a paradisiacal sea place or a
landscape at sunset and sunrise, the meaning remains the same. The sea, suggested by the vibrant blue colour and the white creating a foamy
effect, suggests a magical, enchanted place where water is able to sweep away bad things and replace them with new beginnings and new
perspectives. The amount of colour gradations used by Jeannine is impressive, allowing her to create a dynamic and animated composition.
The colour glides over the canvas, expands, overcomes boundaries, producing new and unexpected combinations that only increase the
emotional involvement of the viewer. The choice of contrasting warm and cold tones is also interesting. Jeannine involves all five human
senses in this painting where you can feel the wind blowing on your skin and the sound of the sea breaking on the waves. She conveys an
overwhelming whirlwind of emotions in just a few centimetres of canvas. Sunrise and sunset mix with the marine atmosphere evoked by the
sea and create a timeless mix of enthralling emotions. A feeling of peace and reunion with the universe pervades the viewer. An abstract and
imaginary paradisiacal place makes its way through the colours, a safe place where you can channel your truest emotions and feel free to be
who you want to be. The feeling of freedom that emerges from this work is evocative. Jeannine is endowed with an admirable creativity and
taste that allow her to create pleasant, evocative and decorative artworks. She invites the viewer to visit her worlds, to plunge into abstract
and dreamy atmospheres, guided by the fluid and soft colour, her distinctive feature.

Jeannine Cini

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Jekaterina Turovska exposes “Human
interactions during winter time”: a work with a strong significant and symbolic value. By recalling the surrealist
charge, as in the paintings of Salvator Dalí or Frida Kahlo, Jekaterina strikes the viewer through the use of bright
colors and draws him/her into the pictorial surface, into that sensory vortex composed of chromatic nuances and
a mysterious and mystical atmosphere. She gives brightness to each character or object depicted: in this way, her
style manifests itself through the intensity and movement of her strokes. The resulting energy brings out all the
artist's concentration and determination; this union brings the work to be on a fine line between the figurative
and the abstract. By displaying her creativity, she seems to go back to the origin of the painting's creation in
order to emphasize its gestural and dynamic impulse. By marking out the line of the horizon and thus
highlighting that stark contrast between the blue of the sea and the sky its nuances typical of a sunset, Jekaterina
points out the large piano placed at the center of the painting as well as the ribcage above composed with four
flowers, and the pomegranate below as a symbol of abundance and prosperity. These three elements are
accompanied by three women and three birds, the latter made as if they were origami. All these details
emphasize the artist's vision and her aesthetic conception: she links painting with the power of the subconscious,
traslating into images the distance that separates reality from representation. Thanks to the exaltation of the
subconscious within the creative process and the incisiveness of the sign and color, Jekaterina frees reason from
any restrictions, so that the observer can express feelings and moods, bringing out the most authentic part of her
soul.

Jekaterina Turovska

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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Jennifer Lennartsson is a Swedish artist based in Karlstad, where she has her studio and runs her own business. Jennifer is very
emotional and has always been a creative person, she paints, writes poetry and makes photo art and through her paintings she
wants to mediate a feeling and her emotion. Jennifer's paintings are recognized by the strokes of her brush, her color palette - in
particular she loves gold - and her texture in the paintings. A perfect example of all of these are the work entitled “Clear away”, on
display during the “Paraìso” exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. The abstract work has a warm palette that starts from the beige
tones that are dominant, up to those of black. This dualism between light and shadow is broken in a certain sense by the strength
of the golden brushstrokes that illuminate the canvas. The initial feeling is to be in front of two approaching entities, as if it were
two winds ready to collide, two souls that meet, or still others could interpret it as separation. In fact, on the right side and on the
left side there are two masses of horizontal lines black and gold. The colors are reminiscent of the work of Jackson Pollock
"Number 31". From the technical point of view, however, it is evident the strong materiality of acrylic, the artist leaves in relief
certain areas creating a rough effect, just in the manner of the artists of the '50s, just think of Alberto Burri and Antoni Tàpies.
Undoubtedly the artist digs inside herself for the realization of this work and explores new sides of her person, also embracing the
dark side. The work could be interpreted as a manifestation of Yin and Yang, symbolizing that good exists only if evil also exists.
Generally Jennifer accompanies her works from poems but at the same time she likes to leave freedom of interpretation and
therefore not influence the spectators. Herself says: “Nothing can be right or wrong”. 

Jennifer Lennartsson

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 
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Jenny Jiyoung Han exposes the artwork “Individuals Life underneath The Avoca Apple Tree” for the international
exhibition “Paraíso”. By referring to the theme of this event, the artist skillfully depicts, through the digital medium, an
avocado tree which resembles an apple tree. These two fruits have a particular semantic meaning: as far as the avocado is
concerned, it has been used as a food since the 16th century, thanks to its soft and delicate pulp; while the stone was used
for curative treatments. The apple tree, instead, stands for integrity, purity and goodwill. The Celts had already
recognized its powerful transformative qualities when one of its fruits was eaten, enabling those who ate it to be
transported to other worlds, usually paradise. Having analyzed these two elements, the question and message Jenny
wishes to send to the viewer becomes clear: how is like the life of the individuals under this tree? It could be convivial,
full of joy and well-being, and with some respects even purifying (recalling the qualities of the avocado). Moreover, it is
important to note the importance of the sunflower and the color yellow: it symbolizes light and creativity, the desire to
act and to transform a thought into matter, through the vitality and liveliest imagination that resides in all human beings.
Jenny uses this flower in two ways: as fertile ground for representing in this way our planet and as the sun, indelibly
fixing its strength and energy by radiating positivity to the observer. A final crucial aspect to point out is the function and
allegory of the tree, a recurring symbol since the ancient mythology. Elegant, majestic and luxuriant, it is regarded as an
essential source, a place from which every living being comes from. The three elements that make up the tree represent
different aspects of the existence itself: the firm roots (not visible but nevertheless inside the sunflower) reach deep into
every individual; the trunk is the support for the many branches; finally, the precious fruits embody people who
accompany us during our journey. Avocados, both open and closed, represent our souls and our inner growth in an
idyllic and peaceful place, full of vivacity, ultimately being a pure source of life.

Jenny Jiyoung Han

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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Jens Joneleit was born in Offenbach am Main in Germany where he currently lives, alternating his stays with the United
States of America, where he moved in 1990 to study art and music at the University. We are talking about a well-
rounded artist, as he pursues artistic endeavours in the visual arts, music and even film. On occasion of the "Paraíso"
summer exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second venue for the Spanish public in
Fuerteventura, Jens Joneleit has decided to present a unique work of art entitled "USUMBUFU". A square-shaped canvas
of mixed media, whose visual impact is incredibly clean and tidy, despite the features of a constellation of small objects
and symbols, represented with different techniques and colours, on a bright aqua blue background. At first sight the
effect is that of an immense plot of crystalline sea, in some points of which the clean and uncontaminated seabed rises to
the surface. A series of different shapes, sizes, colours, and techniques float on the surface, including writings probably
made with a black pen. The harmony that this artist has managed to attribute to all these elements is incredible, each of
which plays and plays a different role in the mind and unconscious of each observer. The beauty of this artistic genre, but
of the whole world of visual art, is that the understanding and reading of the work varies incredibly from person to
person. This guarantees an explosion of emotions, as the true value of art itself, which, although not its primary purpose,
is the necessary consequence of a profound thought, which can allow us to enjoy its greatness regardless of our personal
tastes.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Jens Joneleit

"Art is not emotion, or rather, to excite is not its primary and main function. 
Art is above all thought. " (Anonymous)



USUMBUFU

Jens Joneleit



"Felins relax" at the international contemporary art exhibition "Paraíso", hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S.,
is based on an imaginary, personal world, in which the different species of wild animals, domestic and even hybrids,
people and diverse cultures, coexist in calm harmony. Creating a symbiosis with all these disparate elements in an idyllic
setting. Joined all by the main character, lying in a relaxed attitude, flooding the entire scene, with olive branches
crowning his head, representing a relaxed peace. The work is imbued with symbols and references to the history of art.
starting from the reference to the Pompeian frescoes. These wall paintings present in the houses of Pompeii, near Naples,
from the period between the end of the 2nd century BC. and 79 A.D. Then we will also find the research of the
perfection of the perspective and depth as only the masters of the Renaissance knew how to do: starting from the
interiors up to the construction of a paradisiacal landscape in the background. The reference to the classical world is
strong, as it is the artist's innovation: he creates a classicism of the new millennium. Always interested in artistic
expression since he was a child, standing out among his classmates. Jesús Medrano Palomino began at the hand of the
brilliant painter Romero Solana in 1982. He took the diploma in Interior Design at the Schools of Applied Arts in
Madrid-Spain 1987-1992 and in Calzature, Accessory, Fashion and Tendenze Design at the Istituto Europeo di Desing
de Milano- Italy in 1993. With complementary studies in window dressing, visual merchandising and multimedia design.
Later, in 1994, he collaborated with the writer Maribí Sánchez in the research study on the life and work of the Toledo
painter Guerrero Malagon; getting to know personally not only the artist, his work and his family but also artists like
those of the Tolmo group; Rojas, Villamor, Giles, R. De Pablos, Jules, and the “informalista” Canogar. (Enriching
experience for having met them and part of their work).

Jes Med

Art Curator Mara Cipriano 

"I always find time to see and enjoy art"
Jes Med

 



Jes Med

Felins relax



Johann Neumayer is an eclectic artist who does not let his craftsmanship be limited by reality nor by his imagination: using the
RHINO5 design program, Johann forges stunning visuals of utopian, digital worlds that respond to his own rules of physics. At
the “Paraíso” exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the artist presents five virtual installations. In each artwork one or more
human figures, also rendered digitally, inhabit the geometrical space, either standing or walking casually, despite the uneven floor
or the empty void before them. Johann's subjects are duplicates of the same adult male and female models. They are both formally
dressed and distinguishable by two, distinct casual gestures, which give them a more humane character: one keeps a hand in its
pocket while the other carries a document holder. However, their plastic nature, reinforced by their grey, glimmering and unreal
textures, reduces them to mere mannequins, if not even digital furniture, useful only to give a sense of depth within the spatial
planes. Nevertheless, “Plane 041” proves that the artist has no intention to respect realistic proportions within his installations:
some figures stand high as giants in the distance, walking perilously on the horizon, in contrast with the smaller ones in the
foreground. “Plane 049” distinguishes itself for the coloured, different texture of the environment and for the extreme close up on
the bottom of the human figure: on a circular, graphic platform the subject stands on high heels, surrounded by mysterious digital
elements such as mirroring parallelepipeds, intersecting with each other, a source of light and two unrecognisable shapes in the
background. Contrary to “Play plane 049”, the colour palette of “Play plane 041” and “Play plane 046” is limited to the primary
colours blue, yellow and red. On the other hand, “Play plane 027” and “Play plane 036” are characterised by grey tones with the
only exception of the coloured female figure. Because Johann's geometrical utopia ends unto itself, it is both fascinating and
frightening: without a visible goal or apparent motivation, the inhabitants of his digital worlds endlessly dwell on virtual planes
where the illogical reasoning, the absence of coherent geometry and physics undisputedly rule above everything else. Once again,
Johann proves himself a Contemporary Digital Artist that does not shy away from a challenge, continuously experimenting to
forge his own style and to create his own virtual worlds.

Johann Neumayer

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi



Johann Neumayer

Play plane 027

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Johann Neumayer

Play plane 036

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Johann Neumayer

Play plane 041

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Johann Neumayer

Play plane 046

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Johann Neumayer

Play plane 049

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


On the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraìso the artist Johanna
Castillo Ruiz presents the artwork titled Flamenco. In the painting, the artist
wants to represent the landscape at the centre of the composition. We can see the
flamingos that are immortal with bright colors immersed in nature and in the
flower. The static nature of the action in which they are involved communicate
to the viewer a sense of piece and relaxed feeling. If we consider the concept of
the exhibition Paraìso, we can find some connection with the intention of the
representation from the artist. She wants to paint a place of freedom and peace
to give the viewers a moment of relaxation. A moment in which to stop the
tough and stressful feeling of enjoying the moment, the landscape and stop the
time flowing away with these beautiful flamingos. 

Johanna Castillo Ruiz

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio



Johanna Castillo Ruiz

Flamenco



Johanna Rämänen

Art Curator Sara Giannini

What is the freedom of speech? The sense of "freedom of speech" is "freedom to think, perceive,
elaborate, and experience" the artistic moment as freedom and personal intimacy. Johanna Rämänen
represents her happy place, her Paraíso, with an abstract and expressive painting entitled “Euphoria”. The
shades of pink, turquoise and purple remember the colors of the flowers of the nature and the viewer can
almost smell them. The rhinestones give to the painting a precious feature. Johanna tells us about her
paradise, a place where she can be herself, a place where she is in peace and in a complete harmony with
the life and the nature. The nature gives joy about the little and simple things and it gives courage to fight
against the adversities of life. The artist used brushstrokes of bright colors to paint a powerful and
fascinating abstract artwork which represents Johanna’s passion for painting. She represents her feeling
while she’s painting: the stress disappears and it gives way to a feeling of absolute freedom, peace and
relief. This feeling is “Euphoria”, an happy moment full of energy, full of meanings and full of creative
and vital impulses. The artist tells us about her summer cottage in Houtskär, in the archipelago of
southwestern Finland. The summer cottage is surrounded by nature, and the only thing you can hear are
birds chirping, insects buzzing and the sound of the waves washing on the rocky shore. She’s feeling
euphoria here, in her happy place, and in her entire body she feels euphoric. 



Johanna Rämänen

Euphoria



An artist can consider having achieved the maximum of the self-expression when the result of a deep and
intimate personal research is an image of infinite perceptions and profound emotions. The painter Josem 
 feels free to explore and express the world of the feelings and passions, focusing on the feminine aspect
of them. Empowering femininity is a key issue in the artistic research of the painter; she looks at her
feelings and also at the world around her with a sensitive and kindly glance, translating and portraying the
universal feminine power. Through a soft and sensible point of view, Josem is able to give practical shape
to what she feels and lives. The artworks are completed by using light and all its shades, creating a maze
of colours, reminiscent of heart’s meanders – full of passions and emotions. The artist finds in pallet
knives, acrylics and oil paints the natural tools to express her inner world, conveying feelings. Josem
allows herself to be inspired by different forms of abstract art - in which she identifies herself as an artist.
The painter wishes to give to the viewers an excuse to also look inside their own hearts, suggesting to get
carried away by the power and the delicacy of the colours. Therefore, the viewers would discover a new
world made of perceptions and emotions – where they find themselves.

“Who told you that one paints with colours? One makes use of colours, but one paints with
emotions.” (Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin)

 

Josem

Art Curator Manuela Fratar
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Breeze 



Josem

Escape 



Josem

Explosion



Austrian Abstract artist Julia Hauck captures the beauty of life in marvellous and vibrant compositions of ink and acrylic paint on
canvas or linen. Her eclectic attitude has constantly pushed her towards creative experimentation, from challenging herself with
different styles to transforming miscellaneous objects in works of art. Her personal motto “Let's bring more colour in our lives”
resonates in each of her creations and also in the three artworks presented at the “Paraíso” exhibition in the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery:
evanescent lights and shimmering colours twirl before the viewers' eyes, inviting them to explore uncharted territories and to
confront themselves with the joy and the beauty that results from the unexpected. “Magnifying Glass” is an open invitation to look
both outer, far away, and inner, toward the self, in order to acknowledge our natural and spiritual scope. “It is a reminder that our
souls already know everything and see the truth.” The viewer' gaze falls upon a mysterious, cold landscape through a powerful
whirl of coloured dots and lines. Flaming red on a thick white veil framed this unrestrainable force of Nature, bringing it to the
foreground in contrast with the dark, starred background. Light tones prevail in “The Love Flow”, evoking an ethereal vision.
Upon a circular, soft loop of thick coloured brushstrokes, a web of thin and overlapping lines spread from two, central focal points
to the four corners of the canvas. The mysterious and consistent composition conveys both an unknown wonder and a familiar
warmth. “It reminds us of the power and the flow of love. Always there and just a miracle to feel the strength of pure love.”
Appealing to the viewers' nostalgic, unconscious side, “The Pure Joy” consists in a cascade of blue and red upon a white
background. The soft rebound of the wave at the bottom seems both unpredictable and carefully planned due to its beautifully
smudged brushstrokes and smaller whirls of colour. “It is a reminder about the joy of our kid inside. And it's there to celebrate it
every day!” Julia Hauck's artworks, always surprising and overwhelming in their own, unique style, conquer the playfulness and
the unlimited emotional potential of Abstract Art. By experimenting in the abstracted representation of human experiences, the
artist fulfils her promise of bringing more colour from her canvases to our life. 

Julia Hauck

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi



Julia Hauck

Magnifying Glass

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Julia Hauck

The Love Flow

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Julia Hauck

The Pure Joy

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Jürgen Högener is a German artist living near Cologne. Art appeared in his life as an adult, and he
decided to deepen it as a self-taught, alternating with his work. Jürgen then found his ideal dimension in
watercolor painting, which allows to obtain a remarkable chromatic range, indispensable for the creation
of works of great emotional intensity. Jürgen Högener's aim is to create personal works, but that each
observer can interpret in a different way: therefore, abstract art becomes the most suitable art form to
convey emotions and sensations without explicitly suggesting an explanation mediated by rationality. The
work presented for Paraiso, "112", fits perfectly into this logic, and places the accent on another
peculiarity of Jürgen's works, namely the absence of the title. In fact, it too can be misleading, and the
artist makes sure that those who approach his work are free from prejudices or information that can
distract from finding a personal and unique explanation. "112", which is simply the number of the work in
order of creation, looks like a soft expanse of cobalt blue that - on closer inspection, hides an incredible
variety of details. The work is crossed diagonally by a series of "waves" with geometric and spiral motifs,
which unravel through the composition like the delicate texture of a colorful scarf. Admiring the work of
Jürgen Högener means being ready to be surprised by unexpected details, lightning, flowers and human
faces, in a crescendo of irresistible emotions that cannot be limited by a canonical expressive language.

“When you compare the sorrows of real life to the pleasures of the imaginary one, you will
never want to live again, only to dream forever.” (Alexandre Dumas)

Jürgen Högener

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Jürgen Högener

112



Born in 1974, Kamonpoi, this is he name in art, lives in Funabashi City, Japan, where he works as an officer worker, but
also as artist. He makes drawings and collages.  He draws on mini notebooks, notepads, envelopes, food boxes, paper
bags, post-it using ballpoint pens, highlighters, pencils, colored pencils, posca and markers. “Pink Kasutera”, the work on
display, is the perfect mirror of the work conducted by the artist. He collage works are characterized by giving damage
and stains by pasting, peeling off, pasting peeled ones again, drawing on them, and painting images. At first glance the
feeling that the viewer gets from it is confusing. Images that overlap, drawings that seem not logically interconnected
with each other, are interrelated exclusively by a chromatic continuity created by the use of pink. A closer look, however,
immediately shows us a deeper research intent. We seem to enter our mind, where everything is locked in its own
drawer, but where the notions and information overlap, creating, thanks to the communication between the various
cerebral hemispheres, the most disparate connections that lead us to make different decisions in the face of the same
problem or to adopt unexpected solutions in our daily actions. “Pink Kasutera” fully explains the theme of his work,
declining it in this sense. His main theme is “Bure, or “Shake”. “Bure” means that the person himself doesn’t know what
to do, and therefore changes his opinion and attitude. In conclusion the essence is that people’s thoughts and actions are
not consistent. The works of the artist are therefore the mirror of our being and invite us to a deep reflection on the idea
of mental order and thought in a broader sense.

Kamonpoi
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



Kamonpoi
 

Pink Kasutera



A riot of color animates the representative space. Inside the composition there is all the power of chromatic expression at the full
capacity. Color as a gesture, as an intimate expression of something within oneself or as a tool to tell archetypes and foundations
of existence. The pigment is processed according to what the artist needs to express and Kaori Shoji with Identity shows with
shapes and colors her gratitude to be part of the boundless universe, to be part of the life cycle that animates nature and all the
elements of the cosmos. The hand moves, free from every formal and academic restriction, it moves from one part to another of
the pictorial space. There are no obstacles before her, just as there are no contours to follow and no straight lines to keep at bay.
The pigment flows freely and energetically: color floods the bristles, color is thrown onto the canvas. And so many more times. A
lunar glow presents itself to our eyes: pinkish paint is thrown on the canvas and swiped with vertical movements from top to
bottom all over the pictorial surface. The pink pyrotechnic game dictates the rhythm of the composition, insinuates itself among
the other colors and takes all the space it needs to be represented in its broadest expressive identity. Below it, life teems. Intense
fuchsia spots peep out from the pictorial surface. Here and there, like colored amoebas, they move frothy in Identity. The sign is
quite graphic and the stroke is definitely sharp. To counterbalance the bright fuchsia spots there are yellowish patches. Their
outlines, not very defined and much softer, dampen the agitated rhythm of the representation. A sense of peace and quiet is then
emphasized by a bright green backdrop that can be glimpsed among the vital anemones of color. The background, painted with
green pigment of different shades gives three-dimensionality to the work and suggests a real materiality to Identity. The work does
not become a mere pictorial expression of something that already exists, Identity is the archetype of the forces that govern the
universe. Destruction and reconstruction, death and rebirth are here, inside the work. The agitated vital rhythm that dominates the
composition is the representation in images of the spark of life, of the bright hope of renewal inherent in every atom in nature. We
look at Identity and reflect on our existence. We look at Identity and realize that we are part of the great circle of nature, of the
immense mechanism that is the universe. 

Kaori Shoji

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 



Kaori Shoji

Identity



The two-dimensionality of the canvas is not enough for Kaori Yasumoto. The work expands, it takes all the space it needs to be fully
represented. Flatness is not her thing and Soul-2 expands freely in width, length and depth. The work is a heterogeneous but congenial mass
of elements. The wood, with its extreme naturalness acts as an engine for the whole work. Splinters, nails that hold the composition together,
pieces of paper first applied and then removed act as the founding elements of the work. Kaori creates something tactile as well as visual.
Imagine passing your fingertips over the work: they run over the space occupied by the smooth and multicolored cardboard, your fingers are
not afraid, it is a surface they know well, to which they are accustomed. They run and run again until they reach a hard and compact insert,
rough to the touch, heterogeneous in its structure. It is a piece of wood with indefinite, jagged contours, which enters the composition and
takes the space it needs to be fully represented. Now my fingertips are moved by a certain restlessness: the epiphany of the discovery of a
piece of wood is accompanied by curiosity and fear of this new and so rough surface, so far from any material finish we are used to. The
shiny, the smooth and the homogeneous are left behind; the porosity, the vital energy of wood and its peculiarities are discovered, analyzed,
studied and finally understood. The hand touches the natural surface, it is attentive to the splinters and holes peculiar to the material, it is
inflamed with curiosity for a tactile sensation that is difficult to find nowadays. Kaori's wood is not treated, it is simply planed material that
still retains all its vital characteristics. Moving our finger up and down throughout the work, we realize - and here our sense of sight comes to
the rescue - that something is hidden among those pieces of cardboard and planed wood placed apparently in a heterogeneous way on the
support. There is an element that is hidden inside the material: an entity, a concept that little by little, look after look and touch after touch we
manage to glimpse and understand. A red area stands out to the left of the composition, it is revealed after the superficial blanket of things
has been lifted. Still and motionless, this brightly colored surface has a recognizable shape, it is something we have already seen, it is part of
a character used in Japanese writing. Let's go ahead and move to the right of the work: a whitish tone floods a portion of Soul-2 that is far too
meticulous in its details. It's the remaining part of the aforementioned character. Now let's look up and observe the work as a whole. The
epiphany has arrived. The understanding of Soul-2 now seems closer to us. Between the colored elements and the wooden splinters we can
see the kanji that expresses the meaning of "soul". Soul, that something that gives title to the work, that entity on which it feeds itself to
constantly feed its creative spirit.

Kaori Yasumoto

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 



Kaori Yasumoto

Soul - 2



Kaori Yasumoto

Challenge



Kaori Yasumoto

Stream



Karen Kohoutek is a professional visual artist based in Newark, New Jersey. Kohoutek has found her joy in art since her 
childhood. As she grew older, life has taken her to different paths but she had never lost her love for painting. She 
decided to pursue a career as a professional artist four years ago since it allows her to do what she enjoys and makes her 
feel most herself. Karen's artistic style is based on creating realistic paintings that are influenced by natural elements such 
as wildlife, plants, flowers, and landscapes. On the occasion of the "Paraíso" Art Exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the 
artist chose to exhibit her figurative realistic oil painting entitled “The Blue Eyes”. It features the head of a white tiger on 
a blue-grey background. Karen applied light grey and white brushstrokes one by one to create a lifelike impression of the 
tiger’s fur. The animal protagonist connects with the audience through one of its most distinguishing features: its light 
blue eyes. The eyes are positioned in the center as a focal point and are the first element that captures viewers’ attention. 
In terms of symbolism, a white tiger has long been associated with inner strength and power. The combination of a cool-
toned palette of white, grey, and light blue creates a twilight atmosphere and conveys a sense of calm and tranquility to 
viewers, as well as the meaning that the white tiger subject represents. In many cultures, a white tiger is a symbol of 
strength, courage and spiritual awakening. Due to the realistic characteristics of the animal Karen painted and the 
composition that makes it look close to viewers, they can eventually feel immersed as if they were staring into the eyes of 
the protagonist when looking at the painting.

Karen Kohoutek

Art Curator Trithida Trising



The Blue Eyes

Karen Kohoutek



The Finnish artist Karoliina Lehtinen expresses and conveys her emotions through Abstract artworks, realized in acrylic.  
On the occasion of the exhibition called “Paraíso” held at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Karoliina shows two works entitled
“Karma” and “Once again”. Both clearly show the immediacy and strength of the gesture. Karoliina undoubtedly refers
to the technique of the American artist Jackson Pollock, that of the Action painting, which revolutionized the way of
conceiving art, no longer for the appearance but focusing attention on the charge of gestures. Karoliina’s works hold
within them a strong force, an action, a dynamism that makes you feel her passion, her anger, her happiness and all the
emotions that she herself feels in the action of painting. 

Karoliina Lehtinen



The work "Karma" has light colors, white is dominant but black tries to invade the composition and make a breach of
purity. In a certain sense it represents the eternal struggle between good and evil, the coexistence between Yin and Yang,
light and darkness. The title itself leads the viewer to reflect on the consequences of their actions, good brings good, evil
brings evil, but is it always in this way? The work thus acquires a conceptual connotation, aimed at reflection. The
second work, "Once again", is darker than “Karma” but once again the white tries to dominate the black. One element
stands out from the others: the red brushstroke on the right takes over and becomes the protagonist. The subject of
the"Paraíso" Exhibition is the perfect glue for these two works: they express freedom, leaving completely free will to the
viewers, they can interpret and feel free feelings, fully grasping Karoliina’s goal of converging freedom and strength.

Karoliina Lehtinen

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Karma

Karoliina Lehtinen



Once again

Karoliina Lehtinen



Kat Furtado is a Californian artist living in S. Diego. Kat's art is affected by training as a speech
therapy in the elaboration of a creative language that favors the communication of emotions and
feelings. The artist, in fact, uses painting as a real privileged means of expression, able to grasp
what cannot be expressed in words. The artist's goal is to develop intense and exciting works,
which "capture" the deepest motions of the soul without being hindered by the filter of reason.
Abstract art therefore becomes the most suitable artistic form to impress on the canvas the
suggestions of universal situations, as well as the apparent emptiness of simple and everyday
moments, which also deserve to rise to a higher dignity. The artist wants to show the unexpected
wonder that can also be hidden behind the small events of every day, through a profound research,
which also translates into her pictorial style, made up of numerous layers of color. "Light throught
Trees" enhances Kat's experimental vocation, who uses acrylic, gesso, and varnish to create
bewitching plays of purple and green, full of brilliant facets. On the right side, the composition
lights up with a blinding white, which evokes a sudden surge of light that breaks through the shady
branches of the trees. The delicate brushstrokes of white seem to envelop the surrounding colors
with impalpable delicacy, and seem to suggest an irrepressible dynamism that shakes the eyes and
mind from the torpor of fixity. The work allows the observer to get involved by the beauty of the
whole to be transported by the imagination into his own personal story, of which only the artist is
able to indicate the starting point.

"Genius is the ability to renew one's emotions in daily experience." (Paul Cezanne)
 

Kat Furtado

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/paul-cezanne-quotes


Kat Furtado

Summer Sunrise; Light Through Trees



On occasion of the “Paraíso” summer exhibition, organized by the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the
second venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the Hungarian-born artist Katerina Tünde Kozma presents an
acrylic painted also on the sides, entitled "Diving into the Sea of   Love". The artist, she has lived for ten years in Greece,
a place that she has given to the young woman, great inspirations for her artistic works, which are varied and numerous.
She signs herself in different ways: "Katerina Tünde Kozma", "Kate Kozma" or "tunderart" and manages several
instagram pages to promote her art. With the term "Paraíso", Katerina immediately thinks of the feeling of love, which
she decides to represent with the metaphor of water. Just like the sea, true love is also made up of billions of components
that cannot be counted and measured, as they are infinite. For this reason, we must not pause to examine and test them,
but we must dive in and enjoy this immense gift that only some of us can live intensely once in a lifetime. Thanks to this
thought, Katerina finds inspiration in the magic of nature, especially in the sea, her faithful friend. The painting is
divided into three horizontal bands of turquoise colour. The central one, dense and almost completely uniform, represents
the infinity and vastness of the sea of   love, while the upper and lower ones, on the other hand, are incredibly precise and
detailed, with a masterful realism, given by years of experience and practice, but also by an innate talent in the emotional
representation of our thoughts and feelings. At this point we reveal the passion for monochrome paintings in a minimalist
style, but also that of realistic representation, a way to cross all styles and not identify with something too fixed, rigid,
and precise. On the contrary, Katerine wants to experience everything and never get bored of art and creativity, a
moment of total liberation and expression.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Katerina Tünde Kozma 

“True love is very similar to the drops of water in the sea. We cannot count them, and it is infinite.
So, let's dive into another world, in paradise: the Sea of   Love!” (Katerina Tünde Kozma)



Diving into the Sea of Love

Katerina Tünde Kozma 



Katherine Noone is a very talented artist who, despite her young age, always knew she wanted to be a painter. The work
she has decided to present for this exhibition i an abstract canvas in bright colors, entitled "Planes of elusive dreams".
Going back to the long tradition of abstract painting, the artist creates a canvas characterized by the presence of well-
defined, almost concrete brushstrokes, which give life to geometric shapes of various kind. The pattern, made of bright
colors, mostly from the blue and the purple scale, covers the entire surface, leaving no space. The viewer, displaced by
the vivid colors and the dense network of shapes he sees, is faced with layers of painting, which recall the infinite levels
of the mind. Like a labyrinth of full and bewitching colors, so Katherine Noone decides to represent reality. That reality
made up of patterns, but also of structures that overlap and sometimes mix. That imperfect reality, but always so
fascinating and full of life. The artistt manages to create this work, letting herself be carried away by her own
emotionsand feelings of the moment, without setting herself goals or rules to follow. And the moste precious thing that
this painting can leave us is precisely this: the serenity with which Katherine paints this canvas, reaches straight the heart
of the viewer, who without even understanding why, feels relaxed and relieved in front of the texture of the canvas.
Katherine Noone's instinctive  painting arouses instinctive reactions in the viewer, which make the artwork an open book
for all those who have the pleasure of looking at it. 

"I am searching for abstract ways of expressing reality, abstract forms that will enlighten my
own mistery." (Eric Cantona)

Katherine Noone

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza



Katherine Noone

Planes of elusive dreams



“I hope my art brings a lot of joy to many people and can be a channel to feel different emotions and heal.” With these
words, Finnish artist Kati Korhola describes her artistic goals. For her, art represents salvation, a safe place to confront
yourself in total freedom with your feelings and let go. The aim of the “Paraíso" Exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery is just this: to feel free, to find your own safe place, your own paradise. Kati Korhola displays at the exhibition
the work "Malmequer’s free spirit", a work of freedom. Made of acrylic and mixed media on canvas, the work depicts a
horse that the artist meets years before and of which she remains fascinated. Observing carefully we notice that the horse
is equipped with thin angelic wings, this dictated by the death of the horse, news that the artist learns recently and for this
reason decides to pay homage to him with a work that represents him in all his freedom and beauty. The colors are strong
and decisive, just like the character and attitude of the stallion. The magenta dominates the upper part of the painting
while the green and blue dominate the lower part. The artist states that it was the colors that chose her, to choose to be
used for this work. The horse is represented in a dynamic position, in motion: the mane is moved by the wind and the
thrust of the movement. The horse has always been represented as a figure of power and freedom, we could speak about
Boccioni, for example, in the work entitled “La città che sale", in which two horses collide in a dynamic movement. Kati
Korhola’s work is interesting because it combines figurative elements with more abstract and expressionistic elements,
showing a great technical ability in the use of dark light and light rendering and the same sensitivity in using the
combination of colors. No doubt the perceived emotions are security, joy and freedom.

Kati Korhola

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Malmequer’s free spirit

Kati Korhola



For the realization of her works, Katrin Berglund is inspired by the Swedish landscapes, people and life itself. Consequently, we
might think she is a realist artist, but she is not. She starts from concrete, physical elements, but then she reworks them based on
the emotions and feelings that they arouse in each of us. As a result, her art is an intuitive and constantly developing art. “Starting
in the abstract I gradually uncover whatever I see or feel when creating that particular piece of artwork.” explains the artist. Her
works are therefore a pure vehicle of expression. We can see all of this in her work "Emotions". The subject of the artwork is an
intricate network of lines and colors that covers the entire surface of the canvas and that brings out the impetus and emotions of
Katrin Berglund in all their gestural expressiveness. In this chaos of strong feelings expressed, as I said, with a convulsive mass of
lines and segments, emerge soft "scribbles" in the shape of the heart, almost thin arabesques, which seem to allude to tender
caresses. In "Searching for the horizon", to the variety of colors, prevails monochrome, more precisely blue. It appears darker at
the bottom of the canvas and lighter at the top, as if we were underwater and therefore there is more light near the surface and
more dark in the seabed. These various shades of blue, occasionally interrupted by black and white ripples, give to the whole a fast
but serene rhythm, so that the viewer feels pleasure watching the artwork. Katrin Berglund manages to make the colors coexist
and interact, without giving in to the temptation to create a form, a subject. In the last work under examination, in the lower part of
the canvas we find a lawn whose blades of grass are rendered with touches of color stretched in a scratchy way, while in the upper
part, the dark colors of the night are slowly advancing to replace the light ones of the day. Blue, purple, white and grey blend
together as if in a harmonious melody; all cold tones that recall a cold but beautiful Swedish evening. Katrin Berglund represented
on canvas a dusk ("Skymning" in Swedish) so delicate and sweet, and at the same time so scratchy, that the spectator finds himself
lost in front of it. The Swedish artist shows a particular artistic sensitivity that manages to perfectly carry on the canvas, thus
touching the soul of the viewers.

Katrin Berglund

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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Katrin Schöß is a German architect and artist who focuses mainly on the analysis of the body in space. Katrin Schöß is a
guest, for the first time, as an artist at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the “Paraiso” exhibition. Katrin Schöß
exhibits a triptych of works, "19-7-20" is a rich work in motion, but also in confusion. At first glance one feels
overwhelmed by torment and despair, the stroke is impulsive, decisive, very marked in some points and lighter in others,
the use of colors reflects the feelings conveyed by the work, it is dark and gloomy colors that create an atmosphere full
of mystery and anguish.“Backstage” is the representation of a body with a perspective from the shoulders, the lines are
sinuous and soft, the position of the figure is relaxed on one side, but tense in some points. The creation of sketched
works are characteristic of Schöß's artistic production, this technique makes the work come alive and the hinted use of
watercolor colors makes it sweet and even more fascinating. "Milon" is the representation of a body in motion, the work
in question recalls "Unique Forms of Continuity in Space" by Umberto Boccioni, "Milon" exactly as the work just
mentioned captures the sense of speed and dynamism. Katrin Schöß's study and attention is evident in her art creations,
irrationality and emotion are still central and reach the observer directly, without distractions and external influences.

Katrin Schöß

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


19-7-20

Katrin Schöß

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Backstage

Katrin Schöß

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Milon

Katrin Schöß

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


There is something fascinating in the depths of the sea. Something that attracts, that stretches out its hand and waits for our step
forward. Noise does not exist, docile muffled sounds are the only sound echoes that can be heard underwater. There is no red color, the
sea surface shields the red electromagnetic waves, the latter are absorbed by the infinite marine power. Everything is silent, the space is
calm and quiet. The sensation is that of being immersed in an immobile vital fluid, outside the lines of space and time. We open our
eyes, in front of us unfolds the already great expanse of blue never seen before, below us is the abyss, with its deep black tones. We
close our eyes, concentrate on our breath and feel the water in contact with all the cells in our epidermis, we feel the liquid put
resistance to the movements of our body. The atmosphere is docile, muffled, we feel simultaneously alive and out of time, motionless
anemones in the depths of the sea. We breathe, the water does not enter the lungs, we are now accustomed to this type of environment.
The breath becomes calm and steady, it reaches the harmony typical of the context in which the body is located. Iridescent hues shine
before our eyes. An ultramarine blue blends with an aquamarine green and joins a particularly brilliant turquoise. Kazuha transports us
to the quietest depths of the sea, makes us savor the stillness, shows us the wonder and perfection of nature, of its fertile cycle of
destruction and rebirth. A figurative stain transpires from the abstract sea bed. It has the appearance of a cetacean. It is still far from us,
but its profile is clearly that of a whale. Huge and long-lived aquatic mammal, guardian of the balance of the sea and archetype of calm,
tranquility and reflection, the animal moves slowly hovering delicately in the cerulean water. Whale is the emblem of life, existence
understood as a small cog that is part of the grand design of nature, a small vital spark that, once perished, will feed new existences. On
the other hand the universe is cyclical, its law is universal, it would be mean of us to think that the human being is outside the great and
perfect mechanism of nature. People are part of nature and nature itself has allowed them to live. We observe the latter, a sense of calm
and wholeness is infused into our soul, a pleasant feeling of peace floods our limbs. We still breathe in the depths of the sea and remain
silent. We can feel the vital energy of the water, of the wave motion, of the cetacean, flowing in our soul, enriching it.

Kazuha Ishitani

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Whale



On the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraìso the artist Keiko Murakami
presents her artwork titled Heartbeat of the Forest - flowing endlessly and emerging. The
artwork seems to be divided into two parts. This encounter between these two parts
seems to evoke the will of the artist to tell to the viewer something that belongs to her
and her way to feel the life around her. As she says : << The beauty of nature is all
around us, and if we stop and look at it, we can see what it means to live and what I want
to be as a human being>>. Considering what she says, the beauty of nature can
communicate with the artist, and find its place in the canvas. Through the spots and the
lines. The light blue reminds the beauty of the water of the river, the asperities in which
the colour insinuates itself remind of the mantle of a tree bark, of the forest. As if the
element of nature communicates with the feelings and the soul of the artist to find a new
shape on the canvas. Nature is filtered by the emotions of the artist Keiko Murakami and
we, as a viewer, have the opportunity to see through this soul, and find a new place, that
of the mind, of the soul. Maybe could it be this real paradise?

 

Keiko Murakami

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio



Keiko Murakami

Heartbeat of the Forest - flowing endlessly and emerging



Kevin Devonport is a talented emerging British artist. His approach to the art world has been unusual, but has led him to develop great skills
in drawing and composition. His work is gaining increasing approval and recognition as highly original and conceptual. He creates his
artworks starting from his surroundings and has a remarkable gestural quality in the rendering of real objects, the real protagonists of his
canvases. Art has been the means by which Kevin has been able to reinvent himself, to open a new chapter in his life. Art has been an outlet
for the artist, who has been able to channel all his emotions to produce an interesting and original final artwork. The concepts within his
paintings are strongly permeated by the discipline of sociology and anthropology, thus allowing us to decipher the hidden meanings behind
the objects he paints. It is very interesting that he explores such complex and intricate concepts by developing them through minimalist,
simple objects that can be understood by everyone. Almost as if he wanted to create a direct relationship between the viewer and the work of
art, putting everyone in a position to understand, through visual language, what he intends to represent. In his artwork "Have a Coke & a
smile" Kevin's style is well summarised. Against a white, neutral background, the protagonists of the acrylic painting stand out: a coke and
knuckles. Objects which, at first glance, do not seem to relate to each other but which, after a closer look, reveal interesting food for thought.
Kevin leaves nothing to chance, from the choice of objects to the choice of background and colours. His works appear well balanced and
often play on contrasts that render the concept the artist intends to express in a simple and direct way. This work is proof of this. Coca Cola is
the symbol of consumerism par excellence. In the social sciences, studies on consumption seem to be crossed by a constant tension between
two poles: the one that sees goods as the basis of a process of alienation and the one that privileges the analysis of symbolic exchanges. Do
objects enslave us or free us from constraints? In the case of this work, it is clear that the message behind it implies an alienation of the
human being, who is addicted and thus becomes a slave to everything that is transformed into merchandise. The iconic glass bottle with its
label and red coca-cola cap is part of a world linked to pleasures and mass consumerism. It is then juxtaposed by Kevin with elements
belonging to another universe: that of violence. The encounter between the two worlds appears decidedly conflictual but at the same time it
leads the spectator to reflect. In today's society everything is transformed into merchandise, whether it is material or non-material. Today's
world has the sole aim of capitalising on anything from which it can make money and profit. Violence is sold in a much simpler way than
people think, not only physical, carnal violence. The word 'violence' implies a number of meanings and is applicable to different contexts.
The realistic rendering and perspective of the objects, set in a balanced and harmonious way, give a sense of reality, which can be perceived
as something close to the viewer. They are finished to the smallest detail, impossible not to notice the influence of hyperrealism in this
artwork. The shadows are realistic, soft. You can feel the plane of support despite not being physically indicated. Kevin is a talented artist
who has been able to reinvent himself and through his emotions and moods creates impactful, modern and conceptual artworks.

Kevin Devonport

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Kezliegh is a contemporary digital abstract artist from Muskoka, Ontario, Canada. She prints on large acrylic sheets.
Kezliegh attended the first Integrated Design course in 2017 at the Haliburton School of Art + Design. She experimented
with many forms of art such as glass blowing, 3D digital modeling, and ceramics. Kezliegh is predominantly inspired by
the natural world around her, often taking photographs of the texture of the bark on a tree or the pattern of river rocks.
Her style is exploratory. She is always finding herself in colours, textures and abstract shapes. Experimenting with
photographs, layering techniques and concepts made up in her head, she relays it digitally on her tablet. Kezliegh is
currently working hard at becoming a noteworthy artist. She is constantly trying to find meaning and peace in this world.
"Wash", at the international contemporary art exhibition "Paraíso", hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S., is
extremely evocative, the palette and the lines, the streaks immediately refer to natural elements such as rocks, shells.
Originally "Wash" was made from a photo of tree bark. The texture and details of the bark made the artist think about
what it would look like if it was bright pink. As she was adding layers and colours to the image, it became a 'wash' of
pink, violet, yellow and a contrasting green colour. The more abstract art is, the more it is directly connected with nature.
The abstraction from reality does nothing but connect man to nature even more clearly. Didi-Houberman, art historian,
stressed the importance of immediate and spontaneous anachronistic connections. "Wash" can be anachronistically
compared to the pictorial marble technique already widespread in Roman times. 

Kezliegh

Art Curator Mara Cipriano 

"I let inspiration come as it is, in the moment. That's so freeing to me. I think everyone wants
to feel free" Kezliegh

 



Wash

Kezliegh



Kinga Malkus is a Polish artist based in the Netherlands who when she paints completely immerses herself in
her magical world, bringing out the little girl in her. During the creative process she draws inspiration from
memories, emotions, and experiences she lived during a life full of changes and adventures. Painting means
discovery, exploration, enrichment, expression of one's inner being. "Knowing the truth" was created in 2020
with mixed media: the artist, in fact, used acrylic, pastels and gouache on paper. In the abstract work there is
the meeting of different colors, including black, blue, and red which, when combined, create a strong
chromatic contrast. The thin strokes of the pastels merge with splashes of color created by the union of large
brush strokes. The title is very evocative and leaves the viewer the opportunity to travel with their own mind
giving a free interpretation: everyone has their own truth, something they deeply believe in and for which
they would do anything. Sometimes one's own truth collides with what the world puts in front of us, it is up
to us to understand whether to continue our path or not. The instinctive and energetic strokes we see hide
deep meanings and important messages that the artist wants to share with us. Kinga listens to what the canvas
tells her and lets the brush, her friend and confidant, move along with the flow of emotions. The quote from
the famous Austrian painter Klimt states that art is a line around thoughts: Kinga's works are exactly the
mirror of what the mind and heart suggest to her and the viewers, reflecting in them, have the opportunity to
know the incredible world of the artist.

“Art is a line around your thoughts.” (Gustav Klimt)
 
 

Kinga Malkus

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Knowing the truth



Kira Behnert is a London based artist. She has always been passionate about painting, and she
began to devote herself full time to art in 2015, continuing her studies in the academic field. Kira's
talent for abstract art has allowed her to participate in numerous exhibitions in the US and Europe.
Kira's art finds in abstractionism the perfect expressive form that combines technical ability with
infinite representation possibilities. Although the artist specializes in the creation of large abstract
paintings, she has also created numerous prints, including the works presented for Paraiso. "At the
coast" and "Southern California Beach" represent a perfect synthesis of the style and
representations that distinguish Kira's works, including the love for seascapes. The sea, in fact, is a
constant of her in her artistic path, and is manifested in numerous works inspired by marine
scenarios from around the world. 

“A thing of beauty is a joy forever.” (John Keats)

Kira Behnert



Naturally, these are personal re-elaborations, filtered by the artist's optimistic perspective. "At the
coast" is a riot of bright colors, dominated by a bright orange, enhanced even more by the blue, lilac
and yellow elements in the lower part of the print. The work creates a dialogue with "Southern
California Beach", built on a complementary chromatic range and centered on blue. The acrylic
colors - superimposed directly on the printing screen - merge into a luminous whole, outlining the
contours of the marine scenario without defining the details. The viewer thus has the opportunity to
interact with the work and to be inspired by the suggestion of the bright vividness of the colors,
which express the true purpose of the artist, that is to convey serenity and positivity, a "joy of
living" expressed not in words, but with the unique suggestion of art.

Kira Behnert

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Kira Behnert

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BEACH



Kris McKinnon is a Scottish artist and the passion for art was transmitted to him by his grandmother. He is an artist
extremely versatile and unphased by subject matter. Kris has recently settled down of late, focusing more on colorful,
vibrant, textured and abstract landscapes from his homeland or location that he loves. This painting is oil on canvas, 
 Inspired by the stunningly beautiful silvery beach located in Kildonan village in Arran, Scotland. In the background you
can just about see Ailsa Craig and Pladda Lighthouse. The image is composed of heavily textured layers of blues and
purples to create a peaceful and calm warm evening. Chunkier shapes have been sculpted by a pallet knife to create the
rocky formations in the foreground.  The beach is represented with bright and deep colors, probably we are in the time of
sunset.the intense brushstrokes make the landscape alive and realistic, we can almost be lulled by the waves of the sea. In
this artwork we can definitely recognize all the love that kris feels for the wonderful landscapes that his land offers him

“The heart of a man is very much like the sea, it has its storms, it has its tides and in its
depths it has its pearls too"

(Vincent van Gogh) 

Kris McKinnon

Art Curator Letizia Vuotto



Kris McKinnon

Kildonan beach, Arran



An ethereal universe teeming with pigment and nuance, a look towards the loving feeling of freedom. An independence
of mind and expressiveness that welcomes the gaze at first sight. Untitled is a work that plays on the heterogeneity of
pink tones, a warning to the infinite expressive possibilities of color and form. The rough canvas welcomes the pigment
and merges with it. No element prevails over the other, the color is never too intrusive and blends with the support,
allowing a glimpse of the thick weave of cotton canvas. A strip of color at the center of the composition catches our eye.
The rosy spot, dyed a particular warm shade is extremely opaque and evident, different from the other spots of color all
around her. It is a unicum in this pink universe, the only tangible sign in this chromatic nebula. Like a cut in the canvas,
like a wound that is healing, this - almost - graphic sign is the fulcrum of the visual composition. Its outline presents at
first a sharp and clear contour and then softly fades into the surrounding environment. The stain thus becomes part of the
whole, it gives its peculiar characteristics to the chromatic cloud, it yields by osmosis part of its pigment to the muffled
universe that inexorably surrounds it. In Untitled there are no rigid formal rules: the color, as well as the sign and the
canvas itself all contribute to a universal vision focused on vital power and expressive freedom. Below the rosy stain, a
pink puff characterized by a decidedly cooler tone balances the composition. This time the contours are blurred, the
pigment can hardly be glimpsed and the intrinsic characteristics of the stain are already fused with the surrounding
atmosphere. There are no clear boundaries anymore: imperceptibly and softly, the vaporous puff insinuates itself into the
chromatic universe of Untitled in order to become part of it. Kyoko encloses within her art all the expressive power of
color and sign, she tells her inner world through the use of shades, tints and gradations of pink so similar but so different.
It's a free world, let's let ourselves be carried away by this chromatic anemone, let's let ourselves be lulled by this
universe so far from reality but which smells of freedom.

Kyoko Kikuchi

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Untitled



Lachlan Smith is a painter born in Aberdeen, Scotland, where he recently graduated from Gray’s School of Art. We are
pleased to welcome the artist to the M.A.D.S Art Gallery. He participates with a group of works that belong to a single
body of work, entitled 'The Middle Ground'. Lachlan has made art a healing medicine for himself and for all people who
suffer from manic depression and who experience life through very conflicting emotional states. The Middle Ground'
considers the combination of nature and artistic practice as a form of introspective and self-referential investigation. This
analysis aims to support the mental health and well-being of the practitioner. ‘The Middle Ground’, represents the
psychological middle ground, where Nature and Art merge, to create psycho-emotional landscapes. The first piece is a
carved wooden relief whose details are embellished with oil paint. In the background you can see a whirlwind of
thoughts that quickly follow each other and make the soul restless and calm at the same time. The two opposing states of
mind seem to be represented by two pyramid shapes whose carvings are enhanced with warm and cold oil colours. The
second piece of 'The Middle Ground' is an oil paint and chalk on calico. Small gates stand out in the foreground, an
allegory of mental stages that have to be passed through during the therapeutic process to arrive at the recovery of the
mental state before the crisis occurred. Creating works of art means supporting the artist's inner research processes, who
needs to find a state of peace and a place free from people's judgement and impositions. The idea of freedom is
underlined by the lines that intersect and float in space. For Lachlan Anthony Smith, art becomes a means of dealing
with manic depression in his private and professional life. People suffering from this mental illness have to struggle with
drastic changes in mood, ranging from euphoric highs to overwhelming lows. Historically, the arts have played an
important role in supporting bipolar depression, through a commitment to art forms such as painting and sculpture. This
allows the manic-depressive painter to depict and search for what is called 'The Middle Ground'. An embodied
representation of a place, within which the artist finds his mental equilibrium and moments of intermittent calm. The
third piece of 'The Middle Ground' is another oil paint and chalk on calico and, together with the other two pieces,
represents a heavenly place in which to find peace. Once again, there are small gates in the foreground and a spiral in the
background which carries with it a wave of freedom: here the artist feels at ease, is able to listen to his soul and be at
peace with himself. The precision and skill with which the works have been created underline the great skill and
preparation of the Scottish artist. His artistic flair is highlighted by excellent dexterity in working with wooden boards
and his experience in using oil paints. 

Lachlan Anthony Smith

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Lika Ramati, an influential international artist from Israel, presents five artworks for the "Paraíso"Art exhibition
at M.A.D.S Art gallery. She presents: “Magic land”, “Into the sky”, “In my mind”, “A room in Paris” and “A
night out”. We usually find ourselves trying to describe a person without understanding the environment, which
he or she represents. It is imperative to understand how fast an idea can be developed because of a breakthrough,
during a brief moment and with just a gaze. Being aware of this breakthrough helps us to understand the identity
of each individual and represent it in a private way taking into consideration its public identity as well. Nature is
imperative to represent womanhood. Is female to male as nature is to culture? The female is very strong for the
culture because she carries the responsibility to undertake the task of being part of nature physically and socially.
Lika Ramati presents the women as part of nature, she documents them as a presentation of women gazing into
spectators eyes, disrupting the fourth wall. Graciela Iturbide, a mexican photographer, portrays women in a
surreal manner, where she represents her culture as part of her nature. She represents women disrupting the
fourth wall, the wall between the spectator and the work of art. Lika Ramati’s digital art creates a surreal
atmosphere where the female stares at the audience in order to not comply and present her own environment, her
own point of view. The contrast of colors, and of course the red color, makes us comply to what each woman
from each of Lika’s artworks has to show us. The harmonies of colors present women as an ethereal and
powerful form establishing that the gaze of a woman is strong and delicate at the same time. A woman represents
her naturally culture.  

Ultimately, both men and women can and must be equally involved in projects of creativity and transcendence. Only
then will women be seen as aligned with culture, in culture’s ongoing dialectic with nature.

(Sherry B. Ortner, Is female to male as nature is to culture?)
 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

I'm in love with the concepts of womanly beauty, nature and power of the female.
(Lika Ramati)

Lika Ramati
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 Magic Land  



Into the Sky 

Lika Ramati



In my Minds Eye

Lika Ramati



A Room in Paris 

Lika Ramati



A Night Out

Lika Ramati



Lilia Held is a German artist who paints joyfully and freely. She finds in painting a way of setting her soul free,
expressing but above all rediscovering herself. In fact, the artist considers painting as a spiritual journey, through which
discovering something new about herself and giving vent and voice to feelings and more intimate and hidden parts of her
subconscious. At the same time, what inspires her the most in the creation of artworks is life, which starts from the
connection with nature to the encounter with other people; she is also influenced by the themes of Yoga and Qigong,
indeed she is a teacher of these two disciplines. When we look at her pieces, we can encounter concepts such as "letting
go", mindfulness and listening to your gut, finding happiness within yourself and enjoying the moment. Her "heavenly"
and favorite moment in the world is when she paints, in fact painting has not only been a traveling companion in very
tough moments of her life but has become part of her. “Free your mind”, “Freedom” and “Harmony” are the three pieces
that the artist decided to present for the "Paraíso" exhibition and they are just a representation of the concept of the
display itself, because they show us how she found freedom and happiness in the canvas, in particular at the moment of
creating an artwork. Lilia Held mainly produces abstract paintings, largely employing acrylic paint but she claims to be
always ready to experiment with new techniques that can lead her to express her creativity to the fullest.

"Art is a space in which freedom tests its wings."
(Marty Rubin)

 

Lilia Held

Art Curator Alessia Logatto
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Lilli Kirschmann is a self-taught painter living in the Southwest Germany but originates from Kazakhstan. Her
love for colors, nature and the lighter and more carefree side of life, is definitely enclosed and clearly evident in
her artistic works, characterized by intense and brilliant colors, by harmonious and coherent shades, which
immediately generate in the observer's minds stimuli of intense wellness. In Lilli's works, can be found spring,
the joy of a moment in the family, a daily recurrence of calm and peace, a bouquet of flowers given to a friend or
a lover. A Feast of Tulips is the exaltation of greenery, nature, the immensity of the meadows and the wonders
that they reveal when it is time for flowers to bloom. It is a summer day, when after a long walk we stop to
admire the color of the petals timidly appearing in the middle of the tall grass, symbolizing the incredible and
rare beauty in which life can involve us. Magnolia Love is the material refuge of an almost romantic thought, it
is the still image of a moment of sweet contemplation. The predominant pink tone imposes its natural intent to
charm and soothe, smoothes the sharpest corners of any observer and gently leads him towards more dreamy,
poetic, sentimental thoughts. Bouquet of Dreams is the triumph of spring, it is abundance, growth and rebirth not
only physical, but also spiritual. It is a set of colors perfectly combined with each other, but which arouse the
most disparate emotions. It is the bouquet of aspirations, desires, dreams and hopes of the observer, it is a
bouquet to give to yourself or to be delivered to a favorite person. Lilli Kirschmann paints the joy and lightness
of living, making people aware of the harmony of nature.

“If you look the right way, you can see that the whole world is a garden.” ( Frances Hodgson Burnett)

Lilli Kirschmann

Art Curator Chiara Isella
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Magnolia Love
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Bouquet of Dreams



For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Linda Lundeström exposes “Hope”, a work
through which beauty, femininity and youth clearly emerge. For the artist, the act of creation is a form of meditation in
which time stands still, allowing her to experience a sense of pure freedom, made by geometric shapes and bright colors.
Each portrait she creates, mostly imaginary, is influenced by the desire to imprint on the paper all those emotions and
sensations that remain vivid in both the heart and the mind of the artist. One could state another Linda's scope is to give a
name and a story to the finished portrait, as if it could interact and speak to the viewer. All the splendor and ease of the
woman is represented in this work: well-groomed, calm and above all radiant, the girl's beauty highlights her vitality, as
well as her wide open and smiling eyes catch the observer, affecting him/her with her light-heartedness and cheerfulness.
Linda emphasizes the woman's gaze through every detail: from the oval shape of the multicolored face to the mouth and
the detail of the earring. All these elements create a clear contrast to the white background of the sheet, which blends
decisively with the young woman's complexion. There is also a sense of familiarity as opposed to mystery, as the viewer
does not know the woman, but there is a naturalness and gentleness that reassures the viewer, who in turn is enchanted
and continues to admire her. Linda Lundeström conveys more than a thousand words with her art, and her portrait
represents a fragment of everyday life, with which the viewer can totally identify.

“For me colors are living beings, highly evolved individuals who integrate with us and with
the whole world. Colors are the true inhabitants of space.” (Yves Klein)

Linda Lundeström

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“No matter how much we use all the media in the world, nothing, absolutely nothing,
replaces the gaze of the human being.” (Paulo Coelho)



Linda Lundeström

Hope



Lingrui Zhang is a young Chinese professional painter. For “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, he
exhibits three works in a figurative style. The first one, “F”, features a young woman portrayed from behind looking
towards a landscape at sunset framed by a golden frame. What is striking is the perceptual displacement to which the
observer is subjected: it is indeed difficult to understand if the girl is a part of the picture in the picture or just a viewer
stands in front of a painting. In this way, Zhang tries to free himself from the boundaries between objects, images and
materiality to create a psychological separation between the work and the viewer that is reasonable but difficult to
distinguish. In “Root with Crease” there is the same perceptual displacement as well: in fact, the crease depicted below
emphasizes the materiality of the object being painted and confuses the viewer from the perspective of meta-painting,
which leads him to wonder what the source of visual reference is: a real model or a printed product? “Where am I”
instead portrays a stretcher covered with grey-green fabric: the stretcher is the painting itself with which Zhang tries to
realise the contradictory concept of “presenting a hidden painting”; on the fabric it is written "I'm Here", which seems to
answer the question of the title "Where am I". The answer therefore can be the writing on the fabric or a piece of pigment
attached to the canvas as an attribute material: here the image provides again its own metalanguage and the question and
answer form arouses the viewer's thoughts on the instability and rationality of the context in which the painted object is
located. Zhang's art therefore requires a high involvement of the viewer, paying attention to the extension of painting
medium as an ontology and how it participates in the broad visual observation of people in the contemporary context.
The partecipation level is extremely engaging with an extraordinarily stimulating result. 

Lingrui Zhang

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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Root with Crease

Lingrui Zhang



Where am I

Lingrui Zhang



On the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraìso the artist Linn Karlsson
presents her artwork titled The Meeting. In the background we can see some
juxtaposed figures that seem to be involved in the action of meeting and talking with
each other.What do these figures want to communicate? Firstly, one element
fascinating is that the persons the people involved in the dialogue appear to have
undefined dark faces and expressions. This means that the artist Linn Karlsson wants
to tell us a story in which everyone can find themselves. The viewer is involved not
just in the act of watching but seems to participate in this meeting and communicate
with the figures represented. As if the real meeting was not just that with the figures
but also that with the viewer and the artist. Linn Karlsson gives us the opportunity to
enter in her imagination, listen to her thoughts and to meet her, stay with her. 

 

Linn Karlsson

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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The Meeting



Lisa Moriarty

Art Curator Marta Graziano

Lisa Moriarty is a Californian artist based in Saratoga. Largely a self-taught artist, she embarked on her
artistic journey in search of a therapeutic escape, but over time art has become a necessary creative outlet
and form of self-expression for her. Her inspiration stems from her love for the Californian coastline. In
fact, the recurring subject of her works is water in all its forms, evoked by the use of soft colors that
recall the varied chromatic shades of the sea. Her artistic process combines the free flow formation of
encaustic monotypes with the carefully planned repetitive assembly of relief on paper. By using two
different textures in her work, the artist proposes a visual perspective that departs from the traditional
painting, offering the viewer an opportunity to reflect. In fact, the layers of encaustic fluid, beeswax and
pigments suggest the idea of something covered, veiled, which therefore belongs to the field of the
imagination. The monotype paper samples, deconstructed and assembled into relief paper works, on the
other hand, are intended to represent fragmented and fleeting moments in time. In the works presented in
this exhibition, the combination of color created by superimposing several layers of monotype paper
samples, creates suggestive plays of light that seem to evoke the rippling of the waves of the sea.
Through her delicate suggestions, the artist not only celebrates a place with a special meaning for her, but
also offers the viewer the opportunity to connect deeply with herself and her emotions, thus reconnecting
with the deeper meaning of the exhibition.



Lisa Moriarty

Drift Glass 



Lisa Moriarty

It Will Be Seen 



Lisa Moriarty

She Walks To Oceano 



To understand the art made by the artist Logan Schneiderman can be useful to start from her
consideration about her artistic language. She talks about the painting seen as the <<capturing that
moment before something is realized; before meaning is tied and knotted>>. What does she want to
say? This mention of the capturing of the moment means that the art for Logan is something that
belongs to the idea of something that remains pending, that wants to meet the imagination of the
other to find its completeness. Watching the painting presented on the occasion of the international
art exhibition Paraìso titled Secret(hiding)Place we can see a melting pot of suggestions and
sensation. The viewer loses his glance through the lines and the gesture of the brush beyond the
realization of the painting. He can understand and feel the sensation from the artist, through the
white spots, red and pink. This means that the viewer can be capable of completing the composition
with his imagination. By the power of the action of the shapes created by the brush, he can feel the
message sent by the artist regarding her life. As the artist says: <<I hoped to remind the viewer of
their little self- asking them where did they go? Where did they go to hold their secrets… and
where do they go now? >>. In this way, watching the work made by the artist Logan Schneiderman,
is like discovering something more about us and our life. Discover the place of our mind where we
have preserved our secret, our paradise. 

Logan Schneiderman

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio



Logan Schneiderman

Secret(hiding)Place



Lorraine Wiseman is an artist from West Wales in the United Kingdom. She has a taste for decoration and an astonishing artistic gesture, and
is able to create artworks that have never been seen before, full of decorativism and bright colours. She reworks the landscapes around her,
filling them with intense, bright colours that immediately strike the viewer's imagination. Lorraine is able to turn an ordinary landscape into a
unique work of art. Her art is inspired by her surroundings, the wooded and coastal areas that surround her. The artist encourages us to look
at reality from a different point of view, focusing on aspects that we often ignore or take for granted. We rarely dwell on the splendid colours
that nature offers us, concentrating more on other futile aspects. The choice of recreating environments close to her everyday life allows her
to give new life to those places, encouraging those who may know them to visit and look at them with a different eye because they are
captured by the beauty of her artworks. Her decorative and illustrative style is very attractive and rich in details that can only be grasped after
several careful viewings. In her painting 'The Farm Lane', Lorraine's original concept is very evident. She illustrates a seemingly banal
landscape, recreating an imaginative atmosphere through the intersecting coloured lines that compose the natural elements. She uses bright,
unreal and persuasive colours that arouse curiosity. The colours are not distributed in a flat pattern, except for the blue of the sky. The
branches, trees, grass and undergrowth are realised through an imaginative tangle of lines that recreates the real masses of the elements.
Lorraine uses a meticulous technique, paying attention to every detail. She recreates the spatial perspective but without painting the point of
arrival to which the road leads, inviting the viewer to wander with imagination. It is impossible not to notice the references in the drafting of
colour and the way it is used, to Van Gogh and Munch, great artists who built their careers by putting the use of colour and the emotions
linked to it first. They theorised on the use of colour and the bond it creates with the spectator, as in this painting. Lorraine is able to blend
her own taste and subjectivity into these artistic ideas, modernising their theories and introducing innovative elements. The composition is
well constructed and studied in its structure but freer in the application of colour and decoration. The technique used involves streaks of
bright, fluid colours which, when combined, create three-dimensionality. The viewer is invited to immerse himself in this paradisiacal
atmosphere which on the one hand fascinates him and on the other frightens him. This contrast is due to the fact that the starting point is real,
while the realisation of the artwork is left to the irrational part of the human being.

Lorraine Wiseman

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti

“I am seeking, I am striving. I am in it with all my heart.” (Vincent Van Gogh)
 



Lorraine Wiseman

The Farm Line



LOUMA, pseudonym of Maria-Lourdes Babasasa, is a French artist born in Equatorial Guinea who
independently introduced herself into the world of Art, driven by an inevitable need to overcome her most fragile
sides and to give free rein to her most unconscious being. The Clown is the result of an inspiration to Cubist art,
where reality is represented not for how it is seen, but for how it is experienced, a very important aspect for the
artist herself who has as primary purpose to transmit her own vision of life, as well as her most hidden
interiority. The background and the figure are confused on the canvas according to the typical characteristics of
Cubism, thick black lines direct the mind of the observer to define the appearance of what in the common
imagination resembles a clown, here with a slightly odd and almost bewildered look: bright colors, especially to
fill the sections of the dress and lips, impose themselves on the canvas, inviting a call to positive sensations of
celebration, of childlike joy, whilst a considerable amount of white spaces are superimposed, which the viewer
himself might be unconsciously invited to fill according to his inclinations. What stands out above all, however,
is the almost sulky and melancholy tone highlighted by the slightly downward verse of the clown's lips: LOUMA
represents with her naïve art, the true essence of the clown. An individual who wears a mask to make people
laugh, forced to stumble, to make a fool of himself in order to snatch a smile from others, to hide his malaise and
his true inner perspective to give joy to those in need. This is how real life goes, sometimes. You might meet
people who, in order to seek consensus and approval, do not really listen to themselves and force themselves to a
life of repression and unhappiness. In truth, the clown traditionally has a tear drawn on his face, as a reminder
that often a lot more than what is visible can be hidden behind a laugh. With the cheerful colors and sometimes
the angular lines of this work, LOUMA reminds us of the inevitable ambivalence of life.

“I think we all have the urge to be a clown, whether we know it or not.” (Ernest Borgnine)

LOUMA

Art Curator Chiara Isella
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The Clown



Luca Soulos is a New Zealand born artist based in Ibiza, Spain. Luca is again a guest at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the
occasion of "Paraíso" the summer exhibition that celebrates the freedom to feel at peace in the world and with oneself.
At this new exhibition Luca exhibits a completely different work than the artistic creations that he has always exhibited
at the exhibitions organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. "Paradiso" is a work made of acrylic and this makes it direct and
profound, with a total absence of confusing details. The colors used are reminiscent of those of Salvador Dalí and artists
belonging to the Fauvist current, as well as the shapes. The application of color is compact, clear and precise,
accompanied by the creation of abstract elements that give life to a landscape that is understandable and livable by the
observer's soul. Ibiza is Luca's inspiration for this work, a place he knows and lives, and is told to us without
superstructures, this is typical of African art, to which the work resembles a lot, not surprisingly many exponents of
Fauvism admired African art and the use of colors is an example of this. Harmony is the noun that best characterizes the
work "Paradiso", the colors, lines and shapes are consistent and unique. There is no shortage of surrealist elements, such
as clouds, the sun and the body of the figure who is about to dive. The whole work, in reality, has a surrealist
connotation and this is interesting, considering the influence of the Fauves.

Luca Soulos

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Paradiso.

Luca Soulos

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Ludmila Vorotnikova is a Russian artist of great talent and originality. Her art is expressed through the
representation of splendid female profiles, which combine the propensity for graphic art with delicate
compositions both in colors and shapes. Her works presented for Paraiso perfectly highlight these two
artistic souls of Ludmila, and project the viewer into an intimate and discreet world, in which surprising
details are not lacking. "The Parting of Sisters" - made with acrylic and marker - represents a moment of
intense detachment and of strong emotional value that summarizes the psychological and philosophical
implications of farewell. The closeness of the two faces suggests an embrace between the two sisters just
before leaving, and the expression - intense and participatory - reaches the heart of the observer thanks to
the evocative power of a universal image of deep emotional participation. The meaning of the work is
emphasized by the graphic realization with geometric and floral motifs, in which each element has a
precise symbolic reference, such as the laurel leaves around the elaborate headdress of the figure on the
right, which represent a fabulous life path, or flowers, emblems of purity, which seem to want to extend
the duration of the embrace.

"Saying nothing sometimes says the most." (Emily Dickinson)
 
 

Ludmila Vorotnikova



 The work is an ode to the essence of silence, the only effective means of expression to express the pain
of separation. The presence of flowers and symbolic allusions is also a fundamental part of "Lotus Girl",
in which the profile of a beautiful girl is surrounded by colorful lotus flowers, symbols of rebirth and
serenity. The observer's eye is captured by the orange lotus on the young woman's head who, like a ray of
sunshine, embodies the freshness of a youth that has not yet known disappointment and pain. Her closed
eyes allude to the serene contemplation of her own interiority, radiant and harmonious like the surprising
graphic elements, including the Mandala of life. Ludmila Vorotnikova's art becomes an opportunity for
extraordinary reflection and introspection, made possible through the majestic and universal path of
beauty.

Ludmila Vorotnikova

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Ludmila Vorotnikova
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Ludmila Vorotnikova

Lotus Girl



An atmosphere of peace and absolute lightness can be breathed while admiring the Luise’s work. A
delicate pink meets the same color as a brighter shade. Background and protagonist merge while letting
you understand the difference between the two. "Brave Flamingo" was created in 2021 with the acrylic on
canvas technique. The work wants to be a tribute to one of the most precious qualities that a man, but also
an animal like in this case, can have: courage. Only thanks to it can we reach difficult goals, overcome
challenges with ourselves, break down obstacles that we never thought of destroying. Courage is usually a
quality attributed to strong and imposing animals: the lion is brave; a wolf is brave… And a flamingo?
This apparently unusual choice hides a profound message: a flamingo, an animal appreciated for its
fantastic color and elegance, can't possibly be courageous? Everyone has this important value: it is up to
each of us to cultivate it, take care of it without ever turning it off, it will be the winning key on many
occasions in our life. Apparent fragility and delicacy do not necessarily correspond to the absence of
courage. Thus, a beautiful pink flamingo becomes the voice of an important message that Luise wants to
communicate to those who look at her work. The quote from the famous philosopher Nietzsche states that
the higher we fly, the smaller we seem to those who cannot fly. To those who remain on earth we will
seem small, but we will feel like brave giants flying towards infinity: so does the little flamingo and so
does Luise while she paints.

“The higher we soar the smaller we appear to those who cannot fly.” (Friedrich Nietzsche)
 
 

Luise Ellerbrock

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi



Luise Ellerbrock

Brave Flamingo



Presenting three peculiar artworks at the “Paraíso” exhibition held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Luz Sanchez offers a personal, multi-
faceted interpretation of the concept of the exhibition. “Dreams” consists of two dreamlike visions that emerge straight from the
pages of an open book. On the left side the traditional fable incipit (Once upon a time/ Había una vez) introduces the viewers to
the curious image of a boy falling asleep to a tune (that sounded/que soñaba) while drawing at a desk. The late hour on the clock,
the asymmetrical shape and the opposite tones, cold and warm, of the dark room, illuminated only by a few candles, suggest that
the crossover between reality and dream is already happening. On the right page a group of five figures, dressed in purple, yellow
and red drapes, dwells near an active volcano on the coast. The nature of the gathering is almost biblical, reiterated by secondary,
mysterious acts of contemplations: on one hand a couple observes attentively a handful of obscure material, on the other a figure
is fascinated by an oval, colourful shape. This dreamlike imagery appeals to the childish curiosity of the viewers by combining
familiar and nostalgic references with an ambiguous symbology. Contrariwise, Luz's “Jardin nativo” introduces the viewers to a
floral paradise. The vivid and bright composition is made of different kinds and shapes of flowers that, despite their differences,
harmoniously overlap on each other above an abstract background. The  colourful shapes, smoothly blended with soft
brushstrokes, are indivisible, beautifully intertwined with each other. “Los fantasmas de mi imaginación” features two central
human figures, whose only face profiles are visible, on an abstract, floral background. As if they were responding to the artist's
summon, the couple emerges from the abstraction with distinctive, figurative traits. Their grey complexion stands in striking
contrast with the vivid colours that surround them: an opposition between death and life that is further reinforced by the artworks'
title. Luz's visions caress the viewers' emotional sphere by combining elements of reality and of the fantasy realm with the same
bright and captivating colours.

Luz Sanchez

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi
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https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Luz Sanchez

Jardin nativo

https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n
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https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Maeva Deley is a young Swiss painter with a passion for all forms of art. Initially attracted to drawing, she particularly
liked to capture the beauty of women through an enchanting interpretation of their faces where reality and dreams
intertwine. It is by playing more and more with colors that painting appeared in her life. As we can see from the three
works that the artist exhibits at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, during the "Paraíso"exhibition, Maeva is increasingly attracted by
colors, creating a unique and personal style. Maeva Deley’s style is marked by the use of balls, which are her signature.
Two of the paintings on display, respectively entitled "Hämärä" and "In Space", clearly show her style: they present
some sort of colored balls, as if they were bouquets of flowers or planets floating in the universe. The first has an intense
blue background, bringing to mind the depth of the oceans and offering a feeling of tranquility and peace, dictated
especially by the color blue, par excellence the color of quiet and serenity. The title of the painting “Hämärä” means
“Twilight” in Finnish. It is the moment when you can no longer tell the difference between day and night. Maeva
describes this feeling in this way: “Twilight is also the time when our body relaxes and prepares to rest. It is the time for
our mind to wander, to free itself from the daily hassle, to enter the space of the imagination. A soft light attracts our eye,
it is like an echo of our inner light”. The second, instead, has a black background that, as already suggested by the title,
leads observers to travel in space. The interesting thing is that the "balls" seem to be born from branches that invade the
composition making it dynamic. The trees and its branches have always been a symbol of life and union, increasing the
feeling of positivity and security that these two paintings emanate. The last painting examined, "Diving into the sea bed",
differs from the previous ones in terms of style. The colors are protagonists. It is a journey, it is an unexplored world to
discover. Magenta and blue dominate the composition, allowing observers to travel between the various plots in peace.
The artist herself comments with these words on the meaning of her paintings: “They represent my life at a unique
moment when I was able to capture my feelings, my doubts and my joys.”

Maeva Deley

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Diving into the sea bed

Maeva Deley
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Maeva Deley



In Space

Maeva Deley



Maki Amemori is a professional photographer, visual director and visual artist based in Tokyo, Japan. The work in the
exhibition, “Concerto”, comes from the stratification and collage of photos made by the artist herself. Starting from real
images, in fact nothing is closer to reality than a photograph, which captures a moment making it eternal, Maki
deconstructs the matter by seeking new connections between the forms of being. Her work pays particular attention to
the use of light, which, since the time of Leonardo da Vinci, was perceived to be fundamental to explain existence and to
bring reality back into a dimension of three-dimensionality. Another key concept to understand the work masterfully
conducted by our artist is freedom. Everything that has life moves freely in space and time and in its perpetual motion
meets new entities, creating new individualities, new matter, new form, new ideas in the Hegelian sense of the term. The
idea is not transcendent, but immanent to logic, being the result of a dialectical process. It is no longer the immediate
union of being and thought, but it is the product of a mediation: it is the object on which thought comes to deduce all
reality. It is not a random the title of the work. During a concert different instruments work together to create a harmony
that pervades the senses leading us into a high dimension of human knowledge. A tool in disagreement is enough to
break the beauty of the whole. This makes us reflect on the precarious balance that governs the universe and that, where
is reached, gives us moments of paradise. One of the areas of study of Maki Amenori is the "Parallel World", in which
she manages with great technical and expressive skill to lead the visitor of the exhibition, giving a peace of mind often
forgotten in everyday life.

Maki Amemori
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Gestural and powerful paintings; expressive pieces revealing a magical and free world are the artworks that the French artist
Manuel Corinne – MC presents at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the ‘Paraíso’ exhibition. Drawing inspiration from the ‘Little
Prince’ by E. Saint-Exupery’s phrase: <<One sees clearly only with the heart. What is essential is invisible to the eye>> MC
realizes her abstract paintings, freely exploring and experiencing an invisible world that gives life to the material one. Vivid in
their colors the three paintings exhibited hid deep meanings that the artist herself tries to explain during her creative moment. The
main character of "Gravity" is a flame from which dark ink flows, as if to symbolize the disappearance of all negative aspects of
life. On a mysterious background, composed of shades of beige reminiscent of the ashes created by fire, thin and straight black
lines of Indian ink give birth to a living flame that, with the light red spots that compose it, burns. What is important to note here
is the verticality with which the flame burns. In fact, while looking at it, we are carried away by the vivacity and power of the
whole scene. It is for this reason that we can read the painting thinking of the title itself: the "gravity" and therefore, considering
the black lines, as if they had fallen, reaching the heart of the flame, the exact point at which each body, <<free bodies fall
between heaven and earth in matter>>, as MC herself explains. The same dynamic given by the flow of colors created by the artist
herself, is also found in "Twin Flame”, representing the painful separation of the two flames.  A question on its origin, its deep
nature in order to be able to live again this fusion in the matter with the other. The use of opposite colors which indicate the
separation between the flames, the light blue and the intense orange, is significant of the meaning given by the scene. The use of
opposite colors that indicate the separation between the flames, the light blue and the red, are significant for the meaning given by
the scene. “Between Two” , lighter in its colors, is the work that best defines the purpose of the artist herself. In this painting,
Manuel separates, with dark and vertical patches of color, an abstract and horizontal element, indicated as the human soul, always
in struggle with itself between what it is and what it is forced to be and act. The main message of Manuel Corinne paintings,
concerning the concept of the current exhibition, is to leave to each one the care of discovering, in each canvas, a part of his
imagination.

Manuel Corinne - MC

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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The art by Mara Torres Leon, a contemporary Puerto Rican artist, is strongly linked to an abstract
language, where architectural studies do not hesitate to show up and influence her artistic path, bringing
out a strong personality. In fact, her artworks are characterized by a continuous rhythm of perspective
lines and dynamic shapes, which merge into the space of the canvas in a play of transparencies, allowing
a glimpse of the underlying layers. Breaking with the two-dimensionality of the surface, she bursts
through the perceived space, engulfing the viewer in what appears to be the structure of a galaxy. The
surrounding world and especially the nature are elements of great inspiration for the artist. In "Skinless",
the sinuous movement of the veils of colour alternates with nuances and carefully studied lines. In order
to stimulate the viewer's visual perception and provoke a feeling of pleasant abandon, nothing in her
paintings is left to chance. Even the choice of colours and their arrangement demonstrate an excellent
technical mastery and thorough research. Despite its complexity and strong dynamism, the painting
remains linked to an experience of calm, stillness and almost silence, and the use of gold leaves suggests
a state of spirituality, a symbol of light and energy. The visual depth of Mara Torres Leon's paintings is
also depth of soul, a desire to discover herself in relation to the world around her. The diversity of the
materials used to create her artworks and to describe the myriad of details that characterize them, take on
infinite different forms each time, in the desire to recount the complexity of human nature, in relation to
the interminable space of the universe.

“Limitless undying love which shines around me like a million suns it calls me on and on across the
universe.” (John Lennon) 

Mara Torres Leon

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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On the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraìso, the artist Marcus Smetana
presents his artwork titled Kunst Nr. The language used is that of the abstracts. The artist
wants to create a composition with the using colours that comes freely on the canvas. We
can see the way they seem to blend in and separate in a second moment. What emerges
from the composition is the action beyond the realization of the painting. The gesture
that comes from the brush that communicates the power of the creation. In the centre of
the painting, we can see a strip of color that breaks into the background like something
that wants to emerge and stay up the other elements. In fact it seems to break the
homogeneity of the colours used on the background like something that wants to create a
confusion but at the same time harmony in the shapes used. 

Marcus Smetana

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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A paradise on earth is typically shown in the media and literature as sunny beaches and tropical gateways where we may 
relax, enjoy nature, and be free of all the difficulties in life for a limited while. People worked hard all year, and would go 
on vacation and sunbathe while having their kids build sandcastles nearby; others would spend some time of their days 
strolling on the beach barefoot to clear their heads. All of these were possible until the pandemic broke out in 2020, when 
most countries implemented a lockdown to prevent people from travelling, and from having such freedom. While the 
world situation is getting better, M.A.D.S. Art Gallery hosts the “Paraìso” exhibition which invites artists to celebrate the 
freedom we are gradually rediscovering. On this occasion, Margaret McCallum presents her abstract acrylic on stretched 
canvas seascape, entitled “Le Paradis”, which is one of the artworks from her "Paradise" collection. The artist wishes that 
her expression of emotions in her paintings may inspire others. In the same way as this painting, "Le Paradis" depicts a 
turquoise endless sea and golden beach that is partially covered by the waves washing up on the shore. From a stylistic 
point of view, the artist creates a subtle change of colors that gives the painting a realistic appearance. “The elements are 
so near that you can touch them” is the feature McCallum seeks to establish with the artwork, achieved by painting it 
with acrylic and textures on the canvas. The technique, therefore, distinguishes the painting by bringing it to life. 
Observers can feel the motions of the waves. The turquoise sea and the azure skies have dreamy vibes and make one feels 
so close as if in this paradisiac location. By simply seeing the painting, viewers can sense the serenity, breathe in the sea 
wind and hear the sound of the waves that are reminiscent of the beaches they used to visit, or the joy of being in an 
outdoor relaxing place. 

Margaret McCallum

Art Curator Trithida Trising
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For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Margaretha Gubernale exposes the work “The
Widening”, through which she succeeds in making the connection between the human being and God visible. The
decisive use of the color blue and its related nuances is of vital importance: the etymology of the word means “color of
light”, therefore a positive tonality that brings benefits, recalling calm, introspection and love for life. Since it is the color
of the sea and sky, to which every individual looks at, in the attempt to get in touch with his/her spiritual side, the artist
decided to represent the woman while she is performing this very natural and harmonious gesture: with her hands
pointing upwards, she tries to bind herself in an indissoluble way to the Divine, by means of a luminous thread. By
closely looking the artwork, that spiral is actually human DNA uniting with the Holy Spirit (personified by the flame at
the center of the DNA) and thus directly with God. He irradiates the surrounding atmosphere, releasing his essence
throughout the environment, inviting even nature to participate in this supernatural conjunction. The young woman's
position, with her white tunic, ensures that she receives the benevolence of the heavenly kingdom, which enters her
through her own hands. The realistic depiction of light is also fundamental: so pure and reassuring, its solid plastic
construction and the authenticity of composition reflect the artist's intention to translate it into positive and satisfying
sensations in the earthly world. In addition of being struck by all this luminosity, the viewer's eye can admire an unspoilt
nature: an idyllic imagery is reworked in order to involve each person in a mysterious and paradisiacal universe. The use
of colors, the representation of a specific setting and the symbolic value of this work guarantee the observer a state of
tranquility and deep harmony with what is created by God.

Margaretha Gubernale

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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An art that smells of freedom, of calm and quiet harmony dispersed among the things of the world. The dreamy
and ecstatic aura is perceived at first glance. There are many details, many nuances, but what exudes from these
works is the feeling of looking at a placid mirror that reflects the world. A different world, where space and time
are not marked by the coordinates to which we are accustomed. A universe where the element of reality is
grasped, decoded and literally spit back into the work, devoid of sinister and disturbing elements, full of hope
and serenity. In Paraiso II we find ourselves in the presence of a real Eden. An earthly Eden? Or is it another
dimension? Only Mari K, the creator of the work, will tell us. Observing the work, our gaze rests directly on the
foreground. There is a dark bluish spot, almost black; a patch that clearly reminds us of something. Bird
feathers? It might look like the plumage of a black bird, perhaps a crow or a blackbird. Wings of a butterfly? The
clues are all there: the wing conformation and the two lower appendages perfectly resemble the lateral
physiognomy of the insect. Bird or butterfly? Butterfly or bird? Neither, or both. It is evident that we are faced
with a remodeling of reality. In Mari's paintings there is a decoding of the elements of the world on the basis of
their peculiar characteristics. Once the salient elements of the thing in question have been identified, the artist
combines the various features that could be part of the same family into a single image. 

Mari K



This is precisely why the spot in the foreground is either a bird or a butterfly or neither. Yet both fly. Both travel
long distances hovering in the air. Both have wings. What the bird and the butterfly have in common is the
inherent freedom that these two animals carry with their bodies. For them, there are no boundaries, no
restrictions either. Free to fly anywhere, they rise from the ground aided by a gentle breeze. The winged being
moves in Paraiso II, a calm and placid movement carries it to the different points of the composition. It first rests
on the herbaceous area at the bottom of the work. A riot of long-stemmed flowers and wild grasses peeps out
from the edge of the work. The play of overlapping images here is incredibly accentuated and contributes to the
effect of a dense shrub forest. Overlapping images are also found on the backdrop. A pinkish light floods a kind
of architecture, a clue to the human presence in that paradisiacal place, yet the perspective is not clear, the depth
is labile and confused. This is the clue we were looking for, the warning that makes us understand that Paraiso II
represents another way where our laws of physics and of the canonical space-time do not apply, do not exist.
Let's watch these wings soar in this magical Eden and let our souls become light.

Mari K

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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Maria De Zorzi is an artist who works with different mediums but who prefers acrylics more as she believes that
they are better suited to her style. Her style is part of Expressionism with modern abstraction traits. She loves to
paint expressive and meditative pieces. She doesn't take inspiration from a specific reference or scenario. But
from the world around her, she evokes an idea or an emotion and transfers it to the canvas. At the "Paraíso"
International Art Exhibition she exhibits a sensational artwork entitled "The Tempest", depicting a vase filled
with beautiful flowers of all colors. Strong and vibrant colors are used, as in most of her works and what the
artist herself calls sweeping strokes and anchor whirls. Dripping, a pictorial technique that consists in pouring or
dripping colors directly from the tube or jar onto a canvas, is also one of the techniques often present in Maria's
canvases. They are traces of actions and movements that the artist performs while she creates, of her interiority
and of her personality. These last eighteen months for the artist, as for all of us, have left us mentally, physically,
and spiritually exhausted. We have faced and continue to face challenges every day. The conception of Heaven
consists of her emotional well-being. It is about feeling joy, harmony, and satisfaction. Maria tries to exploit
these feelings through her art. In the painting "The Tempest", the artist wishes to depict the storm we have
overcome. A perfect paradise for her means being whole in mind and body, but life is sometimes not perfect.
Nobody is always perfect. As in this piece, we have been left slightly fogged up and worn out, yet there is still
beauty in life and in all of us. Maria dreams in color, and paints her dreams.

Maria De Zorzi

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"The arts are the rainforests of society. They produce the oxygen of freedom, and are the first
alarm system to go off when freedom is in danger." 

(June Wayne)



The Tempest

Maria De Zorzi



Maria Imperatore is an artist who creates works mainly thanks to the technique of collage, acrylic and graffiti. Maria is a
guest for the second time at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery with five works exhibited during the “Paraíso” exhibition. "Enjoy
life wisely and carefree" is a celebration of the desire to take care of oneself, the woman's gaze is glassy and recalls
"Woman in Shirt" by André Derain, the neck of the woman in the foreground is of a Modiglianesque nature and the
pictorial style recalls the Compendiary Painting. The subject is reminiscent of "The Folies-Bergère bar", but the
difference is hidden in the posture and atmosphere of relaxation that the work creates. Rich in details and symbolic
elements "Enjoy life wisely and carefree" has a profound two-dimensionalism makes it disruptive in the eyes of the
observer who cannot fail to observe every element. "Love all sides of you" in this work there is a primitivism of the
forms that is characteristic of Maria's works di lei. The colors, the expressions of the subjects and the shapes suggest a
dreamlike dimension, a moment of deep and intimate sharing, silent and unique. In "Madame Butterfly Silence" the
subject is reminiscent of Japanese painting but the profound difference lies in the artist's minimal search for depth. Of an
extremely surrealist nature "Some times you just want to ouse them, Thats heaven", this work also approaches and
detaches itself from Japanese art at the same time, due to the play of light and shadow that is mainly developed in the
background. “The first dance is like the last then we met again in heaven. Love you forever mom and dad. " It takes us
directly to the 40s, in an atmosphere made of jazz music, and the invention of the touch tone telephone. The faces are
deeply reminiscent of De Chirico's mannequins, while the club atmosphere recalls the posters of artists linked to the
Moulin Rouge.

Maria Imperatore

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it
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https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Love all sides of you

Maria Imperatore

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Madame Butterfly Silence

Maria Imperatore

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Some times you just want to ouse them, Thats heaven

Maria Imperatore

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


The first dance is like the last then we met again in heaven. Love you forever mom and dad.

Maria Imperatore

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Lights and shadows with a sombre flavour conceal deep emotions that are camouflaged in the subjects
represented. Strong brushstrokes and scratched surfaces tell of marvellous landscapes, where nature shows itself
without veils. The artworks by Maria van der Maar, a contemporary artist from Berne, open up to our gaze like
solitary walks in uncontaminated nature, places where we can meet up with ourselves, places of peace and
silence. Surrounded from an early age by an environment in harmony with the mountainous landscape of
Switzerland, nature became a fundamental source of inspiration for her, as well as a space in which to free
herself from the constraints of reality. Her scenarios thus encapsulate deep feelings, becoming a vehicle for
emotions and a mirror of the artist's own soul. In "At the Pond", we see a small lake surrounded by uncultivated
vegetation, which gives the eyes a wonderful combination of warm colours. The dawn light makes everything
blurred and barely visible, the shapes are still difficult to read. Maria van der Maar's language and expressiveness
are deeply rooted in the art by William Turner who, compared to his contemporary colleagues, had taken his
paintings to an almost complete abstraction. Following Turner's example, Maria van der Maar also reveals her
inner landscapes, blending shapes in a mixture of light, colours and shadows. The soft shades of dawn, including
oranges, reds, greens and purples, make the scent of the morning air and the cool breeze brushing the skin almost
perceptible. Through her works, the artist lays herself bare to the observer, revealing herself in her deepest
intimacy and showing a strong sensitivity and an extreme delicacy. She abandons fears and anxieties and, guided
by the whispering of nature, she pours a part of herself into each of her artworks.

“The lake and the mountains have become my landscape, my real world.” (Georges Simenon) 

Maria van der Maar

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Marianne Nems is a multicultural emerging artist and designer who grew up and graduated in France and is now based in 
Florida. Her approach to creating art and developing projects is on innovating, whether it is to find a new way of artistic 
expression or a novel, out-of-the-box technique. Marianne’s work is distinguished by the contrast combination created by 
the use of mixed media and diverse textures. Her inventiveness and creativity can be seen in the artwork displayed on 
screens at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery’s "Paraíso" Art Exhibition. The artist presents “Feminine Divine”; a figurative mixed 
media painting that is one of all the 20 paintings in her “In the Beginning 20|20” project, in which she brings together her 
multifaceted skills and experiences as a designer, a fine artist, and a feminine creator. The key concept of the project is to 
glorify Mother Nature who was the origin of all living creatures on Earth, and her personification is in painting number 2 
from the collection, on the left side of the canvas. The divine feminine is in a slightly turned away stance, with her dark 
red hair flowing freely. Her long hair eventually formed into circles that surrounded her body. Marianne was able to 
connect the idea of perfection to nature in a subtle way by using geometric shapes and mathematical principles: a spiral in 
the bottom-right corner next to the Goddess is a reference to Fibonacci’s Golden Spiral, also known as the divine 
proportion, which is the ideal ratio found in nature. The artist refers to the Golden Ratio while using this idea as the core 
concept to represent the entire project. According to her statement, all of the paintings in this collection were created in a 
spiral order and are connected to one another. A large circle is a subject and the beginning of the spiral in painting 
number 1 on the left of “Feminine Divine,” while the Goddess is a continuation of the spiral’s tail from the first panel. 
From a technical point of view, this painting is made up of ten layers, the first of which is gesso to create an invisible 
layer of three-dimensional strokes. The final layer is finished with a digital process to render a brilliant and high solution 
output. In fact, this project conveys the subliminal concept of nature with a combination of ancient mythology, 
symbolized by a holy figure, and contemporary digital art and 3D depth effect, allowing viewers to contemplate its 
aesthetic values and have their experience enhanced through technology.

Marianne Nems

Art Curator Trithida Trising



In the beginning 2020 Project – #2 FEMININE DIVINE

Marianne Nems



In the last two years we have lived, throughout the globe, no one excluded, difficult times, in which our freedoms,
considered inviolable and often taken for granted, were taken from us in the name of a superior common good.
Regardless of how everyone has lived these months and the conclusions that have drawn from it, what is certain is that
the world has been catapulted into a kind of earthly hell in which death, deprivation, lack of affection, social distancing
were watchwords. Precisely in the most difficult moments, however, man is able to change his way, find a different way
and understand that even in the incomprehensible, incurable evil that affects everyone indistinctly, the earth continues to
give us its fruits: the sun, the sea, the oxygen, the flowers, the rain, the colors. What has always been before our eyes and
which we have often looked at carelessly, now, in the slowness of the suspended days, appears to us in all its miracle and
we realize that we are not in hell, but on earth and that everywhere, around us, there is paradise. 

Marie Michaud
 



Marie Michaud in her figurative works shows us some of her most vivid memories, which bring salvation to the heart
and soul of the beholder. “Figues” takes us with the artist to France, in August. We are driving a bicycle in the middle of
fields and vineyards looking for trees full of her favorite fruit: figs. The canvas returns the sweetness of the fruits of the
earth, the sensuality of the taste. “Mazet dans le champ de lavande” leads us through the rich color and the perfume of
lavender fields. Images that lives those proposed by the artist, which also lead us to the desire to admire and live the
same feelings and invite us to rediscover our senses.

Marie Michaud
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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According to Platonic and Neoplatonic philosophy, the circle is the most perfect form; the legendary temple of Apollo of the
Hyperboreans is described as circular and the city of the "island of Atlantis" is described by Plato as a system of concentric rings
of land and water. God, in mystical systems, is alluded to as a circle with an omnipresent center, to render with human concepts
perfection and intangibility. The circle has no beginning and no end, no direction and no orientation, and the "vault of heaven" -
also because of the circular orbits of the stars around the celestial pole- is represented as a spherical dome, which is why the circle
is also a symbol of heaven and of all that is spiritual. The circle represents God and the sky, the square the Earth and man. The
circle is the perfect symbol of totality and its shape expresses fullness and harmony. In its center coexist all the rays and its
circumference reminds us of a wheel, which gives the idea of movement and perfection: it is the absolute and, at the same time, it
is the divine creation. Marie often uses the circular form to give shape to her works, she appropriates the circumference and all
that it contains to give voice to her creative process. In Armonia a chromatic palette played on cerulean tones dominates the
composition. Marmoreal color takes up all the space it needs to be represented to the full extent of its expressive capabilities. Soft
clouds of greenish pigment are flanked by rivulets of darker pigment, a deep blue color that reminds us of infinity. The violet
tones dominate the entire creative representation: on their tones the entire balance of the composition is played out, on their
delicacy of being any element that contributes to the creation of Harmony rests. Golden threads float on the chromatic sea: light
and almost imperceptible, they bathe in the atmospheric light to shine in themselves. Flooding the work with golden gracefulness,
these filaments expand over the entire surface and put the different areas of the work in contact with each other. The greenish
space now communicates with the purplish backdrop, the blue hue is now aware of almost imperceptible orange spots that move
within the composition. Harmony is all a balance of chromatic tonalities and representative shapes, it is the circle that contains
within itself the infinite and the creation of the world, it is the circumference that holds within it the energy of the creation of life.

Marie

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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The kiss is a subject that we can see in several works by great artists of the past: the passionate kiss by
Hayez, the romantic kiss painted by Klimt and, about sculpture, the sensual kiss by Rodin. Mario Louro,
a contemporary Portuguese artist, has decided to represent this theme through a contemporary and unique
way. KISS IN THE GREEN was created in 2021 with the acrylic on canvas technique. A woman with
sinuous shapes with long black hair is sitting on a green lawn keeping her black cat on a lead which, with
a surprised expression, observes what is happening in front of its eyes. On the right, a nice-looking figure
bends his body towards the woman giving her a kiss. The colors of the work are very bright and perfectly
balanced. As the quote from the famous painter Vincent van Gogh states, colors in a painting are like
enthusiasm in life. Referring to what the Dutch painter said, Mario is an artist who through his works
conveys a strong charge of energy and a jolt of positivity. Three subjects painted through a few lines and
a minimal background make an apparently simple, extremely communicative, and impactful work.
Mario's unique style makes him a recognizable artist among many others capable of transforming reality
into a comic story in which each of us can be seen again in the protagonists. The incredible creativity of
the artist manages to stimulate the imagination of the viewers: they will go on a journey where they will
see colors they have never seen before and will get to know the Mario's magical world.

“Color in a picture is like enthusiasm in life.” (Vincent van Gogh)
 
 

Mario Louro

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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KISS IN THE GREEN



Each of us, thinking of the word "paradise", is reminded of the image of a wonderful place in which to be in a state of peace and
happiness forever. In our hearts, however, we then have a much more specific and detailed definition of what heaven means for
us, which is often not a real physical place, but a state of mind, the company of some people, a perfume or a sound. The artist
Mario Vaccaj, aka Mr. Wave, to show us what paradise means to him, presents three works apparently very different from each
other in style and subject, but which, placed side by side, seem to tell the various phases of a single story. In the work entitled
"Harmony", Mario wants to show us that, even if each of us is aware that in life everything has a beginning and an end, but thanks
to the fusion of body and spirit, man is able to place himself in infinity of time through his soul, which will continue its journey
beyond the body. The soul thus reaches a state of harmony, as the title itself tells us, a heavenly place where everything is in
harmony, unlike the world we live in now: very different elements can coexist here, indeed, uniting and by dialoguing, they give
life to a real musical harmony. In the work "Paraíso" we see precisely this passage to an infinite time, which here also becomes an
infinite space, represented by the only infinite space that we really know: the universe. For Mario, the woman symbolizes the
Charon who makes possible the passage that leads the human being to then transform into energy matter. Mario reflects on how
our own Earth can be the true paradise, the earthly paradise. This is because our planet is the only known one in which energetic
matter is thinking: man with his thinking being is able to shape matter and energy. Energy and thought come together to always
give life to an incredible world and reality. Finally, Mario wants to offer a tribute, through his art, to the first and greatest of these
women: the one he considers "The mother of all mothers". Mario thus shows us another very intimate part of himself, the Catholic
part. Mary, who all Christians consider their mother, accompanies her children, as every mother does, throughout their life and
even when they reach heaven after death. Like a mother, Mary guides her children, through her example, towards a better life and
world.

Mario Vaccaj <<mr WAVE>>

Art Curator Silvia Grassi
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Mario Vaccaj <<mr WAVE>>



The mother of all mothers

Mario Vaccaj <<mr WAVE>>



The entire artistic repertoire by Marlene Luce Tremblay, a contemporary Canadian artist, is characterized
by a superimposition of images, with nature as a fundamental focus for her research. A background
texture accompanies her works, creating pleasant movements across the visual field and blending each
view with magnificent details of lush plants. Her bond with art and architecture is also immediate. Her
artworks often arise from the fusion of great masterpieces from the history of art with her natural world,
creating surreal imagery of great elegance. In "Libertà di essere sul Lago di Como", delicate silhouettes
describe in transparency the details of the leaves, which appear as embroideries suspended in the air of the
landscape. Between the trees we glimpse a villa standing proudly on the lake. In the background, the
mountains outline the horizon, while everything is gently enveloped in nature. 

“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.” (Albert Einstein) 

Marlene Luce Tremblay 



The trees seem like soft bedside cribs waiting to welcome a serene face, and the lake helps to
communicate peace and tranquillity. This is a symbol of birth, due to its concave shape, which evokes a
sense of welcome and protection. A mother's womb, a place to retreat to regain strength and emerge
healed. The lake is also a very special place, which stimulates introspection and tranquillity and opens up
deeply intimate moments, where the encounter with the most secret self can take place. The tree roots,
plants and lush nature of Marlene Luce Tremblay's art take us back to the past, to a labyrinth of distant
ancestral memories, where Nature and man were one in the other. Her artworks echo the power of Nature,
the mother of all, the source of life, energy and strong connections. A place of spirituality, love and
harmony.

Marlene Luce Tremblay 

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Martina Ehrenborg is a figurative and abstract painter from Gothenburg, Sweden. She participated in the
“Paraíso” international art exhibition organised by M.A.D.S. with a work entitled “Breath Free”. What is
paradise? What form does it take? By whom is it inhabited? And what sensations does its existence
entail? For the artist, paradise is a place where one can breathe freely, as the title of the work suggests.
Against a background of various shades of blue and light blue, the profile of a female face is set, serenely
breathing in and out. Each breath represents one more step towards acquiring freedom, joy, peace, light-
heartedness and optimism. The breeze loosens the hair, which floats freely in space. Together with them,
the thousand thoughts that oppress the maiden's mind are released. Thoughts drift away, the pulse slows,
the soul rises and the body is weightless. Martina Ehrenborg created this masterpiece using watercolours.
This technique helps to suggest a state of lightness, dynamism and fluidity to the subject. In this work we
find a mix of feelings and emotions: freedom is not an obvious concept for mankind and the artist tries to
convey a very important message through this painting. She believes that we can create incredible worlds
within ourselves. Paradise is within us and we can create it at any time. We are able to create a place
where we feel free, happy and at peace with ourselves. A magical place that allows everyone to escape the
gravity of this tough world. The artist has a special way of seeing the world. In her mind, objects,
numbers, days, feelings, music have different colours and shapes. This way of seeing the world is called
synesthesia. She paints what she feels and what she sees in her mind. Therefore, for Martina Ehrenborg,
freedom has the colours of blue and brown and the form of a girl breathing freely in zero gravity. 

Martina Ehrenborg

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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The artist Martina T. was born in Schleswig-Holstein in northern Germany. Her love for art dates back to her childhood.
Painting, drawing, cutting, gluing and making collages is what makes her happy. Martina is a wonderful woman and her
art is very original. She loves working with colours, textiles and wool and enjoys combining all these elements into a
single work of art. For the German artist, this is her paradise, as can be seen in the three works with which she is
participating in the international art exhibition 'Paraíso'. The first work, entitled 'Joy', is made with a mixed technique:
acrylic on canvas and collage elements. The black top is skilfully knitted by the artist, while the zebra fabric in the
foreground is cut out and glued on. Joy is a simple girl: she is sexy, sweet and shy at the same time, her complexion is
dark and suggests Latin or African origins. Martina T. also emphasises her long blond hair, her eyes illuminated by white
eye shadow, eyeliner and the detail of her thick, long eyelashes. This girl is the embodiment of the theory that life can be
very easy if you feel free from impositions and judgements. This attitude makes Joy a very strong girl. The second work
is also made with mixed media: acrylic on canvas and collage of fabric, pompoms and decorative elements. The woman
depicted in this painting is 'Lina', as the title suggests. She is a dreamer. She has a sunny, cheerful and optimistic
character, as the colour blue and fuchsia emphasises. She enjoys life and lives each moment with the knowledge that
something good is about to happen. Artist Martina T. painted Lina with acrylic paint and fineliner, she dressed her in a
leopard print fur coat and glued on elements of jewellery. The third work created by the German artist is entitled
'Ramona', which is the name of the woman depicted. She uses mixed media, acrylic colours and watercolours. Her style
is elegant and refined and her fair complexion suggests Nordic origins. Ramona is the typical edgy rock girl who has
character and knows how to make herself respected. She is independent and stubborn. Her personality conveys freedom,
confidence and a 'just do it' spirit. The message conveyed by this work is a suggestion that the artist wants to give to all
viewers: 'Be yourself!'. There are no judgments of others that can hinder your will or way of being. Martina T. made the
frame out of leopard-print fur fabric and glued it onto the wooden frame. Worthy of note is the detail of the precious
necklace which gives a touch of elegance and determination to the female figure. Looking at these masterpieces one can
understand the artist's love for art. This is her paradise and this is the message she wishes to leave to the public: "Have
courage and do what you like and what your intuition tells you! If it comes from you, it is right and genuine and can
reach out to others and please them, too" says Martina T. 

Martina T.

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Believe in the universe and not be afraid of being disappointed, have faith in it and in yourself. This was the
key that opened the doors to Mashal. For her, art is a way to escape from the chaos of every day, a moment in
which she feels herself without fear, in which her emotions are colored and take shape. The three works
analyzed were made with mixed media technique: Mashal used acrylic, pastels, and ink on fine art paper. “A
trip to rainbow” is a tribute to colors: different shades merge creating a surprising chromatic effect. As the title
itself says, the work is intended to represent a journey through one of the most fascinating natural
phenomenon: the rainbow. It wants to be a symbol of rebirth, positivity, and hope. "In the flow" has a
background painted with shades of blue that contrast in some places with brush strokes of warm colors such as
red and yellow. The titles that the artist chooses for her works are very evocative and give the viewer the
opportunity to immerse himself completely in them, giving a free and personal interpretation: in the flow of
important choices, in the flow of a vortex of strong emotions, in the flow of a life that sometimes we do not
understand but that every day deserves to be celebrated. In “Psychedelic Trip” we see the protagonist of the
painting at the center: what will be happening in his mind? In certain moments of our life strong sensations,
unexpected situations can make us perceive reality in a completely different way from what it really is. What
remains of what we feel at that moment? Will our world-view change? Mashal's art has the precious gift of
captivating viewers for its beauty and at the same time of communicating profound messages capable of
stimulating important reflections.

“Do not feel lonely, the entire Universe is inside of you.” (Gialal al-Din Rumi)
 

Mashal Batra

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Maya Beck exposes for the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery three spectacular works (“CELESTIAL
PHENOMENON”, “DON’T PAIN”, “HE IS NOT OF THIS WORLD”) with a strong visual and emotional impact. She is
constantly searching for instruments that can best express a perceptive process that aims at infinity. She emphasizes and connects
numerous elements, such as form, movement, light, color and energy, and all of this reaches and communicates with the viewer.
For these reasons, she uses the digital medium to extrapolate her visions from her own imagination: in “CELESTIAL
PHENOMENON” and “HE IS NOT OF THIS WORLD”, Maya materializes authentic works of art on the screen, which are the
result of a convergence of her internal and external influences. In her visual language, great emotionality emerges with the aim of
making it available to the world and to capture a sensory development within the viewer. In this way, the artist modifies and
emphasizes the process of image conception and fruition. She wants to set up an interactive and spectacular universe, through
which the observer is able to make the most of his/her perceptive and sensorial qualities, achieving a completely personalized
satisfaction. These works are therefore dynamic and instantaneous, highlighting the transfer of data and sensations in real time.
What fascinates the viewer is the set of innovative contents that Maya has created, where the three dimensions merge with a
fourth, namely the infinite and the mysterious one, representing a space-time continuum that is displayed in a completely concrete
way. By crossing the boundaries between subjectivity and objectivity, material and immaterial, she projects the concepts and
images she wants to express in a well-defined space, leaving aside the superstructures that she feels are alien to her thinking.
Maya's artistic conception aims to a surreal dimension, without following certain patterns and rules, giving free rein to her
creativity through the use of multimedia tools. Finally, in “DON'T PAIN” Maya extrapolates the same determination and feelings
by returning to a mixed technique: this allows her to make her work equally three-dimensional thanks to the rapid brushstrokes to
define the eyes and the use of bright colors, such as red, in order to emphasize the mouth. Despite the contracted face, the artist
sends a strong message to the viewer: there is no need to suffer, we must always enjoy life, putting aside adversity to better focus
on the positive sensations that human existence has to offer.

Maya Beck

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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"Pacifico" is one of Megan’s early ‘superwet’ tusche wash paintings at the international contemporary art exhibition
"Paraíso", hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S. Megan’s original peaceful buddha tusche wash painting
artwork, "Pacifico", features a free flowing meditative buddha image in shades of ocean blue and green. Pacifico was
created within a moment of peace in creating an artwork to command a feeling of calmness through the loosely flowing
blend of colors. There is a strength within the peaceful presentation. The fluid blue and green hues remind of the ocean
and the wave action, in this case, Megan choses a natural element, an element of the outside world to represent inner
paradise. The shape of this face makes us deduce that the subject is a woman. A lady who feels in peace with herself,
strong but calm. As the Venere of Botticelli was born from the foam of the sea and driven by the winds, the lady  of
"Pacifico" reborns in a spiritual sense, she finds peace. She has closed eyes, she's meditating.  Megan is a fine artist and
graphic designer living in Louisville, Colorado. Born in Chicago, Illinois, Megan moved to Fort Collins, Colorado with
her family in 1986. She graduated from Colorado State University in 1995 with a B.F.A. in Fine Art – Graphic Design.
Megan worked as a junior designer at the prestigious Monigle Associates agency in Denver, CO before moving to
Steamboat Springs in 1998 to fulfill a lifelong dream of rocky mountain living. She opened Strange Bird Designs as her
small graphic design studio in 1999 working with many clients within the Steamboat Springs resort community. Megan
returned to Colorado’s front range in 2012, where she owns & operates Strange Bird Designs together with her husband,
Jamie, now based in Louisville, Colorado.

 

Megan Morgan

Art Curator Mara Cipriano 

"The fluid blue and green hues remind me of the ocean and experiencing the meditative wave
action while sitting on the sandy beach in the warmth of the Southern California sun with my

family" Megan Morgan
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Mela Blü is a young artist living in California. Mela Blü's paintings are characterized by a strong
experimental impulse, which leads her to travel an absolutely personal artistic path, both in the technique and
in the themes that emerge on the canvas. The artist places herself at the center of a reflection on society, on
spiritual values   and on human emotions, as can also be seen in her works presented for "Paraiso". "Mother"
becomes an opportunity to highlight one of the themes most dear to the artist, who sees the woman as an
independent and strong figure. The work depicts an African woman carrying a basket on her head: the artist
has chosen to use only black and white in order not to distract the observer from the energetic physicality of
the woman, which is also reflected in a strong-willed and courageous personality, ready to face obstacles and
adversity to support those she loves. In "Deep Desire" the artist re-proposes a representation of a fascinating
African woman, who emerges from an emerald green background and strikes the observer for her simple
sensuality. Her bewitching gaze seems captured by a detail that lies beyond the confines of the canvas:
whatever it is - and every viewer can give a personal interpretation - it gives the impression of deeply
shaking the woman's inner world, leading her to a new self-awareness. Finally, with "The voices in my head"
the artist offers direct access to her own emotional universe, creating a visionary and surreal work, which
immediately strikes for her simple and direct language. The use of the palette knife technique gives the
sensation of being in a floating and dreamlike dimension, but at the same time it outlines an inner conflict as
intense as it is invisible. The painting makes visible the voices of rationality that oppose individual instinct,
and generate a silent clamor that upsets the mind to the point of making it unable to see and face reality. The
art of Mela Blü is a magnificent invitation to abandon oneself to introspection to realize a profound
awareness, which goes beyond appearance.

" As a woman, my country is the whole world. (Virginia Woolf)

Mela Blü

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

https://twitter.com/share?url=http%3A%2F%2Fgoo.gl%2Fwf2l7B&text=%22As+a+woman+I+have+no+country.+As+a+woman+I+want+no+country.+As+a+woman%2C+my+country..%22&hashtags=luxurytravel&via=TheCultureur
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Mela Blü

The voices in my head



Michael the Colorist at the international contemporary art exhibition "Paraíso", hosted by the international art gallery
M.A.D.S., exhibits "Blue in a cage”. Technicalities and metaphorical messages blend perfectly on the canvas. "Blue in a
cage" is made of acrylic and resins on canvas: the use of grids makes the work unique; it blocks and keeps the colour as
if it were in a cage. A palette of cold and bright colors which is as immediate as the title of the work. It shows a strong
personality which is an oxymoron if it is compared to the cages in which color is condemned for eternity. A form of
abstract expressionism worthy of the master Pollock with a a singular palette as trademark. In addition, the motion and
the energy inside the canvas leaks something like rebellion and anarchism. Moreover, the work outlines the story that has
marked Michael's life, a story which has built and formed the consciousness of the author. Through an informal painting,
on a study always looking for materials and, on a background, decisive strokes appear, brushstrokes linked to a thought,
to a maturation. The interweaving of these combinations externalizes the emotional and psychological sensations,
psychological feelings of the author. Michael is Italian by birth, lives and works in Germany. An artist always looking
for new stimula, new sources of inspiration, experiment and research of different techniques. He works his canvases
intensely, exposes the emotional and psychological sensations of himself. Simply "the Colorist" expresses himself.
Arouse feelings and emotions in who observes and looks at his paintings, in whoever stands in front of his Art. He uses
all the painting techniques at his knowledge and disposal by creating a dynamic movement and sculptural depth, thus
giving a sense of distance and space, characterized by a single common thread, the colour.

Michael the Colorist

Art Curator Mara Cipriano 

“The Artist is the one who is sensitive to what others do not see” Michael the Colorist



Michael the Colorist

Blue in a cage



Miljana Langovic is a talented artist from Serbia. Her pictorial style is influenced by her training as an
architect, which allows her to build artistic compositions on criteria of balance of shapes and colors. Her
works capture the viewer's gaze by placing the subject in the center of the canvas, creating a direct link
with the eyes (and especially the mind) of the observer. The harmony of the elements and the careful
choice of colors help to create a set of great visual impact, but the uniqueness of Miljana's art is
undoubtedly due to the universality of the themes that she highlights with her paintings. Acrylics are the
privileged means of transporting the artist's emotional universe to canvas, and they capture the essence of
a moment, sometimes filled with positive and sometimes negative feelings. Art becomes a sort of
"memento", an extraordinary opportunity to immortalize even the slightest and most unrepeatable
movements of the soul, thus making each work absolutely unique. The triptych presented for "Paraíso",
entitled "Power of touch", traces the implications relating to the period of the pandemic, making the most
intimate sensations visible with a metaphor of rare intensity. The artist recalls the impossibility of
physical closeness between people with male figures: they are depicted in their full vigor and splendor,
apparently "they are enough for themselves". But the reality of solitude makes the memory of a caress, a
hug, evident and necessary, which soon becomes the only thing worth looking for. This awareness makes
man vulnerable, fragile: the naked bodies, the unadorned and empty background highlight the universal
effect of distance, through which the preciousness of contact is rediscovered. The gold on the hands and
on the bodies of the figures symbolize the value of human contact, which - in a condition of forced
segregation - becomes the only really important thing, and which one should not be afraid to show.

"Being alone never felt right. Sometimes it felt good, but it never felt right.” (Charles
Bukowski)

Miljana Langovic

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Miljana Langovic

Power of touch 3



Mirva's artistic work is a concentrate of bright colors that move within the work and give it dynamism. A
background that gives balance and tranquility contrasts with the colors and swirling brushstrokes, signs and
decisive lines run one after the other, creating a work of intense vivacity. The artist Mirva lets herself be guided
by her personal instinct and creativity, walking on the path that leads to the discovery of the most intimate self.
Mirva, through her artistic work, expresses herself and more, through her art she also manages to discover
herself and beyond, through her art she manages to discover and bring out her skills and emotions. The work of
the artist Mirva appears as a great intersection, in which colors, shades, lights and shadows meet and sometimes
collide. The observer walks through those streets, the gaze is captured and travels along those paths traced by
colors and different hues. In a continuous succession of sensations, now calm, now joy, now passion and more
melancholy, the viewer is able to experience new feelings and emotions. Mirva's work is of an abstract nature, in
fact it brings to mind the great masters of abstract movement. No figure, no shape that refers to reality, only
color and free and unconstrained brushstrokes, Mirva's work pays homage to the purity of abstraction. The work
is imbued with vivacity, passion, it is evident that the artist responds to her inspiration, her free spirit and her
emotions, without fear she expresses herself. Mirva's work becomes a real walk in the long colored paths of
emotions, a journey through which you can get in touch with the soul of the artist and with your own. Mirva's
artistic work is a real meeting point between emotions, feelings and souls, that of the artist and that of the
observer.

"I feel you are wondering: what does it mean to be a color? Color is the touch of the eye, the
music of the deaf, a cry in the dark" (Orhan Panuk)

 
 

Mirva Hamdi

Art Curator Vanessa Viti
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 Do you dare to ask? 



A bluish backdrop gently welcomes the protagonist of the composition: a tower composed entirely of hands,
which rises upwards. Solitary, it stands out at the center of the work, the last bastion of humanity and
sweetness in a society now guided by the prevailing capitalist dream. A hand, then another, then another. As
they climb upwards: do they want to touch something? Is there something beyond the hands, beyond the
representative space they would like to reach? The last remaining tower of a castle in the desert, a peculiar
torch of light that illuminates and averts the dulling of sensibility and intellect, this tower is fragile in its
intrinsic matter. Covered by the thin rosy epidermis, the bones are structural skeleton, the bundles of muscles
are the bricks and concrete of this pinnacle. All it takes is a jolt and the tower could fall, all it takes is an
uncertainty and the architecture could give way, tripping over itself. Yet there it is. Like an isolated peak, the
tower stands at the center of the composition, it is there and it is impassive. The rosy flesh contrasts with the
sugar paper backdrop and, illuminated by moonlight, reveals all their delicacy, all their loving effort to
achieve something, something we do not see but already have a faint inkling of. A solid adult hand composes
the base of the diaphanous tower. The epidermis is clear, the extensor tendons are clearly visible and the
veins are swollen from the effort. In fact, its grip is extremely firm and encircles, with the whole palm, the
little arm of a child.

 

MyongHwa



Other adult fingers follow undaunted the physiognomy of the child's limb and, with firm confidence and
decision, wrap themselves around the child in a loving embrace. Adult hands as the solid foundation of the
tower, adult hands as the guide and support of a new life that has just begun. Love and the building of
intimate relationships between individuals is one of the cornerstones of MyongHwa's work. The freedom to
be what one is, unhinging rules and social conventions, always looking towards a future free from any form
of oppression of human freedom is the longed-for goal, the difficult goal to reach in a capitalistic and
ephemeral world. Our reality flows too fast, the superficiality of being is a devil that hides in every shadow
of our daily life, a demon hidden in every dark recess of our society full of conformism and stupid social
discrimination. In Portrait of parents and children the two solid adult hands push - and support - the vital
momentum upwards of the new life, towards the purest freedom of being. The calm tones and the dotted
construction do not extinguish the fervor of change, but rather reinforce it, exalting the strength of this desert
cathedral that stands alone against social impositions and discrimination. The smoky hue of the pigment and
the milky glow emanating from the flesh itself serve as a warning to the desire for change that slowly,
inevitably passes from generation to generation, from one existence to another. Lasting ties so strong that
they clash in the dark society of Throwaway living.

 
Art Curator Lisa Galletti

MyongHwa



MyongHwa

Portrait of parents and children-Tower



MyongHwa

Portrait of parent and child-Lotus



 "On the way to Release, we encounter mental struggles, seen in the raised rough texture guided on the top part of the
cerebrum. Eventually we let go of all what holds us back, simply leaving a small trace of us in the past" said the artist
about her artworks. "Release” is  a painting laid with the mindset of freedom. Freedom from all the thoughts that over
whelm us from within. Nadeen Baba is a Lebanese Canadian artist who began her path of imagination from a very young
age. During his career as an artist she felt more and more the need to fill those empty spaces on the canvas For this
reason she decided to focus on abstract paintings, for which she has always had a strong passion, preferring the use of
acrylic. In her painting, the colors and layers are vivid, blended in a way that emphasizes on the fusion of emotions,
which overburden our daily lives.  The use of color, movement, strokes and layering in her paintings depict her
emotional state. Leaving the viewers to imagine what her feelings were at that time the painting was done.

Nadeen Baba

Art Curator Letizia Vuotto



Nadeen Baba

Release



Nao Nakamura is a Japanese artist living between Osaka and New York. From the age of three, she studied extensively
under various artists and experts in drawing, painting, Chinese inks, monochrome designs, watercolors, oil paints,
cardboard matting and collage, which led her to conceive Art as akin to tattooing one's skin because of the connotations
it evokes; it's permanent, everlasting, cannot be erased, and genuine. Nakamura's work is not stamping or branding
leather, or simply painting images on canvas since, like last year's fashions, it could easily be replaced, mass-produced,
or thrown out. Her unique process combines the idea of traditional Japanese tattoo art (its history, techniques, and
images), and elements of modern Western tattoo culture: integrating aspects of both these worlds, her work seeks to
merge and transform them into a new kind of higher art. At “Paraíso” exhibition, hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Nao
Nakamura presents “ONE”, a piece of art on leather canvas. Created it after the 2011 great East Japan earthquake and
tsunami, it wants to honor all those people that died and were lost during that tragic event: the red and white colors of the
rose are in fact the same but opposite of the Japanese flag; the red rose tattoo stands for love while the white one is for
admiration, respect. It conveys the messages of “one world/planet,” “unite together as one people,” “let’s work together
as one”. Not by chance, Nao made it out of one piece of leather that she cut and then stitched together again to reunite
each piece and make it ONE, whole again. So now, in this time of Covid, many of the same things come to her mind
from that time after the earthquake: “ONE” wants to remembe and honor again all the people we’ve lost, but also hoping
to work together and unite as one to do our best to get through this.

Nao Nakamura

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina

I think of my art as akin to tattooing one's skin because of the connotations it evokes; it's
permanent, everlasting, cannot be erased, and genuine.

(Nao Nakamura)



Nao Nakamura

ONE



The chromatic stain curves, rises, sinks. The pigment is at the mercy of movement, a wave-like motion that, dragging the color from one part
of the canvas to another, transports it to points in space that were previously unreachable. The acrylic fluid stretches and stretches, curls up
on itself in some areas and then expands in calm and placid expanses. Sometimes it contracts into bubbles, sometimes it unashamedly
unfolds. It is the force of color and of the movement to which it is subjected. The expressiveness of the pigment is at the mercy of the artist's
gesture, manual skill is the instrument that transforms pure color into artistic expression. And this is how Narunaga's art takes shape, is
shaped and receives its own identity. An art that has its vocation in the incisive power. Chromatic compositions that, through gesture and
color, emanate sensations, bring back memories and transport us to distant times and places. The acrylic paint with its peculiar polarized
pigment invites us to constantly observe new shades and unprecedented chromatic tonalities in search of a universe that is always new and
never the same. Each spot of color is disguised as a new one, each strip of paint presents within itself multiple facets and changes of being.
Ukiyoe Ocean is a riot of wave motion. The water that breaks on the shoreline allows us to glimpse below it the rocky seabed, the sea waves
that gather in narrow inlets and then retreat and spread out following the perpetual motion of the ocean waves. A metallic blue makes the
crystalline water shine with a dazzling glare, the crests of the waves, shiny and foamy, are bathed in sunlight. Between the white and blue
waves peeps out a golden and sparkling pigment: shy and discreet, it lets itself be glimpsed between the energetic marine movements and
dazzles the whole composition with its warm tonality. Is it sand? Is it rock that can be glimpsed among the waves breaking on the rocks?
Surely it is a residue of reality, a solid earthy and warm color that contrasts with the clear freshness of the metallic blue sea. Ukiyoe Ocean is
a work born of Narumi's bodily gesture, a work that makes movement its raison d'être, representing what in nature is always changing: the
sea. If Ukiyoe Ocean brings with it a strong component of reality, Daydream is the most distant thing there can be. Clear pastel shades
interspersed with rivers of white pigment transport us into another reality, into a distant, almost psychedelic world. It is the dimension of
dreams, of the invisible and ephemeral. The violet pigment as well as the blue-greenish one contribute to the creation of a space-time
separated from the material world, a place where only the mind can arrive. Once again, the wave motion transports us - slow and inexorable -
towards the most hidden places inside our soul; it guides us to the discovery of our sensitivity and embraces us with its clear chromatic
gradations. The sounds are muffled, the bright dream has begun. 

Narunaga

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Daydream



From the biblical image of the tree of life to the words of Black Elk, the Sioux mystic who represents it at the center of the circle
of the world, the tree is a universal and archetypal image, a powerful symbol that lives and multiplies, in space and time, in an
infinite variety of forms. The many resonances that this image arouses, revolve fundamentally around two characteristics that the
whole plant world, of which the tree is a symbol, possesses: on the one hand, the being connected to two kingdoms, heaven and
earth, representing the exchange and the intimate need for completion, on the other, the image of a path, understood as a process
of growth and evolution. Uniting the sky to the earth, the tree "roots" itself both up and down, sinking its branches into the ether
like roots, thus joining the luminous world of consciousness to the dark and subterranean world of the unconscious. Feeding on
both the "celestial immaterial" and the "terrestrial material", the tree allows and nourishes physical life on earth, where it is
indispensable, even at a simple biological level, for the so-called function of photosynthesis that performs. This vital mediation
between opposing worlds, carries with it the aspiration to a path of growth and evolution: the tender bud that, nourished by a
sacred power, becomes a tree to become the axis of the world, manifesting itself in the cosmos and radiating in every part of it,
living representation of the center and of the totality of Monday, July 19, 2021. Epiphany of the sacred that is born from the earth
or initiatory journey of the soul, these eternal celebrations are united with another powerful symbolic resonance: through the
image of the tree that is continually renewed and reborn, taking nourishment from a sacred source at the center of the world,
humanity has modeled and given body to one of its deepest aspirations, rebirth and the perpetual renewal of life, its centrality in
the cosmos, the incessant longing for a harmoniously ordered world. Toki's representative space is completely occupied by the
wonderful branches of a large tree. The space around it is completely white, a thick layer of acrylic enveloping its silhouette. Yet,
let's look inside it: the bark teems with colors, pigments that infuse the air of life even to the little birds that have just perched on
the branches. It is the emblem of life, archetype of the sweet slowness of living and reflection. Toki represents a tree firmly
anchored to the ground, still with its roots penetrated into the earth. We can only ask ourselves one question: what will it witness
in the world?

Natsuki Kato

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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Nicholas Ashton is an artist who prefers abstraction more, using a method he himself defines as unorthodox to
manipulate the emotion behind the creation of each of his pieces. Painting for him has become the only thing
that gives him life. When Nicholas paints, he feels disappearing into himself, a place without judgments and
without feelings of guilt. In fact, he stated that very often he has difficulty looking at his completed pieces and
giving them a proper name. The artwork that the artist exhibits at the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition
stems from the construction, lengthening and painting that led to the creation of the "Fridge Arte Color Wheel".
This piece was created by painting with the acronym ROYGBIV, used as mnemonics to remember the sequence
of seven colors that form the traditional subdivision of the rainbow according to their initials: red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, and purple, together with his style of painting, thus creating his color wheel. He used
a 16''x20'' frame which he created himself by stretching it, resulting in a 20''x24 'canvas. This magnificent color
wheel was obtained with a mixture of acrylics, oil, primer, and milk paints. The colors, thrown vehemently on
the canvas, transmit a particular energy and vitality. These form a beautiful rainbow, just what Nicholas wants to
give to people, a rainbow of emotions aroused by the sight of his artwork. And this is what gives the artist the
most joy and excitement. Our life is made up of all these colors, and each color could be associated with a
particular state, with a precise moment that we have lived or will live. But as Nicholas reminds us, we must
never be afraid to try something new, to live new experiences. We must never be afraid to live. His art is a fridge
that feeds our soul and our mind.

Nicholas Ashton

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"Mirrors are used to look at one's face, and art is used to look at one's soul."
(George Bernard Shaw)



Fridge Arte Color wheel

Nicholas Ashton



Nicholas P. Kozis exposes for the exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery five works through which it is possible to admire
the feminine beauty and the intrinsic meaning of each canvas. In “Affair with a chair 4”, the artist depicts what might seem to be a
moment taken from everyday life: through that almost intimate gesture of smelling a rose, the young woman, placed in profile and with
golden hair, expresses pure sensations. There is a vivid contrast between the light, luminous background and her pink complexion, and
each nuance emphasizes the figure linearity with fluid contours. The viewer is attracted and intrigued by the woman's graceful
movements as she is about to smell the sweet scent of the flower, triggering a multidimensional and sensory effect. Instead, in “Birth of
Venus”, “Venus 1” e in “Venus 3” the artist highlights an important iconographic theme, especially vivid during the Italian
Renaissance: by recalling the works of Sandro Botticelli, Nicholas succeeds in bringing out the figure of the goddess in all her grace
and beauty. In “Birth of Venus”, he invites the viewer to admire her sculptural body, recalling the well-modelled forms of the ancient
Greek statues. In addition, it is possible to note the attention given to the proportions of the whole composition: by being divided into
three equal parts, on the right-hand side of the work the Zephyrus wind emerges as it blows a light refreshing breeze and pushes the
shell from which the goddess was born in; in the center there is Venus with her purity, her long hair caressing her whole body, while
her arms demurely cover her form; finally, the expressive component is displayed through the investigation of the young woman's
gestures and expressions, which appear to be extremely natural. While in “Venus 1” the woman depicted, standing in profile, seems to
be in motion: she is about to turn towards the viewer to let him/her observe her veiled and so harmonious body, while a foam from a
waterfall in the distance lightly touches her feet. Her close-cropped hair and the whiteness of her skin emphasize her shapely body: the
young woman, despite being partially clothed, manages to capture the attention of those who admire her. The viewer may be more
attracted by the "see-through" of the dress rather than by the very idea of nudity. To disguise the girl's movements, the artist uses the
synergy of the draping of the green dress, recalling a typical dress of ancient Rome. In “Venus 3”, Nicholas depicts the goddess
immersed in nature while holding a bouquet of flowers and an apple. Every detail highlights passion and desire: considering the young
woman's windswept hair, which color blends with the painting's background, and the tone’s choices made by the artist, all to emphasize
Venus' enchanting beauty. Finally, with “Mother Earth 3”, Mother Nature is accompanied by two nymphs and surrounded by a lush
forest, as if she was emerging from the earth's surface in all her regality. Furthermore, the color purple is used to enclose every aspect
of the painting, indicating that vital energy that connects with one's soul, purifying thoughts and developing creativity.

Nicholas P. Kozis

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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The Chilean artist Nino Galo is a professional painter who focuses her Art in the analysis of the artistic deformation of
human body, breaking the common aesthetic of beauty and the canons imposed for it - as she call it, “la estética del
quiebre’’: this profound reflection went deeper, following the pandemic period caused by COVID-19 which forced
people to follow strict health rules and therefore to review their life and communication models. At “Paraíso” exhibition
hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Nino Galo presents three artworks: the first one, “After Community”, is the result of the
imaginary of the post pandemic connection, in which three faces are shown in search of the community feeling, but
without being capable of generate a human contact that we were used to. “After Community” wants to portrait the social
distance that mark a before and an after, showing a bias of what is the use of the face mask, hidden identities that will be
affected for life. “Más/Cara”, the second artwork presented by Nino Galo, is the representation of how the constant use
of face mask, product of pandemic, affect us as individuals: this diptych is the contrast between what is inside and what
is outside of the mask, using the painted faces as two possible scenarios of the situation, complementing each other as a
result. The facial gesture of these characters tries to take us to the sinking in question that we are submitted daily as an
imposed protection norm. “Post Mentalidad”, instead, is dedicated to the health care workers and to the representation of
their mental damage during and after the pandemic, all the ghosts whose follow them daily, all the psychological terror
and the stress they live. This painting is in the search of portrait the situation behind of every person who had risked their
lifes in pos of saving other people´s lives.

Nino Galo

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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Nuria Winkelstroeter 

Nuria Winkelstroeter was born in Madrid but life has diverted her to Germany where she found inspirations and
emotions in which she has lived dreamily for over twenty-five years, and where she has managed to develop her creative
path. Nowadays , she counts herself lucky and "heavenly" since she specializes and focuses on a particular type of
painting and artistic expression that she discovered while experimenting with hard waxes, ending up feeding this
seductive technique every day, following her fascination with it. It was like diving into a new world where she was
allowed to scrape, scratch, paint with translucent layers, create collages, transfer images, blend, sculpt, shape and even
use oil paints to pigment the image. It is “encaustic”, a painting technique with a complex procedure in which a melted
mixture of wax and resin is applied on a rigid support at the beginning; this technique has been used for over 2000 years. 



Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Nuria Winkelstroeter 

"A painter has the universe in his mind and in his hands." (Leonardo da Vinci)

On occasion of the summer exhibition "Paraíso" organized by the MADS Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second
location for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, he selected six apparently similar but emotionally different works: a
series of six encaustics on wood entitled "Troyes III", "Lavender", "Lines", "El mundo al revés", "Entre algas el agua"
and "High". These six works of art are Riots of colours, shapes, and movements, they serve as a manifesto of an inner
feeling: we can read Nuria's soul, at the moment when she created every single piece. The traces of a brush or a hot
spatula, in vertical and horizontal movement, create dynamism on the square canvases, amplified by the variety of
intense and lively colours. Movement can also be described in its essence and in an abstract way by means of "force
lines", necessary to establish the direction of a subject, an object or even just a simple sign. It is given by a continuous
and progressive change of positions that our eyes cannot always see, and that the artist manages to calm and balance
using a few colours, uniform and complementary to each other.



El mundo al revés

Nuria Winkelstroeter 



Entre algas bajo el agua

Nuria Winkelstroeter 



High

Nuria Winkelstroeter 



Lavender

Nuria Winkelstroeter 
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Lines



Troyes III

Nuria Winkelstroeter 



Born in Taiwan in 1991, Nyumori draws inspiration from animals for the subjects of her artworks, since she spends a lot
of time with them during the day: connecting them with fantasy landscapes and transferring them into daily life, she
draws with a unique touch mainly using watercolors combined with gouache. “Dream-seeker”, the art piece presented at
“Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, represents a girl in search of something - as suggested by the
telescope from which she looks in front of her -, sitting on a flying fish that floats on a landscape entirely colored in blue;
alongside them, other fishes of various sizes accompany them on their journey to the left of the canvas. The girl is not
alone:   there is a boy in the upper left who also has a telescope, maybe looking for something like her. The whole
responds to a fantastic and dreamlike sense, in an extremely serene and dreamy environment. But although Nyumori's art
may then seem apparently cheerful, it actually hides a deeper message: “Dream-seeker”, in fact, wants to be an
encouragement for people and also for herself to never give up and to follow their dreams: even although we have been
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and all the suffering it has caused, we must never stop being our own dreamer-
seeker, but we should always looking for hope and joy. With her dreamlike art therefore, Nyumori wants to heal hearts
and give happiness and lightheartedness to people, aiming to bring pleasure and energy to everyone. 

Nyumori

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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The work that Olga Soulachaki has chosen to exhibit in Paraíso exhibition perfectly summarizes the vision of summer
idyll from a youthful point of view, but not only. Often summer, for almost everyone, means carefree, freedom, and the
desire to escape from the routine of normal life, which often tires us. But summer is often also the awakening of dormant
desires, the desire to let go and live intensely every second of this season, always too short. This story is told in the
brushstrokes of the artwork “Lust summer shot”, by Olga Soulachaki. The bright and vibrant colors that the artist uses
make the main subject of the image almost a pop icon, saturated and garish in the background. A beautiful blonde girl,
wearing a famous brand t-shirt is seated, in a natural and disheveled pose on a green chair. The girl, with her winking
gaze and her blue eyes, is smoking a cigarette and as she raises her legs on the chair, she nonchalantly shows us her
underwear. The play on words that the artist chooses as the title of the work, once again summarizes all the
characteristics that, in a brilliant way, are told within the canvas. The artist speaks about lust, inserting a psychic and at
the same time emotional component within the scene, which characterizes the young protagonist of the work. The girl is
so beautiful and so sensual, that she seems to come out of a dream. And it is precisely what the artist says to make us
think: “a kind of a Pop Temptation for a moment, forever”. And perhaps summer is the sum of all this, temptation,
lightheartedness and lightness, destined to last only a moment or forever. 

"I wonder what it would be like to live in a world where it was always June.”
 (L.M. Montgomery)

 

Olga Soulachaki

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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I aspire to represent the power, wisdom and beauty of the natural world and the feminine spirit:
the combination of painting, meditation and nature is what nourishes my soul and provides me 

with peace, balance, and healing. 
(Olivia Seay)

 
 

Olivia Seay is a self-taught American artist residing in Cape Town. Her artwork is a perfect union between the natural
world and the feminine one: beauty and wisdom emerge from the extremely delicate, yet at the same time, powerful
subjects. Exploring where our child and our adult selves intersect, Olivia is interested in how women develop and
embody the idea of strength: she finds it necessary to challenge the often-detrimental societal assertion that close-hearted
stoicism possesses more power than our innate gentleness.

Olivia Seay



In “Protection”, the first painting presented by the artist at “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, a female
figure self-assuredly shows the hand symbol denoting protection, peace, and fearlessness. Juxtaposing her maturity, she
wears her grandmother’s gown, in which she used to play dress-up. The leopard on her right further represents
protectiveness and reflects her inner wildness – benevolent yet strong. In the second artwork presented by Olivia Seay,
“Wisdom”, the body of a woman and that of an animal are opposed on the canvas: the woman, portrayed naked from
behind, is leaving the left side of the canvas, while represented in the opposite direction, is an owl, of which we can only
see part of the body and a wing. The two figures are unified by their obscured faces, representing mystery and a greater
knowledge – we do not need to see, to know. In this intuitiveness and nudity, the two subjects belong to the same natural
world and are entirely free.

 

Olivia Seay

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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Olya Lane is a Russian-born artist residing in the United States. Olya develops her love for art since
childhood and - despite having followed a different professional career - after moving to the United States
she has returned to fully embrace her passion for painting. Olya's art is dominated by views of landscapes
and seas, which represent for her the greatest inspiration of beauty and harmony. With her works, the
artist has a twofold objective: on the one hand, she focuses herself on the magnificent scenarios of Nature,
bearers of wonder and perfection, and on the other she wants to address the viewer, leading him to reflect
on the extraordinary nature of the earth as a heritage to be safeguarded. These reflections are also implicit
in the works presented for "Paraiso", including "Tree of Wisdom". The painting depicts a majestic tree on
the shore of a lake, whose luxuriant foliage stretches out into the sky. In a representation halfway between
the real and the ideal, Olya takes the tree as a metaphor of strength and wisdom, and emphasizes the
superb magnificence of nature with the brilliant green of the grass and leaves. The work also becomes an
opportunity to convey a feeling of calm and serenity, thanks to which freedom of the mind is achieved,
symbolized by the delicate blue shades of the water and the sky. The element of water is the absolute
protagonist in "Blue Dream", in which the artist dedicates himself to a luminous seascape. The observer's
eye is captured by the foaming of the waves, which run through all shades of blue, in a combination of
great realism and dynamism. With "Glorious Moment" the artist embraces from above the view of a
mountain landscape, built on the alternation of the gray and white of the clouds and the blue and the blue
of sky and water. Olya significantly chooses to represent the mountain in the extremely changeable and
unpredictable summer season, to remember once again to be surprised by the spectacles of the natural
world, in which every moment is absolutely unique and unrepeatable. A true praise to Mother Earth.

Olya Lane

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

"Adopt the pace of nature. Her secret is patience." (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
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When the colours and the shadows are able to capture the viewer’s eyes, at that point, the artist
Paola Hüller entrusts to her whirlpools the responsibility to blow up - upholding gently - the mind
of who is looking at them into the air. To make this happen, the artist finds a personal way to
express herself, deepening the encaustic painting - a technique that consists in diluting the colours
with melted wax. Later, the painting is heated to let the wax enter into the diluted colours. This
process gives brightness and power to the image. The artist Paola Hüller prefers the use of pure
materials, as natural pigments, for her artworks: so, she combines pigments with wax, precious
stones, resins and fire, creating a union of three-dimensionality, transparency, geometric symmetry
and stratification. The painter, therefore, comes to obtain - as the result of this creative process –
colourful whirlpools and spirals. The colours that mix themselves together - thanks to the addition
of bronze, gold and silver - make the canvas chameleonic. In this way the light deposits itself on the
colours, giving to the painting a dynamic and changeable character. Paola Hüller hides, in her
artworks, little drawings or short phrases. In doing so, the artist would propose to the viewers to not
lose the hope but rather to search in themself the own whirlpool with their personal message. 

“In one drop of water are found all the secrets of all the oceans.” (Kahlil Gibran)

Paola Hüller

Art Curator Manuela Fratar
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Paul Delannée is a young French pianist and artist, based in Normandy. Art and canvas are the only ones who can understand 
 him, says Paul himself. His great dedication is perceptible by his great achievements. Paul devotes several hours of the day to
practice piano and unleashes his creativity on canvas. The young artist decides to participate in the art exhibition "Paraìso" held by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery with two works that fully express his naked and raw emotions. The first work analyzed here, unites and
therefore clearly expresses its two greatest passions, the piano and the art. "Silhouette of an artist" in fact is made in mixed media
on canvas, also through the use of collages: the artist pastes musical scores on canvas and with charcoal draws the outline of a
man. It is nothing but his shadow, his reflection, his soul trapped between the brushstrokes and the notes. In all its fragility this
work shows itself to the public with great courage. The drama is as evident as the will to be himself. The element of collage, and
in particular the use of musical scores, can not but refer to the great master of Cubism, Pablo Picasso, who often, in the phase of
synthetic Cubism, used this technique. 

Paul Delannée



Also in the second work analyzed here, although in a minor way, there is the collage of scores. It is entitled "Double personnalité",
made in mixed media on canvas. The work is mostly in black and white, distinctive feature of the artist that through its purity
affects the viewer. However, it is adorned in small parts of blue tempera and by the use of gold leaf. The composition shows two
people who, as the title suggests, are actually the same person. Maybe it could represent the artist himself, maybe it could be a
self-portrait. Is the artist revealing his dualism to the public? Are the two sides of the same coin: piano and art? Or maybe it’s
something deeper that generally can be understood as the part that each of us hides and tends to suppress. "The other I”. What is
certain is that Paul Delannée creates his own style, far from any concern, far from any stereotype and expresses only his will to be
who he is, to paint for himself and not for others but that, in some way, it affects the audience and makes it exciting, identifying
with its characters.

Paul Delannée

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 
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In Paul Rest's expressionistic technique we find a multitude of colors and summer references that convey to the spectator
the sensation of a summer landscape desired by the artist. The peculiarity of expressionist painting is precisely the
fickleness with which the vision of the painting changes according to whoever looks at it. The colors blend together in a
gradual and natural way, creating a gradient and pleasing painting that can rest in front of warm and cold but always
calm and relaxing colors. The use of the brush that simulates the movement of waves or wind is perfect to convey the
idea of being in front of a maritime landscape or a wheat field typical of the summer landscape of the European
countryside. In the common imagination, the proximity of contrasting colors such as blue and yellow should create a sort
of disturbance for the viewer's view, but the particularity of the original colors allows for a harmonious balance between
the two shades that become green if mixed together. The artist finds a way to represent his idea of summer time in which
the movements of things and the calm of colors fill the viewer with a romantic nostalgia who can find in the work the
landscapes of home, childhood, summer travels. , of the countryside, of the sea or of his dreams. A landscape that
reminds us the fields of Monet or the sea of Nolde and brings with it a summer charge that explodes in the impasto
technique that gives plasiticity and three-dimensionality to the painting, giving it a deep perspective. the artist's paradise
lies in the calm that summer transmits to him and that he manages to represent through the use of colors and the subject
of the landscape that reaches everyone's heart.

"If Futurism stops at the skin of the individual, Expressionism delves into the blood, into the soul."
(François Orsini)

Paul Rest

Art Curator Letizia Perrieri
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Chilean artist Pablo Acosta, in art Pavlo, is based in Chile after living for years in the United States. His artistic
production is mostly concentrated in the realization of works depicting female figures in which their bodies are honored
and exalted. Sometimes you can find works that depict couples or male bodies, but in minority. Pavlo’s technique is
undoubtedly impressionist despite the contours are well outlined by black lines. The brushstrokes are small and fast, the
play of light and shadow makes his works realistic but at the same time Pavlo creates his own graphic style. His
signature is undoubtedly the presence of white eyes: he never paints the pupils and the iris but leaves the eye empty. This
detail brings to mind the works of Amedeo Modigliani, the Italian painter who lived in the XX century who claimed not
to paint the eyes of his subjects until he knew their soul. Pavlo probably follows the same line of thought of Modigliani
as this missing particular tends to focus the eyes of the viewers on the body and other details of the face, making the
subjects devoid of soul. The work that Pavlo exhibits at the M.A.D.S Art Gallery, on the occasion of the "Paraíso"
exhibition, is Entitled "That Parisian Woman". Paris is visible in the background, the roofs of the buildings are easily
recognizable and this denotes a great architectural attention of the artist, who sometimes engages in works depicting
cathedrals. The woman is placed in the middle, completely naked. She shows a confident attitude: the chest is pushed out
and the back is straight. The face faces upwards almost defying the observer. Although the details of the eyes are not
present, the girl seems to look straight at the spectator with an air of defiance. In the background, behind the woman,
there is a heavy and grey curtain that looks almost like a sculptural element, giving a touch of classicism to the work.
Pavlo undoubtedly captures intimate moments on canvas with naturalness but what is perceptible is a great veneration
and exaltation of the female figure, "normalizing" the nudity that is often criticized and judged.

Pavlo

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Pernille Young is an artist who uses silence to express herself through images. Silence is for her a space where there is a need to
express something for which it is difficult to find words. She loves to zoom in on small details on a large scale so that the beauty
can shine through. She often paints on canvas, sometimes on MDF panels and acrylic paper. Sometimes she also represents
pictures with collage layers. At the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition, Pernille exhibits three wonderful artworks that make us
immediately imagine our idea of   Paradise. Her first painting is called "Blue of joy", and it is this water blue that catches our
attention. The background is a pleasant green color that could remind us of a lawn. This painting for Pernille has a very important
meaning, as her whole family had covid 19 throughout January 2021. When this bad time passed, this painting was the first one
she created, and she did it to express all her inner joy and to raise her vibration higher, because despite everything she was still
worried. The creation of this work helped her to stay in touch with her peace, her inner paradise because she was afraid of being
able to easily lose confidence in herself. The second work is titled "My place" and here blue is the protagonist of the canvas.
Pernille was afraid of water until she decided to challenge her by going swimming every day. Her intention was to overcome her
fear and to feel safer in the water was her greatest gift. Feeling more intense because it is so new and risky. This is how she
perceives her place, her stillness. The last work on display is called "Into the deep". When she swims in the lakes where she lives,
she feels at one with every little element in the water. This is a picture of her love for all the little things hidden in the darkness
that must come out in the light. In all her works, colors, shapes, and structure are her language, and it is taken directly from nature.
Nature is represented through her senses, emotions, perceptions, and experiences. She sometimes becomes a longer study in
certain forms, other times in particular structures and often has periods with the same colors recurring in different ways in her
paintings.

Pernille Young

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"Although you can read it with the mind, the seat of artistic pleasure is between the shoulder blades; it is that
little thrill we feel back there."

(Vladimir Nabokov)
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Philip Ryder Dunn is a Californian artist who mostly paints impressions of the ocean and various scenes of wonder. The three
paintings with which he joins M.A.D.S. Art gallery during the current ‘Paraíso’ exhibition show exactly these characteristics that
highlight Philip's ability in observing what is going around him, photographing everything with his eyes and mind with the aim to
give birth to real scenes. His paintings have all the elements to be considered ‘paradisiac’. They exalt the beauty of the ocean and
its colors, immersing viewers in the sensations of movement, sight and sound. Yet the artist depicts the main character of the
paintings, the Ocean, in different ways. Table Rock Laguna Beach shows the classical rocky landscape, given with deep and full
of color brushes. This piece places the attention on the natural elements, their essence and also their differences. Here, the colors
assume importance, reflecting the reality of the landscape and conferring to the whole scene a sensitive perception and a
dynamicity that highlights the ocean’s movement against the rocks.  Strong, brilliant and well-defined colors are the ones used by
Philip to create “The Wedge Newport Beach” and “Sunset Surfer Crystal Cove”. Recalling to mind “The Wave” created by the
famous Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai, “The Wedge Newport Beach” demonstrates the Californian artist focusing his
attention on the big and colorful wave on the left side of the canvas, attracting the viewers’ attention on the whole painting,
highlighting the colors of the horizon. Peace and a feeling of freedom are the main emotions spread by this piece that, together
with the final painting, which focuses its attention on the power of Nature and its magnificence.  “Sunset Surfer Crystal Cove” in
fact, describes a typical Californian scene, in which the surfer approaching the ocean to have his ride, is used to amplify this
feeling of freedom. Calm but also rough; emotional but also dangerous and deep are just some of the adjectives that we can use to
describe this natural element that let’s everybody get curious to know its secrets and its unpredictability. Just as life, with what
surrounds it, can be considered as a beautiful Paradise if only we remember to live for ourselves, listening to ourselves and putting
aside what is the best for others. 

Philip Ryder Dunn

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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Pia Vehl is a Danish artist that focuses her artistic journey on the creation of magical and fantastic worlds in which the viewers
can easily dive in. At the “Paraíso” exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Pia presents three artworks, realised with mixed
media on canvases: “How to save the universe”, “Hunt your childhood fantasy”, “Live like a playful child”. Her visions are 
 dynamic combinations of figurative and abstract elements from her personal imagery. The line between real and surreal is thin
and the amount of details of Pia's artwork makes it quite challenging to distinguish whether reality prevails on fantasy or vice
versa. “How to save the universe” represents different animals, floral life forms and a female figure standing on and emerging
from the space background. While the lion stands fiercely on the planet Earth raising its concerned glaze in contemplation of the
universe,  the woman, the dog, the cat, the parrots, the hamster and the other smaller animals are busy with other activities. The
colourful and abstract brushstrokes of the space background interfere with the figurative elements on the foreground, while
additional shapes, like the outlines of racing horses, emerge in between the layers. The mysterious composition of this peculiar
artwork withholds a profound message, the key to an ideal reality: the coexistence of all kinds of life forms. On the other hand,
“Hunt your childhood fantasy” and “Live like a playful child” distinguish themselves for the playfulness and dynamism of their
main female subjects and for their titles which are both direct advices and commands addressed to the viewers. The first artwork
consists of a joyful, young woman riding on a black, starred horse, perhaps even racing against the white horse on her left.
Flowers, branches, birds and even fairies are cleverly hidden in the surreal composition. “Live like a playful child” also features a
young woman with a chameleon rocking upside down on a swing above a starred, full moon night, where the stars are mixed with
falling daisies. The positive and optimistic quality of these paintings is furtherly enhanced by the creative freedom of the artist's
style: every detail, colour, abstract and figurative shape coexist harmoniously to empower Pia's magical heavens. Pia's artworks
perfectly render the sensations aroused during the dream state, when reality and fantasy blend together with no distinctive
beginning and ending and the visions emerge and overlap continuously before our unconscious mind.

Pia Vehl

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi
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A cold surface. The fingertips caress the latter, blocking almost instantaneously at the presence of more prominent parts, heterogeneous parts
that make up the material. The sense of touch allows us to know the consistency of the world, to perceive the solidity and thickness of things.
An irregular surface dotted with spots, sometimes white, sometimes greyish, is revealed to our eyes, a solid marble surface is a sea of veins
and chromatic patches that overlap one another. The sense of sight makes us part of the world, inserts ourselves and the material between the
coordinates of space. The world is shaped on substance, on its intrinsic physical, apparent quality. We can call it sensible world, tangible
universe; rather complicated words carrying a simple meaning: all that we see with our eyes (or with any instrument of magnification) and
all that we hear, that we taste, that we touch is real, as the real is formed by matter, solid atoms that accumulate forming elements. Yet, there
is something that escapes the mere reality of things, the inherent materialism of our existence. Perhaps the real is not enough for us, or
perhaps there is something beyond the real that we perceive so much. In this sense, Qfuyue unhinges reality. He takes images and sensations
recorded with his eyes and transforms them with the help of his own - invisible - unconscious. And so it is that the visual recording in the
conscious mind is catapulted into a deep sea, into an endless abyss composed of an indefinite amalgam of heterogeneous elements that
appear, disappear and resurface in the time of an instant, of a mental moment; that of the idea and of intuition. The unconscious fully accepts
the information coming from reality and breaks it down into its essential parts. It removes the context from the elements, it removes reality
from a well-defined space-time and always the same. What remains from this sublimation of the foundations of the tangible is nothing other
than the purest form of the world, the reality that is not perceived with the direct senses, that side of existence that lies beneath the opaque
blanket of things. The color is slammed violently on the canvas, it is a chaotic universe that of Qfuyue, a space where the decomposed,
decomposed and assimilated matter is spit on the canvas in a shapeless - but organic - mass of pigments and shapes. The chromatic palette is
rather subdued, here and there bluish, pink and orange spots tend to catch the eye. They are small islands, small rocks of consciousness:
inevitable impurities in the process of sublimation of reality and a symptom of a catharsis of the elements that has now been accomplished.
The watercolor pencil is the instrument chosen to make visible the unconscious process of decomposition and recomposition of the world, it
is the stratagem to tell an invisible process, that of Qfuyue and his unconscious. 

Qfuyue

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Rachel Hammel is a 360-degree artist who works with mixed techniques: fabrics, acrylic colours, thread, and paper. On 
 occasion of the “Paraíso” summer exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second
venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the artist decides to present a work of art entitled "Where will I go? #1",
the first piece that makes up the homonymous series conceived during the winter lockdown of 2021. Rachel's work is
characterized by the overlapping of materials that are then embroidered by hand to suggest unity and movement over
time. She draws inspiration from the landscape and her vast collection of vintage maps, exploring her complexity by
examining the layers expressed in representations of the earth, in particular from the South Downs in England, where she
lives. We are talking about an acrylic, embroidery and collage on canvas that explores and examines the layers of the
landscape, the shapes of fields and roads that overlap delicately to encourage new ways of looking at representations of
the earth and imagining its evolution. A superfine and mature technique, the result of several years of experimentation
and creative thinking. Loose-weave papers and fabrics have been glued and painted in a freehand process which is then
embroidered to join the layers, to exhale the heavenly memory and the need for contact with nature and creation. Born
precisely in a moment of uncertainty and restriction, this piece denounces restrictions in a sweet, true, and imperative
way, interpreting a familiar landscape and the hope of future adventures.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Rachel Hammel

‘As an avid walker I am endlessly fascinated by the physicality of the land.
I often stand atop the South Downs and wonder about the landscape below me. There are shapes
and textures formed by a combination of weather, geology, vegetation, wildlife and human activity.
The structures and patterns these interactions create over time; their cultural significance; and
their representations in cartography, photography and art are the starting points for my work.’
(Rachel Hammel)
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Rachel Villari is America-based artist and educator. Rachel participates for the first time in an exhibition of M.A.D.S.
Art Gallery during the "Paraíso" exhibition, the work on display is entitled "Transcendental Flower" a perfect piece of art
created with the Fluid Art technique. Emblematic of Fluid Art is the ability to create, thanks to imagination and
creativity, unique and never the same or similar works. The use of resin gives the work the brilliance and luminosity that
allow the work to be looked at with different attention, the resin highlights every nuance, every chromatic variation.The
choice of colors creates a succession of always coherent chromatic changes, despite the contrast, everything returns to
make sense to be intimately connected and perfectly fitted. The total absence of rationality and intentionality is intrinsic,
Rachel tells herself without frills or superstructures, she feeds creativity and imagination, leaving free rein to what is
personal and profound.However, it should be said that causality is a relevant variable in the creation of works of art with
the Fluid Painting technique, despite this the spontaneity and the desire to express something are clear and direct. 

Rachel Villari

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it
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Rafa Tom is a professional artist living and working in Dubai. Her skill and artistic gestures have led her to exhibit her artworks in several
major shows and exhibitions around the world. She possesses a unique style and is extremely versatile. Rafa works with different materials,
loves to experiment and undertake new creative processes, delving into unexplored artistic worlds. She loves figurative subjects that she
creates using a wide range of bright and vivid colours, with a personal and modern style. It is impossible not to notice the influence of artistic
currents such as expressionism and impressionism in her beautiful, colourful canvases. Each of her paintings releases a different feeling that
overwhelms the viewer. In the artwork chosen by Rafa for the exhibition 'Paraiso', her style is clearly evident. In 'Serenity', the soft brush
strokes allow the colours to blend harmoniously with each other, creating a pleasant feeling of inner peace. Rafa paints a magical destination,
devoid of elements that place that place in time and space, giving the viewer the possibility of reading inside it a personal place to which he
can relate his emotions. A heavenly destination halfway between reality and vision, an introspective place to be found among the hidden
universes of our mind and soul. The protagonist of the painting is a solitary, simple wooden bench, set in a meadow covered with warm,
pleasant autumn leaves. In the background, not far away, the blue of the watercourse contrasts with the other colours of nature, creating a mix
between an enchanted landscape and a real one. Finally, green paints the trees in the distance. The brushstrokes are soft, deliberately ill-
defined to create an effect of rarefied, expectation. Rafa is as if she were immortalising a moment frozen in time, a photograph that captures
that moment in people's memories. Nature manifests itself here in all its most beautiful hues, at the height of its splendour. Autumn is the
season of abundance that paints the vegetation in exciting colours. Nature expresses its circularity, changes life, is reborn. A season that
brings regeneration and relaxation, both emotions that Rafa's magnificent artwork evokes. Looking at the painting, one cannot help but
immerse oneself in this enchanted atmosphere and imagine oneself sitting on that bench listening to the sound of the wind moving the leaves
that have just fallen to the ground. One perceives the silence that surrounds the space and allows inner reflection. The artist paints an ideal
place to which everyone associates, thanks to their own subjectivity, emotions and past experiences. A place in the mind where intimate
feelings and reflections remain trapped in the endless beauty of autumn leaves and the gentle flow of water. Rafa is a very skilled artist and
this is evident in all her creations that manage to immerse the viewer in new worlds that freeze those sensations in a precise space and time,
between the coloured strokes that decorate her canvases. The colours she uses are always brilliant and the atmospheres she evokes are
rarefied, timeless and ethereal. She has great gestures and this is evident in the different genres she experiments with on canvas.

Rafa Tom

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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The hug is a gesture to express affection or love that consists in holding the arms and hands around the body of another
person. That’s what the dictionary says a simple and almost obvious definition until two years ago, when a pandemic, a
word read and studied in history books, but perceived by us as distant in time in an era of scientific and technological
progress, has come to twist our lives. The embrace has become almost utopian, a gesture to be avoided and removed for
our good and those who receive it, especially if they are elderly or fragile. Yet it is precisely the weak who need it most
and who need it most forcibly. Rafaela in her work “L'abbraccio Profondo” represents the embrace between two bodies,
but above all between two souls that in clasping in their arms meet, merge, lie. The bodies are sketched in their outlines,
but empty within themselves, crossed by the colors of the background of the canvas, as if to remind us that in an embrace
we get lost, the world around disappears, crosses us, becomes one with us that we entrust to the other. Suddenly paradise
is no longer an imaginary place, far away in space and time, but it is physically there with us. In that embrace we find our
earthly paradise, our harmony with the cosmos, with ourselves and with the loved one. Two bodies become one, perfect
fit of each other. The weight of absence vanishes. Man returns to being a man and understands that giving up to embrace
is giving up to live his own corner of paradise.

Rafaela Loncan

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Ramona Allen follows her instincts and begins to devote herself to painting as a form of self care. Thanks to her studies
in psychology, Ramona knows well the therapeutic benefits of art and colors specifically. In the last few years she
devoted herself completely to painting and became a full-time artist, with her personal studio and gallery located in
Gorham, Maine, USA. Her artistic production is focused on the creation of floral and abstract works made mainly in
mixed media, acrylic and watercolor. On the occasion of the exhibition entitled "Paraíso" and held by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, Ramona Allen exhibits three of her beautiful flowers, with the intent of bringing peace and happiness. The
delicacy and elegance distinguish her works. The realistic effect is amazing and tending to Hyperrealism. In the work
"Geraniums in June" red is dominant, it gives love and serenity in the eyes of the beholder. "Mothers Day Hibiscus" is
instead a riot of rebirth: a flower that blooms in all its beauty and the veins accentuated in white give a sense of growth.
The last work examined here, "Black Locust and Wildflowers”, differs from the previous ones: white is the dominant
color, purity dominates the canvas. Ramona Allen manages to convey the grace that distinguishes her, the precision and
technique that establish her artistic ability and a sense of lightness that we all need in our lives. With these works
Ramona seems to say that paradise is found in nature and in the world around us, for this we must take care of it.

Ramona Allen

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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The Uruguayan Rasia Friedler defines herself as a visual artist and contemporary psychologist, but she is a 360-degree
creative subject. In his life path he explored the intersections between writing, painting, photography, theatre, dance,
psychology, and technology, attending her art in other unconventional places such as the Robotics events organized by
the University of the Republic, Mola (Latin American Sustainable Fashion Event) and hospital centres. On occasion of
the “Paraíso” summer exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second venue for the
Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the South American artist Rasia, decides to present one of her creations, the synthesis of
her creative path and her extravagant experimental approach to art, in which she integrates photography, drawing,
painting and collage. In this case it is a collage on PVC Sintra, entitled "Poesía corporal" and represents a concept of
recovery of material from the incessant flow of events to deepen them and give them new meanings and new forms,
constantly attracted by what the passage of time produces in people, objects and materials. Collage debuted in
contemporary art in the early 1900s, when it was used above all by Cubism and Surrealism, allowing you to experience
the freedom to create and find beauty even in loss, decay, and wear. It is an artistic process that is certainly mature and
influenced by her profession as a psychologist, used to analysing events, actions and things in a thorough and accurate
way. The passage of time, the paradoxes of subjectivity and the complexity of the human condition in contemporary
society are recurring themes in her work. The work she presents is incredibly clean, precise, and delicate: a composition
of Spanish writings and pieces of newspapers and magazines joined together, to create a neutral but full of life
background. It is incredible how much black and white can communicate messages to you. The two human-like subjects,
composed of coloured and written parts, master the scene, perfectly standing out and striking the observer from the first
moment.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Rasia Friedler
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A paradise for many faiths refers to a place for the good after death; nevertheless, the description of such a place varies
by belief and culture, and neither believers nor infidels can prove the existence of such a place. We instead have created
our own concept of earthly “paradise”, associating it with specific places, people, or some particular experiences.
Rebecca Stenn, an American artist based in New York, decided to participate in the "Paraíso" Exhibition held at
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, presenting two paintings entitled “Missing New York” and “Self Portrait #2” to let us understand
her personal interpretation of paradise. Unlike her abstract landscape called “Central Park Reservoir New York City”
which was previously exhibited at the gallery, these paintings are figurative-realism in which the protagonist is the artist
herself. The two paintings have completely different tones: “Missing New York” is in a cool tone, with colors ranging
from light blue to teal that depict the Hudson River and the blue sky. New York City, realized as a silhouette of a group
of buildings in the background, is positioned after the head of the protagonist in the foreground, who has a carefree,
nostalgic attitude. The river breeze tosses her hair as she enjoys the moment with her gaze aloft, most likely considering
the surroundings or remembering all the pleasant times she has had in this city, as the title suggests. The painting
captures a beautiful, happy moment that will be replayed in her thoughts when away from home. 

Rebecca Stenn



In contrast, the other painting, “Self-Portrait #2”, has a warm-toned color palette and depicts a portrait of the artist
herself. The first layer of the painting is a gradient of colors ranging from black to red and eventually dark yellow, which
is painted over with a figure of the artist drawn with pencil and mostly in a quick and sketchy style at the body part. Her
face is the most noticeable feature, which is painted in a realistic way with the use of highlights, shadows, and neutral
colors like beige and dark brown. The facial expression is clear: she portrays herself with a confident and determined
attitude. The artist’s choice to present a self-portrait as a paradise lies in the idea that heaven can be reached within one’s
soul when they truly believe in themselves and their potential. In fact, the use of completely distinct tones in each
painting conveys the artist’s different interpretations of paradise. “Missing New York” evokes feelings of serenity and
relaxation that one can have when thinking about the good days they had at a place where they feel most at home, while
the colors in “Self-portrait #2” are energizing, like a flame that fuels the artist to achieve her goals and a paradisiac
moment.

Rebecca Stenn

Art Curator Trithida Trising
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Curved and sinuous lines, relaxing colors, crowns of flowers that are lost in an expanse of crystalline blue are the images
of “Interwined hearts and hands”. The work of ReCreativeArtwork seems to never end. You observe it from left to right
and then go back mentally following the lines never broken, but always continuous, to the left and begin to get lost with
grace and carefree infinity inside the canvas. The title of the work suggests the meaning of the same, but the abstract base
allows the viewer to draw their own emotions and feelings. The artist manages to connect with the viewer and, as she
herself suggests, creates a tangle between her hands, which in a creative impetus generate the work, and the hearts of
those who observe, struck through the gaze in their deepest and purest feelings. Deep ties are created exclusively through
the use of lines. The art began with a line drawn on the ground or on the wall of a cave. The simplest sign, the most
elementary that art knows, is also one of the most expressive, a trace of a thousand functions. The line is first and
foremost the outline of things, the margin between what is and what is not. Therefore, drawing a line means visually
representing an abstract, philosophical reasoning. Nothing has a contour line and defining one becomes a highly creative
act. The background is permeated by the celestial color, word of Latin origin, from coelestis, which means "that it is in
the sky". It is a colour that therefore takes us mentally into a metaphysical dimension, where calm, loyalty, spirituality
and hope are the watchwords. It is a nuance capable of calming the spirit, but at the same time capable of awakening it
and alleviating unconscious fears. Finally we note the presence of flowers on the shades of blue, which give a fresh, light
and elegant effect. They remind us of a piece of heaven, where incorruptibility and fidelity reign in the human soul.

ReCreativeArtwork

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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On occasion of the "Paraíso" summer exhibition, organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second
venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the German artist Renate Kirchhof decides to present two very different
works of art. The first, entitled "Blue Water", is the almost abstract representation of the seabed, not detailed, but very
exciting. With a few touches of airbrush on canvas, the artist manages to attribute to this square space, a heavenly
memory perfectly in tune with the exhibition and with the intentions of the concept used. The painting is divided into
three horizontal bands of a few colours. The central one, dense and almost completely uniform, represents the infinity
and the vastness of the sea, while the upper and lower ones, much more detailed, move to lighter colours: a faint blue
tone for the sea surface, while a good dose of warm colours for a rich and heavenly backdrop. 

Renate Kirchhof



The second artwork, "Friends" on the other hand, differs not only for the technique, which this time uses pencils, but
above all for the style: we are faced with an almost cartoon-like image, divided into three vertical columns. The lateral
ones are black and portray the silhouette of tall and imposing buildings on a black background, with intriguing birds that
take their place, while on the central one, we see two women in the foreground who come together in an unexpected
embrace. Surrounded by masterfully crafted flowers, the women are completely different from each other: In the
foreground, a woman completely covered with a scarf on her head, while the second probably naked, with a short, jaunty
cut and accentuated make-up. The beauty of this scene is that each of us can unconsciously read metaphors of the past
and present, but also personalization of the parts that make up our being, to the point of identifying with one of the two
figures.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Renate Kirchhof
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Ric Conn is an internationally recognized artist, his creativity is linked to that of the expressionist artists from whom he draws a stylistic and
methodological inspiration. Now an established artist among the ranks of the artists of M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, on the occasion of the summer
exhibition "Parìso" he exhibits five works that perfectly follow his intention to denounce and tell the injustices and inequalities that have
always characterized the condition of women. Ric's use of color is designed to convey a specific message, the ultimate goal is to create
awareness and a sense of responsibility. Conn's works always have a two-dimensional arrangement allowing the message to arrive directly,
without elements that could distract attention. "Celestial" represents the face of a woman, in a three-quarter position, the woman is turned
backwards, looking at the observer who is behind her. The gaze is inquiring, attentive, penetrating and floods the observer with questions and
queries. The colors create confusion, but his face remains firm and defined, detached from the chaos that is created around it. "Nevermore"
has a dark atmosphere, the red and the drippings of color are reminiscent of blood, the figure in the background refers to something negative
with black eyes and hands clasped to the chest is located in the center of the part of the painting composed of colors gloomy and dark. The
figure in the foreground, also distressing, seems, however, to emerge from the negativity and the abyss that lies behind it and is welcomed,
instead, by the light represented by the white color of the background. The figure in the foreground is anything but calm, it would seem to
represent the rebirth that follows difficulties, the wounds need time to heal and disappear and this is represented by the red that indicates
painful wounds, still bleeding, but strength is implicit in the leave behind what brings suffering.“Same Old Song and Dance” represents a girl
who strays from habits. Routine, in fact, is able to cancel people's will to live, the critical thinking of making choices. The girl, at the bottom
right, moves away from her habits and goes in search of a new, more satisfying life. "The Red Lady" is emblematic for the use of colors, red
is dominant above all because it is used to paint the woman's face. The color red is considered to be the color that most impresses itself on
the observer's mind, a vehicle of deep emotions and has been a characteristic element of many works by the artist Henri Matisse. "Woman
Sitting on a Chair" highlights the waves of abstract expressionism but also of psychological art, the woman's gaze is hallucinated, the eyes
are wide open, the posture is rigid, two-dimensional, the background is confused. The observer feels pervaded by anxiety and anguish,
tension and restlessness.

Ric Conn

Art Curator  Martina Viesti
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Thanks to globalization, the Eastern and Western worlds have been able to "get closer", partially bridging the extreme distance between the two cultures.
Nevertheless, one should not think that the two societies are completely homologated, in fact there are some differences that persist despite globalization.
Behaviors, religious beliefs and social values are still substantially different, in the East, in fact, deductive, observational and spiritual reasoning prevail.
While in the West those of an analytical, objective, inductive, material and conceptual type prevail. This is reflected in the ways of seeing reality: in the
West we want to study the psyche, with an exact method, a science, precisely psychology. The East is different, because it sees man as composed of body
and spirit, which, together, constitute the psyche. It is not something to be studied, but it is something to be guided, by becoming aware of the body and
the spirit of a person. Let us take art as an example. We must consider the fact that Western and Eastern artists have different traditions of representing the
world in their paintings: while the former use a central - geometric - perspective and focus on salient objects in a scene, the latter tend to use a floating -
vertical or scrolling - perspective and focus on contextual information in their paintings. In addition, the difference in aesthetic scores (people in a
landscape scene) is significantly higher for Western paintings than for Eastern ones. This stems from two extremely different philosophical approaches.
The aesthetic basis of Eastern painting is deeply influenced by the philosophy of Buddhist and Shinto ideas that emphasize the harmonious relationship
between human beings and the cosmos. Here, the relationship between humans and the natural world is exactly the opposite from Western paintings
where the human being always has a prominent, almost supreme position vis-à-vis the natural world. With Japanese and Western, Rina wanted to unite
these two very different worlds. Blue and red are purely Western colors, they remind us - willingly or unwillingly - of the American and capitalist cultural
hegemony that has influenced the entire world. And yet, there is that delicacy, that lightness of expression typical of Japanese tradition. The chromatic
spots that hover in the compositional space are clear and well-defined, the contours are solid and easily identifiable. There is no perspective, not even the
slightest hint. The pigment is flat on the support like the painting made on the silk of a kimono. Looking at the painting, we notice that above the red and
blue chromatic spots there are splashes of white paint. Violent splashes of color create patches of emptiness throughout the representative space: the first
intuition that comes to mind is that of dripping, an artistic technique with a clear American matrix. Yet there is something different, something unusual.
White is void, void is a key element of oriental art, something that has always been neglected here in the West but that in the East has a sense of existence
just as fullness, color and black exist.

Rina

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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Robert L. Newman III is a promising young, self-taught, multidisciplinary artist living in Harlem, New
York. His style is characterised by expressionist portraits, rich in colour and free of all constraints. The
colours he uses are strong, aggressive and strike directly at the heart and soul of the viewer. His artistic
process starts by revisiting the history of the Black Folks from the Civil War onwards. With his art, he
retraces a history that touches him closely, a history of struggles for rights, strong emotions, defeats but
also small victories. A story that touches all humanity closely and that still presents a sad page in
American history. Robert uses his experiences within the black culture to make those who are not part of
it understand what it means. His paintings express joy and pain, respect and devotion for his ancestors,
hope for the future, abuse and efforts for the legitimate liberation and equal rights of the black population.
Robert creates extremely intriguing artworks and the subjects are often black men and women, ordinary
people who through their faces manage to interact with the viewer and tell their personal stories. In "No
Fury", the protagonist is a woman, a young girl depicted in a three-quarter view while she is staring at an
indefinite point.

Robert L.Newman III



Her gaze is dull, devoid of hope and expectation. Nevertheless, her upright posture gives a feeling of
pride and the need to move on. What strikes us are the bright, brilliant, eye-catching colours. Robert's
perfect figurative drawing is enriched with polychrome colours, lines and decorative motifs that give the
work a three-dimensional volume. There is therefore a strong contrast between the girl's defiant gaze and
the bright, intense colours with which she is painted. Cool colours, green and blue, are limited to the
voluminous hair, while red is used for the dress. The artist's need to express a state of mind that affects
him and all his contemporaries is clear: that of freeing himself from the generational trauma that still
oppresses young black men today. The chromatic vivacity and strong decorative taste can also be found
in "Breakthrough", in which the artist uses a mixed technique of collage with ink and gold leaf. A
standing young black boy, depicted in full, occupies the right-hand side of the artwork. He has both male
and female characters, as if to embody a universal symbol that knows no gender. Around him, against a
black background, Robert adds written fragments, scribbles, parts of newspapers, drawings, creating a
rich composition that comes close to the idea of a mural.

Robert L.Newman III



Once again the colours are fresh and vibrant, and the line he uses to finish the details is quick and dry.
"Baptized in Fire; The Return of Cleopatra" is another beautiful work by Robert. Different cultural and
artistic influences are mixed here. The collage and graffiti technique allows the artist to create a unique
atmosphere suspended in time and space. The protagonist wears a tight-fitting jumpsuit full of decoration
and holds a small dog in her hand. Each element interpenetrates with the others, creating a composition
rich in detail that appears both chaotic and harmonious. The gold-black contrast is one of the hallmarks of
the artist who draws the elements demonstrating skilful figurative qualities that veer towards an abstract,
almost cartoonish rendering of the details. The degree of intimacy Robert manages to create between the
viewer and his paintings is moving. His artwork is a constant conversation with his community and he
tries to convey this strong bond to the outside world. The characters do not always look at the viewer,
suggesting a more reflective and introspective view of the concept. Robert's works contain deep
meanings, have deep roots and evoke an important history. With his art, the artist is the spokesperson for
a generation that wants to free itself from trauma, and he does so by representing the protagonists of this
long-awaited change.

Robert L.Newman III

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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For the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Rosa Piernas exposes five very special works in which the
energetic use of color irradiates every part of the canvas. She is a multidisciplinary, versatile and innovative artist, fundamental
characteristics that can be admired in her large art collections. It is the color that becomes the absolute protagonist: in this way, she
succeeds to bring out the observer's deepest feelings up to the point of involving him/her in every single painting. Her chromatic and
aesthetic research has oriented her towards a skillful use of different nuances, managing to extract what strikes her most, both
perceptually and sensorially. The artist immerses herself in the freshness and liveliness of her palette, highlighting the rendering of the
luminous and expressive effects depicted. These abstract and figurative works even evoke an otherworldly dimension, where
everything is realized in an interweaving of tones and shapes. As in “AFRICANAS” and “LOVE EMOTION - MENINA DEL
AMOR”, through which the characters, almost isolated from any context and wrapped in that abstract setting, are highlighted by the
tones that shows all the emotional charge, displaying the essence of these works. The artist arouses feelings of great intensity and value,
emphasizing a multitude of thoughts withheld by the human being. A preponderant use of different shades combined with the
extraordinary ability of the figurative element uniquely characterizes these representations, making them clearly identifiable by style
and expression. Conversely, in “DESTELLO” and “VIDA” she uses the digital medium to extrapolate and highlight the combination of
these waving and dynamic lines. There is an interest in creating a strong and clear image through vibrant and fluorescent colors,
encouraging both the artist and the viewer to immerse themselves in those harmonious movements from which optimism and joy are
obtained. An enveloping luminosity from the inside to the outside of the paintings, combined with a rich and complete chromatism that
even allows the shadowy areas of the surfaces to be read, producing an evocative atmosphere. Finally, in “MULTITUD” Rosa uses
mainly green, orange and yellow to give depth and luminosity to the whole. Shapes, movement, light, nuances and energy are merged
together with the continuous undulation of brushstrokes and strong strokes that help the viewer to come into direct contact with the
painting itself, combining on the one hand the artist's creative process and the viewer's perception on the other. Moreover, the presence
of white streaks makes the viewer's emotional transport evident, helping him/her to follow the right direction within the pictorial
surface. By playing on the visual overlap, both in tone and form, Rosa creates and enhances a three-dimensional optical effect.

Rosa Piernas

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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Rosie Falconi is an American artist. Her art represents a refuge for her since childhood, when she used colors
and pastels to express herself. Having put her artistic creativity aside for a long time, Rosie began to actively
engage in mural art, completing over a thousand murals. Recently, her artistic path has led her to experiment
also with painting on canvas, to which she approaches in a unique and personal way. The moment of her
creation, in fact, becomes an extraordinary opportunity to combine the love for painting with that for music:
often, in fact, the artist paints dancing to the rhythm of music, letting himself be invaded by the inspiration
dictated by the notes. Each work thus becomes absolutely unpredictable, a surprise for the artist herself, who
creates without drafts or sketches and lets herself be carried away by emotions. The work presented for
"Paraiso" - entitled "Libertad" - perfectly sums up the sense of total freedom of expression that Rosie grants
to herself in the moment of making the painting. The artist allows the movements of the body to suggest the
lines and shapes that are created on the canvas directly with the hands, without the use of brushes. This
aspect accentuates Rosie's instinctive and spontaneous character, and the observer finds himself projected
into a colorful and luminous universe, and focuses his gaze on the female figure - perhaps the artist herself -
at the center of the composition. Her gaze is drawn to the sinuous movements of her body and the curved
lines that are outlined around the woman, giving a strong feeling of dynamism. The representation seems to
give shape and color to the suggestions that dance and music had in the moment of the creation of the work,
so much so that the viewer almost has the sensation of perceiving the irresistible trend of the rhythm and the
contagious joy of the dance. Approaching a work by Rosie Falconi means abandoning all prejudices and
reservations to fully welcome the irresistible joie de vivre of the artist, who speaks without filters to the
emotionality of the beholder.

 "Creativity is intelligence having fun." (Albert Einstein)

Rosie Falconi

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Russell Vanecek is an America-based artist which express his observation through art. Russell is for the first time a guest
at an exhibition held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and for the occasion of "Paraíso" he exhibits three works with unique
colors and great emotional and emotional power. Of expressionist connotation, Vanecek's works have nature and birds as
their subject. "Bird in Garden XII" is a perfect mix between expressionism and abstract expressionism, the contrast of
colors and textures brings the work to life, the shapes are created by covering the color giving a precise shape to what is
the final realization, it presents itself, hence, as a stencil technique. The colors are bright and sharp, absolutely varied and
diverse. Vanecek creates different textures thanks to the use of different tools that, placed on the color, give shape to
elements with different thicknesses and intensities. "Birds in Garden IIII" brings to mind the culture of Japanese art and
is made with the same techniques as the previously analyzed work, but the use of color is more delicate, it approaches
pastel and more autumnal colors. "Birds in Summer" develops centrally in a specific way, the circles located in the blue
areas of the painting create the sensation of observing the water. The orange and the blue, the dominant colors, allow for
a chromatic contrast that enlivens the work of art and leads the observer to experience emotions of joy and peace.

Russell Vanecek

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it
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Birds in Garden IIII

Russell Vanecek
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Russell Vanecek
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Ryan Brandimore exposes for the exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery the work “Fallen Love”, through
which pure love and desire shine through. It is immediately apparent that there is a link between two purely opposing
concepts: the Satyr represents the earthly world and is attributable to mythology, while the angel is the image of the
celestial kingdom; and it is beautiful and curious to think that he came down to earth because of the deep feeling he has
for Pan. This stark contrast turns into a union of souls and hearts: the two children, in all their youth and beauty as if they
were Greek/Roman statues, are about to embrace, they perceive and feel each other's beat and this aspect brings out such
a sweet and candid sensitivity. Even though an initial separation of the two figures is slightly visible in the center,
dividing the space into two equal halves, their hands highlight a compositional and structural opposition: the angel
occupies the left-hand side of the canvas and uses his left hand to touch the Satyr, while the latter, on the right, uses his
right hand to listen to the passion-filled soul of his beloved one. In the background, behind Pan, hands appear, almost as
if they wanted to stop the two young people, but this is impossible! In fact, a heart with a rainbow flag and the words
"Love is Love" are visible in the central position, with the aim of reminding and emphasizing that one cannot command
the heart or choose who to love, as it is a completely free and natural action. Moreover, it is interesting to note how the
two characters, who recall themes developed in Antiquity, are brought back to contemporary times thanks to the presence
of writings which are typical of the Street Art style, and these are elements that distinguish Ryan Brandimore's art.

“Who loves, believes in the impossible.” (Elizabeth Barrett Browning)

Ryan Brandimore

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“The only truly sacred temple is the world of human beings united by love.” (Lev Tolstoy)
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“Don’t try to carefully plan it out, utilize your fundamentals, past experiences, and gut instincts to formulate your result.
You may be pleasantly surprised where you land.” with these words the artist Ryan Kindseth describes not only his
philosophy of life, but also the spirit behind his artistic production. Born in Southern California, Ryan is a complete artist
who likes to experiment with different media, ranging from more traditional techniques such as oil painting, to new
media, such as digital drawing. The three works that he has decided to show in this exhibition perfectly tell the evolution
of his style and his passion for the human figure. In fact, since the dawn of his artistic experience, the artist feels attracted
to the production of portraits, on which he takes his first steps. The first artwork that he proposes is “Disbelief” a
stunning oil painting that portraits a young woman. This artwork, executed just with the use of a wider brush and palette
knife, depicts an extremely expressive figure, despite the simplicity of his pose. The subject, with her fist resting on her
cheekbone, has an intense and enigmatic expression. The imperturbable face of the woman does not let clear and legible
emotions shine through and yet she communicates something to us with her direct and clear look. The saturated and
warm points of light make the atmosphere almost exotic and mystical. In the second work, however, entitled
"Understood" there is a more relaxed atmosphere. The broad brushstrokes, more relaxed and less dense, convey the idea
of   a delicate aura of charm around the young woman, who also returns here to recall Ryan Kindseth's passion for
portraiture. It is possible to notice how the artist manages to portray two young women, in the same pose, but at the same
time he manages to give them two completely different characterizations, making them unique and bringing the viewer
into two completely different atmospheres. Finally, the last proposed work "Gaze" confirms the intensity of the painting
and scenes chosen by the artist. The face, wrapped in the darkness of a dense black background, is framed closely,
putting the focus on the gaze of another young woman who is lost in the distant horizon, outside the artwork, leaving the
viewer with the curiosity to find out what she is looking at and where his beautiful hazel eyes are lost.

"Every portrait that is painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not of the sitter."
(Oscar Wilde)

Ryan Kindseth

Art Curator Claudia Sferrazza
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Sadaf Rassoul Cameron is a first-generation Afghan American artist guest for the first time at an exhibition organized by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, on the occasion of the summer exhibition "Paraíso" she exhibits 4 photographs with great
emotional power and strong visual impact. “Untitled 1” is a photograph that totally decontextualizes the landscape,
avoiding focusing on what characterizes it. Shocking pink creates a confused perception, as the elements that make up
the work convey different emotions, a sense of closure due to the fence is rebalanced by the strength of the color.
"Untitled 2" is an image full of pathos and intimacy, an unmade bed that tells of a night of dreams, feelings and
tranquility.

Sadaf Rassoul Cameron 

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it
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Sadaf's aesthetic taste and his ability to capture moments suspended in time allows you to enter a parallel world.
"Untitled 3" creates an image reminiscent of abstract expressionism, a window on the sky made of light and shadows.
The dark cloth is illuminated by the sun which creates abstract and soft shapes in contrast with the more geometric and
defined opening onto the blue of the sky. "Untitled 4" gives emotionality a breath of fresh air, the presence of the
padlock and the lock creates that atmosphere of mystery as if something forbidden were hidden. 

Sadaf Rassoul Cameron 

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

«Time seen through an image is a time we have lost sight of. Quite different are being and time. The image sparkles for
ever once it has surpassed being and time.» René Char
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Untitled 2 

Sadaf Rassoul Cameron 
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Untitled 3 
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Untitled 4 
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Sapiently intertwined halftones and tones of blue, green and purple invite the viewers to step in a heavenly, sacred panorama.
Safranda Mammadova's oil painting “Tan Thanh”, displayed at the “Paraíso” exhibition held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, represents
two figures, half dipped in the water, in the act of collecting lilac flowers from the water surface. The Lotus flower, sacred to the
Buddhists, is also the national symbol of Vietnam, is commonly farmed in the rural districts of the Vietnamese country such as
Tan Thanh: the yearly harvest of these colourful flowers is not only a grandiose spectacle to observe but a warm celebration of the
local culture. The graciousness and the symbolism of the Lotus flower significantly affected Safranda's creative sensitivity: “I was
in a botanical garden in France and saw Lotuses, I was inspired by grace, subtlety and fragility. These flowers represent purity.
Colours and tones are some of my favourites: crimson, pink, green and lilac - the personification of tenderness and spirituality.”
By choosing a dizzying, bird-eye perspective of the harvesting, Safranda removed the horizon and painted a never ending stretch
of water and Lotus leaves, which ultimately replaced the clouds of “Tan Thanh” watery sky. The extremities of the off-centered
boat act as focal points: in the upper part of the painting the lights and green tones prevail in opposition to the shadows and purple
shades at the bottom. An additional duality is conveyed through the diagonal exchange of flowers, which stand out as a pink stain
in between the painted figures. Their clothes have different styles and colours: the character on the left dresses in modern clothing,
its yellow shades harmoniously overlap on top of the warm tones of the boat, the character on the right wears a traditional ochre
hat and a blue outfit that almost blends with the greenish water. Safranda's artwork recalls Claude Monet's “Water lilies” series,
however the artist dissociates herself from the Impressionist's work by inserting the human subject in the natural composition and
by combining realistic and recognisable details with more expressive brushstrokes. The delicate and gracious balance of coloured
shades, lightness, darkness, detailed and blurry shapes dazzle the viewers, inviting them to meditate on the harvesting of a sacred
flower, a beautiful rural activity that is saturated with spirituality.

Safranda Mammadova

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi

“One instant, one aspect of nature contains it all”
(Claude Monet)
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The young artist Sai concentrates in her work the strength and energy of water, in particular that of the ocean.
She manages to describe the swirl of waters that meet and collide through the use of color, in fact color becomes
the means to express the power that water possesses. The artist affirms that the ocean is a teacher of life, since it
teaches us to move forward, the waves continually break on the shore and do not let themselves be knocked
down by obstacles. The entire work of the Sai artist is a dedication to all those who do not give up and fight
every day, to those who continue to believe in freedom and democracy. The sea has always been a symbol of
freedom, it is the place to which man has entrusted himself to advance in discovery, the first major movements
took place precisely by sea, in some way it represents the desire for discovery and knowledge that are the factors
that make people free. The element of water has a great energy, it is life but at the same time it can be death, the
great power it possesses dominates over human beings. In Sai's work this great force must be an example and a
model to follow. If water can dig the rock, if it is able to nourish the earth, if it does not allow itself to be
hindered by anything, so should be the spirit of every man and woman. The artist manages to put on canvas the
important value of freedom, through those colors that create perfect ripples, Sai gives a shape to free will.
Meeting the artistic work of the young artist means coming into contact with the great enthusiasm that Sai
possesses, an energy that becomes the means to express herself and her emotions and thoughts. The viewer
cannot escape the call of Sai, he lets himself be involved and absorbs all the energy that the artist puts inside the
work.

"You can't turn your back on the ocean" (Rip Torn)
 
 

Sai Pattaraporn

Art Curator Vanessa Viti
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The Iranian artist Samaneh Jokar joins M.A.D.S. Art Gallery with three paintings that perfectly represent the concept of the
‘Paraíso’ exhibition. A world in which nothing and nobody is influenced by the society and its rules, is what the first painting
exhibited, “Secret Paradise” shows. Brilliant colours exalt the paradisiac landscape, conferring to the scene a peaceful and serene
atmosphere. An almost imaginary scene, which charm is emphasised by the shiny colours, is what transpires by watching at the
painting from which it is possible to hear the noise of the singing cicadas and the fresh mountainous air. Almost as a zoom on the
flowers that compose the field refigured, “Magical Garden” with its golden spots here and there on the background, highlights the
importance of the colours, significant elements that are able to give meaning to the subjects. In this case, the red; pink and purple
flowers, known as Peonies and Roses are the symbols of love and passion and underline the positivity of life and the nobility of
souls. The thickly flowering canvas can be read as an invitation to see, in the little things, the freedom of life. The “Golden
Dream” is, in fact the passionate artist’s desire to bring her genuine behaviour to the whole society, sharing with everyone her
will. The main characters of the scene are four live flowers born from a gold lend symbolizing the purity of the world. This last
piece can be read as an arrival, the light that transpires form the right side of the canvas, where the gold is better defined, attracts
the viewers exalting the meaning of the piece. The artist’s ability in using the paint brush can be seen in the well-defined elements
that compose the scene, each petal, the clouds and their hues of colours are in fact, the characteristics that permit to immerse in the
paintings and read them. 

Samaneh Jokar

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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Samia Rashid Hai is a self-taught artist originally from Bangladesh. Passionate about art from an early
age, she had stopped painting for several years, only to return to the canvas with more desire than ever.
Her works are alive: they speak of her, of her thoughts and emotions, of what the world around her
suggests. Shapes, lines, and colors merge to give life to unique and original abstract works. "The World
through the Rustic Window" was created in 2021 with the technique of acrylic on canvas. Cold colors are
combined with warm colors creating a strong and at the same time pleasant chromatic contrast. The
orange window overlooks a cloudy sky, sometimes blue and sometimes light blue. The painting aims to
be a journey through time through the metaphor of the rustic window. When we look back to our past, we
notice how the years have passed quickly, how some memories are clear in our mind, while others seem
difficult to recover. Although the mind is sometimes blurred, our sensations, our emotions appear alive,
strong, as if it were the first time, we try them. We think back to our life with tranquility, nostalgia at
certain moments, but also with strong hope for the future. The past is past, but what surprises will the
future hold for us? Samia's work leaves the viewer the opportunity to interpret it in a personal way: in
front of it he will begin a journey into his inner world by digging deep, reflecting on his mistakes, and
rejoicing at his victories. Aesthetic value and semantic value meet in Samia's paintings: beauty, important
messages and strong emotions unite to bring life to magical creations.

“The future is a door, the past is the key.” (Victor Hugo) 
 

Samia Rashid Hai

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Feelings of freedom and lightheartedness. This is what one feels when observing the works created by the
Brazilian artist Sandra Lages. The protagonists represented seem to live in perfect harmony with the
reality that surrounds them, and this is precisely the message that the artist wants to convey to the
viewers: be free to be what you want to be, take from the world what makes you feel good and give it a
part of you that can make it better. The works analyzed were created in 2021 with the oil on canvas
technique. The protagonist of “Lépida” is a woman who, in a moment of happiness and enthusiasm,
jumps towards the sky. The emotion of joy that she feels is the same that she transmits to us as we
observe this magical work. In “Luz” we see a woman from behind who, with a fluttering dress and her
hands in her hair, looks forward to her. Surrounded by lush nature, she is in a paradise that shines with
light. A colorful beach umbrella, an expanse of sand and the blue sea are the background to the work
"Menino que corre". A boy in a bathing suit with a bucket in his hand runs towards the sea. Sandra's style
is unique and original: the subjects not represented in the smallest details, but with a strong
communicative power; uncontaminated landscapes; large brush strokes and perfectly balanced color
contrasts. Thanks to her we can go on imaginary journeys that allow us to reach places that, with the eyes
open, we would not be able to see. Sandra dreams while she paints, we dream while we look at her
magical works.

“The secret of happiness is freedom. The secret of freedom is courage.” (Tucidide)
 
 

Sandra Lages

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Sara O'Connell

Art Curator Sara Giannini

What is freedom for others? Everyone has an idyllic place or a happy moment which represents his
Paraíso. The paradise is itself a phisycal place but also a mental one where we can feel safe, fine, with a
light soul and loved. It is a place where we found ourselves and where we feel at home. The personal
Paraíso is a place that transmits us happiness. Sara O’Connell tells us about her happy place through the
use of custom-made Golden Acrylic Paints on Stretched Cotton Canvas. She painted “Mint Chip” with
two different shades of green and one type of red which represents the colors of the colorful trees and the
ice creams in West Palm Beach, Florida. The American artist grew up in this place and she chose to
represent her childhood with these simple colors. The colors were spread on the canvas following the
arrangement of the sun rays that illuminate the summer days. The different shades and saturations attract
the eyes of the viewer who can enjoy the contrast of colors that at the same time are warm and refreshing.
Sara makes feel the user safe and quite with the use of these colors. She thrives on bringing comfort,
stability, and color to an environment. She expresses her creativity through the technique of drafting color
in a simple way to bring chromatic harmony in different environments and in different souls. 



Sara O'Connell
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Sarah Kraning is a young and talented artist who creates innovative and exciting artworks using a very special technique. Art is an integral
part of her life, a medium in which she channels her emotions and feelings. Suffering from auditory-visual synesthesia, she associates colours
and shapes when she hears a sound. Sarah has been able to use this to further immerse herself in her personal artistic world. The artworks she
creates are closely linked to her emotional sphere, which makes them highly original and subjective. She combines colours and shapes in a
harmonious way and creates pleasant juxtapositions that allow the viewer to form an even closer bond with the artwork. In 'Spine' Sarah
conveys one of her auditory synaesthesia linked to the piece of music 'Oh Sherrie' by Foreigner. The artist shares her artistic process with the
viewer by creating a bridge that binds them inextricably. Against a light background of shades of pink and blue mixed with the dominant
white, some darker strokes emerge, creating a contrast that is not too sharp. The intense pink, green and blue brushstrokes emerge delicately,
without creating a clear break with the background, seeking balance in the composition by creating a diagonal line. The reference to music
and abstraction is evident. Like Sarah, Kandinsky let himself be carried away by sound and painted what his mind saw at that moment. Free
gestures, full of spontaneity and freedom that move through space, creating links with everything else in the painting. The brushstrokes are
different, ranging from the broad, overlapping strokes of the background to the more gestural, fast lines that take centre stage on the canvas.
Sarah recreates a whirlwind of emotions and is able to give the viewer a sense of relief, of liberation. With the strength of her colours, the
artist recreates an inner paradise, which can only be reached in the moment of extreme liberation of feelings. The colours are vibrant and
perfectly matched, thanks also to the use of white, which softens them and creates a neutral undertone in which the artist can indulge. The
acrylics are mixed together to create unexpected and unplanned combinations, left to the power of improvisation. Sarah demonstrates a very
expressive manual dexterity and gesture, free from constraints. She is daring, not afraid to put her moods and insecurities on canvas; she
simply lets herself be carried away by the music and records her movements in space with brushes and acrylics. She invites the viewer to do
the same, to free himself to the sound of music, to move his inner world to reach heavenly goals. The paintings she creates strike the viewer
with their truthfulness, their purity and transparency, which can be perceived even if one only glances at them. It is impossible not to become
extremely involved in the dynamism that Sarah is able to create.

Sarah Kraning

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti

“True happiness comes from the joy of deeds well done, the zest of creating things new.”
(Antoine de Saint-Exupery)
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Sarah Young is a young English artist born in Belfast and based in Liverpool. She herself states: “Exploring vulnerability
is a common theme through my paintings and in doing so this allows me to visually communicate my beliefs and
feelings in a way that resonates personally to me but remains interoperable others. Connecting and creating an impact to
an audience is the most important aspect of art to me”. Sarah Young shows at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery the painting entitled
“Undressed”. The artist chooses to participate in the “Paraíso" art exhibition with this work that fully represents the
concept of freedom, which is the main subject. Nudity is one of the greatest expressions of freedom that humans can live.
Nudity has been forbidden to us, it has become a shame and is often judged, but it is the condition in which we were born
and how for years our ancestors lived. Sarah Young shows great skill and artistic maturity, representing a realistic female
nude, with beautiful Caravaggesque shades. The sculptural and academic body is however in some points just outlined
by the contours: the background appropriates the colors of the skin, making the painting feel "unfinished". This poetic
feeling leads the viewers to reflection: maybe society and its labels are denying us to be free? Are we shaped by social
judgments and conventions just as this woman’s body is shaped by the background? Focusing on the background, it
presents an almost golden color reminiscent of the gold leaf used mainly by the Austrian artist Gustav Klimt and here,
the comparison with the nudity of the famous painter of the Secession is immediate. In particular, it recalls the firmness
of "Giuditta" and the message of the work  entitled"Nuda veritas" made in 1898. As mentioned above, this work shows
Sarah Young’s artistic maturity who was able to combine the academic with innovation, bringing to light a strong
message. In addition, the choice of representing a faceless woman contributes and makes it easy for viewers to identify
with this body and to wish that it is not "swallowed" by society.

Sarah Young

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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4ty9th-Sebastian Jefford is an artist who uses his past and his history to recreate the feelings and emotions
he felt in those precise moments, bringing them back into his works. At the International Art Exhibition
"Paraíso" the artist exhibits a sensational artwork called "Experimentation" obtained through a mixed and
particular technique: spray paint, acrylic paint, opaque emulsion, felt-tip pens, over laid with laser cut
hand painted MDF. The event proposed by the gallery focuses on lightness, joy, and lightheartedness. The
freedom to feel at ease, to listen to ourselves and to be at peace with our being. And these are also the key
points behind the artist's artwork. It is precisely about finding yourself and in doing so, do not be in a
hurry and fear. It is about experiencing yourself while making friends. Experience your body, what you
put in your body and who you share it with. But also listening to music that you do not usually listen to,
wearing clothes that you would not usually wear. In a society where freedom is very often deprived of us,
where it is sometimes not possible to be who you really are, this exhibition offers just a safe place where
you are free to be who you are. And in this sense, Sebastian's artwork conveys a particular feeling of
comfort. Comfort in the fact that over time we will all be able to find ourselves, everyone will find
themselves and feel at their own, free from all restrictions. It might take a year, it might take ten years,
but it doesn't matter as long as we have fun along the road of life.

4ty9th-Sebastian Jefford

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli

"With an artwork you have to have the behavior you have with a great gentleman: stand in front of it and wait
for it to tell us something."

 (Arthur Schopenhauer)
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Sebawali Sio is a Kenyan visual artist whose works primarily deal with the exploration of sexual, physical and emotion
abuse of women. Her Art stems from her fellings communicated through painting and sculpting. Eyes and  women
featured a lot in her work. Her paintings are thus cycles in terms of both the observer and the observed. Women in her
works area form of self-portraits in a manner to suggest a shared identity as if all women could be her. In this painting,
"Blue Waters", she wanted to represent a reflection of she feels around and inside water.  In fact, the blue, stands out
among all the other colors like a warm and soft hug that envelops the woman. The main figure represents, at the same
time, the artist and the incredible women who surround her in life. The face of the represented woman seems to be
divided into two halves: a clear and detailed part, the other part is nuanced, almost evanescent. In this way the different
and contrasting emotions of the countless women that the artist wants to represent are represented. In this way, every
woman can be represented in Sebawali’s paintings, regardless of her own life.

Sebawali Sio

Art Curator Letizia Vuotto

"If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in water"
(Loren Elseley)  

https://www.reverso.net/translationresults.aspx?lang=IT&sourcetext=la%20figura%20principale%20rappresenta%20l%27artista%20e%20le%20incredibili%20donne%20che%20la%20circondano%20nella%20vita%20di%20tutti%20i%20giorni&action_form=translate&direction_translation=ita-eng-7
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Sehr Yaqoob is a Pakistani artist and architect based in Boston who has spent years honing her skill as a painter. She
graduated from Rhode Island School of Design with Bachelors in Architecture and Fine Arts. Her work mostly focuses
on the use of gestural strokes over stoney backgrounds to express personal reflections. The signature of Yaqoob’s work
is the use of vibrant colors on the background whose texture is created using gesso and salt. The artist presents three
works at the "Paraíso'' Art Exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery entitled “Lyre Flower'', “Pulse” and “Wispy”. All of the
paintings on display are abstract and created with acrylic on canvas. The artist’s most recent piece, “Lyre Flower”, was
realized in spring 2021 to commemorate nature’s rebirth and the regaining of freedom that had been taken away during
the pandemic. Despite its abstract character, a dark red element in the bottom-central part of the canvas can be noticed as
a depiction of the Lyre, as the title suggests. The Lyre flower, also known as the Bleeding Heart plant, is both a sign of
sorrow and lost love in some cultures and a symbol of positive energy in others. After a year of sadness and loss, the
painting is the artist’s ode to nature that gives a new beginning to a colorful flower and to all of us to return to our
customary time of freedom, joy, and security. “Pulse” and “Wispy”, on the other hand, are more abstract and conceptual.
Green, blue, violet, red, yellow and white are among the colors used on the canvas in the artist’s favorite painting,
“Pulse”. White became the subject of the painting and is painted as a fluctuating horizontal line, which represents a
human’s pulse line. In a metaphorical sense, the ups and downs of the pulse are similar to our lives as we need to balance
the highs and lows as well as learning to deal with them. In the other work “Wispy”, Sehr used green, yellow, pink, red
and blue to paint over a white background. The brushstrokes in this artwork are thinner than in the previous work and
they are oriented in various directions. These interconnected colorful strokes reflect moments coming from our
memories. The immediacy of gestures denotes a great emotional charge. The force of the gesture becomes the
protagonist, the colors are involved in a dance. The technique of Sehr Yaqoob undoubtedly refers to the artists of the
Abstract Expressionist movement from the second half of the 20th Century, such as Jackson Pollock and Franz Kline
who first of all put gestures before the subject. In a certain sense, the artist’s pictorial technique can also recall
Pointillism as the texture of the canvas is almost dotted and rough. What is evident is a great sense of harmony and the
will to transmit lightness and freedom.

Sehr Yaqoob

Art Curator Trithida Trising
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Californian creative Shaina Lavine, a professional model, rediscovers her passion for art during the lockdown. "Canvas 
after canvas was my therapy" she says. Thus begins her artistic path in which she follows a clear stylistic path. Her works 
in fact are mostly concentrated in the realization of faces definable “post-cubists". Her works clearly refer to Pablo 
Picasso, the greatest exponent of Cubism, and in a certain sense to Abstract and Abstract Expressionism. They combine 
the immediacy of the gesture with the abstraction and stylization of the faces. Shaina accentuates the details, her imprint 
is the presence of only one ear and one eye inside "her faces". Shaina Lavine thus creates her own signature, a unique 
style that makes her immediately recognizable. On the occasion of the exhibition "Paraíso" organized by M.A.D.S. Art 
Gallery, the artist presents one of “her faces”, entitled “Martian". The work best represents her art and it is emblematic 
for Shaina. It shows one of its classic faces: the stylized nose as if it were an "L", a large ear on the right and a large eye 
on the left. The fact of representing one eye and one ear disproportionately to the face, accentuate the asymmetry by 
focusing on human defects. The faces of Shaina go beyond the simple representation but touch a very important concept 
today: the desire for perfection. The spectators are led to reflect on diversity and therefore to accept themselves as they 
are. From a chromatic point of view, pink and light-blue dominate the composition, creating a relaxing and lively setting. 
The background is rendered in the manner of action painting, taking up the colors used for the subject, thus creating 
harmony.

Shaina Lavine

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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"Paradise Lost" by Sharn Hawkins reminds us one of the jungles represented by Henry Rousseau, but
with the “aggressive” palette typical of Fauvists. As in the works of the Parisian artist, here we find an
inexhaustible number of stylized plants and leaves that fill the surface of the canvas under the effect of a
sort of Horror Vacui that also recalls the American "all over painting". Only a glimpse of blue sky and a
green gathering give breath to the scene, however since the work is still in progress, we do not know what
the English artist will add to these spaces. Shall we see a fierce beast appear? Or perhaps human figures
like Adam and Eve? Or perhaps rather she will leave the space as it is? All we have to do is wait and
watch. The colors chosen by Sharn Hawkins are bright and joyful, but above all they are free from reality:
they do not realistically reproduce what they represent. The artist lets herself be guided by what evokes a
joyful emotional response such as a beautiful view or a song, and then she carries these cheerful feelings
on the canvas, so as to transmit them to the viewer. The large square canvas immediately strikes the
viewer with a strong positive energy; he is projected into this wild jungle and yet he does not feel scared,
but rather feels the desire to dance freely, as he has never done before. Through her art the self-taught
English artist manages to convey a strong feeling of freedom; a feeling that not all artists can boast of
being able to convey. Sharn Hawkins found in art the freedom necessary to balance the rigid structure of
her day, and she was able to spread this sense of balance to us.

Sharn Hawkins (Leah’s London)

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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English artist Sharon Perris participates in the”Paraíso" exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, showing the public
what the theme arouses in her. The two works on display show two sides of the same coin. The first, entitled "See the
sea", shows the sea seen from the shore. The photographic perspective refers to the Impressionist artists and the strength
of the waves crashing on the shore can only remember the power of the waves of the romantic paintings made by the
English painter William Turner. So, on the one hand we have the force of nature, that in a certain sense frightens
humans, who feel powerless before her unpredictability and her greatness; on the other hand, with the work "Fragile",
Sharon Perris shows the darkest face of the coin. The work follows stylistically the latest abstract developments that the
artist has recently completed. Sharon synthesizes and combines abstractionism with more figurative images: it clearly
represents a happy ocean populated by marine creatures and pandas, elephants and penguins on the surface. 

Sharon Perris



This picture goes straight to the heart as we all know that this is not the reality: the sea is dying because of humans, just
as many species are dying. Sharon Perris paints this picture to highlight what it should be, what she hopes to see after the
change that we must all set in motion. Exhibition after exhibition, Sharon Perris shows her every side, including the
sensitive and environmentally friendly. Even more, Sharon clearly defines the characteristics that make her style unique,
such as the use of circular lines, as if they were tangled sewing threads and the use of gold leaf that often appears in her
paintings. Abstraction, figurativism and decorativism find a perfect combination in the creativity of the English artist
Sharon Perris.

Sharon Perris

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Shay The Surrealist is a 22 year old digital artist from Wilmington, Delaware. She specializes in creating
surrealistic compositions by manipulating stock photos using Adobe Photoshop. Although she is a young artist,
her art has already fascinated thousands of people. Her works have been exhibited several times in France, Italy
and Portugal. The three works with which she participates in the contemporary art exhibition “Paraíso” belong to
the Posy Primary Series. The distinctive feature of these works is the combination of human figures with natural
elements and animals: white and blue flowers, plants, red butterflies and birds, as you can see in the work
entitled "Bouquet of Inner Beauty". With great skill and knowledge, the artist creates a play of transparencies to
underline the idea of fusion between the female figure and nature. In this work, as in the other two, the butterfly
is a recurring detail and is a symbol of freedom, transformation, personal growth and inner beauty. The butterfly
brings together earth and sky, physical and metaphysical world, death and rebirth. And with its colourful wings
of various patterns, shapes and sizes, it has always fascinated human beings since ancient times. The artist Shay
The Surrealist strives to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary, capturing the attention of his audience
with her surreal, yet so real, masterpieces. A clear example of this is the work entitled "Goddess of Illuminance",
where the predominance of warm colours such as the orange of the flowers and butterflies and the gold of the
lips make the female figure so far from reality, but at the same time so real. The woman seems to rise divinely
before the incredulous gaze of the spectator, who is dazzled by her beauty and the divine light she emanates.
Instead, freedom and lightness are the feelings conveyed by the girl in the third work, entitled "Hands of
Fluorescence". The observer's gaze immediately falls on the detail of the three hands. As mentioned earlier, the
artist transforms the ordinary into the extraordinary, with the aim of breaking preconceived schemes and rules
imposed from society. The message that Shay The Surrealist conveys is very important: there is not only the
reality that we see with our eyes, there is also an extraordinary world, where what you imagine becomes reality
and what you dream comes true. This world allows us to turn away when we don't like reality. Everyone creates
their own personal paradise, and this is the fascinating and colourful paradise of Shay The Surrealist. 

Shay The Surrealist

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Strongly believing that her experiences have a positive impact on her works, the Art of the talented Japanese artist
Shinako Manji is very eclectic: through the use of numerous mediums, she creates various subjects such as figurative,
landscapes, still life but also abstract. “Utopia1”, the artwork presented at “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, is one of a set of four paintings that are a part of the series “Utopia. Initially inspired by spontaneous forms, she
then connected them with her memories, a mixture of places she has been or imagined in particular during the difficult
and stressful lockdown period. After experiencing anxiety, anger and depression, for Shinako it is time now to believe in
the future: “Utopial” therefore is a creation of a paradise in which she would like to be now, representing a place of
peace and freedom recalled by its light and shaded colors. The undefined lines that almost create spots of different colors
give rise to a natural landscape that represents a waterfall on the left of the paper. The elements are confused as if they
were images and memories that are part of Shinako's experience and that now, with all their strength, re-emerge on the
surface of her mind. The beauty of the landscape pervades the entire space, to the point of covering the white edges that
recall the window behind which Shinako, forced into her house, observes the freedom that exists outside. Reality and
fantasy then merge to create an utopian but at the same time heavenly landscape, where the artist dreams of being in
order to escape the brutality of isolation.

Shinako Manji

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina
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Shinji Akiyama is a very popular acrylic painter currently based in Japan. He is fashinated by Acrilic Fluid Art. The
search for always innovative materials and techniques allows him to achieve his goal: a fluid art, free from chains, that
flows on the canvas and in the minds of the spectator, giving feelings of joy and freedom. Shinji’s works are born from
the most disparate images: the arrival of spring, the new monogram launched by Louis Vuitton, the Aurora are just a few
examples that we can find in the exhibition. The real images are suggestions that, coloring the heart of the artist, reach
powerfully his mind and are transformed into abstract works, leaving free those who watch to bind themselves to his life
experience and draw new mental images the most disparate. The leitmotif that binds the artist to the visitor of the
exhibition is the emotion of happiness that is produced identically in the creative act and in the phase of fruition. The
final result is almost hypnotic with its repetition of the same graphic trait almost to infinity, leading us into a
metaphysical, supernatural dimension. The mind moves away from recurring thoughts, falls into a deep meditative state
and reaches unknown or repressed sensations. Shinji has the ability to lead us back to primordial feelings, not inserted
into specific categories of thought. This result is obtained through a careful study and the use of the most disparate
techniques: stamp using balloons, technology swipe, blow off with the wind of a dryer. These are the techniques used for
the realization of the works on display.

“Life is so fluid that one can only hope to capture the living moment, to capture it alive and
fresh, without destroying that moment” (Anais Nin)

Shinji

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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A pictorial sign that springs directly from creative gestures. A pigment dragged and shaped through the fingertips of
the fingers, through the movement of the hand that gets wet with the fluid color. Pigment is treated as pure matter to
be shaped, as a tool for the visual representation of Shiori's innermost self. The pictorial element is not something
inert and motionless; it is alive, groaning and pulsating with a constant desire for expression, an uninterrupted
instinct for transformation. Eager to find its own identity, the color lets itself be touched, lets itself be shaped and
merges - through the fingers - with the artist's soul. And this is how Shiori's art was born, an art that sees in painting
a valid foothold in the search for self-awareness. Painting is the expressive medium of the artist's intentions, it is the
instrument to tell of another world, invisible to our eyes and extraneous to perceivable reality. A riot of color
animates Blood. The pigment is dragged, is moved by the hand of the artist in a dance of signs and grooves that
distinguishes the work. Streaks of color twist on themselves, forming semicircles, chromatic vortices aimed at the
exaltation of expressive freedom. Wavy motions pile up one on top of the other and merge their tones in a chromatic
embrace creating new gradations. Color is alive, pulsating and breathing. 

Shiori Sato



Color is matter with a strong presence, it is substance endowed with mass and remarkable corporeity. Blood is a
succession of reliefs and accumulations of color, of flat and placid areas. It is a hurricane of paint that stands out
with unprecedented power on the support. The use of the finger as a direct instrument of creative instinct is
extremely evident in Noodle. The plasticity is palpable and the digital sign is what makes up the work: its structure,
its skeleton. Rivulets of color pile up one on top of the other, the pigment is dense and inherits Shiori's gestures in its
forms and spatial arrangement. Small touches of color - almost given with the tips of the fingers - form long
chromatic snakes that, twisting on themselves, dictate the agitated rhythm of the composition. Golden yellow threads
cluster on fiery tongues; bluish swirls are the fulcrum of the union of these expressive filaments. Noodle is in
constant motion, you can feel the color creeping, the pigment drying and becoming indelible, the artist's soul thrown
overbearingly on the support. Shiori's is a free art, free from all constraints of form and tradition. It is an art that cries
out for inner observation, the first timid step towards self-knowledge, towards the longed-for independence from
forms and canonical conceptions.

Shiori Sato

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Men are animals, animals are not men. Or at least, Homo Sapiens is only one of the thousands of species that populate our earth. The
evolutionary process of animals has been carried on together with that of the vegetable kingdom, relating to the geological and climatic
changes that have cyclically characterized our planet. According to some ethologists, such as Konrad Lorenz, Danilo Mainardi, Desmond
Morris, Eibl Eibesfeldt, animals have a behavior that responds to the needs of their survival: there is the prey and the predator, this is the hard
law of nature, but everything takes place according to precise natural laws without altering the balance of the planet and without causing
irreversible catastrophes. In the history of the world we have witnessed, instead, to many natural catastrophes, therefore independent from the
animals, as the extinction of the dinosaurs, about 65 million years ago, with the fall of a big asteroid that has provoked an ecological
upheaval to the point to obscure the Earth for the great cloud of dusts and a lowering of the temperature with the consequent extinction of
about the 70% of the living beings. Other catastrophes of climatic nature have hit the Earth and other difficulties of survival have occurred on
many animal species, many have adapted others have become extinct. Man has always survived and, with time, has begun to "diversify" from
the rest of the species of the animal kingdom: he has developed and carried out a cultural evolution. The writing, the preservation of
memories of past times, the art itself are a human prerogative. The complex and global society in which we live is the result of centuries and
centuries of human history, of greed and avarice, of will of progress and supremacy over nature. The human being is not better than other
animals, there are no comparative terms as far as evolution is concerned. Shun Todoroki with Like flowers, like animals centers precisely this
question. A reddish cloud with evident brushstrokes invades the representative space of the work, literally devouring all the other elements of
the composition. You can glimpse agitated yellow patches, faint green patches and violet tones peep out from the ends of the fiery vortex.
Like flowers, like animals urges human beings to take animals as an example. They feed, grow, reproduce and die moved by a single force:
that of life and survival. They do not need approval either from their own kind or from us human beings, "superior beings". They follow the
cycles of nature, they follow their primordial instincts and they fit perfectly into that complicated perfect machine that is nature. Let's learn
from them, let's look inside ourselves and remember that we too, like them, are animals.

Shun Todoroki

Art Curator Lisa Galletti 
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Simona Negrescu is a Switzerland artist based in Zurich. Her artistic production focuses more on the creation of abstract 
works through the use of organic and non-organic elements, combined with acrylic. “I get inspired by little things of 
everyday life and my paintings rarely look alike” she says. In observing her works it is evident her conceptual research 
and the liberation that the artist herself feels in the act of painting. The purity and immediacy of the gesture are the 
protagonists. Simona Negrescu’s influences are varied and it is interesting to analyze and observe them through the 
selection of three works that the artist exhibits at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the event "Paraíso". The first one taken in 
analysis is entitled "Afterparty" and is made in mixed media on canvas. The work has a strong dark component, which 
accentuates the drama of the canvas but, at the same time, enhances the colors used. First of all the orange lobster, which 
then leaves room for green and blue. At a later time appears the gold that gives shine. From a technical point of view, the 
artist refers to Franz Kline with regard to the immediacy of spatulates, thus allowing a strong Abstract Expressionist 
influence to shine through. In observing the work "The eye", however, the artist changes direction, accentuating her 
versatility and her spontaneity in listening to her feelings of the moment. The work presents a clear focal point, placed at 
the center of the composition. A circle, a point, a planet, an eye. The visual fulcrum that becomes the emblem of the 
canvas. The work is undoubtedly conceptual and inspiring. Viewers are led to reflect on the existence and their role 
within the world, their contribution to society. The feeling is to look at oneself from the outside, from an external eye and 
therefore the mechanism of self-analysis comes into play. From the technical point of view it is evident the reference to 
the Italian artist Alberto Burri and his "Sacchi", despite Simona being detached from the red color and chooses to use a 
copper color that gives the work an archaic connotation. The last work analyzed here is on the same path of "The eye": it 
is entitled "Needle", is made of acrylic on canvas and has a vertical composition. The title itself suggests the artist’s 
intention to represent a needle. The subject is placed in the center of the composition and vertically divides the dark 
canvas in two parts. The reference to Lucio Fontana is immediate. The Italian painter is known for his "cuts" on canvas, 
through which he explored the third dimension, going beyond the two-dimensionality. Simona Negrescu, in a certain 
sense, does the same: the metallic blue of the needle creates an effect of depth that leads the viewer to go beyond the 
canvas. At a later stage, the red ball on the needle head attracts attention: it has the presumption of being the focal point 
but it is not, thus passing into the background. Simona Negrescu’s works are therefore a conceptual research that 
fascinates observers and helps them to reflect on themes suffocated by everyday life.

Simona Negrescu

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Siva aka Evie Mamali is an artist based in Liverpool, she mainly uses oil and mixed media, acrylics and watercolors. She
herself claims to be inspired by nature and personal experiences. Her artistic sensibility is perceptible at first glance, a
magic is hidden inside Siva’s paintings. Her words fully represent her artistic spirit: “Art that is created with love and
intention has all ways been one soul aspects of my art as a base of creation”. These words are the perfect prelude to
admire the two works exhibited by Siva and entitled "Golden Teachers" and "Shedding layers”. The paintings are
exhibited at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the “Paraíso" exhibition. As mentioned above, both have a magical
and surreal connotation, particularly the first that combines surrealist elements with pop elements. The colors are
brilliant, the setting is graphic and looks like a poster despite being made of watercolor, acrylic and gold leaf. 

Siva aka Evie Mamali



A red-haired woman is the protagonist, several mushrooms sprout from them and her body is covered with stars. It
appears as a divinity, as an otherworldly being who came to earth to give a message. The woman does not have eyes that
are replaced by a wide open window from which you can see the galaxy. The fact of not having eyes makes her face lose
her identity in which the observer is mirrored and identified. The window undoubtedly represents a parallelism with our
inner window and invites viewers to look inside them, to discover themselves. The second work, "Shedding layers", is
expressionistic and abstract at the same time. Magenta and blue dominate the composition, yellow instead makes its way
between them. The lines are sinuous and immediate dictated by the impulsiveness of the brushstrokes. A moon
dominates the sky, accompanied by what appears to be a lotus flower. The moon and the lotus flower have important
symbologies, strongly connected with energies and spirituality. For this reason the work accompanies the viewers
towards a relaxing and sensory inner journey, making them feel tranquility and desire to be reborn.

Siva aka Evie Mamali

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Snjezana Cirkovic

Art Curator Marta Graziano

In her latest painting, Dolce Vita (Sweet Life), Snježana Ćirković uses a kaleidoscopic combination of
colors to express her personal and vivid vision of life, celebrating the joy of the present and the beauty of
every moment granted to us. This message is amplified by the choice of the title, which creates a very
strong link with the particular historical period we are living in. In fact, just as the term 'dolce vita' in the
1950s and 1960s in Italy identified a period of recovery after the war, aimed at exalting the pleasures of
life, so this painting wants to celebrate the euphoria and desire to return to life that is characterizing the
post-pandemic period. The colored and faceted concentric shapes, drawn by the artist with the help of
spatulas and rulers, are a recurring feature of her latest paintings and have a strong relationship with the
theme of the exhibition: a key geometric element in the history of art, the circle represents infinity and
eternity, two concepts closely linked to that of Paradise. The dynamism created by these hypnotic circles
and a bold, contrasting color palette lead us into an intimate space where the artist reveals herself. But
Snježana does something more through her canvas: she envelops us in a scenario full of vitality and
emotion that urges us to take charge of our lives and find our own personal version of happiness.



Snjezana Cirkovic

Dolce vita 



Soosoostudios participates for the second time in a contemporary art exhibition organised by M.A.D.S.
Art Gallery. For the exhibition 'Paraíso', two works of art from the Pink Paradise collection are displayed
on the screens. The artist has a great skill in working with pigmented alcohol inks and in using a heat gun
to create a "flow" on the page. The magic of her art manifests itself as she creates compositions as they
dry. For this reason, it is important that Soosoostudios feels in her own paradise and is transported by a
feeling of inner peace and freedom that allows her to be in the moment and let go. The first piece of the
collection entitled "Pink Dragon" is about the connection through the flow of inks that leads to imagine a
fairytale land where everyone is free to see what they want: a fantastic world to escape from the reality
we don't like, from sadness and from fear. 

Soosoostudios



The artist imagines and gives life to a fabulous land where wonderful pink dragons fly. This color is in
fact predominant in the first and second work, entitled "Faeryland". The artist creates a liberating flow
with alcohol inks by mixing various shades of pink, purple, blue and aqua green. She cleverly creates
shades and streams of dense and less dense colors. Soosoostudios gives life an imaginary mini paradise
where she finds lightness, freedom, joy and love, as opposed to the harshness of the real world in which
she lives. Both works are an explosion of energy and sensuality at the same time. Once again,
Soosoostudios proved to be a great and skilled artist.

Soosoostudios

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Stanislav Valevski is an emerging abstract and highly original artist. His style is influenced by multiple artistic currents, which he
is able to rework according to his personal taste. He synthesises emotions and moods in ethereal, timeless and minimalist
paintings. The use of few figurative elements leads him to concentrate on colours, sometimes bright and vivid, the undisputed
protagonists of his compositions. This contrast leads to the emergence of contrasting emotions, tranquillity and strength come into
contact visually, creating an emotional whirlwind in the mind and soul of the viewer. The use of the oil colour technique allows
Stanislav to express his creativity through glazing and mixtures of colours that give homogeneity to his works, adding harmony
and balance. For this exhibition, the artist presents the artwork 'Heart Crack', exploring a unique aspect of the concept of paradise
and inner peace. Feelings guide man, they are the reason for his choices and most important decisions. Sometimes, however, they
can also give rise to sorrow, anger and sadness. In these situations, our heart seems unable to cope with such torment, and this
causes it to crumble. It is a process that eventually leads to the building of barriers that each of us creates following a strong
disappointment, a hard blow. These self-built barriers only fuel loneliness, driving us away from paradise and all the beautiful
emotions that come with it. Catastrophic as it may be, human existence makes use of these situations, of moments when we feel
we are at our happiest and moments that are more introspective, darker. Stanislav focuses all his work on the disarming power of
colour, on the power that pink emanates in all its shades. In the centre he creates, again with the help of chromatic tints, a split,
clear and deep. A heart that breaks into a thousand pieces but that does not ignore the possibility of being rebuilt, of being reborn.
The brushstrokes are soft, intentionally undefined to give a sense of fluidity to the composition. Everything induces a spirit of
contemplation, observation and reflection. The viewer is invited to ask himself questions, to look inside himself and dialogue with
his soul. Although essentially monochromatic, the painting is dynamic and impetuous, generating a whirlwind of emotions that are
difficult to forget or set aside. Stanislav demonstrates a masterful skill in controlling artistic means, while at the same time
recording his free movement in space. The brushstrokes mix the elements, but they remain distinct in a delicate and conceptual
manner. The colour he predominantly uses is that of love and passion and evokes very specific emotions. The viewer is invited to
contemplate and his artworks are intended to trigger reflection. Colours and shapes synthesise emotional states that cannot be
expressed in words but only with the help of art and its abstract concepts.

Stanislav Valevski

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Nature, the mother of everything and an infinite source of life and energy, becomes an integral part of the artistic research of
Stephen Linhart, a contemporary American artist. Taking on enveloping forms that seem to swallow up the subjects of his works,
it shows itself here as powerful and omnipresent and impossible to escape. It encompasses the statuesque and delicate bodies of
women and men from distant epochs, where perfect beauty took shape according to precise canons. This series of artworks
presented at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the exhibition "Paraíso", are accurate elaborations and in-depth studies of
Neoclassical artworks. In fact, Neoclassicism has strong roots in the classical Greek art, a great source of inspiration for the artists
of the time, who referred to the Greek masters to appropriate the ideal of absolute beauty. For Stephen Linhart, it becomes
interesting to dig into the past in order to discover new meanings, transforming statues and paintings into algorithmic art,
enveloping them in the coils of nature: perfection par excellence. In "Patroclus and the Squid", Jacques-Louis David's painting
becomes the basis on which to build a new idea. The young man's marvellous body merges with a myriad of scale-like details
which, following precise lines, twist and suck him in. On the left, the detail of a lily flower accompanies the vision of the work.
The lily, known as a symbol of purity, is also related to the sphere of love. Perhaps the artist, referring to mythology, wants to
remind us of the unconditional love of Patroclus for his companion Achilles; or perhaps he wants to narrate the perfection of
Nature, drawing us into a golden spiral, to take us back in time, to the moment of birth, when we were still pure individuals. The
spiral is one of the most common geometric shapes in nature, such as the seashell, human fingerprints, DNA, galactic clusters, the
rotation of planets and stars, and cyclones. It seems to be the pattern of the motion of the universal energy. By surrounding these
artworks with elements that are profoundly linked to nature, Stephen Linhart wants to push art to a higher level, insinuating
himself into it and studying its tiniest particles. Through generative art, he seeks beauty and its truth, in order to grasp the
harmony that governs life in the universe. The harmony according to which everything is and everything moves.

“The devotee of myth is in a way a philosopher, for myth is made up of things that cause
wonder.” (Aristotle)

Stephen Linhart

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Swedish artist Susanna Isaksson is a trained art teacher and she uses mainly acrylic color, watercolor and mixed media.
She usually paints colorful works because it gives her energy and then she feels most alive. Susanna’s biggest source of
inspiration is nature, animals and daily life in Lapland. The artist shows her idea of paradise to the public on the occasion
of the “Paraíso" exhibition held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. The work is entitled "On the mountain" and is made of acrylic
on canvas. Susanna’s language is brushstrokes and colors, where she feels safe. In fact, the exhibition aims to celebrate
freedom above all understood as freedom of expression and freedom to feel happy in doing what you love. The artist
states: “Paradise on earth is for me to live near the beautiful mountains, to enjoy the stillness, calm and feel the sense of
freedom. When you stand on top of the mountain you feel like a little dot on earth, so small but so valuable.” This feeling
described by the artist is totally clear and perceptible in admiring her work. The composition is vertical and brushstrokes
after brushstrokes the artist "builds" her colorful mountain of paradise. The colors, mostly cold, give off joy and
harmony. On all prevail pink and purple that lead back to the colors of dawn. On the top of the snowy mountain is
represented in a stylized way an elk, a typical animal of Lapland and that in the common imagination leads back to the
Christmas period. Susanna Isaksson with her great sensibility manages to make the viewers live her dream and visually
transports them to Lapland: the cold is almost perceptible, the eyes are illuminated by the colors of dawn that reflect on
the purity of the snow and in the distance you can see an elk. All this is pure joy.

Susanna Isaksson

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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Susanne Arvidsson began painting as a young teenager, increasing her passion for artistic expression year after year,
which feeds her boundless inner hunger that never runs out and which acts as a vital thrust and engine of her life. She has
lived in both Tanzania and Kuwait and her art bears traces of it. Zebras and Maasai were her favourite motifs of hers and
she often created works of art on silk fabric in her outdoor studio. On occasion of the "Paraíso" summer exhibition,
organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, which will inaugurate the second venue for the Spanish public in Fuerteventura, the
artist decides to present three figurative works in acrylic painting, riots of life, color, shapes and movements. The first
"Coffee table Jazzclub" is a tribute to one of her greatest passions, a heavenly moment during a jazz music event.
Distinctive signs of the artist are the particularly powerful palette, subjects with characterizing and typical features and
the presence of women, which unlike the late 19th century orchestras of Degas, makes up the team in a preponderant
way. The mix of colours that overlap and magically unify, make the atmosphere mysterious. We find the same
physiognomies characterized by large eyes, thin noses, and fleshy mouths in a more meticulous and detailed way in the
second proposal entitled "Sound of happy". Evidently made by the same expert hand, the recurring themes are women,
music, colours and a festive atmosphere. In fact, the style is powerful and when she paints you can feel the '60s that shine
and relive for us, just like a heavenly and idyllic memory of the artist herself. "Lily of the valley", on the other hand,
stands out for its floral subjects, but remains perfectly in the style of the artist. Susanne Arvidsson also works as a
drawing and painting teacher in a large cultural school in Örebro and as such, the best skill she has developed is to have
found her own mature and well-identifying artistic style, her own genre, and her particular characteristics. 

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Susanne Arvidsson
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<<When applying the pouring technique the colours flow completely unrestricted at first, but
through the act of setting boundaries a unique piece of art is created at the fine line between order
and chaos, a fertile duality giving rise to patterns and shapes>>. To understand the artistic language
of the artist Susanne Walser could be more useful to start from her consideration about the action of
painting. As she says the pouring technique lets the colours go on the canvas at the same time the
creativity of the artist tries to create a composition on this flow. Considering the artwork presented
on the occasion of the international art exhibition Paraiso, titled Inspiration, we can see the flow of
the colours that flows on the surface of the canvas but at the same time they go to find geometry
and shapes in which to lock up. In fact, we can see a composition created by triangles and
rectangles. At the same time the protagonist of the composition is the face put on the center of the
painting. What is important to consider about this figure is the expression that the artist gives to this
figure. As she wants to give to the observers the attestation of how his creativity and artistic act
works. The face in fact communicates the idea of the inspirations as if this act was a way to express
and let the things come out in a free way to give them in a second moment an order to enjoy the
chaos in its harmony. 

Susanne Walser

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Suze Schneider is a multidisciplinary artist who combines painting, photography, digital art and
engraving with a varied use of collage and fabrics. Her multilayered works are infused with texture and
meaning. Her creative practice explores the construction, removal, erosion and scratching of materials and
surfaces to reveal what lies beneath, but she may not want to be disturbed or exposed. She likens this
process to an archaeological dig, and the remains are inevitably a further discovery of herself. Her
artwork that she exhibits at the "Paraíso" International Art Exhibition is titled "Where There Is Light
There Is Joy (II)", made with different media and techniques. As the title itself states, everything in life
that brings light brings joy. Her artwork is a mixture of observation and emotional responses, which tell a
part of her story as a woman and her daily experiences and emotional struggles, which can trigger a
conversation between the artist, the artwork, and the public. Her works convey enormous emotion, and
this is also linked to the manipulation of materials. She loves to scratch and dig into the layers which also
represents the excavation in her own story. In fact, she is attracted to the cracks in the floor, the peeling
layers of paint, the traces left by the passage of people and the passage of time. In fact, the work presented
seems to be a testimony of the past, of what happened on this canvas and how time has changed her
appearance. Everyone has left their mark, their own piece of life, their own history. For her, all this
represents a therapeutic response to her worries, her fears and inexorably all this causes joy in her heart.

"God is actually just another artist. He invented the giraffe, the elephant and the cat. He has
no real style: he just tries different things."

(Pablo Picasso)

Suze Schneider

Art Curator Francesca Campanelli
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An artist is made of life moments, situations experienced and emotions felt: before being an
artist he is a human being. The sum of all these characteristics creates a personal background
that makes the artist able to always choose different subjects to propose to the viewers. The
intention of the watercolor’s painter Taichi Ichikawa is to seek - into his own memory -
emotional feelings and to turn them into a universal condition in which everyone can find
oneself. The artist would be at the service of his audience, becoming a middleman between
emotions and human beings, through his art. The painter entrusts to his artworks the aim of
reflecting who is looking at them, creating multiple connections between the art and the
viewers but mostly between each other. Through the watercolors, Taichi Ichikawa is able to
portray daily situations, faces and bodies full of emotions and feelings – vinified by using soft
nuances of colours. The artist finds in the watercolors the highest aesthetic, artistic and
technical qualities, relying on them to realize his thoughts. He sees in them a symbolical
character, viewed as a process of purification – in the artistic field. All Taichi Ichikawa wants
to do is to hit the minds of the viewers and dig down to achieve their hearts.

“I am seeking, I am striving. I am in it with all my heart”. (Vincent van Gogh)

Taichi Ichikawa

Art Curator Manuela Fratar
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The works created by Tala Abunuwar - Kittaba represent the magical inner world of the artist which she has
the pleasure of sharing with the people around her. Drawing inspiration from different realities including
Islamic mysticism, Rumi's teachings, Arabic poetry, and yoga philosophy she creates unique works, which
communicate profound messages. "Sisterhood" is a work of contemporary art from 2021 made with mixed
media technique. Using decorative paper and fabric, Tala shaped women with different silhouettes. Against
the gray background the bodies of the protagonists stand out in all their beauty: the different cuttings that
compose them have different patterns of which the blue in different shades is the protagonist. The title of the
work is very evocative: the relationship between women is often ruined by envy and selfishness. This would
not happen if every woman understood the importance of sisterhood: mutual help, exchange of thoughts,
sharing of experiences and emotions; these are the ingredients for inner growth and the evolution of the
world. Each of us has a thousand facets just like the different clippings of which the protagonists are
composed; each of our qualities must be cultivated, each of our defects must be improved through our own
strength, but also thanks to precious advice that we must be able to grasp. The quote from the famous poet
Rumi states that only with the heart can you touch the sky. Tala paints with her heart and in that moment, she
completely escapes from reality to travel to her beautiful world. While we look at her works, we are
enveloped by a whirlwind of emotions which, as Rumi says, makes us walk on air.

“Only from the heart can you touch the sky.” (Gialal al-Din Rumi)
 

Tala Abunuwar – Kittaba

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Teneshia T. Samuel exhibits “Three Pillars” at M.A.D.S Art gallery for the “Paraíso” Art
exhibition. Sumi ink flows in one single attempt to represent a state of mindfulness. “Influenced by
the contemplative practices of Buddhist meditation, this piece was created in one breath and one
brush stroke. The three pillars represent Body, Mind and Spirit as the pillars of our wellness”.
Paradise is created balancing these three pillars. The artist perceives art as a therapeutic tool, where
action is imprinted on one stroke. When you have only one shot, one attempt to complete a task the
pressure is higher. Reaching a level of calmness makes you aware of undertaking any kind of task.
Shodo, the art of Japanese calligraphy, compels the artist, the responsibility to abstract a memory
and imprint it. The level of confidence is present in this artwork, because you have to be certain of
your movement, how strong you breathe and at the same time have a light hand with a strong
stroke. The gestures on “Three Pillars” are strong and not violent, they carry balance during the
dawn of an ethereal memory imprinted with purpose.

It's instinctive in a certain kind of painting...It's like a nervous system. It's not described, it's happening. The feeling is
going on with the task. The line is the feeling, from a soft thing, a dreamy thing, to something hard, something arid,

something lonely, something ending, something beginning.
( Cy Twombly)

 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

My paradise is constructed within. Through a practice of meditation, I enjoy inner contentment and a reason for being. I
retreat to this source as my ever-abundant paradise.

(Teneshia T. Samuel)
 

Teneshia T. Samuel

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/875181
https://www.azquotes.com/author/29498-Cy_Twombly
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Human figures can be glimpsed and emerge from a context in which geometry is dominant. “Deep Connection” is a
framework that reminds us of the deconstruction and cubist reconstruction of forms and bodies. In the center of the
canvas we see a circle, from which rays seem to depart that modify the real, condition it with their colors and their
broken lines. We find another circle with rays also at the top right. The circle is essentially an extended point, whose
symbolic properties are perfection, homogeneity, absence of division and absence of distinction. But if the perfections
are hidden in the point, the circle can represent their created effects. On the one hand we see the terrestrial world,
represented in the naked bodies of the human being, on the other we see distinctly the principle of the world, represented
by the circle, which however through the rays into the world enters, conditioning and creating, as the title of the work
tells us, deep connections with those on earth who live and act. Moving away from the central unit, everything divides
and multiplies and matter is born, grows, created, destroyed and recreated, dies. Tina is an intellectual artist, with a deep
knowledge of the human soul thanks to her profession as a psychotherapist, which emerges powerfully in her works, able
to move the minds of the viewer and to enter the human unconscious. The ultimate goal is to inspire people to find
concrete tools in various ways that promote the puzzle of life, quality of life and personal growth, as Tina says presenting
herself.

Tina Lundberg

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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The Columbian artist Tiz Henriquez finds in her personal roots the subjects to breathe new life into
on her canvas. The events and what she experienced on her own skin have made Tiz Henriquez the
human being and - therefore - the artist who is now. What happened in the past, what marked the
growth of the painter, now it characterises her and her Art. As a process of rebirth, the artist
explores the world, through colors and brushes, discovering new perspectives and interpretations of
it but also of herself. What she understood during some particularly hard periods is how the unity of
the community and a mutually support between all – driven by a sense of resilience and redemption
- can be strong enough to overcome difficulties, finding a new dimension. Tiz Henriquez let herself
be inspired by these experiences that can find their apex in colors, lights, shadows and nuances of
her artworks. The painter completes her artistic growth relying on a cultural and spiritual path –
rediscovering herself. That allows her to achieve a cultural and human wealth and new awareness.
So, the principal aim of the artist Tiz Henriquez is to give a universal image that can take different
meanings depending on who is looking at the paintings but that - at the same time - is able to create
connection between each other. 

"Witness and stand back from nature, that is the first step to the soul’s freedom." 
(Sri Aurobindo)

Tiz Henriquez

Art Curator Manuela Fratar
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Mystical transparencies in which multiple souls of arts from dissonant times are conveyed. Brushstrokes, whose
bristles have left furrows, envelop the space merging with blurred and distant imaginaries. Photographs
dissolved in a fusion of aleatory matter take on shapeless forms, cancelling out time and reading comprehension.
These are the artworks by Tom Ogburn, a contemporary American artist. His artistic research began with
painting, and then moved on to photography and digital art. Hence the fusion of different worlds, in a profound
dialogue between what he himself defines as the cybernetic and the organic: between the physical matter,
manually altered, and the digital world. In "Scryer", a series of drops and stains dropped from above create trails
that are spread around the work, embracing its centre, on which a circular shape stands out. The chromatic range
of colours remains restricted to shades of light greens, leaving only the central eye to emerge in its blue colours.
The resulting strong visual impact leads the observer almost into a state of hypnosis, culminating in the red dot at
the very heart of the work. The experience acquired in various artistic fields allows the artist to experiment in
depth, to the point of blurring the boundaries and the consequent limits between the virtual and the analogue.
"Scryer" is a mechanical eye that merges with tradition, an eye that records reality in order to hurl it into the
future. Aware of Art's past and of the important influences that the great masters have exerted on today's artists,
Tom Ogburn chooses to look forward without abandoning what has been. His works are drops of memory,
reflecting the light of the future. They are visual philosophies whose matter dissolves into the metaphysical,
hovering before our magically seduced gaze.

“True translation is transparent: it does not obscure the original, does not stand in its light,
but rather allows pure language, as if strengthened by its own medium, to shine even more

fully on the original.” (Walter Benjamin) 

Tom Ogburn

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Tondi Hasibuan is an artist originally from Huristak, north of Sumatra. Always oriented towards Cubism, his artist
production has recently changed orientation towards abstract expressionism. Tondi Hasibuan is, for the first time, a guest
at an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of the summer exhibition "Paraíso" which celebrates
inner peace and in the world. "Tania Mona" is a work inspired by the singer Tania Mona after the artist spent time with
her. The artist says he made this work at a time when he was listening to a song whose lyrics spoke of clouds and skies,
sadness, battles and love. The colors used for the creation of the work are emblematic as they convey a sense of
empathy, but sadness. The drips of color recall the characteristic element of Cy Twombly's works, the color is left to
flow voluntarily and intentionally with the desire to convey very specific feelings. The black stripe at the top right looks
like an eye pouring tears. In this work, one perceives a certain uneasiness comparable to Basquiat's street art, with these
figures between reality and abstraction, Hasibuan's work straddles different artistic currents that coincide with abstract
expressionism and postmodernism. Construction and deconstruction, order and chaos occur in the same way both from a
formal and a content point of view.

Tondi Hasibuan

Art Curator  Martina Viesti

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Tania Mona

Tondi Hasibuan

https://www.instagram.com/katrinschoess/?hl=it


Toni Gullion-Reding is a contemporary artist originally from Kentucky. The influence of nature and its
captivating colors is clearly evident in her artwork A Shimmering Moment, an acrylic on canvas that immediately
appears as a delicate and refined explosion of colors and nuances. The first impression is that of being gently
immersed, with the only help of a gaze, in a surreal seabed, admiring the hypnotic streaks of the underwater flora
and fauna: the artist was in truth inspired by the beauty and singularity of the Siamese Fighting Fish and the
sinuosity and refinement of the corals. However, there is much more that transpires from the admiration of this
work, carefully crafted in every facet of colors meant to reproduce a primordial emotion as faithfully as possible:
A Shimmering Moment is a dimension of the soul, it is a feeling already existing or that might be on the point to
be generated, it is the photograph, born from a brush, of a fraction of life that has left something indelible in the
heart of the beholder. It is a memory of a distant well-being or the hope of a future wonder. It is a highly
dynamic image, an effective representation of the change in human perceptions of what is all around. The warm
tones of these waves that are almost branches recalling the veins of a human body, are delicately caressed, until
they mix, with colder tones, to avoid a chromatic predominance. A Shimmering Moment gives the green light to
the unleashing of any suggestion, it is an invitation to let yourself go and be carried away by the surrounding
beauty, but also by the one which purely lies inside us.

“Colors are the smiles of nature.” (Leigh Hunt)

Toni Gullion-Reding

Art Curator Chiara Isella
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A Shimmering Moment



French artist Roland Hugot, also known as U-Got, has always had a passion for art but he began painting at the age of 66
and since then he has devoted himself entirely to painting. The style that best represents it is Abstractionism as it feels
free to express its emotions and personality. He himself states: "Abstraction and freedom are intimately linked". Roland
believes in the concept of freedom, which fits perfectly with the theme of the exhibition "Paraíso", in which he
participates in collaboration with M.A.D.S. Art Gallery in Milan. For this reason, the artist decides not to assign titles to
his works but simply numbers, just so as not to influence the observer and to leave him free to interpret and have a free
personal experience in admiring his works. In the exhibition there are three of his abstract works, precisely numbered:
"N°130", "N°141" and "N°143". All three works have elements in common, as if they were part of the same series. In
particular, "N°141" and "N°143" are very closely related to each other, almost as if they were two faces of the same
medal or as two brothers, with the same blood but who have traveled different paths. Both works have a dark
background, dominated by a green aura. The feeling of ancient and oriental is evident. The artist is in fact fascinated by
Eastern culture, especially Chinese, as you can see from the second piece, the "N°143", which on the right side has some
characters of Chinese writing. Two other elements unite these two works: the presence of a kind of ladder and a red sign.
In number 141 the ladder has a vertical gait but is broken in the final part. The ladder is undoubtedly a symbol of growth,
indicating the "climb" towards a goal, the arduous path that will lead to the goal. The fact of being broken certainly
indicates a difficulty, interpreted in a personal and intimate way by everyone. In number 143 the ladder is placed
horizontally, indicating perhaps an easier path but only in appearance. Here is the red sign to break the ladder, while in
141 the red sign is placed in the center and is more sinuous. There are various elements that make up this painting and
make it mysterious and elegant at the same time. Less dark and more dynamic is the composition titled "N°130",
consisting of nine modules. Together they make the picture dynamic: the look moves from one canvas to another and the
feeling is to be in a dense jungle. The work has been designed by the artist both to find his own harmony in its entirety
and to be separated and therefore to find each individual form their own identity and autonomy. The works of U-Got
alias Roland Hugot are mature, conceptual works that hide behind them a mystery that each of us can unravel in his own
way, without right or wrong answers.

U-Got alias Roland Hugot

Art Curator Giorgia Massari
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U-Got alias Roland Hugot
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U-Got alias Roland Hugot



Being brought up in India, inspired by the fascinating chaotic surroundings of natural life filled with colors and its
emotions, and trained for a year in his younger days with watercolors, Art allows Ujwal to share nature's emotions
through a visual and realistic portrayal of elements with color, allowing art enthusiasts to have a part of what nature
offers in their home in the growing urban culture. Most of his works are in fact paintings made from referenced photos of
Nature, especially landscapes: to Ujwal, it depicts a sense of openness and freedom, an ability for everyone to view the
picture according to their own emotions rather than have a fixed assumption, through details of various elements and the
variety of colors that combine together to form a unified scene that affects individually. "The Purple Blossom”, the art
piece presented by Ujwal at “Paraíso” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, showcases a wide range of colors and
patterns "living together", in particular an expanse of flowers on the right that bloom often to show their ability to be
free; despite their luxuriance and vivacity of colors, a sense of balance is always a part of Nature, as evidenced by the
backdrop of sumptuous mountains compared to the stillness of the blooming in the front. Ujwal's landscapes therefore
seem to represent the great depth of the human being, extremely energetic and transported by feelings of passion and
vitality, yet seeking an inner balance that they can always find in his works. 

Ujwal I.K.

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina

Painting makes me move into a different persona, to perceive natural details and its balance
that can be expressed visually to share with everyone who relate in their own unique feelings.

(Ujwal I.K.)



Ujwal I.K.

The Purple Blossom



Ulrike Schmelter is a German artist based in Berlin and in Denia, Valencia. She draws inspiration from the Romantic
artistic period; in fact water and cloudscapes are in the center of her artistic work.  Ulrike’s works are mostly made of
acrylic on canvas. The artist uses pastel colors, light and sweet; in some cases the colors refer particularly to the romantic
works and those of William Turner, especially for the shades of yellow that color the sea in some stretches. Ulrike
Schmelter represents a multitude of aquatic landscapes and new games, all have a particular perspective, the artist herself
describes it with these words:“looking at the pictures, they take you on a journey into unimagined height or let you dive
deep into the colours of the sea.” The works are not inspired by images or photographs but are born as a result of a long
observation by the artist, which reproduces the charm of the moment. On the occasion of the exhibition "Paraíso" held by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Ulrike shows at the exhibition the work entitled "Coloured Skies". The work contains a great
charge of positivity and tranquility. It is perhaps the lights of dawn or the brightness of the sunset, the sea is illuminated
by a soft yellow light that comes from the bottom. The dark blue sky at its peak is invaded by this peach-colored glow
that tends to red. Probably it is the dawn because the viewer can clearly perceive a feeling of rebirth. The light that
illuminates the darkness. Ulrike Schmelter is able to excite observers through her delicate brushstrokes and her calm
colors.

Ulrike Schmelter

Art Curator Giorgia Massari



Coloured Skies
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With the artwork “KISS THE RAIN”, presented for the “Paraíso” exhibition at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Vaida
Kacergiene skillfully combines pictorial art with the elements of uncontaminated nature, emphasizing the representation
of a portrait immersed in an eternal and paradisiacal atmosphere. Placed in profile, she turns her gaze towards the sky
while keeping her eyes closed, while with her red lips she smiles slightly, conveying numerous sensations: in fact, it is
through the mouth that the whole body is able to express its emotions to its fullest. In the meantime, a refreshing rain
falls steeply from above, as can be seen from the plant placed on the right-hand side, while on the woman's face the
drops fall in parachutes, highlighting the delicacy of the descent on her. As the essential element, water is a vital source
that helps the branch of the tree to develop its fruit, the same shade as the girl's mouth. It is interesting to note how,
within this composition, there are contrasts on the artwork’s structural level: the fruits are cones upturned with respect to
the raindrops and these two details mark the sense of verticality on the pictorial surface, just like the woman's face
slightly stretched from the top to the bottom; while the branch and the horizon line are placed parallelly and horizontally.
Through these aspects, Vaida succeeds in creating a harmonious and precise connection across the entire canvas. In
addition to this purely technical theme, the artist invites the viewer to participate in the girl's well-being and to enjoy the
mystical and relaxing setting. Charm, youth and light-heartedness are a visual poem rich in emotion, capable of capturing
the of the viewer’s soul. The artwork conveys a sense of perfection through the use of pastel shades with vivid details
that bring out all of Vaida's love and passion. The artist makes the intimate humanity of the girl emotional, as well as
extremely charming and elegant.

Vaida Kacergiene

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“The future of art is in the face of a woman.” (Amedeo Modigliani)



Vaida Kacergiene

KISS THE RAIN



Vanessa Sprio exposes for the international exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery two works through
which emerge deep feelings and serenity in a dreamlike and fairy-tale atmosphere. One of the artist’s qualities is
to skillfully blend different nuances in order to give rise to numerous shades, expressing at its best what she
perceives in that moment of pure creation by emphasizing the love and joy for life. By depicting the evolution of
nature during the spring or summer season, the artist opens the door to a new vision of the world. Just as in
“Paradise (coming home)”: this artwork was carried out together with her husband Wojciech Sprio, who is an
artist too, they together took inspiration from a tropical environment, where birds with thick and colorful
plumage soar flight high in the sky, transmitting energy through their dynamism, while a leopard rests along the
bank of the stream, being lulled by the sound of the waterfall. However, the main character of the scene is
represented by the large tree painted with iridescent and reflective hues, which gives light to each element on the
canvas. Furthermore, this luminosity is so powerful that it directly affects the soul of the viewer. In the triumph
of the brushstrokes, one can notice a full freedom of movement, emphasizing Vanessa’s way of framing art and
nature as an unstoppable force. The viewer can benefit from the lifeblood that emanates from the place,
expanding his/her perceptive cognition until he/she becomes an integral part of that plant world. 

Vanessa Sprio



All this surrounding environment helps the observer to detach himself/herself from reality, in the search for
harmony and well-being. In “White”, instead, a regal peacock completely fills the pictorial surface not only with
its grace and beauty but also with the brightness of its plumage. Since ancient times, such a bird has symbolized
longevity, spring and rebirth. Its wide and glittering tail, called the “hundred eyes”, is the emblem of the light of
the Sun that rises from the darkness and spreading like a fan. Through such artwork, Vanessa desires to imprint
both one of the precious gifts that nature has to offer and the love of art. In the background, there is a magical
forest represented made by different shades that go from blue to green and ultimately to purple: each aspect
blends perfectly with the glacial white of the peacock, creating a heavenly dimension where this bird is its king.
Eternal beauty resides in the soul and the peacock, a symbol of positive change, helping the viewer to illuminate
his/her path. The viewers need to completely immerse themselves in the Vanessa Sprio's works, to the extent that
they can begin a journey into their own introspection and deepest emotions.

Vanessa Sprio

Art Curator Alessia Perone
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"When I paint, I feel like I do something that feels natural to me." says the young Finnish artist, Venla
Stirkkinen. And that’s how a person feels when they do something that they not only like, but that’s very
innate within themselves. Venla Stirkkinen approached painting two years ago, after a long pause, but she
found her own "paradise" in it. Her art is fresh, colorful, dynamic, but also quite complex at the level of
interpretation. "the eye" is, in fact, a work that can be compared in certain respects to Surrealism. Just as
for the Surrealist artists, the main themes of their works were the dream, the madness and the search for
unconscious contents, so in the work under examination, the reality and the dream mix and blend each
other. The eye of time, protagonist of the canvas, is placed in the center, but it is half-hidden because it, as
the artist explains, is actually in the mind of the viewer. "My work is a celebration of harmony and the
rocky road of life." says Venla Stirkkinen, and in fact life, as well as "the eye", is not clear and obvious,
but on the contrary, it is a continuous game of intrigues and mysteries. The colors chosen by the artist are
bright; the blue gives the feeling of spirituality and evokes the idea of infinity, the red evokes strength and
passion and the black is like the final break of a musical performance, it is the end, but it enhances
everything that surrounds it. The brushstrokes are dense and material and invite to the touch. The work
looks not at all banal, and thus shows the artistic taste and talent of Venla Stirkkinen.

Venla Stirkkinen

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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Vivid colours, expressive brushstrokes and realistic details coexist harmoniously in Vera Kunas' creative visions. At the “Paraíso”
exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the German artist presents one of her latest bucolic landscapes: “Cow Pasture
(Oetternbach 4)”. Vera depicted a distinctive and symbolic perspective of a cow pasture: on the bright and vibrant tones of the
hills dwells a peaceful group of animals, gathered in the quiet and casual contemplation of the viewer, as well as of the artist,
during their recurrent, mundane activity. Vera was so positively influenced by the frequent sight of this peculiar herd at a farm in
her hometown near Otternbach that she was motivated to fix it eternally: “After spending hours at the pasture at a herd of mostly
mother-cows, lots of calfs, one bull - the most peaceful and charming one to ‚his ladies‘ – I was fascinated by the attentive
presence and peacefulness of these animals. I left them emotionally changed, somehow happier and calmer.” Capturing the quiet
of the herd in her own, colourful world on the canvas, Vera painted not only an ideal place, away from the urban and social
pressure, but also a personal paradise. According to the artist, the peacefulness discovered at the farm helped her survive the 
 period of uncertainty that afflicted the whole world in the past two years. “Cow Pasture (Oetternbach 4)” recalls the Art Naif
current for its bucolic subject and distinctive style but stands out for its attentive study of the animals' anatomy and shadows. As
the Italian Macchiaioli painters, which strayed from conventions by painting outdoors and by favouring light-coloured stains to
stark underlines in order to convey a truthful impression of reality, the artist favoured light, lively and smudged colours.
Influenced by the bucolic poetry of painted pastorals, on one side Vera idealised the country life as an utopian getaway from the
city life and the daily unfortunate reports of the news media, on the other she made an homage to the herd and its simpler and
happier way of life, passing the peacefulness they shared together to the viewers of her artwork.

Vera Kunas

Art Curator Flavia Montecchi
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https://www.spanishdict.com/translate/creaci%C3%B3n


Verónica Concha O’Ryan exposes the fabulous work “La Dama en Azul” for the exhibition “Paraíso” at the M.A.D.S.
Art Gallery. By being attracted by the use of color and the possibility of creating new forms, the artist's imagination
gives her wide room for emotion. By making a woman emerge from the pictorial surface, Verónica emphasizes her in a
natural but at the same time decisive way, softening her features and extrapolating blue from the canvas. She succeeds in
imprinting strong feelings, transmitting them to the viewer: in this way, art is understood as an idyllic place where time,
space and all negative sensations disappear in order to free creativity and to advocate the staging of a sensory and
perceptive process. By immersing the viewer in a whirlwind of moods, the artist's use of certain tones underlines her
intention to emancipate her work to the point where it becomes a symbol of living emotion, passion and movement.
Through such fluid and spontaneous brushstrokes, the contrast between the primary colors and the background is so
vivid that they immediately capture the attention of the viewer. Moreover, by freeing the figure from the typically
academic canons of drawing, the harmonious dynamism and numerous reflections of light are enhanced, capturing its
continuous changes and stimulating that energy, both physical and mental, inherent in the observer. The use of yellow is
fundamental: it symbolizes light and creativity, the desire to act and transform a thought into matter, through positivity,
vitality and the most vivid imagination that resides in all human beings. Interestingly, the artist herself seems to let
herself be completely carried away by the sensations and nuances of the woman depicted. By inviting the viewer to
immerse themselves and be lulled by the undulating movement that her painting skillfully brings out, Verónica shares a
unique experience where every color and every shape becomes a source of pure and creative expression.

Verónica Concha O'Ryan

Art Curator Alessia Perone

“What are the two qualities of art? It must be indescribable and inimitable.... The work of art must
grab you, envelop you, transport you.” (Pierre Auguste Renoir)
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WWW (William Winston Whitfield) is an up and coming artist residing in Alabama. Although he had
always had an interest in visual art, he became a creator of artistic works himself by chance, when during
the 2020 lockdown he bought a set of watercolors. From an initial pastime, art soon became part of
William's life full-time, with an almost therapeutic function. The main feature of his art is the use of a
bright and bright chromatic range, which the artist combines in an original and unpredictable way: the
aim is to arouse in the observer the curiosity to go into the swirls of color until he catches sight of
something familiar. The art of W W W requires a careful and proactive approach, since it allows the
observer to be an actor and interpreter of what is outlined on the canvas. The starting point for this artistic
conception is the phenomenon of pareidolia (from the Greek words pará, "beside" and eídōlon, "image"),
or the tendency that tends to bring objects with a random shape back to known forms. "Biglietto della
lingua per il paradiso", the work presented for "Paraiso", sums up this concept perfectly and contains a
distorted and hallucinatory vision of heaven. The acrylics with fluorescent shades of blue and orange
immediately catch the eye of the observer, and are a stimulus to try to recognize details and shapes, which
seem to change with every glance. The work thus becomes a creation in progress, a universe full of
possibilities that searches for its ideal dimension in the imagination. In this case, the artist does not
propose to give an explanation or to suggest an answer, but leaves everyone his own freedom, the same
freedom that has brought his creative process to an end.

"Everything you can imagine is real." (Pablo Picasso)
 

W W W

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Yanis Frere is a young Parisian artist who produces innovative artworks. Extremely gifted with
originality and artistic intuition, he works on the visual links between dreams and reality. The subjects he
creates are therefore to be found in the unconscious sphere of the human being: desires, fears, insecurities
are highlighted and analysed. Yanis's style is somewhere between figurative-abstract-sculptural in that his
subjects are somewhere between the real and the imaginary. They are plastic, three-dimensional and
palpable bodies that seem to come out of the works, increasing the viewer's fascination. He allows
himself to be inspired by his surroundings, any small detail can be extrapolated from reality and
readapted to fit into imaginative, dreamlike worlds. The technique he uses involves a layering of forms to
render the plasticity of bodies and the dynamism of limbs. He provokes the spectator, inviting him to
break out of the mould of the real world and immerse him in universes that are foreign to him, thus giving
rise to contrasting emotions. The spectator is confronted with something unknown, something shocking,
which inevitably provokes a reaction. In the painting 'OBSESSION', Yanis' artistic approach is clearly
evident. At the centre is an imaginary character, with physiognomic elements taken from different
contexts. It is a plastic body, with a clearly visible mass with a half-open mouth, a large, flattened nose
and orbital cavities without eyes.

Yanis Frere



The softness of the forms and the three-dimensionality of the subject also liken it to solid Greek
sculptural statues. The Greek and mythological element is echoed in the background, where a column
with entasis and grooves can be seen, identifying a Greek temple, probably of Doric order. In the head of
the character, a gap opens up in which the artist renders a three-dimensional, dark and frightening
environment. At the end of the corridor, the light reveals a human silhouette. The artwork reincarnates the
feeling of obsession that leads to the tearing apart of body and mind. The colours are bright, energetic and
the predominant use is of warm hues, overlaid with cold streaks of purple that almost create lacerations
on the body of the protagonist. In "NEW TIMES", too, the presence of purple is important and dominates
in contrast with the warm colours of the dawn in the background. The protagonist is again an emblematic
and statuesque figure emerging from the water and looking up to the sky. It is a painting that exudes a
feeling of rebirth and raises questions about the passing of time. The massive presence of the protagonist
contrasts with the softness and liveliness of the colours of the sky reflected in the water. The composition
is studied, introspective and dynamic. A splash of water can be seen in the left-hand corner, giving the
idea of movement.

Yanis Frere



The artwork is constructed in vertical and horizontal lines. Yanis invites the viewer to introspection, to
question himself about his life and the inexorability of time passing and making us different people every
day. The work "YUREI II" is more lively and striking due to its use of fluorescent colours. It is a curious
work that combines the sacred and the profane, a syncretism of cultures that is placed at the centre of an
exuberant composition. The enigmatic figure is a Japanese spirit with a Christian halo. The black of this
figure contrasts with the multicoloured background which always echoes the Nordic aurora borealis for
the colours Yanis decides to use. Once again, purple is the protagonist of the palette, the colour of
mystery, often juxtaposed with the magical, the subconscious and the oneiric sphere. Yanis is influenced
by countless stimuli of a different nature which he is able to combine together in an absolutely original
and unprecedented way. It is impossible not to notice that his influences include Moreau, Khnopff and
many other masters of symbolism and surrealism. His works have an impact, shake the viewer and await
his immediate reaction. He does not include many elements in his works, he prefers to insert a few
mysterious single protagonists and then juxtapose them with magnificent symbolic and colourful
backgrounds.

Yanis Frere

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Yugal Odhrani is a multidisciplinary digital artist and an art director from Dubai. We are pleased to welcome
him for the first time to the contemporary art gallery M.A.D.S. on the occasion of the exhibition 'Paraiso'. He is
participating with three digital works, created with the help of 3D Render. His works focus on the elegant
connection of his love for human anatomy and fashion in a dystopian world. In the first, entitled 'Miyami', the
face of an emotionally distressed girl appears. The artist speaks of "a soul lost in a world destroyed" by human
wickedness and the loss of civilization and mutual respect. Her body seems to be totally covered by a metal
armour that she wears to defend herself from the brutal blows that life has dealt her. The wounds on her face are
embellished with snake-shaped jewellery reminiscent of the Bvlgari brand. The girl's gaze is lost. She does not
know where she is, what to do or how to get out of this state. In her armour, however, she finds refuge from
reality and this gives her a feeling of inner peace. The protagonist of the second work, entitled 'I feel free', is
once again a completely naked girl in a crouching position. Around her, drops of water bathe her smooth skin,
skilfully created by the artist using 3D rendering. Her eyes are closed, her lips hinting at a smile. The girl lets
herself go into an imaginary world of love, joy and fun. In her imaginary paradise, the girl feels alive and free
from the impositions imposed by society. At last she seems to have overcome her limits: yesterday she was not
ready, the day before neither was she. Today is her day! Yugal's third work is a true artistic masterpiece, entitled
'Dying Slowly'. Through this work of art he manages to convey a very important message: all our memories are
fading into black and we have a duty to preserve them carefully.In a dystopian vision of the world, an anti-
Utopia, the imaginary reality of the future, predictable on the basis of present trends perceived as highly
negative, is predicted to be black. To underline this negative presentiment, the artist creates a play of dark
colours such as black, grey and the blue of the sky, contrasting with the orange cloud of smoke rising from the
mind of the boy sitting on the chair observing the world. His memories are slowly dying so it is necessary to
make them sharp and vivid by continuing to talk about the past. 

Yugal Odhrani

Art Curator Alessia Ventola
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Yuka Sakuma is a Japanese artist, from Osaka. Since 2017, she has been working as a resin artist, and since February
2020, she has been working as an alcohol ink artist and lecturer. Yuka, when she paints, comes into direct contact with
her inner self. Painting becomes a cure for the soul, a place of protection, a safe nest for refuge. Painting is also
rediscovering the essence of life, the true values that make it an extraordinary and wonderful journey. Nature, animals,
family, children are its main sources of inspiration. Mother of two children, she knows the feeling of holding a breath
pure and simple to the chest like that of a newborn and brings back the same purity and sweetness in its pictorial
rendering. The spectator in front of her works breathes clean, clear air. In the first work in the exhibition, Sunlight into
the sea, the artist leads us underwater, where the breath is rarefied, the air is sometimes missing and we need to return to
the surface to breathe. 

“Heaven on Earth is a choice you must make, not a place you must find”
(Wayne Dyer)

 

Yuka Sakuma
 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/4269-Wayne_Dyer


The beauty of the light that pierces the water, reflected on it with waves and that we can observe only by
immersing ourselves with our whole body in the deep waters of the sea, has something heavenly, that
exceeds the beauty of the terrestrial nature, leading us to unknown places, physical, but above all mental.
To the sky is the title of the second work on display. The aspiration to heaven is as old as man. The
curiosity to ascend to the stars to see what is beyond, the connection of the earthly world/celestial world is
alive in each of us. Cathedrals, skyscrapers, explorations of space are some of the scientific forms with
which man attempted to reach the sky. Yuka through her work mentally ascends to a heavenly dimension
and gives us the same powerful vision.

Yuka Sakuma
 

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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Harmony; melody; light and femininity are some principal adjectives that define Yziim’s artworks. The Portuguese artist, for the
first time at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery joins the ‘Paraíso’ exhibition with the aim of showing her creative world. Inspired by what she
is surrounded by and what she hears while painting in her garden, Yziim creates her artworks, made up of soft colours
representing natural elements. “Aconchego” or “Serenity” shows a conglomerate of brambles that recall the pond and its natural
effects. By looking at the painting, it is possible to see the artist’s ability to create, with just two main colours, a perfect and
harmonious landscape transmitting all its reality. The attention with which she uses the brushes and the hues of colours, resemble
the Impressionistic style of the XIXth century, for which the main important aspect was to reproduce what artists exactly see,
often painting in their garden, ‘en plein air’. 
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Yziim’s attention to the singular element that composes the scene, is visible also in “Agradecer”, where the Ortensia, the main
character of the piece, is represented in a softer way than in its reality. It is just this choice to use soft colours that almost blend
with the beige background, which is characteristic of Yziim’s harmonious and sensitive way of painting. As pleasant is the way of
painting of this artist, pleasant is also the sensation given to the souls watching the works. Yziim’s art is a reflection of the person
appreciating it. Her paintings will bring serenity and harmony to each human being. 
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Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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